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Abstract
At the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) near Geneva the new proton-proton
collider ring LHC and the experiments that will be operated at this accelerator are currently being
finalised. Among these experiments is the multi-purpose detector CMS whose aim it is to discover
and investigate new physical phenomena that might become accessible by virtue of the high center-
of-mass energy and luminosity of the LHC. Two of the most intensively studied possibilities are the
discovery of the Higgs Boson and of particles from the spectrum of supersymmetric extensions of
the Standard Model. CMS is the first large experiment of high-energy particle physics whose inner
tracking system is exclusively instrumented with silicon detector modules. This tracker comprises
15 148 silicon strip modules enclosing the interaction point in 10–12 layers. The 1. Physikalisches
Institut B of RWTH Aachen was deeply involved in the completion of the end caps of the tracking
system. The institute played a leading role in the end cap design, produced virtually all support
structures and several important electrical components, designed and built the laser alignment
system of the tracker, performed system tests and finally integrated one of the two end caps in
Aachen.
This integration constitutes the central part of the present thesis work. The main focus was on
the development of methods to recognise defects early in the integration process and to assert the
detector’s functionality. Characteristic quantities such as the detector noise or the optical gain of
the readout chain were determined during integration as well as during a series of tests performed
after transport of the end cap from Aachen to CERN. These measurements show a constantly
high quality of the integrated device. The procedures followed during the mechanical integration
of the detector and during the commissioning of integrated sectors are explained, and the software
packages developed for quality assurance are described. This part of the document also covers
problems that occured in the course of the integration process. In addition, results of the detector
readout are presented. It could be shown that more than 99.5% of the approximately two million
readout channels of the detector are working, that the noise of the silicon modules is below about
2000 electrons and that the common-mode noise is negligible. With these results, reliable signal
detection can be expected even towards the end of the foreseen life time of the end cap, when
radiation damages will lead to higher noise and reduced signal charge collection.
During the integration phase, sub-structures of the end cap — named petals — were subjected
to a reception test which has also been designed and operated as part of this thesis work. The
test setup and software developed for the test are introduced and an account of the analysis of
the recorded data is given. Containing about 20 silicon modules and related readout electronics,
petals are the basic building blocks of the end cap system. The reception test mainly confirmed
the very good quality of petals delivered by external intitutes and found a small number of defects
which could be repaired before integration of the petals into the end cap.
Before the end cap project entered the production phase, a final test beam experiment was
performed in which the suitability of a system of two fully equipped petals for operation at the
LHC was checked. In this last step of the system test for the end caps, stable operation and a
good data quality could be verified. The measured ratio of the signal induced in the silicon sensors
by minimal ionising particles to the detector noise — in the readout mode relevant for operation
at design luminosity — was shown to be greater than 20 for all module geometries.
A software for analysing the recorded data was developed and used in all presented studies.
This tool was tuned to the special requirements of the test and integration phase of the detector.
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The functionality of the software and the algorithms it uses are explained.
A comparison of the different studies demonstrates the constantly high detector quality in
setups of individual petals as well as in systems comprising hundreds of silicon modules in the
integrated end cap. At the same time, the reproducibility of the measurements could be estab-
lished, which is another requirement for successful operation of the tracker end caps in the search
of new physics at the LHC.
Kurzfassung
Am Forschungszentrum CERN bei Genf werden derzeit der neue Proton-Proton-Speicherring LHC
und die an diesem Beschleuniger angesiedelten Experimente fertiggestellt, darunter der Vielzweck-
detektor CMS. Das Ziel von CMS ist es, neue physikalische Pha¨nomene zu entdecken und zu
untersuchen, die durch die hohe Schwerpunktsenergie und Luminosita¨t des LHC zuga¨nglich sein
ko¨nnten. Dazu za¨hlen beispielsweise die Entdeckung des Higgs-Bosons oder von Teilchen aus dem
Spektrum supersymmetrischer Erweiterungen des Standardmodells. CMS ist das erste große Ex-
periment der Hochenergie-Elementarteilchenphysik, dessen Spurdetektor vollsta¨ndig in Silizium-
technologie gefertigt wird. Dieser Spurdetektor besteht aus 15 148 Siliziumstreifenmodulen, die den
Wechselwirkungspunkt in 10 bis 12 Lagen umgeben. Am Bau der Endkappen des Spurdetektors
war das 1. Physikalische Institut B der RWTH durch die Federfu¨hrung bei der Detektorkonzeption,
Fertigung nahezu aller Tragestrukturen und wichtiger elektronischer Komponenten, Entwicklung
des Laser-Alignment-Systems, Durchfu¨hrung von Systemtests und durch die Integration einer der
beiden Endkappen in Aachen beteiligt.
Schwerpunkt der vorliegenden Arbeit war diese Endkappenintegration, wobei insbesondere
Methoden entwickelt wurden, um Defekte wa¨hrend der Integrationsphase zu entdecken und die
Funktionalita¨t des Detektors sicherzustellen. Kennzahlen wie das Rauschverhalten der Module
oder die optische Versta¨rkung des Auslesesystems wurden sowohl wa¨hrend der Integrationsphase
als auch wa¨hrend einer Testphase nach dem Transport der Endkappe nach Genf bestimmt und
zeigen eine gleichbleibend hohe Qualita¨t des Gera¨tes. Es werden die Vorgehensweise bei der me-
chanischen Integration des Detektors und bei der Inbetriebnahme integrierter Sektoren vorgestellt
und die zur Qualita¨tssicherung entwickelten Programme beschrieben, wobei auch Probleme ange-
sprochen werden, die wa¨hrend der Integration auftraten. Zudem werden die Ergebnisse der De-
tektorauslese pra¨sentiert. Es konnte gezeigt werden, daß mehr als 99.5% der knapp zwei Mil-
lionen Auslesekana¨le der Endkappe am Ende der Integration funktionieren, daß das Rauschen
der Siliziummodule weniger als etwa 2000 Elektronen betra¨gt, und daß das koha¨rente Rauschen
vernachla¨ssigbar klein ist, was eine zuverla¨ssige Signalerkennung auch zu Ende der vorgesehenen
Lebenszeit der Endkappe erwarten la¨ßt.
Wa¨hrend der Integrationsphase wurden mit Siliziummodulen bestu¨ckte Untereinheiten — soge-
nannte Petals — einem Eingangstest unterzogen, der ebenfalls im Rahmen dieser Arbeit aufgebaut
und durchgefu¨hrt wurde. Es werden der Aufbau und die fu¨r den Teststand entwickelte Software
vorgestellt und die Analyse der angefallenen Daten beschrieben. Der Eingangstest besta¨tigte im
Wesentlichen die sehr gute Qualita¨t der von externen Instituten gelieferten Petals und fand eine
geringe Anzahl von Defekten auf einzelnen Petals, die vor der Integration in die Endkappe behoben
werden konnten.
Vor Beginn der Endkappenintegration wurde ein Teststrahlexperiment durchgefu¨hrt, in dem
ein System aus zwei Petals auf seine Eignung hinsichtlich des Betriebs am LHC untersucht wurde.
In diesem letzten Schritt des Systemtests fu¨r die Endkappen wurden stabiler Betrieb und eine
sehr gute Datenqualita¨t nachgewisen. Das gemessene Verha¨ltnis des von minimalionisierenden
Teilchen deponierten Signals zum Rauschen der Detektormodule — im fu¨r die Auslese bei Design-
Luminosita¨t vorgesehenen Auslesemodus — ist gro¨ßer als 20 fu¨r alle Modulgeometrien.
Eine auf die Bedu¨rfnisse der Test- und Integrationsphase ausgerichtete Software zur Analyse der
aufgezeichneten Rohdaten wurde entwickelt und in allen vorgestellten Untersuchungen eingesetzt.
Die Funktionalita¨t der Software und die verwendeten Algorithmen werden erla¨utert.
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vi KURZFASSUNG
Ein Vergleich der verschiedenen Studien demonstriert die gleichbleibend hohe Detektorqualita¨t
sowohl in kleinen Systemen von einzelnen Petals als auch in Systemen mit hunderten Silizium-
modulen in der fertigen Endkappe. Die ebenfalls nachgewiesene Reproduzierbarkeit der Meßergeb-
nisse ist eine weitere Voraussetzung fu¨r eine erfolgreiche Nutzung der Spurdetektor-Endkappen zur
Untersuchung physikalischer Fragestellungen am LHC.
Fu¨r Barbara
und die dritte im Bunde.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The past and current generations of experiments in high energy particle physics have in an im-
pressive way confirmed the validity of the Standard Model of Particle Physics (further referred
to as the Standard Model), which aims to describe the particle content of the universe and the
interactions between these particles. Yet we know that despite its merits the Standard Model can-
not be the complete theory describing fundamental particles and interactions, and there also are
predictions of the Standard Model still awaiting experimental confirmation. The most prominent
unconfirmed aspect of the theory is its explanation for the electroweak symmetry breaking and for
the generation of the masses of the heavy gauge bosons, the Higgs mechanism [1, 2]. This theory
introduces a scalar Higgs field and an associated scalar boson, the Higgs particle which is the only
Standard-Model particle pending discovery.
Furthermore, even assuming the correctness of the Higgs theory, the Standard Model is un-
satisfactory in physical and mathematical respects, e.g. because it does not include gravitational
interactions and because it does not account for about 95% of the energy density of the universe;
and also in more philosophical (though not unphysical) respects, e.g. because it does not achieve
a unification of the fundamental forces at a common scale (it is not a Grand Unified Theory). The
Standard Model may therefore be regarded as a low energy effective theory whose predictions are
valid only in the energy regime available to present experiments, and it is expected that at higher
energies a superior theory will emerge of which the Standard Model is merely a part. Attractive
and popular contenders for such a theory are supersymmetric models, many of which predict a
new spectrum of particles that should be accessible at energies around 1 TeV.
For exploring these new realms of fundamental physics, a new collider ring, the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [3, 4], is currently being built at CERN. The LHC will provide proton-proton
collisions at center-of-mass energies up to 14 TeV, as well as heavy-ion (lead-lead) collisions at
center-of-mass energies up to 2.7 TeV per nucleon. The ring accomodates four large experiments,
of which two are dedicated to specific physical questions (ALICE [5, 6, 7, 8] and LHCb [9, 10]).
The other two (ATLAS [11, 12] and CMS [13, 14]) are multi-purpose experiments designed to
investigate any conceivable new phenomena that might emerge at the energy scale made accessible
by the LHC.
The LHC and its experiments are ambitious projects of an unprecedented complexity. This
is illustrated by the fact that it took 14 years, from 1994 to 2008, for the two multi-purpose
experiments to go from the technical proposals to readiness of the detectors for data taking. The
present thesis follows the evolution of the end cap system of the inner tracking detector of the
CMS experiment [15, 16] from the late stages of system testing with prototype components through
mass production of detector elements to the completion of end-cap integration.
This document has the following structure: in the remainder of this chapter, a brief introduction
to the LHC and the CMS experiment is given. Chapter 2 describes the inner tracking system of
CMS, with an emphasis on the end cap system. In tests during detector integration, one of the
most effective sources of information on the system quality was the detector noise. In chapter 3,
the expected noise behaviour of the detector is discussed, and a software package developed for
analysing the raw data read out during all stages of the integration of the end cap is introduced.
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Chapters 4 to 7 summarise four important steps in the construction of the end cap system:
chapter 4 describes the final test beam experiment performed with the end cap system. Chapter 5
gives a re´sume´ of a reception test for sub-structures of the end caps that was performed before these
components were integrated into the end-cap structure. One of the two end caps was integrated
in Aachen and this project is described in chapter 6, giving an overview both of the integration
process and of the results of various tests performed during integration. After transport of the
end cap to CERN, a final test of a large fraction of the device was carried out before it was
integrated into the overall tracker structure. This test is described in chapter 7. All four steps are
summarised in chapter 8, and the document is concluded in chapter 9.
1.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently in the final stages of construction and will upon
completion be the most powerful particle accelerator in the world, providing proton-proton colli-
sions at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV.
The LHC (Fig. 1.1) is being installed in the tunnel of the by now dismantled Large Electron
Positron collider ring (LEP), which defines the LHC layout of 26.659 km length with a bending
radius of 2804 m [17]. The circumference of a circle with this radius is only 17.6 km, but the
LHC comprises a considerable fraction of straight elements for beam acceleration, experimental
caverns, beam optics, cooling and powering services etc. The tunnel lies at depths between 50 m
and 170 m between Geneva and the Jura Mountains. There are eight equidistantly distributed
straight segments along the collider at which the beams could potentially be brought to collision.
These points are named LHC points 1 to 8. At points 1, 2, 5 and 8 large experiments are being
constructed (ATLAS, ALICE, CMS and LHCb, respectively). There are also smaller experiments
being planned or under construction: TOTEM [18, 19] which will provide measurements of the
total cross section and study diffractive dissociation, MOEDAL will search for monopoles and
other exotic highly-ionising particles and LHCf is intended to measure photons and pions in the
very forward region [20].
The existing CERN accelerator complex — comprising a linear accelerator (the Linac 2),
the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton Syn-
chrotron (SPS) — will be used to inject Proton beams with beam energies of 450 GeV, a 25 ns
bunch spacing and appropriate intensity and size into the LHC. The final acceleration to up to
7 TeV per beam direction is performed in 16 radio-frequency cavities in the linear LHC segments.
Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the LHC and its experiments [21].
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The required bending power is provided by 1232 superconducting dipole magnets with a mag-
netic field of up to 8.33 T operating at a temperature of 1.9 K. At design luminosity, each beam
will consist of k = 2808 bunches with N = 1.15 · 1011 protons per bunch. With a revolution
frequency of f = 11.25 kHz and beam sizes at the collision points of ATLAS and CMS in the two
directions vertical to the beam axis of σ∗x = σ
∗
y = 16 µm, the peak luminosity of the collider is
LDesign = F · kN
2f
4πσ∗xσ
∗
y
= 1034 cm−2s−1 , (1.1)
where F = 0.83 is a factor introduced to take into account the beam crossing angle of 283 µrad at
the ATLAS and CMS collision points. During the first years of LHC operation, the low-luminosity
phase, the luminosity will be considerably lower (up to about LInitial = 1033 cm−2s−1), leading
to an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb−1 per year. In the subsequent high-luminosity phase,
integrated luminosities of the order of 100 fb−1 per year are expected.
The unprecedented beam energy and instantaneous luminosity impose considerable demands
not only on the accelarator, but also on the experiments which have to cope with a bunch-crossing
frequency of 40.08 MHz, each crossing resulting in about 20 inelastic proton-proton interactions at
design luminosity. This requires a high granularity of the active elements, fast detector elements
and readout electronics, sophisticated trigger systems and powerful systems for processing and
storage of the data.
1.2 The CMS Detector
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a multi-purpose detector which will be able to investigate
a wide range of potential new physics that might emerge at LHC energies. The design of CMS
(Fig. 1.2) is greatly influenced by the choice of a solenoidal magnetic field for bending the tracks
of charged particles and by the strength of this field, which allows building a comparatively small
(compact) detector with a very good track resolution. The basic components of the detector are
 a large (12.5 m long, 6 m diameter) high-field (4 T) solenoid surrounding the calorimeters
and inner tracking system;
 an iron return yoke for the magnetic field which also serves as the main support structure
of the detector. The yoke is segmented longitudinally (along the beam axis) into five barrel
parts and three end cap discs on either side;
 a fully silicon-based inner tracking system consisting of a silicon-pixel vertex detector and a
silicon-strip tracker;
 a homogenous electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of lead-tungstate (PbWO4) crystals;
 a sampling hadron calorimeter made from brass absorber interleaved with scintillating tiles;
 and, integrated into the return yoke, a muon system composed of drift tubes in the barrel,
cathode strip chambers in the forward regions, complemented by resistive plate chambers.
The total mass of CMS is approximately 12 500 t, dominated by the return yoke with a weight
of about 10 000 t. The detector is 21.6 m long and has a diameter of 14.6 m.
In the CMS coordinate system, the x-axis points towards the center of the LHC ring, the y-axis
points upwards and the z-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system, pointing along the
beam axis from the location of CMS at LHC’s point 5 towards the Jura Mountains. The azimuthal
angle ϕ is measured from the x axis in the x− y plane, and the radial coordinate in this plane is
denoted by r. The polar angle θ is measured from the z-axis, and the pseudorapidity is defined
as η = − ln tan (θ/2).
The whole detector is segmented longitudinally into 11 parts, following from the segmentation
of the return yoke. This made it possible to individually integrate slices of the detector in a surface
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(a) Perspective view of the detector.
(b) One quarter of the longitudinal cross-section of the detector.
Figure 1.2: Schematic views of the CMS detector [25].
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construction hall, and to assemble the detector in the under-ground cavern after lowering of the
detector slices. In January 2008, the lowering of all heavy elements was finished, proving the
success of this ambitous construction strategy. The integration of the CMS detector is currently
being finalised in the experimental cavern near the french village of Cessy between the city of
Geneva and the Jura Mountains.
The sub systems of the detector are described in some detail in the following sections, starting
with the magnet and then progressing radially from the muon system to the pixel vertex detector
at the heart of CMS.
1.2.1 Magnet
In CMS, the trajectories of charged particles are bent in the field of a large superconducting
solenoid with a length of 12.5 m and a diameter of 6 m [22]. A homogeneous magnetic field of
4 T in the central region is created by electrical currents of 19.14 MA flowing through four layers
of Rutherford-type cable. The stored energy of the magnet is 2.6 GJ at full current, and with a
weight of the cold mass of 220 t, the stored energy per unit cold mass is very high (11.6 kJ/kg)
which causes mechanical deformations of about 0.15% during energising.
The return field is strong enough to saturate 1.5 m of iron, leading to a magnetic field of 1.8 T
in the yoke. For the magnet to be operated at full current, the return yoke must be closed. This
was successfully exercised in the so-called magnet test and cosmic challenge (MTCC) in the second
half of 2006, and the design field of 4 T was reached on 22nd August 2006 [23].
1.2.2 Muon System
Embedded into the return yoke is the muon system [24] which in the barrel part consists of four
layers of drift tubes surrounding the magnet coil. In the forward region, where track occupancies
are higher, four layers of cathode strip chambers (CTCs) are used. These systems cover the
pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.4, with barrel-only measurements in the range of |η| < 0.8 and
endcap-only measurements in the range of |η| > 1.2. In the initial detector, muons with |η| < 1.6
are also detected by resistive plate chambers (RPCs), and the RPC-coverage will be increased to
|η| < 2.1 in later years of operation.
The muon system’s ability to provide identification and pT measurements of high energetic
muons is very important for the CMS trigger system, because these particles are clear signa-
tures for many physics processes. The RPCs are dedicated trigger detectors with limited spatial
but excellent time resolution (about 1 ns), providing unambiguous bunch-crossing identification.
Nevertheless, the drift tubes and cathode strip chambers also give important contributions to the
level-1 muon trigger.
The muon system’s transverse momentum resolution for muons with pT . 1 TeV is of the
order of ∆pT /pT = 10
−1 to 3 · 10−1 (Fig. 1.3). In the barrel region, the efficiency to reconstruct
high pT muon tracks with the muon system alone is better than 95% [26].
1.2.3 Hadron Calorimeter
The hadron calorimeter system [27] of CMS consists of several calorimeters covering as much
of the solid angle as possible. The main part, referred to as the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) is
situated inside of the magnet coil and measures the jet energy in the pseudorapidity region of
|η| < 3.0. It consists of a brass absorber interleaved with scintillating tiles. Wavelength-shifting
fibres are embedded into the tiles and are coupled to clear fibres which channel the light to hybrid
photodiodes (HPDs). In the barrel region (|η| < 1.3), the HCAL has an absorber thickness
between 5.8 hadronic interaction lengths (λI) at θ = 90
◦ and 10.6 λI at |η| = 1.3, to which about
1.1 λI are added from the crystal ECAL. Because this stopping power does not provide sufficient
containment for hadronic jets, a tail catcher named the outer calorimeter (HO) is installed outside
the solenoid. The HO uses the magnet coil as an absorber providing 1.4/ sin θ ·λI . In the region of
the central barrel yoke, HO consists of an additional 19.5 cm thick iron iron layer (the tail catcher
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(a) |η| < 0.2, all track measurements with
barrel drift tubes.
(b) 1.8 < |η| < 2.0, all track measure-
ments with end cap CTCs.
Figure 1.3: Transverse momentum resolution for muons as a function of the momentum pT for
the muon system only, the inner tracker only and both (”Full system”) [25].
iron). Scintillating layers are placed as the first sensitive layer inside of the iron rings of the barrel
return yoke and also between the tail catcher iron and the magnet coil. The HO ensures a depth of
the barrel calorimeter system of at least 11.8 λI . The end cap calorimeter is attached to the first
end cap yoke at either side of the interaction point, between the end caps of the electromagnetic
calorimeter and the yoke wheels. In the end cap region, the length of the calorimeter is about
10 λI (including the ECAL).
The pseudorapidity coverage is extended to |η| < 5.0 by the forward calorimeter (HF) consisting
of steel absorber with quartz fibres which capture the Cherenkov light produced by charged shower
particles passing through the HF. Because of the immense radiation dose expected in the far
forward region of the detector — about 10 MGy after ten years at the LHC — radiation hardness
was of particular importance in the design of the HF.
The expected jet transverse energy resolution of the HCAL as a function of the simulated jet
energy is given for the barrel HCAL, end cap HCAL and HF individually in Fig. 1.4.
Even further coverage is provided in CMS by the CASTOR [28] calorimeter (5.2 < |η| < 6.6)
which is installed at |z| = 14.4 m from the interaction point and will provide measurements of the
total and electromagnetic energies in its acceptance range. It consists of tungsten plates as absorber
and quartz plates as active medium. Pseudorapidity coverage of |η| > 8.3 for neutral particles
is provided by the Zero degree calorimeter (ZDC) [29] which is a tungsten/quartz scintillator
calorimeter installed between the two LHC beam pipes at a distance of 140 m from the interaction
point. Identical ZDCs are installed at either side of the detector inside the neutral particle absorber
TAN [30].
1.2.4 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
One of the key components of the CMS experiment is its homogenous electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) [31]. The ECAL covers the pseudorapidity range of |η| < 3.0 with 75 848 lead-tungstate
(PbWO4) crystals read out via avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in the barrel and vacuum phototri-
odes in the endcaps. The high density of 8.28 g/cm3 and short radiation length of 0.89 cm enables
a very good shower containment, providing 25.8 radiation lengths (X0) in the constrained space
inside of the magnet coil, between tracker and HCAL. The small Molie´re radius of 2.2 cm results
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Figure 1.4: Transverse energy resolution for jets as a function of the simulated jet energy for
jets in different pseudorapidity regions [25].
in a fine granularity of the calorimeter. The crystals are radiation hard, optically clear and fast,
emitting about 80% of the light in the LHC clock period of 25 ns. The light output is rather
low (about 4.5 photoelectrons per MeV at 18◦C) and varies significantly with temperature: the
number of scintillation photons and the amplification of the APDs both decrease with increasing
temperature. A variation of the response to incident electrons with temperature has been mea-
sured in test beams to be (−3.8 ± 0.4)% ◦C−1 [32]. The ECAL temperature must therefore be
maintained at (18.00± 0.05)◦C to preserve energy resolution. The cooling is achieved by a flow of
water at 18◦C through cooling pipes running in an aluminium grid supporting modules of 400 or
500 crystals. Insulation from the tracker (which will be operated at temperatures below −10◦C) is
provided by a thermal screen through which the water runs. For better π0 rejection, a preshower
is installed in front of the ECAL end caps.
For energies below 500 GeV, the energy resolution of the ECAL can be parametrised as
( σ
E
)2
=
(
S√
E
)2
+
(
N
E
)2
+ C2 , (1.2)
where S is the stochastic term dominated by event-to-event fluctuations in the lateral shower
containment, photostatistics and the accuracy of the preshower energy measurements, N is a
noise term with contributions from electronics, digitization and pileup noise, and the constant
term C depends on the non-uniformity of the longitudinal light collection, intercalibration errors
and the leakage of energy from the back of the crystal. The energy resolution measured in a test
beam [33] is shown in Fig. 1.5. Fitting the function (1.2) to the data gives a measured resolution
of ( σ
E
)2
=
(
2.83%√
E
)2
+
(
0.12%
E
)2
+ (0.26%)2 ,
where E is in GeV for an appropriate selection of events (dashed line in Fig. 1.5).
1.2.5 Inner Tracking System
The inner tracking system of CMS [15, 16] provides precise measurements of the trajectories
of charged particles produced in the LHC collisions at pseudorapities |η| < 2.5. At the collider’s
design luminosity, more than 20 proton-proton collisions are expected per bunch crossing, creating
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Figure 1.5: Energy resolution of the CMS ECAL as a function of the electron energy measured
in a test beam. Two different methods of event selection are shown, the better resolution (dashed
line) was achieved by selecting only events detected in a 4× 4 mm2 wide region [25].
about 1000 particles which traverse the tracker. Combined with the bunch-crossing frequency of
40.08 MHz, this unprecedented particle rate demands a very fast tracker with high granularity,
and prohibits usage of large gas tracking chambers as have been employed in many previous
collider experiments. At the same time, it is mandatory to keep the amount of material in the
tracker as small as possible, in order to minimize multiple scattering, bremsstrahlung and photon
conversions.
Through its all-silicon design, the CMS tracker can cope with the high particle rates at the
LHC. However, silicon detectors require a high density of on-detector electronics which in turn
necessitates additional infrastructure for power supply and cooling. This comes at the cost of
significant inactive material in the tracker volume. The efforts to minimize the material budget
are reflected in the choice of light materials wherever possible, e.g. carbon fibre composites for
the support structures.
For the reconstruction of secondary vertices from the decays of long-lived particles such as
B-mesons or τ -leptons, a silicon pixel vertex detector is situated very close to the beam pipe
around the interaction region. The pixel system comprises three layers of pixel modules in the
barrel part and two disks each in the forward regions. The pixel barrel has a length of 53 cm,
with the pixel layers at radii of 4.4 cm, 7.3 cm and 10.2 cm from the center of the beam pipe.
The disks are positioned at z = ±34.5 cm and z = ±46.5 cm and cover radii from 6 cm to 15 cm.
In total 1.06 m2 of active detector surface are segmented into approximately 48 million pixels in
the barrel and 18 million pixels in the forward regions. The pixel size is 150 × 100 µm2, which
combined with an analogue pixel readout gives an expected position resolution of about 10 µm
and transverse impact parameter resolution of around 10 µm, 20 µm and 100 µm for tracks with
pT of 100 GeV, 10 GeV and 1 GeV respectively (left-hand part of Fig. 1.6) [26]. The third layer
of the pixel detector is expected to survive for more than ten years at nominal LHC luminosity,
whereas the innermost layer has an expected lifetime of 1–2 years.
At radii between 20 cm and 116 cm, the tracker is instrumented with silicon strip modules,
with the strips oriented along the z-direction in the barrel part and radially in the forward regions.
The barrel provides ten layers of silicon sensors, and the forward system consists of three small
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Figure 1.6: Resolution of transverse impact parameter (left) and transverse momentum mea-
surements (right) for muons of transverse momenta of 1, 10 and 100 GeV [25].
and nine large discs on either side of the interaction point. Since the hit density decreases with
distance from the interaction point, it is possible to increase the strip length and pitch while
keeping the occupancy at the level of 1–3%. The strip length varies from 9 cm to about 20 cm
and the strip pitch is in the range of 80 µm to 205 µm. The larger cell sizes in the outer parts
of the tracker help limit the number of needed readout channels to about 107 strips on 15 148
detector modules, covering a tracking volume of approximately 25 m3. A position resolution in
the direction parallel to the strips is achieved in selected layers by mounting two strip modules
back-to-back at a stereo angle of 100 mrad. The tracker layout guarantees at least 9 hits per track
in the pseudorapidity region of −2.3 < η < 2.3, including at least 4 hits in stereo layers. The
expected transverse momentum resolution for 100 GeV-muons is about 1–2% at |η| < 1.6 and
better than 10 % up to |η| = 2.5 (right-hand part of Fig. 1.6).
In order to cope with the high radiation doses, 320 µm thin silicon sensors with low resistivity
are used at lower radii, whereas at radii above 55 cm sensors with higher resistivity and a thickness
of 500 µm can be installed. The higher charge collection in the thick modules compensates the
increase of noise due to the longer strips, ensuring a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 10 : 1 at
the end of the expected lifetime of about 10 years of LHC operation.
1.2.6 Trigger, Data Acquisition, Control and Safety Systems
The dominant contribution to the LHCs luminosity comes from the large number of bunches,
resulting in a bunch-crossing frequency of 40.08 MHz, equivalent to a bunch-crossing interval
of 24.95 ns. It is impossible to fully reconstruct and store data from all events, and the LHC
experiments need fast and efficient trigger systems to select an acceptably small number of events
for further processing. In CMS, the trigger has two layers: a fast Level-1 Trigger (L1T) [34]
which is a hardware trigger, utilising custom-made, programmable electronics, and the High-Level
Trigger (HLT) [35] which is a software trigger executed on a filter farm of about 1000 processors.
Both trigger systems combined are designed to achieve a rate reduction of at least a factor of 106,
the L1T having an output rate limit of 100 kHz.
The L1T uses reduced information from the calorimeters and from the muon system to generate
a trigger decision (Fig. 1.7) which is communicated to the readout systems of the sub detectors
through the Timing, Trigger and Control system (TTC). The trigger latency, i.e. the time between
the bunch crossing and the distribution of the trigger signal to the subdetectors’ front end elec-
tronics, is 3.2 µs. The full detector readout has to be buffered in the front end electronics until
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the arrival of the level-1 trigger signal and is then processed by the High Level Trigger. The HLT
uses fast versions of the reconstruction software to further reduce the output rate.
The online software system is designed as a scalable software system that can grow as the
detector is completed or upgraded. This requires a flexible software architecture supporting a
wide hardware base. In CMS, the online software lives in four large domains: data acquisition,
run control, detector control system and data processing.
A framework for the development and deployment of data acquisition (DAQ) applications has
been centrally developed by the CMS collaboration. The XDAQ (Cross-Platform Data Acqui-
sition) framework [35, 36] provides an extendable server program (the XDAQ executable) which
provides basic functionality for communication, configuration and monitoring to XDAQ appli-
cations loaded as plug-ins into the executable. An instance of the executable with appropriate
applications will run on each node of the DAQ network.
The task of the run control software is to configure and to control the XDAQ executables,
XDAQ applications and the Detector Control System (DCS). In CMS, there is a dedicated run
control framework, the Run Control and Monitoring System (RCMS) [35, 37]. In the context of this
framework, the detector and its sub-systems are represented as a hierarchy of finite state machines.
The RCMS provides a common software interface for tasks such as inter-process communication
between state machines and between run control and DAQ applications, retrieval and storage of
process configurations and access to the online monitoring system. Run control applications are
developed in the Java programming language, the interface to the state machines is realised as a
Web Service.
The Detector Control System (DCS) ensures the correct operation of the CMS experiment. It
monitors and — where applicable — controls ”slow control” systems such as the power supplies,
cooling systems, gas supply, temperature sensors etc. The DCS provides book keeping of detector
parameters as well as safety functions such as an alarm system that is designed to recognise
potential risks as early as possible, before the Detector Safety System (DSS) takes action. Like the
run control system, the DCS represents the detector in a hierachical way, with a top-level system
which communicates with the implementation of the individual sub detectors, and the application
behaviour is modelled as a set of finite state machines. The DCS also serves as interface between
the CMS detector and the LHC, and it communicates with the run control system. The DCS
software is based on the Siemens commercial SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)
package PVSS-II [38] and the CERN Joint Controls Project (JCOP) framework [39]. The detector
parameters are monitored and evaluated both in standard PCs and Siemens Simatic S7 PLCs
Figure 1.7: Level-1 Trigger architecture [34].
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(Programmable Logic Controller, robust, fail-safe, stand-alone dedicated computer systems for
monitoring and control purposes).
Finally the online software performs event reconstruction using the CMS reconstruction frame-
work CMSSW [40], calibration and alignment tasks, data-quality monitoring (DQM), data storage
etc.
1.3 Physics With Tracks in CMS
A detailed account of the Standard Model and of the physics program of CMS has been given
elsewhere, e.g. in [41, 42, 28] and need not be repeated here. Because this thesis documents the
efforts to construct a high-quality tracking detector, a selection of physics channels for which good
tracking performance is particularly important will be discussed briefly.
1.3.1 Standard-Model Higgs Discovery
The most promising Higgs decay channels for a discovery at the LHC depend on the actual Higgs
boson mass which is still unknown. Direct searches of the LEP experiments give a lower bound
of the Standard-Model Higgs mass of mH > 114.4 GeV [43], and a combination of all relevant
high-Q2 measurements [44] favours a light Higgs boson (Fig. 1.8) with a 95% confidence level
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upper bound of mH < 166 GeV without taking into account the LEP limit. This upper bound is
increased to mH < 199 GeV if the Higgs mass limit from LEP is included. For this light Higgs
(mH . 140 GeV), the most promising search is that for the Higgs decay into two photons via a
quark loop (H → γγ). The branching ratio of this process is extremely small (Fig. 1.9), but the
dominant processes are hadronic decays which will be undistinguishable from the several orders of
magnitude larger non-resonant hadronic backgrounds (Fig. 1.10). Actually, the central detector
component in the search for this decay will be the ECAL, and the signal photons are not detected
by the tracker. However, the longer the tracker is in terms of radiation lengths X0, the higher the
probability becomes that at least one of the signal photons is converted into an e+e−-pair. The
fact that this Higgs decay channel might be of extraordinary importance in the physics program
of CMS is one of the reasons for demanding the lowest possible material budget of the tracker.
Should the Higgs be heavier than about 140 GeV, processes such as H → Z0Z0∗ or H →
W±W∓∗, where the asterisk ∗ denotes a virtual particle, will become important. At small Higgs
masses, these processes have rather low branching ratios which increase steeply as mH approaches
the production threshold for real bosons, opening the ”gold-plated” decay channel H→ Z0Z0 → 4ℓ
which is the favoured channel in the mass range of 180 GeV < mH . 600 GeV. Because of the
excellent momentum resolution for muons and electrons, these channels have a very clean signature.
As can be seen from Fig. 1.3, the transverse momentum resolution in the pT range of these decays
is dominated by the inner tracking system. Analyses will probably also use track isolation criteria
for suppressing Standard-Model backgrounds such as Zbb and t¯t [42]. Similar considerations are
valid for the decay H→W±W∓ → 2µ+ 2ν which will be especially important if the Higgs mass
is around 165 GeV so that pairs of W bosons are produced in resonance.
1.3.2 Associated Higgs Production
As was mentioned above, reconstructing hadronically decaying Higgs bosons is practically hopeless.
If, however, the Higgs is produced in association with other particles, e.g. the production of WH
or t¯tH intermediate states with the Higgs decaying into bb, it is possible to constrain the event
topologies through the decays of the associated particles. The WH state is produced through
Higgsstrahlung (qq→W±∗ →W±+H, where W±∗ denotes an off-shell W±, Fig. 1.11a), and t¯tH
can either be produced via Higgsstrahlung from a t¯t final state or through gluon-gluon scattering
(Fig. 1.11b). Such decays were studied in [47] for WH and in [42] for t¯tH. Both studies select events
in which the associated particles decay leptonically making use of electron or muon identification,
isolation and pT criteria. The detection of the bb Higgs final state requires b-tagging which relies
on the reconstruction of the secondary vertices of the b decays and the association of tracks from
the decay products to these vertices.
1.3.3 B-Physics
Studies of mesons containing a b-quark rely heavily on the ability to reconstruct the secondary
vertices of the b-meson decays, for which the pixel vertex detector is most important. Information
from the strip tracker is nevertheless needed for event selection, e.g. in the process Bs → J/ψ+φ→
q
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(b) Production of ttH.
Figure 1.11: Associated Higgs production processes at Born level.
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µ+µ− + K+K−. A simulation study for this decay is presented in [42]. This study uses tracking
information for the reconstruction of the J/ψ by selecting muon tracks of opposite sign whose
invariant mass is within a narrow interval around the world-average of the J/ψ mass. Likewise,
the φ is reconstructed by assigning the Kaon mass to the reconstructed tracks and by selecting pairs
of oppositely charged tracks whose invariant mass is close to the φ mass. After these selections, a
kinematic fit is performed to constrain all tracks to come from a secondary vertex. The study also
investigated the effects of detector misalignment by applying detector deformations considered
realistic for the initial data taking period [48, 49] and found a reduction of the High-Level trigger
efficiency of about 17% due to a degradation of the determination of the decay length of the J/ψ
and a deterioration of the secondary-vertex resolution from 24 µm to 36 µm.
1.3.4 τ-Physics
Because of their short decay lengths and the unavoidable missing energy and transverse momen-
tum, τ leptons are a challenging subject of physics analyses. For leptonic decays of the τ (i.e.
τ → ντ+W, where the W decays into leptons), the electron or muon tracks must be reconstructed
and typically the track’s pT will be constrained and lepton isolation may be demanded. For the
reconstruction of hadronic jets from τ decays, jet isolation, making use of calorimeter and tracker
isolation, constraints on the number of charged tracks in the signal cone, the total charge of the
associated tracks, and cuts on the impact parameter and pT of the leading track in the jet are
useful criteria [25, 42, 50].
An application for which τ reconstruction is important is the Higgs decay into τ+τ−, where the
Higgs is produced through weak boson fusion (vector-boson fusion). Such processes can provide
a good alternative to the search for the Higgs decay into two photons for intermediate Higgs
masses of (110− 150) GeV [51, 52]. Among the Higgs production cross-sections at the LHC, the
one through vector-boson fusion (Fig. 1.12) is the second largest, second only to the production
through gluon fusion. Because of the high τ mass, the branching ratio of the decay H → τ+τ−
is comparatively large in the intermediate mass region, surpassed only by the decay into bb. The
event topology features centrally produced τ ’s and two quark jets at higher η, which gives a means
to reduce QCD backgrounds through forward-tagging of these jets. Each of the τ ’s can either decay
leptonically or hadronically, requiring appropriate selection criteria for the final states of ττ → ℓℓ,
ττ → jj and ττ → ℓj.
Similar considerations can be applied to the associated production of neutral supersymmetric
Higgs bosons in the MSSM
(
gg→ bbH(A)) which is the dominant production process for large
values of tanβ. Like in the case of the Standard-Model Higgs, the decay H(A) → τ+τ− is an
interesting benchmark channel for b- and τ -tagging and jet reconstruction.
q1 q3
q2 q4
W±/Z
W∓/Z
H
τ−
τ+
Figure 1.12: Higgs production via weak boson fusion and decay into τ+τ−.
Chapter 2
The CMS Silicon Strip Tracker
It is probably not possible to appreciate the design choices of a particle physics detector without
discussing all detector aspects, including the hardware, monitoring, readout and data acquisition
systems, as well as the demands on detector performance imposed by the physics goals. In this
chapter, an introduction to the tracker’s readout, monitoring and DAQ systems is given before
a description of the module technologies and the tracker layout. Finally, the end cap system is
described in greater detail.
2.1 The Readout System of the CMS Tracker
Two link systems [53] are needed to operate the CMS tracker (Fig. 2.1): trigger, clock and control
signals are sent to the front end devices through a digital control link, and the signals from the
silicon strips are read out through an analogue readout chain. Both systems need components
inside of the detector and in the service cavern, the distance of approximately 100 m being bridged
with optical fibres.
Figure 2.1: Readout system of the CMS tracker.
2.1.1 Control and Monitoring
The control link Trigger, clock and control signals are sent to the tracker through dedicated
VME cards named Front End Controller (FEC) [54]. Those digital data are distributed through a
digital optical link to digital opto hybrid modules (DOHM) inside of the tracker volume, where they
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are converted into electrical low voltage differential signals (LVDS) [56]. Several Communication
and Control Units (CCU) [57] form a token ring architecture called control ring. The CCUs forward
the signals to the silicon modules’ front end devices. Each CCU is mounted on a Communication
and Control Unit Module (CCUM) and communicates with a set of silicon strip modules. Control
data encoded in the I2C standard [58] are sent to and received from the different front end chips.
Clock and trigger signals are combined in one single line and sent to a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
chip [60]. The PLL chip decodes the trigger signal and delivers a phase-adjustable clock to the
module electronics. A CCU can support up to 16 modules, so that typically a control ring consists
of several tens of modules.
The control ring is redundant in the sense that the ring can be configured to bypass a faulty
CCU, leading to a loss of all modules interfaced by that CCU. If two neighbouring CCUs fail, the
whole control ring is lost. This redundancy feature requires an additional secondary digital link
between the FEC and the DOHM.
Each CCU in a control ring must have a unique CCU address, so that a CCU can be unam-
biguously identified by its address and the control ring’s FEC. Along the I2C bus implemented
by the CCU, each module occupies one CCU channel (sometimes called I2C-channel), and the
integrated circuits (IC) of the module’s front end electronics each have an I2C address on that
channel. This gives each front end device a unique control ring address, composed of the FEC,
CCU address, CCU channel and I2C address.
An overview of the digital link system in the end cap system is given in App. A.1. The I2C
addresses of tracker front end devices are listed in App. A.1.1 and the CCU channels of modules
in the end cap system are given in App. A.1.2.
The Front End Controller In the final design, a FEC is a 9U-size VME board that contains
8 mezzanine boards (mFEC), each of which can interface one control ring. For smaller setups,
an mFEC board can also be mounted on a PCI carrier plate (FEC-PMC). In an early stage of
development, electrical mFECs have been produced which do not contain optical transmitter/re-
ceiver elements and do not implement the secondary control link, and hence provide no means of
accessing the control ring redundancy.
The DOHM boards are small printed circuit boards (PCB) on which two digital opto hybrids
(DOH) [55] and one CCUM are mounted. A DOH contains one optical receiver and one optical
transmitter each for the clock and control data lines. One DOH is used as the primary device for
normal control ring operation, the secondary DOH is needed for the control ring redundancy. The
CCUM mounted on the DOHM board is required to close the control ring if the last CCU on the
ring is bypassed.
Clock, trigger and the PLL chip In the CMS tracker, clock and trigger signals are transmitted
through the same line in order to reduce the number of physical channels. For events that are
not selected by the level 1 trigger, the beginning of a clock cycle is indicated by raising the clock
line to the logical high level for several nanoseconds. A triggered event is indicated by keeping
the clock line at the logical low level for an entire clock cycle (Fig. 2.2). The PLL chip, which
receives clock and trigger signals and distributes them to the other front end ASICs (Application
Specific Integrated Circuit), decodes the trigger and, if an event is triggered, restores the regular
clock signal. The PLL can additionally introduce an adjustable delay before forwarding clock and
trigger to the other chips.
The DCU All tracker modules contain among their front end ASICs a Detector Control Unit
(DCU) [61] chip which can be used for monitoring several module parameters. The DCUs contain
an eight channel 12-bit ADC and can be read out through the control link. They monitor the level
of the operating voltage of the front end ASICs, the leakage currents drawn by the sensors and
three different temperature sensors. One of the temperature sensors is mounted on the module
frame close the the silicon sensors, a second sensor sits on the front end hybrid and the third
one is internal to the DCU. A set of calibration constants and conversion formulae is needed to
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Figure 2.2: The combined clock and trigger line.
convert the output of the DCU’s ADC into physical units. The constants and formulae used in
the here presented work are given in App. A.4.1. It was found that all DCUs have to be calibrated
individually, and this calibration was performed as part of the hybrid testing procedure. At
present (beginning of 2008), the calibration data available for the DCUs [62] are not satisfactory
in a sizeable fraction of all DCUs. Of the 3200 DCUs in TEC+, calibration data are missing
for 163 DCUs and tagged as bad for another 367 DCUs. Measurements show, however, that a
common set of DCU calibration parameters can be used for all DCUs, providing measurements
with small deviations with respect to individual DCU calibrations (Fig. 2.3).
An important property of the DCU is its unique ID which can be read out through the control
link. This ID is the only unambiguous identifier of the CMS silicon modules. If for all modules
both their location in the tracker and their DCU-ID is known with certainty, it is possible to
map the modules’ control ring addresses and thus their output data streams to their geometrical
position in the tracker. This is, obviously, a necessary prerequisit for any track finding algorithm.
DCUs are also mounted on the CCUMs and these DCUs can be operated when only the control
ring devices are powered, because the control ring power supplies are independent from those of the
other front end devices. The DCUs on the CCUMs read out dedicated temperature and humidity
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probes which provide independent measurements of the tracker conditions and can be used to test
if the conditions in the tracker volume are suitable for switching on the front end chips.
2.1.2 The Analogue Readout Chain
The signals from the silicon strips receive a first treatment in the APV25 readout chips [63], front
end ASICs manufactured in an intrinsically radiation tolerant 0.25 µm process. An APV25 has
128 readout channels, each consisting of a charge-sensitive preamplifier, a CR-RC shaper which
produces a pulse with a shaping time of 50 ns, and a 192 cells deep analogue pipeline which is
filled with the data sampled at the LHC clock frequency of 40.08 MHz. The pipeline works as
a ring buffer and can store the data for 4 µs, and it can buffer data from events that have been
triggered for read out, but whose further processing is currently delayed because another event is
being processed. Upon arrival of a first level trigger signal, the analogue data from all 128 pipeline
cells corresponding to the triggered event are multiplexed and output at a rate of 20 million strips
per second, prepended by a digital header. Due to the tree structure of the multiplexer, a data
frame contains the data in a scrambled strip ordering with respect to the physical sensor layout.
Before multiplexing, the data can optionally be processed in the Analogue Pulse Shape Processor
(APSP), which computes a weighted sum of three consecutive samplings in order to obtain a
pulse with an effective shaping time of 25 ns (deconvolution mode). The APV25 also features a
calibration logic which can inject a programmable charge into the input of the preamplifier. The
charge injection can be delayed with respect to the clock signal in steps of 3.125 ns, making it
possible to measure the strips’ pulse shapes. The different stages of the APV25 are displayed in
Fig. 2.4.
preamp shaper
APSP S/H
inverter
pipeline
MUX gain
128:1
MUX Differential
current
output amp
Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the APV25 readout chip [64].
In the APVMUX [65], another front end ASIC, the data from two APV25 are multiplexed onto
one single output line. The two streams arriving at 20 million strips per second are interleaved
into a 40 million strips per second stream which is sent to a laser driver of the readout link. An
APVMUX chip contains four such multiplexers, of which at most three are needed by the CMS
silicon strip modules.
The analogue data streams are converted into optical signals in analogue opto hybrids (AOHs)
[66] which are located at a short distance (few cm) from the silicon modules. An AOH contains
two or three multi-quantum-well edge-emitting InGaAsP laser diodes whose laser currents are
modulated by laser drivers [71, 72]. The laser drivers provide a programmable bias current which
is added to the input-related diode current to ensure the laser is operating above the laser threshold.
The analogue optical data are transmitted over a distance of about 100 m to the Front End
Drivers (FED) [68] located in the service cavern. The first few decimeters of this distance are
bridged in individual fibres directly connected to the lasers on the AOH, the so-called AOH
pigtails. At a first fan-out within the tracker volume, twelve fibres are combined into one flat
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optical ribbon, and at the patch panel 1, close to the tracker and still within the CMS detector,
eight such ribbons are combined into one 96-way optical cable. The tracker FEDs are VME boards
with 96 optical input channels whose data is processed in parallel. The signals are first converted
to electrical signals in an opto receiver and then digitised by a 10-bit analogue-digital converter
(ADC). Depending on the FED readout mode, data can now be further processed, including zero-
suppression, or passed through unaltered to the FED’s back end where they are buffered until the
data are collected by the data acquisition (DAQ).
2.1.3 The APV25 Readout Chip
To facilitate the full analogue readout of the CMS tracker, the APV25 readout chips must be able
to produce an output signal which is proportional to the electrical charge generated by a particle
traversing the silicon sensors. The currents arriving at the APV are integrated and amplified by
the preamplifier. A CR-RC shaping filter forms a voltage pulse with a shaping time of τ = 50 ns,
the output voltage U(t) of an ideal CR-RC filter being given by
U(t) =
AQct
τ
· e−t/τ (2.1)
where A is an amplification factor determined by the preamplifier, Qc is the collected charge and
τ = RC is the filter’s time constant. The resulting pulse rises quickly to its maximum, but has a
comparatively long falling edge (Fig. 2.5). The pulse height is proportional to the collected charge.
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Figure 2.5: Pulse shape of one strip of a TEC module, measured shape and fit according to
Eq. 2.1.
The pulse obtained after the CR-RC shaper has a total length of several clock cycles, and
hence in high-luminosity operation at the LHC the effects of pile-up will become significant. The
higher occupancy of up to a few % can lead to superimposed signal pulses due to the same strip
being hit twice within a short time interval. The pulse height in this case is not proportional
to the input charge any more. It is possible to reduce this effect by applying the deconvolution
algorithm [69], which is performed by the APV’s APSP stage. This algorithm basically reverses
the convolution of the preamplifier output with the CR-RC filter by computing a weighted sum of
several consecutive samplings. Through this treatment, the pulse form s(t) after the preamplifier
stage is recovered. It can be shown that for an ideal CR-RC filter, only three weights are non-zero.
The deconvolution mode signal sk for a given sampling k is obtained from the contents Uk, Uk−1
and Uk−2 of three consecutive pipeline cells by computing the sum
sk = w1 · Uk + w2 · Uk−1 + w3 · Uk−2 (2.2)
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where the weights can be expressed as
w1 =
ex−1
x
w2 =
−2 · e−1
x
w3 =
e−x−1
x
. (2.3)
Here x = ∆t/τ = 0.5, with ∆t being the sampling period of 25 ns and τ being the shaping
time of 50 ns, leading to the weights w1 = 1.213, w2 = −1.472 and w3 = 0.446. The result of this
treatment is a pulse with an effective shaping time of 25 ns as shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Pulse shape of one strip of a TEC module in peak and in deconvolution mode, both
measured using the APV’s calibration logic.
As can be seen from (2.3), the correct weights depend on the actual shaping time of the peak,
which must in principle be adjusted for every APV and different operating conditions seperately.
It is possible to tune the APV’s pulse shape in peak mode through the APV’s ISHA and VFS regis-
ters. Individual sets of these parameters have been proposed for the sub systems TIB/TID, TOB
and TEC for operation at room temperature and at the foreseen tracker operating temperature
(−10 to − 20◦C) [70]. These parameters are listed in App. D. In Fig. 2.6, the pulses in peak
and deconvolution mode have been recorded with slightly different pulse shape parameters. The
undershoot following the deconvolution mode pulse is caused by the non ideal 50 ns CR-RC shape
of the peak mode pulse, as is demonstrated in Fig. 2.7. In that figure, a deconvolution mode
response is computed using the above cited weights from a peak mode input. In Fig. 2.7a, the
ideal CR-RC function according to (2.1) is used as input; in Fig. 2.7b, a measured peak mode
pulse is treated with the deconvolution algorithm. One can see that for the ideal CR-RC pulse,
the output of the deconvolution algorithm is a pulse of the same height, rising and falling within
approximately 25 ns.
The bunch-crossing resolving power of the deconvolution mode is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8,
where two peak-mode pulses have been superimposed with a delay of one (Fig. 2.8a) and two
(Fig. 2.8b) clock cycles. The resulting pulse is then treated with the deconvolution algorithm. In
the case of two ”hits” in two consecutive bunch crossings, the pulse shape in deconvolution mode
is a broad peak which does not rise significantly above the maximum of the deconvolution mode
pulse computed from a single hit. This is, however, an unrealistic scenario because the APV25
cannot process to trigger signals from consecutive bunch crossings. If two hits occur two clock
cycles apart from each other, two distinct pulses can be recovered in deconvolution mode. Owing
to the mentioned undershoot, the second pulse is somewhat lower than the first one.
Adjustment of the trigger latency Apart from an appropriate pulse shape, correct bunch
crossing identification requires knowledge of the trigger latency, i.e. the time between particle
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(a) An ideal CR-RC function sampled in 3.125 ns inter-
vals is used as input for the deconvolution algorithm.
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(b) A measured peak mode pulse is used as input for
the deconvolution algorithm.
Figure 2.7: Deconvolution mode pulses computed from peak mode input.
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(a) Two peak-mode pulses separated by one clock cycle.
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(b) Two peak-mode pulses separated by two clock cy-
cles.
Figure 2.8: Output of the deconvolution algorithm for input that consists of two superimposed
peak mode pulses. In both cases, the peak mode pulses are simply summed linearly.
passage through the sensor and the arrival of the trigger signal at the APV25. The CMS L1
trigger delay will be approximately 3.2 µs, and assumes a constant value for any given silicon
module, with differences between modules due to the location of the module within the tracker
and different path lengths of the control ring fibres. This latency, in multiples of clock cycles, can
be programmed into the APV’s LATENCY register. The APV’s internal pipeline has a write and
a read pointer separated by the corresponding number of pipeline cells. For finding the correct
trigger latency, one can record a number of triggered events at different values of the programmed
LATENCY and determine the correct latency based on the recorded signal.
Through the APV’s LATENCY register, the trigger latency can be adjusted with a precision of
25 ns, which means that the APV sampling tagged for readout of a triggered event is the sampling
which is closest in time to the maximum of the pulse. In fact, however, one would like to sample
the pulse at its maximum, especially when operating in deconvolution mode, because otherwise
the signal resolution — and hence the hit position resolution — is unnecessarily deteriorated. For
a finer adjustment of the trigger latency, one can program the PLL chip to delay the forwarding
of clock and trigger to the APVs in steps of 25/24 ns ≈ 1.04 ns.
Output format Upon arrival of a trigger signal, the APV25 sends a data frame to the APVMUX
chip. This data frame, schematically shown in Fig. 2.10, consists of a digital part, followed by
an analogue data block and a final synchronisation pulse (digital high). The latter is omitted if
output of another triggered event is pending.
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Header Address Sync. pulseError bit Analogue data
Figure 2.10: Data frame of one event from an APV25 chip.
The twelve bit digital part begins with a header of three bits which are always high. Following
this are eight bits encoding the pipeline address being read out. The twelfth and last bit is the
error bit, which is e.g. set if an error with pipeline addressing is detected. The digital levels
correspond to output currents of −4 mA and +4 mA for digital 0 and digital 1 respectively.
The level of the analogue data can be adjusted between the two digital levels through the
APV’s VPSP register and provides per default a gain of 1 mA per 25 000 electrons input charge
at the preamplifier (this charge is referred to as 1 minimum ionizing particle (MIP) equivalent
signal in the APV Users Guide [63]). The analogue signal depends linearly on the input charge
up to charges of about 125 000 e− or 5 MIPs, with gradually falling gain at higher input signals.
It is possible to change the analogue gain by up to ±20% by selecting one of five differently sized
resistors in the APV’s muxgain stage, through the MUXGAIN register. A MUXGAIN value of
4, corresponding to the mid-value resistor, gives the nominal gain of 1 mA per MIP equivalent
signal and only with this setting, the APV’s tick height corresponds to 8 MIP equivalent signals.
It should be noted that the value of the MUXGAIN register only has an impact on the gain of the
analogue part of the data frame, the digital levels are not affected.
The APV’s internal multiplexer uses a three-step process to feed the analogue data into one
output line. A consequence of the multiplexing is that the physical strip-order is not preserved
in the APV output. The physical strip number s can be computed from the position n in the
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analogue data block from (2.4), where ”int” denotes an integer division.
s = 32 · (nmod 4) + 8 · int
(n
4
)
− 31 · int
( n
16
)
(2.4)
When ideling, i.e. not sending out triggered data frames, the APV25 emits a synchronisation
pulse every 70 clock cycles. This pulse, commonly named the tick mark, has the full height of
the digital header, corresponding to a charge of 8 · 25 000 = 200 000 electrons at the preamplifier
input. The tick mark is used to synchronise the readout system such that data from all modules
are received with the same latency by all FEDs.
2.1.4 The Analogue Opto Hybrid
The data streams of two neighbouring APVs are interleaved in the APVMUX chip and the cur-
rents converted into voltage signals in a programmable resistor array and transferred over a short
distance to the analogue opto hybrids (AOH) where the conversion of the electrical into optical
signals takes place. The AOH contains one laser transmitter for each data stream of one module.
Depending on the module type, two or three lasers are needed. The lasers are fed by so-called
laser driver ASICs [71, 72]. The laser driver provides a bias current for the lasers which is typically
chosen slightly above the laser threshold. A signal current proportional to the input voltage is
added to the bias current. The optical gain of the lasers can be selected from four discrete values
which are chosen such that for most modules the lowest gain value can be used at the beginning
of CMS operation.
For finding the optimal working point of the lasers, the tick marks emitted by the APVs are
used. In a dedicated procedure, the whole range of values of the laser drivers’ BIAS registers
is scanned and both the baseline (logical low) and maximum (logical high) of the APV ticks
are plotted with respect to the BIAS register value (left-hand part of Fig. 2.11). The baseline
corresponds to the laser bias current only, without any added signal current and thus the laser
only starts emitting light once the bias current rises above the laser threshold. At some high bias
current, the optical receiver in the FED connected to the laser saturates. The logical high level
starts rising and saturates at lower bias currents. Subtracting the baseline signal from the logical
high signal, one obtains the measurable tick height for all values of the BIAS register (right-hand
part of Fig. 2.11). This curve rises with the high level signal until the baseline starts rising,
followed by a plateau while both signals are rising in parallel and finally falls again as the high
level signal saturates and the baseline signal still rises. A good operating point is at the beginning
of the plateau, where even the lowest APV signal level yields a light output, but the highest level is
not yet saturated. The height of the plateau at this point obviously corresponds to the tick mark
height. To maximise the dynamic range of the readout system, an operating point on the Plateau
is chosen. The beginning of the plateau is used in order to minimise the power consumption of
the AOH.
One scan of the BIAS register values gives the optimal value for the bias current for one given
laser GAIN. The GAIN value is chosen based on the desired signal height after digitisation in the
FEDs. The optical gain of the whole readout chain is defined to be 1.0 if the input voltage of the
laser driver is the same as the output voltage of the FED’s photo receiver. The gain is therefore
often given with the unit V/V. A gain of 1.0 V/V is equivalent to a signal yield after digitisation
in the FED of 100 ADC counts, given an input charge of 25 000 e− (or 1 MIP) at the preamplifier.
Since the height of the APV tick corresponds to 8 MIPs, a gain of 1.0 V/V yields a tick mark
after digitisation of 800 ADC counts. For good signal resolution, it is desirable to fully exploit
the linear part of the FED’s dynamic range. During tracker integration and subsequent testing,
a gain of 0.8 V/V, corresponding to a tick height of 640 ADC counts, has been recommended.
By scanning the BIAS register values separately for all four GAIN register values, one can select
that GAIN value for which the tick height at the optimal bias current is closest to the desired
tick height. In Fig. 2.12, the achieved optical gains for the four different GAIN register values
are shown for a part of the opto hybrids in the tracker end cap TEC+, from data recorded at
room temperature. Obviously, setting the GAIN register to 1 leads to an optical gain closest to
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Figure 2.11: Method for finding the optimal working point of the AOH: The baseline and
maximun of the APV tick marks is plotted with respect to the AOH BIAS register value (left).
The optimal working point is at the left edge of the plateau in the plot of the difference of tick
maximum and baseline (right).
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Figure 2.12: Achieved optical gain for the four different AOH GAIN register values for AOHs
from the tracker end cap TEC+, recorded at room temperature.
0.8 V/V for most modules in this data sample. From the AOH design, one expects that each step
in the AOH GAIN register value increases the achieved optical gain by 50% of the gain achieved
at GAIN register value 0 [67]. This behaviour is well established in the recorded data.
2.1.5 The Tracker Front End Driver
In the tracker Front End Drivers (FEDs) [68], analogue optical data are received, converted into
electrical signals, digitised in 10-bit ADCs, processed and buffered until collected by the DAQ
system. Each FED has eight inputs for optical 12-way ribbons, hence 96 optical input channels,
whose data streams are processed in parallel.
The details of data processing after digitisation and the output format of the FED depend on
the FED’s readout mode [25]:
In scope mode, the FED simply digitises whatever signal is arriving at its input channels within
a time window of configurable size. In this mode it is possible to reconstruct the APV tick marks
for synchronisation of the FED to the clock and trigger system.
Once the FED is properly synchronised, it can detect the data frames emitted by the APVMUX
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chips. The FED recognises APV frames by their digital header. All readout modes except scope
mode require this header finding.
In virgin raw mode, data frames are directly passed through to the FED’s back end, where they
are buffered until requested by the DAQ. The data frames still contain the interleaved signals from
two APVs. Data recorded in virgin raw mode allows, among other things, for the computation of
pedestal and noise values for all strips.
In processed raw mode, firmware algorithms are used to restore the natural strip order of the
data frames, and pedestals are subtracted from the strip data. For this, the pedestal data must
be uploaded into the FEDs before data taking. The data frames have the same size as in virgin
raw mode.
In zero suppression mode, the size of the data frames is reduced by passing through only
information from strips on which a physical signal is found by the FED. For the firmware cluster
finding algorithm, the FED first restores the natural strip order and subtracts pedestals as in
processed raw mode. It then subtracts the common mode, estimated as the median of the strip
signal after pedestal subtraction, evaluated per APV. The FED then searches either for isolated
strips with a ratio of signal to noise greater than 4, or for groups of strips which all have a ratio of
signal to noise greater than 2. The FED output only contains the strip number and signal of thus
selected strips, giving a data reduction by a factor of 20 or more, depending on the occupancy.
Operating the FED in zero suppression mode requires an upload of pedestal and noise values for
all strips prior to data taking. The FED can also take into account strips flagged as faulty. In
heavy ion runs, where very high occupancies are expected compared to proton runs, the FEDs
will probably be operated in processed raw mode.
Communication with the FEDs can occur bidirectionally via the VME interface, which must
be used for uploading data to the FED. A one-directional S-Link64 [74] connection is used for fast
readout during normal operation. The S-Link64 interface is a common feature of the FEDs of all
CMS sub-detectors.
An early prototype version of the FED was produced as a mezzanine board with eight electrical
inputs. The board is typically mounted on a PCI carrier card. This FED-PMC can only be
operated in scope mode and virgin raw mode, and features eight 9-bit ADCs. Analogue optical
data must be converted into electrical signals in external opto-electrical converters (OEC).
2.2 Other Tracker Systems
2.2.1 The Power Supply System
Two types of power supply modules (PSM) manufactured by CAEN, Viareggio (I) are used in the
CMS tracker [26]: the operating voltage of 2.5 V DC for the devices of the digital link is supplied
by four-channel control PSMs of type A4602. The module bias voltage and operating voltage
of the front end ASICs is provided by PSMs of type A4601 H. These PSMs contain two power
supply units (PSUs), each of which contains four floating voltage sources. In each PSU, two low
voltage sources provide the operating voltages of 1.25 V DC and 2.5 V DC to the modules, with
maximal currents of 6 A and 13 A respectively. Through sense lines the PSUs can compensate
voltage drops of up to 4 V in the approximately 50 m of power cables between the power supplies
and the detector. The two high voltage (HV) sources deliver up to 600 V DC with maximum
currents of 10 mA to bias the silicon sensors. The output of each high voltage channel is split
into four individual high voltage lines at the back plane of the PSUs, so that typically only one
or two modules share the same physical high voltage wire. In the case of a short in a module’s
bias circuit, this module’s HV wire can be disconnected at the power supply back plane, making
it possible to continue biasing the other modules supplied by that HV channel.
The silicon modules are divided into power groups consisting of about 10 modules, and each
such group is served by one PSU. In total, 88 control PSMs and 972 PSMs of type A4601 H
are needed for the CMS tracker. Having separate power supplies for the control ring offers the
advantage of being able to operate the control ring without powering the front end ASICs.
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The tracker power supplies are placed on balconies in the experimental cavern and thus must be
radiation tolerant. Approximately 40 m long low impedance cables (LIC) [75] are routed from the
PSUs to the patch panel 1 (PP1) close to the tracker. The connection from the PP1 to the tracker
is made with about 10 m long LICs or multi-service cables [91] with tinned copper conductors. The
details of the connection from PP1 to the detector elements have been implemented differently by
the tracker sub systems.
2.2.2 Trigger System for Tracker Test Setups
For test setups, the full CMS trigger system is not available and small-scale solutions have to
be implemented. In the tracker, a dedicated PCI board named Trigger Sequencer Card (TSC)
[77] has been developed which can produce a 40 MHz clock and periodic trigger signals, and can
also receive and forward external trigger signals. The TSC has four electrical and one optical
output which is sufficient for small systems with one FEC (connected optically) and up to four
FED-PMCs. For larger systems, the clock/trigger output must be multiplied in optical splitters,
e.g. in the TTCoc module of the CMS trigger system.
2.2.3 Tracker Data Acquisition
The tracker’s data acquisition system is implemented as a set of XDAQ [36] applications. Hardware
components such as the FEDs, FECs and TSC are controlled via dedicated supervisor applica-
tions (FED9USupervisor for the VME FED or FEDPMCSupervisor for the FED-PMC, FEC-
Supervisor and TSCSupervisor respectively). Additional applications implement trigger-related
tasks (TriggerSupervisor), collect data from the FEDSupervisors (ReadoutUnits), build the events
(EventBuilder) and perform online analysis and write the data to disc (RootAnalyzer). Since a
tracker run control implementation using the RCMS [37] framework did not exist in early ver-
sions, a TrackerSupervisor application was added which provides an overall control instance for
the tracker DAQ applications.
Run Types For commissioning the readout system, i.e. finding correct settings of the front end
devices and readout cards, the DAQ offers several commissioning runs which must be performed
in a specific order and whose output can be used to adjust device settings step-by-step. After
successful execution of the commissioning runs, data can be recorded with internal/random trigger
and with particle triggers.
 TrimDAQ A program of the FED software determines the pedestal levels of the FED
channels and creates an initial FED configuration. All front end devices must be off for this
run.
 FEC Device Scan An application of the FEC software scans the control ring for devices
and creates an initial version of the front end device configurations. This configuration will
be modified in the following commissioning steps.
 Connection Scan The DAQ loops over all laserdrivers in the setup and switches on each
laserdriver individually. One trigger is sent for each laser and by reading out all FEDs, the
FED input connected to the currently active laser can be found. This way it is possible to
create a mapping of laserdrivers to FED input channels.
 Timing Run Delays related to cable lenghts are adjusted such that triggers arrive syn-
chronously at all APVs in the setup and all FEDs sample the APV frames synchronously.
For this run, the FEDs are operated in scope mode. In a loop the arrival of the tick marks
at the FEDs is delayed in steps of 25/24 ns by increasing the programmed fine-delay in the
PLL chip. The delays to synchronise all modules and the optimal FED sampling points are
deduced from the recorded data.
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 Opto Scan The optimal working points for the laserdrivers are derived following the
procedure outlined in section 2.1.4. Typically, a second timing run is performed with the
new laserdriver settings
 VPSP Scan Through the APVs’ VPSP register, the baseline level of the analogue signal
can be variied between the two digital signal levels. In this run, the DAQ measures the
baseline level for the different values of the VPSP register and selects a VPSP value which
places the analogue baseline approximately in the middle of the APV’s dynamic range.
 Latency and Delay Scan In order to synchronise the readout system to a particle
trigger, the procedure outlined in section 2.1.3 must be followed. For determining the correct
APVLATENCY, the DAQ software offers a latency scan in which a programmable number
of triggered events are recorded for each value of the APVLATENCY register (in a sensible
value range). The correct APVLATENCY can e.g. be chosen as that value for which the
number of found hits and the mean signal of these hits are maximal. It is expected that
latency scans will not be needed once the tracker is integrated into the CMS detector, since
then the L1 trigger latency as well as cable lengths are well known and the required latencies
at the module or FED level can be calculated.
Basically the same procedure is followed in the delay scan, with the difference that shorter
time intervals of 25/24 ns are used by shifting the PLL delay. Since the overall readout chain
is already synchronised before the latency and delay scans, any changes made in delays at
the module level must be introduced synchronously at the FED level.
 Normal Run In normal runs, particle data can be recorded. They require a synchronised
readout chain and represent the standard mode of operation of the CMS tracker (we hope).
Details of Used DAQ Versions As the tracker DAQ software was under constant development
during the time covered by this document, several versions of this software were used in the different
setups. The versions differ in details of the application implementations, in the user interfaces
available and in details of the analysis of commissioning runs.
The tracker DAQ used in the 2004 test beam and in TEC+ petal reception was based on
versions 1 and 2 of the XDAQ framework. Setups could be controlled via a generic user interface
named xdaqWin which was provided as add-on to XDAQ. It was also possible to create a control
application in a prototype version of the run control framework RCMS, as was done for TEC+
petal reception. Some details such as the order in which the individual applications had to be
initialised, enabled or halted had to be specified using the tools provided by these user interfaces.
The DAQ software used in the petal reception test was the first version of the tracker DAQ that
provided an automated update of the device configurations based on analysis of the data recorded
in commissioning runs. Previously, all device configurations had to be updated manually.
The software version used during TEC+ integration provided a web-based user interface util-
ising a new feature of the XDAQ framework named HyperDAQ [76]. Additionally, the Tracker-
Supervisor offered a state machine which could handle the sequences of initialising, starting and
stopping the tracker DAQ applications.
For the TEC+ cold test at CERN, an implementation of the tracker run control for the current
RCMS framework existed, making the use of the TrackerSupervisor’s state machine unnecessary.
The completely web-based user interface was a mixture of RCMS and HyperDAQ tools. Whereas
earlier DAQ versions used XML files for oﬄine storage of device configurations, these data were
saved into a configuration database during the cold test.
DAQ Data Output The tracker DAQ produces several types of data output during or at the
end of the different runs. Two data formats exist for writing the recorded raw data to files during
a run. Both data formats are based on ”root files”, binary files produced using the root data
analysis framework [80].
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The so-called sir-files represent a way to store raw data in a binary file which contains one
data column for each module in the readout. For each recorded event, an entry is written into
each of the columns. Entries consist of two or three histograms, depending on the number of lasers
required to read out a module. Each histogram contains the digitised data frame of the laser from
the given event. Since the laser data frame contains two APV data frames, each consisting of 12
header bits and 128 analogue entries, the histograms have 280 entries. The data format within
the histogram depends on the FED’s readout mode. Since the end of 2007, the sir format is no
longer supported by the tracker DAQ developers.
The more recently introduced RU-files contain for each recorded event one binary data block
which is basically the content of the data buffer received from the FED for this event. The RU
file layout has one data column per FED.
Histograms created by the RootAnalyzer application as part of the online analysis of a run are
written into a ”TBMonitor” file and configurations of the front end devices and of the FEDs are
written to XML files or into a configuration database.
2.2.4 Safety and Control Systems
During the operation of silicon detectors, the safety of the detector devices plays an important
rule. One of the most important factors to supervise is the relative humidity because in the
worst-case of condensation on the detector modules the bias voltage can lead to serious damages.
Monitoring of the temperatures on both sensors and hybrids also has a high priority to recognise
insufficiencies or failures of the cooling system as early as possible. High temperatures — which
can for example arise from thermal runaway if the power dissipation in the heavily irradiated
silicon sensors expected at the end of the tracker’s life time exceeds the cooling power of the
cooling system [81] — can lead to irreparable damages to the modules.
The task of the Tracker Safety System (TSS) [82] — which is part of the hierarchy of the overal
CMS Detector Safety System — is to monitor a selection of 1004 hard-wired sensors and to take
appropriate action in the case of detector conditions outside of the nominal range. The TCS can
interlock the tracker power following a user-defined scheme that is programmed in the seven PLCs
of the tracker system. Details of the selection of sensors for the TEC system that are connected
to the PLCs are given in App. A.4.4.
The tracker control system (TCS) [83] handles switching on and off of the tracker in a safe
manner. It takes into account the information from the PLCs of the TSS and information of the
15 148 DCUs of the silicon modules in the tracker.
2.3 Silicon Strip Modules for CMS
The active components of the tracker are the silicon strip modules, consisting of four main parts
(Fig. 2.13): a support frame made from carbon fibre or graphite; a flat Kapton foil which delivers
the bias voltage to the sensor back planes and insulates the sensor from the frame; the hybrid with
the frontend electronics; and finally one or two silicon sensors. The sensors are single-sided silicon
detectors with AC-coupled p+-type strips in n-doped bulk material. At radii up to approximately
55 cm from the center of the beam pipe, modules have one 320 µm thick sensor, while modules at
larger radii consist of two daisy-chained sensors with a thickness of 500 µm.
In the CMS tracker, both single-sided and double-sided modules are used, the latter being
made from two single-sided modules mounted back to back at a stereo angle of 100 mrad.1 More
than 20 different module geometries exist, with rectangular or wedge shaped sensors of different
strip lengths and pitches, and having either 512 or 768 strips per module.
1Throughout this document, the term ‘module’ is used to denote singe-sided modules, i.e. also the individual
modules of a double-sided module. If double-sided modules are referred to, the term ”double-sided module” is used
explicitly.
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Figure 2.13: Left: Exploded view of a two-sensor tracker module. Right: Photograph of a TEC
ring 6 module [26].
2.3.1 Module Design
The silicon modules in the CMS tracker are composite objects whose design was influenced by
a multitude of requirements: mechanical precision in the module assembly and stability of the
module, as well as precise module mounting inside of the tracker volume are required for good
tracking resolution; the heat generated in the front end electronics and in the silicon wafers must be
efficiently removed; being inactive material, the support frames and service cables must contribute
as little to the tracker’s material budget as possible; and all used materials have to be radiation
tolerant to survive in the LHC environment.
For the module frames (Fig. 2.14), either graphite or carbon fibre or a combination of the
two were used. Both materials provide the needed stiffness, good thermal conductivity, low mass
and radiation hardness. Modules for the inner barrel have a carbon fibre frame surrounding the
sensor on all four sides. Frames for one-sensor modules in the end caps are made from a U-shaped
graphite structure, and the two-sensor modules of the outer barrel and the end caps have a ‘cross-
piece’ made from graphite which carries the front end hybrid, with two carbon fibre legs glued to
the cross-piece, resulting in a similar U-shape.
Several bushings exists in the module frames for precision mounting and heat removal. Typi-
cally, two precision holes are close to the front end hybrid and another two bushings are located in
Figure 2.14: Frames of TEC modules. Left: ring 2 frame, made from one piece of graphite.
The front end hybrid is mounted on the cross-piece. Right: ring 5 frame, composed of a graphite
cross-piece and two carbon fibre legs carrying the bias Kapton foils.
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the middle of the frame legs. The modules are mounted on aluminium inserts which are in direct
thermal contact with cooling pipes in the tracker support structures.
Kapton foils with embedded copper traces are placed between the module frames and the
sensors, providing electrical insulation between sensor and frame and carrying the bias voltage
to the sensor back planes. The electrical contact between the bias Kapton and the sensors is
accomplished via wire bonding or conductive glue or both. The approximate temperature of the
sensors can be measured with temperature probes located on the Kapton foils.
The front end hybrids are mounted on a ceramic carrier plate which is in turn glued to the
module frame. A pitch adapter is used for connecting the APV readout chips on the hybrid to the
silicon strips, at the same time adjusting the strip pitch of the sensors to the pitch of the APVs.
The pitch adapter consists of a glass substrate with low resistivity lines etched on an aluminium
layer and is connected via bond wires to the readout pads of the sensors and to the readout chips.
2.3.2 The CMS Silicon Sensors
The silicon sensors [84] for the strip tracker consist of n-doped bulk material with p+-type strip
implants on the front surface. The p+ implants are AC coupled to aluminium strips, with an
insulating multilayer of silicon oxide and silicon nitrate. This AC coupling prevents damage to the
readout chips that might arise from the high leakage currents expected in irradiated modules. The
aluminium layer extends beyond the implant, to avoid high fields at the edges of the p+ strips.
On each end of the aluminium strips there are two bond pads for the connection of the strip to
the pitch adapter or to the second sensor in two-sensor modules. Each strip also has a DC test
pad which is directly connected to the p+ implant.
The active surface of the sensor is surrounded by a p+ bias ring which is at ground potential;
the strip implants are DC coupled to the bias ring via a 1.5 MΩ polysilicon bias resistor. Several
p+ implant guard rings at floating potential surround the bias ring in order to gradually degrade
the electric field between the n+ implantation at the sensor edges and the bias ring. Most of the
sensor surface is covered by a passivation layer which protects the active area and reduces the
handling fragility. The passivation is opened at the AC and DC pads and on parts of the bias and
guard rings.
On the sensor back side, a n+ implantation covered by an aluminium layer forms the electrical
contact which is connected to positive voltage of up to 500 V. The n+ implantation also helps
minimise the overall leakage current. In the area of the guard rings, a typically 400 µm thick n+
layer, covered by aluminium, protects the side faces of the sensors from charge injection from the
cutting edges.
All thin sensors and most of the thick sensors for the silicon strip tracker are supplied by Hama-
matsu Photonics, Hamamatsu (J). The remainder is produced by ST Microeletcronics, Catania
(I). The exact details of sensor fabrication, such as the choice of the insulating material between
the n-type bulk and the passivation, or the design outside of the sensitive region, are different for
the two manufactures, details can be found in [84].
2.3.3 The Front End Hybrid
The front end ASICs of strip tracker modules are contained in a small PCB called hybrid [85]
(Fig. 2.16). A hybrid consists of a four layer substrate laminated onto a ceramic carrier plate,
and carries several chips. The hybrids support four or six APV25 readout chips, one APVMUX,
one PLL and one DCU chip. They distribute the operating voltages of 1.25 V and 2.5 V as well
as clock, trigger and control signals to the front end chips. The heat generated by the ASICs is
removed through metalised holes under the chips and transferred through the ceramic plate and
the module frame into the cooling system.
The tracker system features 12 different types of hybrids: one type of flex circuit exists for each
of TIB/TID, TOB and TEC. Additionally, there are different geometries of the ceramic plates,
versions with four or six APVs and different connector orientations.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic drawing of one corner of a silicon strip sensor.
Frontend
hybrid
Pitch
adapter
DCU PLL APVMux APVsAPVs
Si−sensor
Figure 2.16: A front end hybrid of a TEC module, mounted on the module cross-piece and
bonded to the pitch adapter.
2.4 Layout of the CMS Tracker
The silicon strip tracker occupies the volume of |z| < 280 cm and 20 cm < r < 110 cm [86]. In its
barrel region (|z| < 120 cm), the tracker is divided radially into the Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB)
made out of four layers and the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB) consisting of six layers of modules.
Being shorter than the TOB, the TIB is completed by the Tracker Inner Discs (TID). The TID
consists of three discs on either end of the TIB with three rings of silicon modules on each disc.
The forward region (120 cm < |z| < 280 cm) is covered by the Tracker End Caps (TEC), consisting
of nine large discs per end cap with up to seven rings of modules on each disc. A schematical view
of the tracker layout is given in Fig. 2.17.
In TIB and TOB, rectangular silicon modules are mounted with the strips parallel to the beam
pipe, whereas in TID and TEC, wedge shaped modules are mounted with the strips in radial
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Figure 2.17: Longitudinal cross section of the CMS tracker. Each line represents one silicon
strip or pixel module with the direction of the line indicating the strip direction. Double lines
represent pairs of modules mounted back-to-back at a small stereo angle [26].
direction. The tracker subsystems are mainly self-contained as far as cabling, piping and other
services are concerned, which allowed for independend construction and testing of the subdetectors
before they were integrated into the tracker’s main support structure at CERN.
The tracker comprises 15 148 silicon strip modules, with the sharing between the subdetectors
given in Tab. 2.1. About one quarter of all modules are double-sided modules, consisting of
two single-sided modules mounted back-to-back at a stereo angle of 100 mrad. The subsystems
are segmented into smaller sub-assemblies to ease handling during the integration phase and to
facilitate potential repairs during LHC shutdowns, with the sub-assemblies carrying O(10)-O(100)
modules. Another advantage of this modular design was the ability to distribute production of
the sub-assemblies across the many institutes in the tracker collaboration.
TIB TID TOB TEC Tracker
Single-sided modules 1188 240 3048 4096 8572
Double-sided modules 768 288 1080 1152 3288
Total individual modules 2724 816 5208 6400 15 148
Thin, 1-wafer modules 2724 816 0 2512 6052
Thick, 2-wafer modules 0 0 5208 3888 9096
Number of Si-wafers 2724 816 10 416 10 288 24 244
4-APV modules 1188 240 3528 4096 9052
6-APV modules 1536 576 1680 2304 6096
Number of optical channels 6984 2208 12 096 15 104 36 392
Number of APV readout chips 13 968 4 416 24 192 30 208 72 784
Number of strips 1 787 904 565 248 3 096 576 3 866 624 9 316 352
Table 2.1: Distribution of silicon strip modules across the four tracker sub-systems. Up to a
radius of ≈ 55 cm, modules consist of one 320 µm thick sensor, at larger radii two 500 µm thick
sensors are daisy-chained.
During operation, the tracker will be cooled down to a temperature of the silicon sensors below
−10◦C to reduce the effects of radiation damage to the sensors and to prevent thermal runaway
at the later stage of operation, once the radiation damage causes significant leakage currents in
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the silicon. The coolant will be C6F14, a highly inert and volatile liquid with low viscosity in the
required temperature range and excellent behaviour under irradiation [26]. It is estimated that the
coolant must be cooled down to about −25◦C to provide the required cooling power [81], placing
considerable demands on the thermal stability of the tracker support systems. The tracker volume
will be flushed with pre-chilled dry nitrogen gas at a rate of up to one volume exchange per hour.
Tracker Inner Barrel and Tracker Inner Disks The four cylindrical layers of the TIB each
are divided into four half-shells (±z, up/down), and on the half-shells the modules are mounted in
strings of three modules, served by a common mother cable. The inner two layers are composed of
double-sided modules with 80 µm pitch, layers 3 and 4 are constructed from single-sided modules
with a pitch of 120 µm. Two service cylinders are attached to the ends of TIB+ and TIB− which
give mechanical support to the Inner Disk systems. The cylinders also route cables and pipes
from a service distribution disc called margherita to the Inner Barrel modules (Fig. 2.18). In the
Inner Disks, the modules are mounted directly onto the disc structures, the innermost two rings
consisting of double-sided modules and the third ring consisting of single-sided modules.
Figure 2.18: Technical drawing of the inner barrel and inner discs system (left) and photograph
of the ”+z”-part of TIB/TID, with silicon modules of all four TIB layers visible (right).
Tracker Outer Barrel In the TOB, six single-sided or six double-sided modules are mounted
onto rectangular support frames called rods (left-hand part of Fig. 2.19). With a length of 1.13 m,
two rods are needed to cover the whole length of the outer barrel, and the TOB consists of a total
of 688 rods, the 180 rods in the two inner layers being equipped with double-sided modules. A
printed circuit board embedded in the rod frame brings power, clock and trigger signals to the
module mounting positions. For removing the heat generated by the front end electronics and in
the silicon sensors, a U-shaped cooling pipe runs around the rods. Aluminium inserts glued to the
cooling pipe serve as mounting and cooling points for the modules.
The mechanical support structure of the TOB, called wheel (right-hand part of Fig. 2.19),
consists of four large discs with 344 opening slits each, in which the rods are inserted. TIB and
TID are inserted into the TOB from either side, with the margheritas covering the outer barrel’s
front faces.
Tracker End Caps The end caps of the CMS tracker consist of nine large discs (r ≈ 110 cm)
on either side of the interaction point. On each disc, sixteen wedge shaped sub-assemblies, called
petals, are mounted. These petals, like the Outer Barrel’s rods, carry the silicon modules which are
mounted via precision inserts onto the cooling pipe embedded in the petal body. The end caps are
radially divided into up to seven rings of modules, with the inner rings missing on discs with larger
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Figure 2.19: Left: a cabled rod, ready for the installation of silicon modules (top) and a com-
pleted double-sided rod (bottom). Right: the wheel, the support structure of the Outer Barrel,
with the openings for the rods visible in the front disc.
|z| (cf. Fig. 2.17), limiting the η-coverage in the TECs to |η| < 2.5. Rings 1, 2 and 5 are equipped
with double-sided modules, and from ring 5 onwards modules consist of two daisy-chained thick
sensors. The end cap system is described in more detail in section 2.5.
Tracker Support Tube All tracker systems are enclosed in the tracker support tube, a cylindri-
cal structure with a length of 5.3 m and a radius of 1.2 m. The support tube serves as mechanical
support for the TOB and TEC, while the Inner Barrel and Inner Discs are supported by the
TOB. At the inner radius of the strip tracker are elements for insertion, extraction and support
of the pixel detector and the beam pipe which allow access to these components without interfer-
ence to the tracker volume. The inner surface of the support tube is equipped with an actively
cooled thermal screen that provides thermal insulation between the surface of the electromagnetic
calorimeter, which must be kept at (+18 ± 0.05)◦C, and the tracker, which will be operated at
temperatures below −10◦C.
Laser Alignment System In order to reliably reconstruct tracks at high occupancy, the posi-
tions of the silicon modules must be known with a precision of about 100 µm [88]. The mechanical
precision of module placement relative to the next larger support structures is of the order of 50 µm,
but the the placement of larger structures has mechanical uncertainties larger than 100 µm. The
CMS tracker contains a dedicated system that uses laser beams which traverse selected sections
of the tracker, with the laser signal being measured directly by the silicon modules. This laser
alignment system (LAS) [89, 90, 26] offers two different sets of laser beams: there are sixteen
beams traversing each end cap at two different radii and eight different phi-positions, and another
eight beams connecting the TEC, TOB and TIB.
The laser beams in the end cap system traverse all nine layers of silicon modules in the area
of ring 4 and ring 6. At the position of the laser beams, there are holes in the TEC discs and
the aluminium back plane of the modules hit by the laser beams is etched off. These so-called
alignment modules have an additional anti-reflective coating to increase the fraction of light that
is transmitted to the next module. The laser beams are injected at the z position of disc 6, where
a beam splitter creates two antiparallel beams, one traversing the alignment modules on disc 6–9
and the other one covering the alignment modules of discs 1–5.
In the barrel region, laser light is injected into a beam splitter placed between one of the end
caps and the barrel at a radius between TIB and TOB. One beam is directly sent to the end cap
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where it can be detected by up to five layers of ring 4 modules, the other part runs through a CF
tube (alignment tube) between the TIB and TOB structure. At twelve positions in the alignment
tube there are semi-transparent mirrors which reflect a fraction of the light towards a TOB or
TIB module. At the end of the tube, the light continues on into the other end cap where it can
again be detected by up to four layers of modules. Because no dedicated alignment modules exist
in TIB and TOB, the laser beams only produce a signal on the innermost TOB layer and the
outermost TIB layer. The TID system is not reached by the laser alignment system at all.
2.5 The Tracker End Caps
The end caps are the largest sub-system of the CMS tracker, both in volume and in the number
of silicon modules. They consist of two almost identical end caps (the abbreviation ”TEC” is
used to denote the end cap system as well as the physical object), each consisting of 3200 silicon
modules mounted on nine discs. A TEC is a self-contained object which can be installed in one
piece and only presents connections for detector readout and control, and for power, cooling and
dry-air services to the outside world. The end cap at positive z, called TEC+, was integrated at
the 1. Physikalisches Institut B at RWTH Aachen, the second end cap (TEC−) was integrated at
CERN by a group from the Institute de Physique Nucle´aire de Lyon.
2.5.1 Design of the End Caps
The support structure of a TEC, shown in Fig. 2.20, consists of nine carbon-fibre discs, labelled
disc 1 through disc 9 with increasing distance from the interaction point, which are instrumented
with silicon modules. An additional carbon-fibre (CF) disc closes the TEC volume towards the
TOB and TID (disc 0 or front disc), and a final carbon fibre disc (disc 10 or back disc) is mounted
beyond disc 9. The discs are carbon fibre composite / honeycomb structures with a 16 mm thick
NOMEX honeycomb core and 0.4 mm thick carbon fibre skins (disc 0 is thinner, with a 5 mm
NOMEX core and 0.2 mm thin CF-skin. The back disc, which also serves as a thermal shield, is a
sandwitched structure consisting of one disc with extensions like discs 1–9 and a second disc with
slightly smaller radius, consisting of a 45 mm NOMEX core with 1.5 mm thick CF skins). The
discs are mechanically joined by eight U-shaped carbon fibre structures named service channels
which are distributed at periodic intervalls around the outer perimeter of the TEC. The optical
readout and control ribbons are routed through the service channels, and assemblies of cooling
pipes and power cables are installed at either side of these U-profiles. Together with the inner
support tube (see below), the service channels are the TEC’s source of stability along the z-
direction. An end cap is azimuthally divided into eight identical sectors which lie between two
adjacent service channels.
Beyond the back disc, a final CF disc contains the outer connectors of the TEC’s electrical
cables, forming a patch panel at which the electrical connection of the TEC to the external services
is realised. The power cables connecting this patch panel to the Molex connectors on the ICB,
have a different layout than the low impedance cables (LIC) and are named multi-service cables
[91]. The final disc, called the bulk head, is mechanically detached from the TEC structure and
is instead supported by the tracker support tube. The bulk head also contains services for the
pixel system. Panels with heating foils cover the bulk head, thus closing the thermal screen at the
tracker’s end faces.
At the outer radius, the end cap is surrounded by thin carbon fibre panels (skins) which serve
as a gas envelope for the atmosphere of dry nitrogen. At the inner radius, the 3 mm thick inner
support tube is attached to the discs, separating the tracker from the beam pipe. A TEC’s inner
radius is 229 mm from the front disc up to disc 3 and is then enlarged to 309 mm to allow for the
installation of the pixel detector into the tracker. The inside of the TEC’s outer walls, i.e. of the
CF skins, of the inner support tube and of discs 0 and 10, are coated with an aluminium foil of
thickness 50 µm, fully enclosing the end cap in a Faraday cage.
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Figure 2.20: Support structure of the end cap TEC+ with one set of services installed.
The discs 1 through 9 are instrumented with silicon modules, radially grouped into up to seven
rings. These modules are not directly mounted on the discs, but on roughly trapezoidal sub-
assemblies called petals. On each disc there are eight front petals and eight back petals mounted
in alternating order on the disc sides facing the interaction point and the far end of the detector.
Each sector of the TEC contains one back petal and one front petal from each disc. The two
petals of the same sector and disc represent a TEC control ring. A stack of petals of one type
from all nine discs, all at the same azimuthal position, is often referred to as a tower. Hence a
sector consists of one tower of front petals and the neighbouring tower of back petals.
Within a petal, the modules are arranged in rings, with odd ring numbers mounted on the
petal side facing the interaction point and even ring numbers facing the far end of the detector.
Double-sided modules are mounted on rings 1, 2 and 5 and consist of two modules with 768 strips
each. Modules of rings 3, 4, 6 and 7 are single-sided and have 512 strips. Modules of rings 1–4
have one thin sensor, and modules on rings 5–7 are made from two thick sensors. Only on the
petals of discs 1-3 all seven rings are present. From disc 4 onwards, ring 1 is missing; beginning
with disc 7, ring 2 is left out as well and on disc 9, only rings 4–7 are mounted. In the TEC, all
rings have different module geometries, leading to 10 different geometries of single-sided modules
in the TEC, because the two single-sided modules making up a double-sided module are differently
shaped. Due to geometrical constraints, the number of modules per geometry is different for front-
and back-petals. Details about the geometrical distribution of modules across the TEC are given
in Tab. 2.2.
The control and readout ribbons for a tower of petals are routed inside of the service channel
directly adjacent to the second tower of that sector. Hence a sector’s ribbons come from the two
service channels at either side of the sector. At the petal-side the ribbon fan-outs are mounted into
a carbon fibre casing referred to as fibre mechanics (Fig. 2.21). This is a small CF box with the
ribbon fan-outs at the side facing the inner radius of the TEC. The side faces are open, while the
top and bottom faces are covered with CF plates. These top and bottom covers can be removed
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Discs rin
[mm]
rout
[mm]
strip
length
pitch
[µm]
strips #(FP) #BP
Ring 1 r · ϕ 1 – 3 233.0 320.2 87.2 mm 81-112 768 2 1
Ring 1 stereo 1 – 3 233.0 320.2 87.2 mm 81-112 768 2 1
Ring 2 r · ϕ 1 – 6 323.0 411.1 88.1 mm 113-143 768 2 1
Ring 2 stereo 1 – 6 323.0 411.1 88.1 mm 113-143 768 2 1
Ring 3 1 – 8 392.1 502.7 110.6 mm 123-158 512 3 2
Ring 4 1 – 9 504.1 619.2 115.1 mm 113-139 512 4 3
Ring 5 r · ϕ 1 – 9 603.2 750.4 147.2 mm 126-156 768 2 3
Ring 5 stereo 1 – 9 603.2 750.4 147.2 mm 126-156 768 2 3
Ring 6 1 – 9 727.0 910.9 183.9 mm 163-205 512 4 3
Ring 7 1 – 9 888.4 1094.1 205.7 mm 140-172 512 5 5
Table 2.2: Geometrical distribution of TEC module types. The ”Discs” column gives the discs
on which modules of the given type are mounted. rin and rout are the inner and outer radius of
the active sensor area respectively. #(FP) and #(BP) give the number of modules of the given
type mounted on one front or one back petal respectively.
Figure 2.21: Photograph of a section of the fully integrated end cap TEC+, with a fibre me-
chanics visible. The AOH pigtails coming from the petal to the right are connected inside of the
fibre mechanics to the readout ribbons. The latter are further routed to the service channel which
is at the lower left edge of the picture.
to facilitate the connection of the AOH pigtails to the connectors in the ribbon fan-out. The
space between the top and bottom covers takes up the pigtail slack. Inside of the TEC, the fibre
mechanics is mounted next to the petal whose pigtails it is connected to. A schematical view of
the fibre mechanics and the cabling schemes for all types of petals are given in App. A.2.
The cooling pipes for a tower of petals are mounted on the outer radius of the TEC, in front of
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Cooling Loop Petal Tower Discs Connected Modules Connected APVs
1 Front Petals 1, 3, 5, 7 100 472
2 Back Petals 1, 3, 5, 7 86 412
3 Front Petals 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 113 524
4 Back Petals 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 101 480
Table 2.3: Labelling of the cooling loops of one sector of a TEC.
Figure 2.22: Cooling pipes of one TEC petal tower.
the petal tower. Each tower is cooled by two independent cooling loops, the first loop connected
to the petals of discs 1, 3, 5 and 7, the second loop connected to the petals of discs 2, 4, 6, 8 and
9 (Tab. 2.3). The petals of one cooling loop are connected in parallel to the cooling system. A
schematical drawing of one set of cooling pipes is given in Fig. 2.22. The power cables for a tower
of petals are attached to the tower’s cooling pipes. The bundle of cooling pipes and power cables
makes up the tower’s services.
2.5.2 Petals
A petal consists of a carbon fibre composite / honeycomb carrier plate, the petal body, with a
titanium cooling pipe embedded into the NOMEX core. The ends of the cooling pipe are joined
into a laser-welded cooling manifold which provides connections for the TEC’s cooling services.
Aluminium inserts are fed through the carbon fibre skins and glued to the cooling pipe. These
inserts serve as precision mounting points for the modules and also transfer heat from the modules
to the cooling system. A photograph and a technical drawing of a petal body with the cooling
pipe visible is shown in Fig. 2.23. All AOH pigtails of a petal are collected in a groove at one side
of the petal body and routed towards the outer radius of the petal.
Figure 2.23: Left: petal body with embedded cooling pipe. A second carbon fibre skin is glued
on top of the here visible skin, covering the grooves for the cooling pipe. Right: technical drawing
of petal body and cooling pipe.
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Petal type Short type name Discs Rings #(Modules) #(APVs)
FP Long Disc 1-3 FD-13 1-3 1-7 28 136
FP Short Disc 4-6 FD-46 4-6 2-7 24 112
FP Short Disc 7-8 FD-78 7-8 3-7 20 88
FP Short Disc 9 FD-9 9 4-7 17 76
BP Long Disc 1-3 BD-13 1-3 1-7 23 112
BP Short Disc 4-6 BD-46 4-6 2-7 21 100
BP Short Disc 7-8 BD-78 7-8 3-7 19 88
BP Short Disc 9 BD-9 9 4-7 17 80
Table 2.4: The eight different types of petals.
A−side
B−side
ICB_1 ICB_3 ICB_57
ICB_2 ICB_46
Figure 2.24: The five parts of a front petal ICB. In the top row the three boards for the petal’s
A side, in the bottom row the two boards for the petal’s B-side. The ICB 2 has all connectors for
the ring 2 modules and the connectors for the AOHs of ring 1.
Back and front petals have different petal bodies due to geometrical constraints. Both types
come in a long and a short version. The long petal bodies are used on discs 1-3, and the shorter
bodies are used from disc 4 onwards, where the TEC’s inner radius is increased to 309 mm. Petals
are further classified based on the discs they can be mounted on, given the rings of modules they
carry. In total, there are eight different types of petals, summarised in Tab. 2.4.
The petal side facing the interaction point is labelled ”A” on front petals and ”C” on back
petals. Accordingly, the petal side facing the far end of the detector is labelled ”B” on front petals
and ”D” on back petals.
Multi-layered PCBs, so-called InterConnect Boards (ICB, Fig. 2.24), are attached to the petal
surfaces. The ICBs distribute electrical power as well as clock, trigger and control signals to the
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Figure 2.25: Picture of the A-side with rings 1, 3, 5 and 7 visible (left) and B-side with rings 2,
4 and 6 (right) of a long front petal. (S) denotes a stereo and (N) an r · ϕ module.
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Figure 2.26: Picture of the C-side with rings 1, 3, 5 and 7 visible (left) and D-side with rings 2,
4 and 6 (right) of a long back petal. (S) denotes a stereo and (N) an r · ϕ module.
modules. The modules’ hybrid and bias voltage connectors are plugged into corresponding sockets
on the ICB, and the analogue data are routed from the front end hybrids through the ICB to the
analogue opto hybrids. Up to five individual boards are mounted on each petal: the main ICB is
the ICB 46 which carries the connectors for the petal’s power and control cables and has sockets
for the two CCUMs of a petal. The ICB 46 is mounted on the B/D side of the petal and serves
the modules of rings 4 and 6. The ICB 2 on side B/D and the boards ICB 1, ICB 3 and ICB 57
on side A/C are connected to the main ICB. The numbers in the ICB names specify the rings
to which the connected modules belong. As with the petal bodies, different ICBs are needed for
front and back petals. In most cases, a given ICB has connectors for the modules (hybrid and
bias voltage) and for the analogue opto hybrids. The only exception is the ICB 1 of front petals
which only has the hybrid and bias voltage connectors for the ring 1 modules. The AOHs of these
modules are mounted on the petal’s B-side and are connected to the front petal ICB 2.
The silicon modules are mounted on the cooling inserts and connected to their respective
sockets on the ICBs. Modules of odd ring numbers are mounted on the petal’s A/C side, modules
of even ring numbers on the B/D side. Photographs of both faces of fully equipped, long front
and back petals are shown in Figs 2.25 and 2.26 respectively.
A TEC control-loop always consists of one front- and one back-petal, with the DOHs mounted
on a small PCB named Digital Opto Hybrid Module (DOHM) which is located on the back petal
next to the ICB 46. On all petals there are two CCUs, of which one controls the modules of
rings 1-4 and the other the modules of rings 5-7. In the experiment, back-petals will always have
CCU addresses 0x7b (123 decimal, rings 1-4) and 0x3f (63 decimal, rings 5-7) and front-petals will
always have CCU addresses 0x6f (111 decimal, rings 1-4) and 0x5f (95 decimal, rings 5-7). The
CCU-channels of the module positions are different for front- and back-petals. The control ring
signals flow from the DOHM to the front petal, into the back petal and then back to the DOHM.
A schematical view of the control ring and control ring addresses of all TEC front end devices are
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given in App. A.1.
Module positions within a petal are usually specified as a two-part number, the first part being
the ring number and the second part the module’s number on the ring within the petal. Module
6.3 or 63 denotes a module on position 3 of ring 6. These module positions are printed on the
ICBs next to the module’s components such as hybrid or bias voltage connectors. In this labelling
scheme, the two single-sided modules making up a double-sided module are given individual module
positions. This is different to the convention used in the ”det ID” identifiers of the CMS oﬄine
software framework CMSSW, where one module position is assigned to a double-sided module and
the two single-sided modules are further identified through a ”stereo” flag indicating whether the
module is the r · ϕ-part or the stereo-part of the double-sided module. The differences between
component naming in the hardware and software domains are detailed in App. A.5.
Electrical System The modules of a petal are divided into three power groups, each of which
is served by an individual power supply unit. Power group 1 consists of the modules of rings 1
and 2, power group 2 contains the modules of rings 3, 4 and 6 and the modules of rings 5 and
7 are joined into power group 3 (details are given in App. A.3. The ICB 46 has one connector
each for the bias voltage and for the low voltage parts of each power group. These connectors are
sixteen-pin Molex connectors placed at the part of the ICB which protrudes from the outer radius
of the petal body (Fig. 2.27).
The multi-service cables of the TEC services are connected at one end to the Molex connectors
on the ICBs, and at the other end are grouped into patch panels on the TEC bulkhead. One
multi-service cable is needed per power group, containing low and high voltage lines, ground lines
and signal lines for temperature or humidity sensors. The conductors of these cables are made
from silver-plated aluminium to reduce the impact on the material budget.
The power cables of the digital links are routed from the bulkhead to a Molex connector on the
DOHM. Short Kapton cables are used to make the control ring connection between the DOHM
and the petals’ main ICBs and between the two petals. These Kapton cables transport clock,
trigger and control signals as well as the supply voltage for the CCUMs.
The TEC grounding scheme features a TEC common ground for each end cap. All cable
shields, the cooling manifolds, the carbon fibre skins of discs and petals, the aluminium coating
of the TEC’s outer CF-skins and the reference points of all power groups are connected to this
ground. The TEC common ground is implemented as a 5 cm wide and 150 µm thick copper
Front Petal Connectors Back Petal Connectors
Digital Link connectors
Power Group 1
Power Group 3
Power Group 2
Control Ring Power
Power Group 1
Power Group 3
Power Group 2
Connection 
ICB−>DOHM
Bias Voltage Connectors
Low Voltage Connectors
Bias Voltage Connectors
Low Voltage Connectors
DOHM
Cooling Manifold
 − FP −> BP
 − DOHM −> FP
Control Ring Connec−
tions on Back Side:
Figure 2.27: Electrical connections of front and back petal to the tracker systems.
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ring surrounding the back disc. This copper ring is connected to the brackets that fasten the
tracker support tube to the hadron calorimeter, which represents a solid ground. Copper strips
are glued to the outer circumference of all discs and along the sides of the service channels, forming
a grounding grid through which other components are connected to the TEC common ground. A
common analogue ground is implemented per petal by means of a 2 cm wide and 20 µm thick
copper path along the center of the ICBs. The LV and HV supplies of the power groups are
referenced to this so-called local petal ground. The digital ground of the control ring is referenced
at one point to the local petal ground. The connection between the local petal ground and the
copper strip around the disc is made with a short copper braid. The module frames are connected
with a conductive glue spot to the ground trace of the bias Kapton and via the ICB to the front
end hybrid ground. Because the cooling pipes are also connected to the TEC common ground,
the cooling inserts must be electrically insulated from the module frames by an anodised layer to
avoid ground loops.
2.5.3 Slow Control System
An end cap contains several thousand thermistors and approximately 50 humidity sensors which
can be read out through different channels. The thermistors used are surface mounted NTC
10 kΩ thermistors of type NTH5G16P33B103F07TH from Murata, the humidity sensors are of
type HMX2000 by Hygrometrix. The three ways in which sensor data can be transmitted from
the TEC to external systems for monitoring are:
 Thermistors on the front end hybrid and on the back plane of the silicon sensors are read
out by the DCU on the hybrid and the data can be requested through the control link. For
accessing these sensors, the power for the control ring and for the front end devices must be
turned on.
 Four thermistors per petal are glued to ring 6 module inserts near the inlet and outlet of the
cooling pipes in the petals. A humidity sensor is mounted on selected front petals. These
sensors can be read out by the DCU on CCUMs and thus require the control link to be
powered.
 Thermistors from the backplane of selected modules, one humidity sensor on selected back
petals and one thermistor on each front petal ICB are directly connected to dedicated traces
in the multi-service cables and are thus wired via the LICs to the power supply units.
The sensor signals are available at a connector in the PSU’s back board. The sensors are
externally powered and thus can be read out before any of the TEC’s front end devices are
powered.
Details on the actual distribution of HMX humidity sensors in TEC+ are contained in Tab. C.1
in App. C.1. Details on the DCUs on the front end hybrid, including DCU calibration methods,
are given in App. A.4.1. More information on the sensors connected to the multi-service cables
can be found in App. A.4.2 and the sensors read out via the DCUs on the CCUMs are further
discussed in App. A.4.3. The selection of sensors that will be used as input to the Detector Safety
System is given in App. A.4.4.
2.5.4 Construction of the End Caps
The construction of the end caps was a multi-step process involving several institutes and industrial
contractors in Europe and in the United States of America and lasting several years.
Module Production For the tracker silicon modules, the silicon sensors were produced by in-
dustrial contractors and tested at two sensor test centers (HEPHY, Vienna and IEKP, Karlsruhe).
The front end hybrids, whose fabrication had been transfered to two swiss manufacturers, were
tested and bonded to the pitch adapters at the hybrid test center at CERN. The TEC module
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frames were built at Brussels and in Aachen, and the bias Kapton foils, produced by a German
company, were fitted with components and tested at RWTH. All those parts were shipped to sev-
eral module assembly centers where modules were built either by hand or in an automated process
by ”gantry” machines [92]. The modules were finally forwarded to bonding centers where the
wire bonds between pitch adapter and silicon sensors and between the two sensors of two-sensor
modules were attached. After bonding, all modules were tested in a dedicated ARC test setup
[93, 73, 94].
Petal Production At the beginning of petal production, a groove in the shape of the cooling
pipe was cut into the petal body. The cooling pipes, which had been bent to the required shape
and laser welded to the cooling manifolds, were placed into the groove. The cooling inserts were
glued to the cooling pipe. The mechanical precision of the inserts was achieved by subsequent
precision milling. The quality of the thermal contact and electrical insulation of the inserts from
the cooling pipe was measured in a dedicated test setup.
The InterConnect Boards were delivered by an industrial contractor, fitted with missing com-
ponents and tested for functionality in Aachen. This test involved readout in scope mode of all
module positions using a front end hybrid and an AOH. The ICBs were mounted onto the petal
bodies and the petal bodies sent to the AOH integration center in Hamburg, where all AOHs were
mounted on the petal and the functionality of the installed AOHs was tested. From there, the
petal bodies were forwarded to several Petal Integration Centers (PIC). In the PICs, the silicon
modules were mounted onto the petal bodies, and the arrival of APV data frames was verified
using an oscilloscope connected to the appropriate AOH pigtails. After the installation of all
modules, the whole petal was subjected to an in-depth petal long term test (LT), which involved
full readout of the petal at room temperature and at a silicon sensor temperature of about −20◦C
during several cooling cycles [95].
Construction of the End Caps The discs of the end caps were fitted with precision inserts for
petal installation and other needed components in Aachen. The service channels, filled with tested
and labelled ribbons, were procured by IEKP Karlsruhe and the services, consisting of cooling
pipes with the attached multi-service cables were delivered from Lyon. The service channels were
precision-glued to the discs in Aachen to yield the TEC support structures. The TEC support
structures were then mounted in large transport and rotation cradles which provided the means to
rotate the structure about an axis vertical to the beam pipe. Finally, the services were installed,
which included fixing the cable patch-panels to the bulkhead. The approximately 10 m of ribbon
slack were temporarily stored in boxes attached to the bulkhead. The end cap TEC− was shipped
to CERN for the integration of petals into the structure, TEC+ remained in Aachen.
Petals were delivered from the PICs to the two TEC integration centers (TIC). Here, the
petals were checked in petal reception tests to verify full functionality, and finally petals were
integrated into the end cap structures. Integration and subsequent testing of the TECs proceeded
sector-wise. The fully integrated TEC+ (Fig. 2.28) was shipped to the Tracker Integration Facility
(TIF) at CERN, where four sectors of each TEC were read out in a cold room, at silicon sensor
temperatures of about −10◦C. Finally, the TECs were integrated into the tracker support tube
at the TIF.
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Figure 2.28: Photograph of the fully integrated end cap TEC+ in its rotation cradle at the TIC
Aachen.
Figure 2.29: Photograph of TEC+ from which the front disc has been removed, so that the
petals of disc 1 are visible. The picture was taken at the TIF shortly before the integration of
TEC+ into the tracker support tube shown in the background.
Chapter 3
Determination of Noise in CMS
Silicon Strip Modules
The significance of a particle hit recorded with a silicon strip module can be expressed as the
ratio of the hit signal to the relevant detector noise. In the simple case that only one strip is hit,
the relevant detector noise is the irreducible noise of this strip. For a good estimate of the hit
significance, it is therefore necessary to know the strip noise of the silicon modules.
In a first section, the noise sources in CMS modules and the expected noise behaviour are
discussed briefly. A software package that was used for the analysis of TEC+ raw data and the
algorithms it uses for computing noise and related quantities are introduced in section 3.2.
3.1 Noise in Silicon Strip Modules
It is common practice to express the noise in terms of the equivalent noise charge (ENC), i.e. the
amount of variation of the signal charge which would lead to the observed noise figure at the end
of the readout chain. For most components of the tracker’s readout chain, noise measurements
have been made which allow computing an estimate of the expected overall noise figures under
operating conditions.
The noise in CMS silicon strip modules is dominated by the amplifier noise ENCA[15], with a
noise contribution depending on the readout electronics and the sensor geometry[96, 97, 64, 16]. In
a simple approach, the amplifier noise can be expressed as the sum of a part scaling with the total
capacitance Ctot at the amplifier input (series noise) and a value independent of that capacitance
(parallel noise):
ENCA = ENCA,p + ENCA,s(Ctot) (3.1)
Additional noise sources on the module-level are
 shot noise from the reverse bias current Ibias of the detector (parallel):
ENCIbias =
e
2q
√
q · Ibias · τ = 105.4
√
Ibias · τ , (3.2)
 thermal noise from the polysilicon resistors Rp (parallel):
ENCRP =
e
q
√
kT · τ
2RP
= 23.5
√
τ
RP
, (3.3)
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 thermal noise from the metal strip resistance RS (series):
ENCRS =
eCtot
q
√
kT · RS
6τ
= 13.5 · Ctot
√
RS
τ
, (3.4)
where e is Euler’s number and q is the proton charge. The numerical values given in the above
formulae are computed assuming that: τ is the peaking time in ns; Ileak is the leakage current per
strip given in µA, RP is given in MΩ; RS is given in Ω; and kT is evaluated for T = 298.15 K
(typical silicon temperature for operation at room temperature).
The contributions from parallel noise sources grow with increasing shaping time τ of the readout
chip, whereas series noise contributions fall ∼
√
1/τ .
The APV’s deconvolution algorithm affects parallel and series noise contributions differently.
It can be shown [69] that the ratio ENCdeconv/ENCpeak can be expressed as
parallel :
ENCdeconv
ENCpeak
=
√(
e−2
x2
)
(e2x − 4x− e−2x) = 0.436 (3.5)
series :
ENCdeconv
ENCpeak
=
√(
e−2
x2
)
(e2x + 4x− e−2x) = 1.535 , (3.6)
where x = τ/∆t = 0.5 is the ratio of shaping time and sampling time interval.
The optical readout chain and digitisation in the FED also add to the total noise. Since the
individual noise sources can be considered statistically independent, the total noise is the square
sum of the individual noise sources:
ENCtot =
√∑
i
ENC2i .
3.1.1 Expected Noise Behaviour
The main noise source in tracker modules, the APV’s noise, is greatly influenced by the load ca-
pacitance seen by the amplifier input. This capacitance is dominated by the total strip capacitance
Ctot which can be computed for a strip of length L, with strip pitch p and width w as [16]
Ctot =
(
0.8
pF
cm
+ 1.7
w
p
pF
cm
)
· L[cm] . (3.7)
All modules of the CMS silicon strip tracker have a constant ratio of w/p = 0.25. The noise
at room temperature of the APV25 readout chip has been measured in peak and in deconvolution
mode [98] and is given as:
ENCpeak = 270 e
− + 38
e−
pF
· Ctot[pF] (3.7)= 270 e− + 46.6 e
−
cm
· L[cm] (3.8)
ENCdec = 430 e
− + 61
e−
pF
· Ctot[pF] (3.7)= 430 e− + 74.7 e
−
cm
· L[cm] (3.9)
The expected APV noise at room temperature is given for the different TEC geometries in
Tab. 3.1. For a strip length of 14.7 cm (TEC ring 5), one obtains an APV noise of 954 e− in peak
mode and 1528 e− in deconvolution mode. It is expected and confirmed in measurements that the
APV’s noise does not depend on the radiation dose received[99, 100]. However, the APV shows a
increase of the noise with temperature, which can be expressed as [99]
ENCA(T ) = ENCA(Tref) ·
√
T 1−X · TX−1ref , (3.10)
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Readout Mode Ring 1 Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring 4 Ring 5 Ring 6 Ring 7
ENCpeak [e
−] 676 680 785 806 955 1126 1228
ENCdec [e
−] 1082 1088 1256 1290 1530 1804 1967
Table 3.1: Expected APV amplifier noise at room temperature for the different TEC module
geometries.
where ENCA(Tref) is the noise level at a given reference temperature Tref and X = −0.86 has been
determined from measurements (all temperatures in Kelvin). In Eq. 3.10, the actual transistor
junction temperature must be inserted, which is not known. It was found that the temperature
measured directly on the APV’s surface is about 10 K higher than the hybrid temperature. This
can be regarded as a lower limit of the junction temperature and is used in the following calcu-
lations: a typical hybrid temperature of 30◦C is used for operating at room temperature and a
hybrid temperature of −10◦C is used for operating in a cold environment. The chip temperatures
used in calculations of the APV noise are 10 K higher than these hybrid temperatures.
From equations 3.2 - 3.4, the contributions of thermal noise and shot noise can be estimated
and are given in Tab. 3.2 for a TEC ring 5 module (room temperature). Computations in that
table use τ = 50 ns, RP = 1.5 MΩ, RS = 50 Ω and Ctot = 17.6 pF. Typical bias currents per strip
are estimated as Ibias = 2 nA for non-irradiated sensors and Ibias = 2 µA for heavily irradiated
sensors, in accordance with results shown in [100].
The acceptance limit for the noise of the AOHs is a noise which is equivalent to an RMS
of the input voltage of 3 mV, where a MIP, i.e. a charge of 25000 e− at the APV’s input,
corresponds to an AOH input voltage of 100 mV. Measurements show a typical AOH noise of
about 1.0 mV−1.2 mV before irradiation, with almost no change in the noise level after receiving
the irradiation dose expected for 10 years of CMS operation [102]. This noise figure translates
into an ENC of about 300 e−.
For the FED front end, a worst-case noise figure of 350 e− is expected [103]. This figure
contains the digitisation noise, which amounts to 1/
√
12 ADC counts and, depending on the gain
of the readout chain, contributes about 100 e−.
Since all these noise sources have to be added in quadrature it is obvious that the amplifier
noise dominates the overall strip noise in the non-irradiated case. After irradiation, the greatest
increase of the noise comes from shot noise. Since this is parallel noise, the increase is more serious
in peak mode than in deconvolution mode. Expected noise figures for all seven TEC geometries
are given in Tabs. 3.3 and 3.4 for both the irradiated and the non-irradiated case, for operation
at room temperature and for operation at sensor temperatures of −15◦C.
Noise source: Peak Mode [e−] Deconvolution Mode [e−]
APV noise ENCA 955 1530
Shot noise (before irradiation) ENCIbias 33 15
Shot noise (after irradiation) ENCIbias 1054 459
Thermal noise (parallel) ENCRP 135 59
Thermal noise (series) ENCRS 244 375
AOH noise 300 300
FED noise 350 350
Total ENC before irradiation 1138 1642
Total ENC after irratiation 1551 1705
Table 3.2: Expected noise contributions from shot noise and thermal noise for a TEC ring 5
module operated at room temperature (Tsilicon = 298.15 K).
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Before Irradiation After Irradiation
Cold Warm Cold Warm
Ring ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N
1 832 28 894 26 1342 15 1382 15
2 835 27 898 26 1344 15 1384 15
3 909 25 986 23 1392 15 1443 14
4 924 25 1004 23 1402 15 1455 14
5 1039 39 1138 35 1480 25 1551 23
6 1176 34 1297 31 1579 23 1671 22
7 1261 32 1395 29 1643 22 1748 21
Table 3.3: Expected overall noise figures and signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) in peak mode for the
seven TEC module geometries, for operation at room temperature and at sensor temperatures of
−15◦C, before and after irradiation with the dose expected for 10 years of CMS operation.
Before Irradiation After Irradiation
Cold Warm Cold Warm
Ring ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N ENC [e−] S/N
1 1080 21 1198 19 1173 18 1283 16
2 1085 21 1205 19 1178 18 1289 16
3 1228 19 1369 17 1311 16 1444 14
4 1257 18 1402 16 1338 15 1475 14
5 1467 28 1642 25 1537 24 1705 21
6 1712 24 1921 21 1772 20 1975 18
7 1859 22 2088 19 1914 19 2138 17
Table 3.4: Expected overall noise figures and S/N in deconvolution mode for the seven TEC
module geometries, for operation at room temperature and at sensor temperatures of −15◦C,
before and after irradiation with the dose expected for 10 years of CMS operation.
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Deconvolution Mode
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Peak Mode
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Figure 3.1: Expected noise behaviour in peak and deconvolution mode for the seven TEC
module geometries. Left: before irradiation. Right: after irradiation.
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Readout Mode Irradiation Tsilicon [
◦C] Noise Parametrisation
peak no -15 512.4 e− + 3.6 e−/mm
peak no 25 522.1 e− + 4.2 e−/mm
peak yes -15 1116.3 e− + 2.5 e−/mm
peak yes 25 1107.0 e− + 3.1 e−/mm
deconv no -15 503.7 e− + 6.6 e−/mm
deconv no 25 540.5 e− + 7.5 e−/mm
deconv yes -15 623.3 e− + 6.3 e−/mm
deconv yes 25 649.5 e− + 7.2 e−/mm
Table 3.5: Linear parametrisation of the overall ENC under different operating conditions.
The data from Tabs. 3.3 and 3.4 are visualised in Fig. 3.1. As simple but sufficiently adequate
approximation, a linear noise parametrisation for the different operating conditions can be obtained
from these data and is summarised in Tab. 3.5.
A particle traversing a silicon absorber of thickness t will deposit a fraction of its energy in
the silicon material. For minimum ionising particles of unitiy charge, the most probable value
of this energy loss is given in [104], based on computations which are in good agreement with
measurements. It is found that the mean value of the most probable energy loss per unit length
depends on the material thickness. For t = 320 µm, ∆p/t = 285 eV/µm and for t = 640 µm,
∆p/t = 296 eV/µm which with linear interpolation gives ∆p/t = 290.5 eV/µm for t = 500 µm.
The energy needed to produce an electron-hole pair in silicon is about 3.6 eV [105], which results
in charge generation of 22950 e− in 290 µm of silicon and of 40350 e− in 500 µm of silicon.
For the least favourable TEC geometry (ring 4), this would lead to a ratio of signal to noise
(S/N) in deconvolution mode of about 18 before irradiation. The radiation damage after ten years
of CMS operation will lead to increased charge trapping and hence a signal reduction of about 10%
is expected, giving an expected S/N of 15 at the end of the tracker’s life time (both estimates for
a cold environment). The expected S/N for all TEC geometries and different operating conditions
are included in Tabs. 3.3 and 3.4.
3.2 Data Processing
A software package called AC1Analysis [106] has been developed as part of this thesis work over
the course of the petal system test in Aachen and extended to fit the needs of the respective test
setups for the test beam in 2004 (cf. chapter 4) and for TEC+ integration (cf. chapters 6 and 7).
This software package can read in raw data recorded in the sir-format by the XDAQ-based tracker
DAQ and compute values such as the strip noise or hit signal from these data.
The AC1Analysis software features a semi-automatic setup recognition which works with TEC
and TOB setups and has been used on systems containing up to 800 silicon strip modules. Only
the petal or rod type, control ring identifiers and CCU addresses are needed as input; the software
can then detect all modules in the setup and associate the module with its position within the
petal or rod, without requiring an explicit cabling map at the module or laser level. It is possible
to process data recorded in virgin raw mode and in zero suppression mode.
AC1Analysis was used for all raw data analyses of data from the TEC testbeam 2004, in the
TEC+ petal reception test, TEC+ integration and TEC+ coldtest, and also in the TOB’s rod
reception test at CERN and during TOB integration. All results obtained from TEC raw data
shown in this document have been derived using AC1Analysis.
The algorithms for processing raw data used within AC1Analysis are outlined in the following
sections.
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For computing the standard deviation σx of a sample of N numbers xi, AC1Analysis uses the
approximation that
σx =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − 〈xi〉)2 =
√
〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 , (3.11)
which is valid for large values of N . In noise computations this can always be assumed to be the
case. The approximation can be computed faster than the exact formula and is also the method
used by ROOT for computing the RMS of a data sample.
3.2.1 Pedestals
Even without particles crossing the detector, the signal recorded by the FED is not zero, but
fluctuates about a mean signal called pedestal. Each strip has its own individual pedestal, with
strong correlations between the pedestal height of the 128 strips of one APV and of the 256 strips
sharing one optical readout channel. The pedestal pi of strip i is computed as the mean value of
this strip’s raw data ri in a data sample of size N (that is, in a range [x, . . . , y] of N consecutive
events):
pi = 〈rij〉 = 1
N
y∑
j=x
ri,j (3.12)
In Fig. 3.2 the raw data of one TEC module is shown for one event, together with that module’s
pedestals.
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Figure 3.2: Raw data of all strips of one TEC module from one single event and pedestals of that
module’s strips. Data are recorded with a cosmic trigger, and the module was hit by a particle in
the area of strip 238 in the plotted event.
Usually, pedestals are computed from data recorded in dedicated pedestal runs with a trigger
which is not synchronous with any particle flow through the detector, e.g., a random trigger.
If, however, it is necessary to compute pedestals from data recorded with a particle trigger, the
particle signal will — depending on the single-strip occupancy — bias the pedestals. If cluster
finding (discussed in section 3.2.8) is possible during pedestal computation, i.e. if noise is known
from a previous iteration of pedestal/noise computation, a cleaner pedestal p′i can be computed
by only using the Ni events in which strip i was not hit by a charged particle (the notation
”i, j ∈ cluster” means that in event j strip i is part of a cluster):
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p′i =
1
Ni
y∑
j=x
i,j 6∈ cluster
ri,j (3.13)
For all noise analyses of pedestal run data presented in this document, this cluster removal
was disabled (in pedestal and noise computations).
3.2.2 Total Noise
The total noise (also called raw noise) is a measure of the size of the signal fluctuations about a
strip’s pedestal. It is computed as the standard deviation of the strip’s signal in the event range
[x, . . . , y] of N events:
σtoti =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
y∑
j=x
(ri,j − pi)2 =
√
〈r2i 〉 − p2i (3.14)
As with the computation of the pedestals, if cluster finding is possible at the time of noise
computation, only those events will be used for calculating a strip’s noise in which no particle
signal was found on the strip.
In Fig. 3.3, the raw data observed on one selected strip over 250 consecutive events are shown.
The width of the raw data distribution gives the total noise of that strip. The strip was hit by a
particle in event 266, and this event’s data are not used for computation of the strip’s pedestal
and noise.
A commonly used representation of the total noise of all strips of one silicon module is given
in Fig. 3.4, where the noise of the strips is plotted versus the strip number. The slightly increased
noise at the APV edges and the different noise levels of the two lasers reading out the module
are typical features of CMS strip module plots. The module shown contains one ”bad strip” (cf.
section 3.2.7) on its fourth APV.
There are several sources contributing to the total noise seen by the ADC:
 Intrinsic noise of the silicon module and front-end electronics (thermal noise etc).
 Noise of the optical readout system.
 Digitisation noise.
 Synchronous fluctuations of many neighbouring channels, caused by, e.g., noise on the power
lines or pickup of EM fields through the strips. This noise contribution is called common
mode (CM).
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Figure 3.3: Raw data of one selected strip over 250 consecutive events. Left: time evolution of
the data. Right: distribution of raw data. The RMS of this distribution gives the total noise of
the strip.
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Figure 3.4: Total noise of one TEC module (peak mode).
Of the above noise sources, only the common mode can be estimated and removed online or
oﬄine by mathematical means, as long as the analogue signal is available. The other contributions
represent irreducible noise.
3.2.3 Common Mode and Common Mode Noise
The common mode (CM) is a common deviation of a range [a, . . . , b] of readout channels from
their pedestal values pi, i ∈ [a, . . . , b] in an event j. The AC1Analysis software always computes
the CM on a per-APV basis.
The event-to-event variation of the common mode is called common mode noise σCM (CM
noise) and is typically computed as the standard deviation of the CM values CMα for APV α in
the event range [x, . . . , y]:
σCMα =
√√√√√ 1
N
y∑
j=x
CM2α,j −

 1
N
y∑
j=x
CMα,j


2
(3.15)
There are three ways the common mode can be estimated with AC1Analysis:
1. Mean-CM: In each event j the common mode CMα,j of APV α is computed as the mean
deviation of the signal of the APV’s strips from their pedestal values and therefore has the
same value for all strips of the APV in a given event:
CMα,j =
1
b− a+ 1
b∑
i=a
(ri,j − pi) = 1
128
b∑
i=a
(ri,j − pi) (3.16)
Strips which are part of a detected cluster will not be used for the computation of the APV’s
mean-CM in this event, since a single cluster can easily change the event’s CM by a factor
of two or more.
Additionally, strips that have been flagged as bad will not be used for computing the mean-
CM.
If clusters were not taken into account during the computation of pedestals and CM, and
if the same events were used for computing pedestals and CM, then the algebraic mean
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〈CMα,j〉 of the mean-CM of all APVs would be zero by design. The fact that a strip’s signal
in event j may be used for the computation of the pedestals but may be disregarded in the
determination of the common mode in this event (or vice versa) can lead to small deviations
of the mean-CM’s mean from zero.
2. Median-CM: In each event j the common mode CMα,j of APV α is estimated as the
median of the signal after subtraction of pedestals of the APV’s strips in this event. Like
the mean-CM, it has the same value for all strips of the APV in a given event. This method
does not require cluster removal or knowledge about bad strips and is therefore the method
used for computing the CM for zero suppression in the FED.
There can be a substantial difference between the mean-CM and the median-CM if the
distribution of the APV’s signal after pedestal subtraction in an event is skewed. Tests in
the fully integrated TEC+ show, however, that the median provides a good approximation
of the mean-CM. The algebraic mean of the median-CM is generally not zero.
3. Linear-CM: The CM is assumed to be a linear function of the strip number i for each
APV α in event j, i.e.,
CMα,i,j = aα,j · i+ bα,j (3.17)
In this case, speaking of the APV’s common mode does not make much sense. However,
the slope aα,j can be used as a measure of the linear component of the common mode.
Strips that have been flagged as bad are not used for computing the two parameters of the
linear-CM, neither are strips that are part of a detected cluster in the current event.
The linear common mode estimation was implemented to verify that no substantial linear
component exists in TEC setups. Since the FED uses the median algorithm for estimating the
common mode, this algorithm was also used in all analyses presented in the following chapters.
In Fig. 3.5, the difference between the Mean-CM and the Median-CM is practically negligible.
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Figure 3.5: Common mode values of one APV for 250 consecutive events, computed using the
mean and the median algorithms. Left: the individual common mode values for each event.
Right: distribution of the respective common mode values, the RMS of the distributions is the
corresponding common mode noise.
3.2.4 Noise after CM-Subtraction
For estimating the intrinsic noise of the readout chain, the pedestals and event’s common modes
can be subtracted from the strips’ raw data in each event to yield the signal qi,j after CM-
subtraction (Fig. 3.6):
qi,j = ri,j − pi − CMα,j mean ormedianCM
qi,j = ri,j − pi − CMα,i,j linear CM
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The noise after CM-subtraction of strip i is then computed as the RMS of qi in a data sample
of N events (Fig. 3.7):
σCMSi =
√
〈q2i 〉 − 〈qi〉2 (3.18)
As is the case with the total noise, clusters may be disregarded during the computation of the
noise after CM-subtraction by only taking into account those events in which the current strip is
not part of a detected cluster.
If exactly the same events are used for the computation of a strip’s total noise and that of a
strip’s noise after CM-subtraction, then the total noise of strip i is the quadratic sum of the strip’s
noise after CM-subtraction and the APV’s common mode noise:
(
σtoti
)2
=
(
σCMSi
)2
+
(
σCMα
)2
. (3.19)
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Figure 3.6: Raw data of one TEC module from one event after subtraction of pedestals (red)
and common mode (blue). Data are recorded with a cosmic trigger, and the module was hit by a
particle in the area of strip 238 in the plotted event.
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Figure 3.7: Signal after CM-subtraction of a selected strip over 250 events. Left: time evolution
of the signal. Right: distribution of the signal, the RMS of the distribution giving the noise after
CM-subtraction.
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Figure 3.8: Total noise (red) and noise after CM subtraction (blue) of one TEC module.
The noise after CM-subtraction is sometimes also called common-mode subtracted noise or
shorthand CMS-noise. As can be seen from (3.19), the total noise is always higher than the noise
after CM-subtraction. Fig. 3.8 shows the total noise and the noise after CM-subtraction of one
module, measured during TEC+ integration. The CM contribution observed in measurements
with TEC+ is rather small.
3.2.5 Pedestal Drift, Common Mode and Noise
Under certain conditions, e.g., before the front-end electronics have reached thermal equilibrium,
there can be a slow drift of the pedestals (slow with respect to the fluctuations responsible for most
of the noise). Since the pedestals are assumed to be constant within the event range analysed, the
pedestal-drift is absorbed in the common mode, leading in turn to a large common mode noise.
While this reflects the whole system’s behaviour, it does introduce a systematic component into
the common mode. It may therefore be desirable to remove such a systematic variation from the
common mode, since the CM is normally taken as a measure of the system’s susceptibility to
statistical external disturbances.
Pedestal drifts can be accounted for in a rather simple, albeit not the most elegant, way in
AC1Analysis: the event range to be analysed is divided into samples of Ncor events. For each
sample s, the average common mode CMα
s
is computed. During the processing of sample (s+1),
the previously computed average CMα
s
is subtracted from the data (Fig. 3.9). The thus modified
data are treated as input for the noise- or CM-computation just as described in sections 3.2.2-3.2.4.
The sample size Ncor can be adjusted via a software option. This value should be chosen with
respect to the trigger frequency f such that Ncorf matches the time scale of the pedestal drift.
Whether or not this pedestal-drift correction is performed at all can be controlled via a software
option.
Even with pedestal-drift correction enabled, the definition of the total noise is not changed,
so that the total noise still contains all fluctuations of the signal (with the possible exception
of clusters). Instead, a new noise type is defined as the standard deviation of the signal after
subtraction of pedestals and average CM. Since this noise is an approximation of the quickly
varying part of the signal, it is called fast raw noise in AC1Analysis.
σfast rawi = RMS
(
ri − pi − CM sα
)
=
√√√√ 1
N
y∑
j=x
(
ri,j − pi − CMαs
)2
(3.20)
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Figure 3.9: Removing slow pedestal drifts from the data. Left: the typical pedestal drift due to
thermal effects at the beginning of a run results in a systematic component in the common mode.
That component is estimated by computing the mean common mode from samples of 20 events
(red). Right: subtracting the slowly varying common mode component yields a flat common mode
whose behaviour is clearly dominated by event-by-event variations.
3.2.6 Differential Noise
Another approximation of the irreducible noise of the readout chain is given by the differential
noise. It is defined as 1/
√
2 times the RMS of the difference of the deviation of the signal of two
neighbouring channels from their respective pedestals:
σdiffi =
1√
2
· RMS ((ri,j − pi)− (r(i+1),j − pi+1))
=
1√
2
·
√
〈(ri − ri+1)2〉 − 〈ri − ri+1〉2
Obviously there are only n − 1 values of the differential noise for n strips; in order to avoid
confusion, histograms of the differential noise contain n bins, with bin n filled with the data of
bin n− 1.
3.2.7 Bad Strips
With the AC1Analysis software, bad strips can only be flagged based on the noise. Since this
does not allow for reliable determination of the physical origin of the strips’ faults, there are only
two categories of bad strips: dead strips (with ”too low” noise), and noisy strips (with ”too high”
noise).
Defining absolute cuts for flagging bad strips based on the noise is difficult for two reasons:
firstly, modules of different geometries have different noise, owing to the dependence on the strip
length of the capacitance at the input of the APV’s amplifier. Hence one would need a set of cut
parameters for each module geometry. Secondly, even among modules of the same geometry, there
can be significant differences in the noise (in ADC counts) due to the fiber-to-fiber variations of
the optical gain. The latter problem could be avoided by scaling the noise in a way that makes it
independent of the optical gain. However, this is not always possible.
Therefore relative or semi-relative cuts are used for finding bad strips. The algorithm can be
tuned via three parameters: sigmaCut, RMSmin and RMSmax. The search for bad strips is
performed on a per-APV basis, making use of the mean noise of the APV (σα) and the RMS of
the noise of the APV (RMS(σ)α).
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A strip with noise σi will be flagged as noisy, if
 σi > σα + sigmaCut · RMS(σ)α or
 σi > σα +RMSmax.
Likewise, this strip will be flagged as dead, if
 σi < σα − sigmaCut · RMS(σ)α or
 σi < σα −RMSmin.
If any of the parameters sigmaCut, RMSmax or RMSmin is set to zero, the corresponding
cut(s) will not be applied. Per default, only the relative cut using sigmaCut = 5 (7 for APV
edge strips) is used in AC1Analysis. This cut is illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
Since the first and last strip of an APV typically has significantly higher noise than the other
strips, there is a special parameter sigmaCutEdge for flagging APV edge strips as bad.
There are two complete sets of parameters for the flagging of bad strips: one for flagging based
on the total noise and one for flagging based on the noise after CM-subtraction. The former are
per default set to zero, so that the total noise will not be used for finding bad strips.
In order to make the algorithm robust and allow for iterative improvement of the bad strip
finding, the quantities σα and RMS(σ)α are not computed from all strips of the APV. First, all
strips that have previously been flagged as bad are removed from the sample. After that, the five
strips with the highest and lowest signal are removed, too. σα and RMS(σ)α are then computed
from the remaining (128− 10−#(bad)) strips, where #(bad) is the number of strips of this APV
that have already been flagged as bad.
Bad strip flagging may be repeated an arbitrary number of times, e.g., until the number of
flagged strips becomes constant.
The user may choose to reset the strip masks during bad strip flagging. In this case, the
quantities σα and RMS(σ)α will be computed using the currently known bad strips, after that,
all strip masks will be resetted and filled with the bad strips found based on the current noise, σα
and RMS(σ)α.
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Figure 3.10: The bad strip cut with sigmaCut = 5 is the default method for finding bad strips
in AC1Analysis.
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3.2.8 Clusters
Charged particles traversing a silicon sensor will typically create a signal on several adjacent strips.
In AC1Analysis, a range of adjacent strips exceeding appropriate signal threshold criteria is called
a cluster. A cluster always has one strip exceeding a higher signal threshold, named the seed
strip and a number of neighbour strips which may have a lower signal. The software makes no
explicit distinction between clusters and isolated strips; that is, an isolated strip for AC1Analysis
is simply a cluster consisting of only one strip. The cluster charge Qγ is the sum of the signals
after subtraction of pedestals and common mode of all strips in the cluster γ (in event j):
Qγ =
∑
i,j ∈ clusterγ
qi,j (3.21)
Cuts for cluster finding are based on the signal-to-noise ratio S/N. The S/N of a single strip
is trivially defined as (S/N)i,j = qi,j/σi. For clusters, it is the cluster charge Qγ divided by the
total cluster noise σclusterγ . In AC1Analysis, the user can choose from two ways of defining the
cluster noise:
1. The seed strip’s noise is regarded as the total cluster noise.
2. The individual strips’ noises are added in quadrature to give the total cluster noise
σclusterγ =
√ ∑
i∈ clusterγ
σ2i

.
Cluster finding in AC1Analysis is mainly controlled by three parameters:
 Each cluster must have at least one strip with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)i,j exceeding the
seedCut. The seed strip is defined as the strip with the lowest strip number in the cluster
that exceeds the seed cut (and not as the strip with the highest S/N).
 All other strips in the cluster must have a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)i,j exceeding the
neighbourCut.
 The whole cluster’s signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)γ must exceed the clusterCut.
Lemma: An isolated strip must have S/Ni,j exceeding the seedcut and the clusterCut to be
accepted as a ”cluster”.
Typical cluster cut criteria with seedCut = clusterCut = 5 and neighbourCut = 3 are
visualised in Fig. 3.11.
If there are two clusters separated only by one or several bad strips, the user can choose to
treat these as one single cluster with a ”hole”, or as two seperate clusters via a software option.
As long as only the total noise is known, cluster finding will be performed based on the total
noise. Once noise after CM-subtraction has been computed, it will be used instead.
3.2.9 Equivalent Noise Charge
Without further information, one can only calculate the noise in ADC counts from the raw data.
In order to obtain the ENC, the readout chain must be calibrated using a known reference signal.
For CMS tracker modules, there are at least three types of reference signal which can be used for
a calibration of the readout chain:
Calibration Pulses: The APV’s calibration logic can inject a programmable charge into the
input of the preamplifier. By measuring the pulse height obtained with a known calibration charge,
the readout chain can be calibrated. However, calibration runs have not been recorded in TEC+
petal reception or integration. In the petal reception, the time to test a petal would have been
increased by almost 25%, and in TEC+ integration, the analysis of calibration run data of a whole
sector would have demanded more computing resources than were available.
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Figure 3.11: The neighbour and seed cut thresholds for all strips of one TEC module. The
displayed data are from one event recorded with a cosmic trigger. The cluster finding algorithm
produces one cluster consisting of an isolated strip.
APV Tick Marks: The APV’s tick height is designed to correspond to 200 000 e−, and with a
gain of the readout chain of 0.8, the tick height should be 640 ADC counts. Measuring the actual
height of an APV’s tick makes it possible to compute the actually achieved gain and hence allows
to calibrate the readout chain from the APV’s back-end onwards (the data used for calibration
do not pass through the APV’s analogue stages). This method was used for noise calibration in
TEC+ integration and in the TEC+ cold test. An application of this method is shown in Fig. 3.12,
in which the same noise data as in Fig. 3.8 are displayed, but now the signal is normalised using
the APV ticks. Details of this calibration method are given in section 3.2.10.
MIP Signal: By recording the signal produced by minimum ionising particles traversing the
silicon module, one can obtain the signal distribution. Since the most probable number of electrons
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Figure 3.12: Total noise (blue) and noise after CM-subtraction (red) of one TEC module (peak
mode), normalised using the APV’s ticks. The step between the two lasers (cf. Fig. 3.8) is gone.
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produced by a MIP traversing a silicon sensor of a given thickness is known, the most probable
value of the recorded signal distribution can be used to calibrate the readout chain. For precise
results, the angle at which the particles cross the sensors must be known to take into account the
actual path length within the silicon. Additionally, the readout chain must be well synchronised
to make sure the APVs really sample the pulse at its maximum. This is especially important when
working in deconvolution mode. This method of calibration has been used in the analysis of test
beam data.
3.2.10 Signal Calibration Using APV Tick Marks
The result of signal calibration using the APV tick marks depends on a variety of details. For
being able to compare calibrated data from different setups, these details must be known. The
method used for all TEC+ data presented in this document is described here.
Determination of the Tick Height The determination of the tick heights uses the tick his-
tograms from the TBMonitor file created at the end of the ”timing” commissioning run (cf. sec-
tion 2.2.3). This file contains one tick histogram per optical readout link. Corresponding entries
for the two APVs of the readout link are separated by 24 bins in these histograms. Tick heights are
determined as the difference between the tick’s top and the tick’s baseline, for all APVs separately.
The tick top of one of the two APVs is simply selected as the maximum of the entire histogram.
Whether this maximum bin imax corresponds to the first or second APV is determined by checking
the content of the bin imax + 24. If that bin is higher than 70% of the content of bin imax, then
bin imax is associated with the first of the two APVs, otherwise with the second one. Ambiguities
may still arise if at least one of the two APVs is dysfunctional. The maximum bin of the other
APV is either jmax = imax − 24 or jmax = imax + 24.
The baseline of the the APVs is determined as the mean value of the bins ibase,k = imax−k ·48
(where ibase,k is positive) and equivalently for the other APV by substituting j for i. This ensures
that the baseline is only computed from bins with the same PLL delay as that of the maximum
bin.
The method is different from the method used in TEC− [107], where the tick height of both
APVs of an optical channel is taken to be identical. The tick maximum and baseline are computed
by computing the mean value of the few highest bins and the mean value of a selection of bins out-
side of the tick area. By computing tick heights from the same data sample with both algorithms,
a systematic difference in the resulting tick heights of about 3% was found. This difference must
be taken into account when data from TEC+ and TEC− are compared.
Both methods are different from the algorithm used by the tracker online software which
computes the bin at which the strongest increase in signal height occurs and places the tick top at
ten bins after this point. This choice also defines the PLL delay at which the module is operated.
The tick base is selected as the content of the bin ten bins before this point. The tick height from
the method used in TEC+ integration is in general not recorded at the PLL delay chosen by the
online software’s algorithm.
Calibrating the Readout Chain Once the tick height is known, the corresponding optical link
can be calibrated. Because at an optical gain of 1V/V the tick height would be 800 ADC counts,
corresponding to an eight-MIP equivalent signal, i.e. 200 000 e− at the APV amplifier input, a
scaling factor can be computed to convert from ADC counts to the equivalent charge at the
amplifier input. The calibration factor fα for APV α with tick height hα is computed as
fα =
800 ADC counts
hα
· 200 000 e
−
800 ADC counts
=
200 000 e−
hα
. (3.22)
As an application, the noise of a strip on APV α, normalised for the optical gain, (σnormi ) can
be computed from the non-normalized noise σCMSi as
σnormi = fα · σCMSi . (3.23)
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The result of this operation is shown in Fig. 3.13 for five sectors from TEC+ integration.
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of the single-strip noise measured with sectors 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8 during
TEC+ integration, normalised using the APV tick heights.
Scaling the Noise to one Selected Geometry For scaling the noise to the strip length ls
of a selected geometry, the mean normalised noise of each ring r is plotted versus the ring’s strip
length lr. From the fit, the y-axis offset σ0 is obtained which represents the noise at a virtual strip
length of 0 m. The normalised noise is then linearly scaled to the selected strip length:
σscaledi = (σ
norm
i − σ0) ·
ls
lr
+ σ0 . (3.24)
The result is one common noise distribution for all geometries as shown in Fig. 3.14, where also
flagged strips have been removed from the data.
Calibrating the Noise Based on the Achieved Gain As mentioned above, there are different
ways of determining the APV’s tick height, wich can lead to different measured tick heights and
as a consequence to different normalised noise values. Equivalently to using the tick height, one
can use the achieved gain for the AOH GAIN register setting at which a given laser is operated.
For the TEC+ data this has the advantage that values of the achieved gain determined by the
DAQ software can be used instead of the self-made algorithm to compute the tick heights. The
achieved gain gλ of a laser λ can be expressed as the ratio of the height hα of one of the APV’s
ticks to the tick height at a gain of 1 V/V, i.e. gλ = (hα/800 ADC counts). It is thus possible
to normalise the noise by substituting gλ into (3.22) and using the resulting calibration factor in
(3.23):
fα =
200 000 e−
800 ADC counts · gλ (3.25)
Fig. 3.15 shows the result of noise normalisation using the gain of the readout links. If the
measured gain at the chosen GAIN register setting is used (Fig. 3.15a), the distribution has
virtually the same mean and width as that obtained by normalising the noise using APV tick
heights. One could also use the gain measured with a GAIN register setting of 0 and scale this up
to the gain expected at the chosen GAIN register setting (Fig. 3.15b). This second method yields
a distribution whose mean is about 2% lower than that obtained using the APV tick heights or
the measured gain at the chosen GAIN setting.
3.2.11 Data in Zero Suppression
When the FED is operated in zero suppression mode, only data of strips carrying signal arrives
at the DAQ software. In the ”sir” file format, the data fields of all other strips are set to zero, but
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Figure 3.14: Left: mean normalised noise of the different TEC geometries plotted versus the
geometries’ strip lengths. Right: distribution of the noise measured with sectors 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8
during TEC+ integration, normalised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length
of ring 1.
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(a) Using measured achieved gain.
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(b) Using gain scaled from GAIN register setting 0.
Figure 3.15: Noise normalised using the optical gain of the readout links and scaled to the strip
length of ring 1.
the file layout is not changed. An additional difference to data recorded in raw mode is that in
zero suppression mode the data are retrieved in the physical strip order, so no strip re-ordering is
needed.
Obviously, the computation of pedestals and noise is not possible in zero suppression mode.
The AC1Analysis software offers a way to import pedestal and noise data from another run into
the current analysis process. This mechanism requires that in both runs the same setup was read
out. Cluster finding on the zero suppressed data works as described in section 3.2.8, but since
pedestals and common mode are already subtracted in the FED, these steps are omitted in the
oﬄine analysis.
3.2.12 Monte-Carlo Noise Generator
Recently the AC1Analysis package has been extended by a Monte-Carlo generator for noise data.
The tool generates raw data in the ”sir”-format of the tracker DAQ software that is compatible
to data created when TEC modules are read out, so that the output can be analysed using the
AC1Analysis software or any other software that can read in sir files. The number of modules for
which data can be generated is only limited by the value range of front end device addresses. The
purpose of this program was to provide test data with input control of parameters of interest for
special analyses, making it possible to introduce features into the data that must be reproduced
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correctly by the analysis software.
The general operation mode of the software is to first create representations of all TEC modules
requested by the user. In a second step, the requested number of ”events” is generated by each of
the modules and the resulting data is written into a root file in the ”sir”-format.
There are two different module representations: the simple one computes pedestal levels for all
strips, mean and RMS of the noise of each APV, from which follow noise values for all strips, and
width of the common-mode distribution for each APV following the corresponding distributions
measured during TEC+ integration. Noise values are further scaled according to the randomly
chosen optical gain of the lasers.
The more complex module representation uses properties of the components of the readout
chain (outlined in Sec. 3.1) to compute the strip noise and common-mode output of the modules.
For each module, properties of relevant components are computed according to the nominal or
measured value of that property as given in Sec. 3.1, either using the known uncertainty in the value
or guessing a reasonable uncertainty. Components accounted for are the strip length, parametri-
sation of the strip capacitance, sensor leakage current, silicon temperature, hybrid temperature,
parallel part and slope of the series part of the APV’s noise, mean peaking time for all strips of
the module, optical gain of the lasers, noise of the laser driver and noise of the FED channel. The
actual leakage current for each strip is computed according to the overall leakage current of the
module, assigning to each strip a current from a gaussian distribution around Ileak,total/nstrips.
Each strip also gets an individual peaking time chosen from a narrow distribution around the
mean peaking time of the module. To each APV, a common-mode noise is assigned and the CM
may also contain a linear contribution. A correlation between the common-mode values of all
APVs of the same module is taken into account, but no correlation between different modules. It
is also known that there is an anticorrelation between the signal on neighbouring strips which is
included in the simulation. Together with a user-definable setup temperature, a noise value for
each strip, common-mode noise for each APV and noise for each laser and FED input channel
are computed. The pedestals of all strips are also determined during module initialisation. Strip
defects are simulated by assigning a strip length of zero (open bond between sensor and pitch
adapter) or of 50% of the nominal strip length (open bond between both sensors of a two-sensor
module), a very high leakage current or simply higher mean noise to a strip. APV edge strips also
have increased intrinsic noise levels.
During the event data generation, each module produces data for all strips in each event. First,
a common-mode value for the given event is computed for each APV from the APV’s common-
mode distribution, a noise contribution for the laser is chosen from the laser’s noise distribution
and a noise contribution for the FED channel form the FED channel’s noise contribution. For
each strip, the strip’s noise contribution in the event is computed as the sum of values chosen from
the strip’s shot-noise distribution, parallel and series thermal noise distributions and APV-noise
distribution. A small anticorrelation of the strip-noise is introduced. The strip data in a given
event is then computed as the sum of the pedestal level, the strip-noise value, the common-mode
value of the corresponding APV and the noise values from laser and FED channel.
Because each laser has a simulated optical gain, the Monte-Carlo generator also produces
a TBMonitor file containing tick histograms for all simulated modules, so that a normalisation
of the noise can be performed. The tick shape is approximated rectangularly. Example plots
generated from the generation of Monte-Carlo noise data for one whole TEC sector, using the
component-based module representation, are shown in Fig. 3.16.
3.2.13 Output Files of AC1Analysis
The results of a noise computation with AC1Analysis are stored in histograms, e.g. histograms of
the strip noise plotted versus the strip number (for total noise, fast raw noise and noise after CM-
subtraction) for each module, or a histogram of the common mode plotted versus the event number
for each APV in the setup and several more. These histograms can be written into a ROOT file
which can be browsed using ROOT’s TBrowser object. Within that file there is one folder for
each petal or rod in the setup, petal or rod folders are divided into folders for each ring and within
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ring 1.
Figure 3.16: Example plots generated from the noise analysis of the simulated data for one
whole TEC sector. The more complex module simulation was used, based on properties of the
individual components of the readout chain.
each ring there is one folder for each module of that ring. For technical reasons, the modules on
a rod are assigned to ring zero. Several iterations of noise computation can be performed with
one analysis instance, and for each such iteration there is one sub folder containing a collection of
noise related histograms. The module folder also contains the mask of bad strips and, if cluster
finding was used, histograms related to this task such as distributions of the cluster charge, of
the S/N (both for the whole module and per APV), cluster noise, number of hits per strip etc.
These output files can be read in by the AC1Analysis software, giving a software interface to all
histograms in the file.
During cluster finding, the AC1Analysis software additionally creates an output file which
contains zero-suppressed data from the analysed data sample. In a ROOT tree, the strip number
and signal after pedestal and CM-subtraction of all strips which are assigned to a cluster are
written, together with additional information. This output file also contains the strip noise and
the strip mask for all modules in the setup, so that the file contents are sufficient for most tasks
of data analysis from physics runs. Parsing the zero suppressed output file is about two orders of
magnitude faster than parsing the corresponding raw data files.
The Monte-Carlo generator of the software produces sir- and TBMonitor files that can be read
in by AC1Analysis or any other software that can process these file formats.
Chapter 4
Test Beam with End Cap
Detectors
In May and June 2004, two prototype petals of the end cap system were studied in a test beam
experiment at CERN. This was the first time two fully equipped petals, constituting one full TEC
control ring, were jointly operated. In previous test beams, only individual modules or partly
equipped petals had been studied.
An extensive review of the test beam has been published in [108]. In this chapter the test
beam setup is introduced and the results of the analysis of test beam data are summarised.
The test beam took place near the end of the system tests of the end caps, in which prototype
detector components were studied in order to finalise the system design. The main objective of
the experiment was to test a full control loop of the TEC under realistic conditions in order to
verify that the requirements for stable and successful operation at the LHC are met. This included
studies of the general operability of the detector hardware as well as of the data quality.
4.1 The Test Beam Experiment
4.1.1 Test Beam Area and Beam Conditions
From May 27th until June 21st a test beam experiment was performed at the CERN West area.
Protons from the SPS [109] are used to produce a secondary or tertiary beam consisting either of
muons with a momentum between 70 GeV and 120 GeV, or pions with a momentum of 120 GeV
(with a small muon contamination). The beam was steered to the test beam area called X5.
From June 14th onwards an LHC-like beam was provided. In this operation mode, particles are
delivered in (2 to 3) ns long bunches spaced by 25 ns. A total of 48 bunches are provided per SPS
revolution (23 µs) during the spill. The spill is the 2.2 s long period within a 12 s long SPS cycle,
during which particles are delivered.
Two setups of the tracker were exposed to the beam. The beam first traversed a tracker outer
barrel setup consisting of six rods fully equipped with modules, and then passed the TEC setup
consisting of two petals. The trigger scintillator was located between the TOB and the TEC setup.
Typical primary trigger rates were 2000 muons per spill and 600 000 pions per spill. This
corresponds to mean occupancies of 15 Hz/cm2 for muons and 70 kHz/cm2 for pions during the
spill. While the pion beam is rather focused, with an RMS of approximately 2 cm, the muons are
widely spread and the beam profile is therefore determined by the size of the trigger scintillator.
The beam profiles of the muon and pion beams can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The
pion beam is therefore optimal for study of local high occupancy, while the muon beam is preferred
for the study of global module parameters such as the ratio of signal to noise.
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Figure 4.1: Profile of the trigger scinillator, recorded with a muon beam, as seen on ring 4 on the
back petal. The beam spreads out over all three modules of ring 4. For illustration, the profiles
of the three modules are plotted next to each other, ignoring the φ overlap between the silicon
sensors. The boundaries between the three modules are indicated by the two thick red lines. The
holes in the profile are due to bad strips present on the modules.
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Figure 4.2: Profile of the pion beam, as seen on module 5.1 of the front petal. The holes in the
profile are due to bad strips present on the module.
4.1.2 The Data Acquisition System
In the test beam, the most recent version of the official tracker data acquisition (DAQ) software,
based on XDAQ 2.0 [36], was used. The software was running under the Linux operating system
on standard PCs. The different DAQ processes were distributed between five ports on four dif-
ferent PCs. Communication between the different processes was realized via the I2O (Intelligent
Input/Output) protocol. A Java user interface (xdaqWin) served as run control and system con-
figuration was done via XML files. Important system parameters could be changed also in the
xdaqWin user interface. A JAS (Java Analysis Studio) [110] based online monitoring programm
provided immediate feedback on the performance of all modules. Data were stored in compressed
ROOT [80] files.
The readout rate was about 200 events per spill, to be compared with much higher trigger rates,
as described in Sect. 4.1.1. The reason for the low performance was that the application used for
storing data to files also performed the online data analysis. Slow data compression within ROOT
also increased the system load. In the final experiment, the higher level DAQ part (including the
event builder, filter, monitoring, online analysis) will be more efficient and much more distributed
than in the test beam, to cope with the expected first level trigger rate of 100kHz and a high
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level trigger rate of 100Hz. During physics runs, the data rate at the FED output will be greatly
decreased by the FED’s zero suppression.
4.1.3 The TEC Setup
A full TEC control loop was operated and read out during the beam test. The petals used were
a front and a back petal for discs 1 – 3, thus 51 modules corresponding to 124 optical readout
channels had to be handled by the data acquisition. Corresponding to about 1% of the final TEC,
this was the largest tracker subsystem operated so far.
Mechanically, both petals were fixed inside rectangular aluminium profiles that were intended
for transport and handling of petals during the mass production phase (petal transport frames).
The two frames were mounted inside a thermally insulated aluminium box which provided a cold
and dark environment during operation. In Fig. 4.3, a photo of the box with the two petals
is shown. The box was placed on an xy-table, which was movable such that the whole petal
could be scanned with the particle beam. It must be stressed that the mechanical fixation of the
petals was not precise and both the exact location of the petals with respect to each other and
their orientation with respect to the beam axis are unknown. Therefore the possibility to study
efficiency, tracking etc. is limited.
Since the CMS tracker volume will be cooled to a temperature of below −10◦C and flushed with
nitrogen at a temperature of −20◦C, the TEC setup was operated in a cold and dry environment.
The petals were connected in series to a 500W cooling plant developed within CMS for test
stands. The chiller was running with the fluid C8F18 instead of the one that will be used in CMS
(C6F14), since it is much easier to handle due to the higher boiling temperature (101
◦C vs. 56◦C
at a pressure of 1 atm [111]). To prevent condensation on the cold surfaces, the box was flushed
with dry nitrogen. The back flow of the cooling liquid was used to cool the nitrogen in a heat
exchanger. Furthermore, a large copper plate equipped with a copper pipe was cooled with a
second commercial chiller. This plate was mounted inside the box to provide active cooling of the
environment. Typical operation parameters are a cooling plant outlet temperature of −25◦C, a
petal inlet temperature of −20◦C, an air temperature of −10◦C inside the box (the temperature
on the sensors and FE-hybrids is discussed in Sect. 4.1.5) and a relative humidity of (3 to 4)%.
The temperature of the nitrogen blown into the box has not been measured.
Petals with anodized cooling inserts were not yet available for the test beam. The electrical
insulation between the module frames and the cooling pipe was therefore realized by Kapton
washers placed between the frame and the inserts. Kapton washers were also used to insulate the
screws used for the module assembly from the module frames.
All electronics was located in the readout barrack roughly 10 m from the beam area.
The low voltage was provided by six floating laboratory power supplies that were developed
within CMS for test stands (”Delphi” power supplies). Two floating ISEG EHQ series power
Figure 4.3: The two petals mounted in the insulated light-tight box.
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supplies provided the bias voltage. The connection between the power supplies and the petals was
realized by (20 to 40) m long copper multi-service cables [91]. A simple floating laboratory power
supply was used to power the control ring.
The control ring was fully optical. An optical PMC FEC was used, which consists of the
final opto-electrical conversion device (mezzanine FEC) plugged onto a commercial PMC-to-PCI
adapter card. The DOHM, a close-to-final prototype, was equipped with two DOHs. Digital
information was transmitted using prototypes of the 96 channel multi-ribbon cables that will be
used in CMS.
For the first time in a test beam, a prototype of the final readout card, the VME-based FED,
was used. One FED provides 96 readout channels, so two of these cards had to be operated within
one VME crate, and one FED was used per petal.
Data were transported to the FEDs via optical ribbons: the AOH fibers were connected to
12-fiber ribbons, which were in turn connected to 96-fiber optical cables. On the readout barrack
side, the cables were spliced into 12-fiber ribbons that could be plugged into the optical connectors
on the FEDs.
4.1.4 Interlock and Slow Control
A prototype of the final tracker slow control and interlock system was used [35]. About 25 ther-
mistors from Fenwal and three relative humidity sensors of type HIH3605B from Honeywell[112],
distributed inside the box, were read out continuously and the values were displayed. From this
information, the dew point was calculated. A PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) of the final
type (Simatic S7-300 by Siemens) was used for the interlock of the low voltage power supplies and
the cooling plant. The power supplies were interlocked when certain conditions (such as a fast
rising temperature or temperature below the dew point) were met.
In addition to these external temperature probes, the thermistors on each module could be
read out using the eight-channel ADC of the Detector Control Unit (DCU) that is located on the
hybrid. On each module there are three thermistors: one on the bias Kapton cable below the back
plane measuring the silicon temperature, one on the hybrid and one directly inside each DCU.
Online monitoring of these temperatures was implemented and the data were stored in ROOT
files.
4.1.5 Experiences from Operation of a TEC Control Loop
The beam test provided an excellent opportunity to gain experience in the operation of a large
subsystem of the tracker in terms of system commissioning, operation and performance.
System Commissioning and Operation
For finding optimal parameters of the front end devices, a sequence of commissioning runs (cf.
Sec. 2.2.3) was executed, including runs for synchronizing the readout chain with the particle trig-
ger. The output of the commissioning runs was provided to the operator as text output in the shell
and had to be inserted by hand into the XML files which contain the system parameter settings.
The commissioning procedures had been developed for laboratory readout systems consisting of a
few modules, and it was the first time that a large system comprising 124 readout channels had
to be commissioned. Taking into account the complexity of the system and the large number of
channels, the commissioning worked remarkably well. First useful data could be taken after about
two days. On the other hand it became obvious that without automation the commissioning is
time and manpower intensive and that the procedure is too sensitive to operator errors. Work on
an automation of the procedures was started due to this experience, and in a further test beam
experiment in September 2004 a much higher level of automation was already provided.
Once the system had been commissioned, actual system operation was very convenient. The
DAQ was usually running stably over time periods of the order of 1 hour and the user interface
was flexible and easy to use.
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System Stability and Hardware Performance
The performance of the TEC petals was in general very satisfying. The system was running stably
from the beginning. The I2C communication was reliable both in cold and warm operation, with
the exception of a few positions where electronics components relevant to the I2C communication
were missing on the ICB or were equipped incorrectly.
The grounding scheme was very similar to the final one: the local petal grounds of the two
petals were connected externally, and the two digital grounds via the control ring copper cables.
The digital ground of the front petal was tied to the local petal ground via a jumper on the ICB−46.
Stable operation was observed when the local petal ground was connected to the “X5 ground” (a
solid grounded metal bar), which can be regarded as the equivalent of the TEC common ground
mentioned in Sec. 2.5.2 on page 41.
Out of the 51 modules in operation, a few exhibited problems, some of which were known
before the test beam (one module had a broken readout channel, one a HV short, three showed a
large common mode under certain conditions). Those problems were not system-related and are
therefore not further discussed.
The system has been operated at room temperature during the first two days. After this time
it was cooled to the minimal possible operating temperature whenever possible (warming-up was
necessary a few times for technical reasons such as a leak in the heat exchanger). Typical hybrid
operating temperatures were +10◦C and 0◦C for hybrids with six and four APVs, respectively. The
typical corresponding sensor temperatures are −10◦C and −13◦C. The temperature distributions
of all modules, measured via the DCU, are shown in Fig. 4.4. The petals have thus been operated
at temperatures comparable to the operating temperatures expected in the final tracker.
However, it must be stressed that conditions were not realistic enough (unirradiated sensors
were used, the temperature of the nitrogen was not known, Kapton washers were used to insulate
the modules against the cooling pipe, etc.) to interpret the measurements as a quantitative test
of the petal cooling system.
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Figure 4.4: Typical operating temperatures of (a) hybrids and (b) silicon sensors for modules
with six APVs (dashed line) and four APVs (solid line) during cold operation.
4.2 Test Beam Data Analysis
In this section, important details of the data analysis method are described and results of the
analysis are presented. An interpretation of these results in the context of expectations from
calculations or of measurements with the completed detector is given in Ch. 8.
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4.2.1 Analysis Details
For the oﬄine analysis of the recorded data, the AC1Analysis package (cf. Ch. 3) was used. In
the following, some details of the analysis such as the most important cuts are listed. All cuts are
chosen such that they are as close as possible to the cuts used in the official (at the time of the
test beam) CMS reconstruction software (ORCA) [113]. Using a sample of the data, it has been
verified that the software used in this work produces results consistent with the results obtained
by the official ORCA based software.
Details of the Noise Computation
 For the test beam data, in general the noise is calculated directly from the physics runs.
The only exceptions are runs where a pion beam with an LHC-like time structure was used
In this case the noise is calculated from pedestal runs that have been taken shortly before
a physics run. In pedestal runs an internal trigger is used, thus clusters are present only
accidentally.
 Because the presence of particle hits in the data makes it difficult to reliably detect bad
strips, the noise is calculated in four iterations, with updates to the mask of bad strips after
each iteration.
 The noise used for further analysis is taken from the fourth iteration in which 1000 events
are analysed. If the noise is computed from a (typically long) physics run, these 1000 events
are taken from the middle of the run. If the noise is computed from a pedestal run, the last
1000 events of the run are used.
 The median of the ADC counts after pedestal subtraction, calculated per event and APV,
is taken as the common mode.
 The common mode noise of an APV is determined by a Gaussian fit to the APV’s common
mode distribution.
Flagging of Bad Strips The number of bad strips was determined from the analysis of three
run types. The used cut values have empirically been found to provide good distinguishing power.
However, no systematic optimization of the cut values has been performed.
 pedestal runs in peak mode: Bad strips are identified based on the mean and RMS of the noise
after CM-subtraction per APV. For the computation of the mean and RMS of the noise, the
five strips with the highest and lowest noise, respectively, are disregarded (truncated mean).
– a strip is flagged as noisy if its noise exceeds the truncated mean noise of the APV by
more than five times the RMS of the APV’s noise;
– a strip is flagged as dead if its noise is lower than the truncated mean noise of the APV
minus five times the RMS of the APV’s noise;
 pedestal runs in deconvolution mode, using the same cuts as for runs in peak mode,
 dedicated calibration runs, where a defined amount of charge is injected into the preamplifier
using the internal calibration logic of the APV. From the recorded data, the pulse shape after
the APV’s shaper can be reconstructed. In such runs strips were identified as bad using the
following cuts:
– a strip is considered to have a pin hole, if its pulse height is lower than 0.2 times the
mean pulse height of all strips of the APV;
– a strip is believed to have a short with one of its neighbours if it is not a pin hole, but
its pulse height is lower than 0.8 times the mean pulse height of all strips of the APV;
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– a strip is considered to have an open bond if its pulse height exceeds the mean pulse
height of all strips of the APV by 7% and its rise time is at least 7% lower than the
mean rise time of all strips of the APV.
Strips have been counted as bad if they were flagged as bad in at least two out of these three run
types.
Definition of a cluster A cluster can be composed of several strips: the seed strip, which has
the highest signal-to-noise ratio, and the neighbour strips. A seed strip is required to have a signal-
to-noise ratio greater than three, a neighbour strip is assigned to the cluster if its signal-to-noise
ratio is greater than two, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the total cluster must be above five. The
noise on the strips is added in quadrature to obtain the cluster noise.
The signal and signal-to-noise ratio For calculation of the most probable value (MPV) of
the signal and the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), a Landau distribution convoluted with a Gaussian
is fitted to the data. The most probable value of this distribution is quoted as the Signal S or
S/N .
Selection of Hits
 Clusters including a bad strip or located directly next to a bad strip are ignored.
 For S/N distributions of whole modules only one-strip clusters are used, since otherwise the
S/N depends e.g. on the angle to the beam and thus different modules are not directly
comparable. For distributions of the cluster charge or S/N of single APVs, all clusters are
used to ensure sufficient beam statistics.
The equivalent noise charge The noise in ADC counts depends on the gain of the readout
chain and thus a direct comparison of different readout channels is impossible. Therefore, the
noise is usually expressed as the corresponding number of electrons at the amplifier input, i.e.
the equivalent noise charge, or ENC for short. For the normalization it is assumed that a MIP
creates most likely 24000 electrons in 300 µm of silicon [16], and the beam particles are treated
as MIPs. By comparing the most probable value (MPV) of the signal to the expected number of
electrons, taking into account the effective thickness of the sensor, the conversion factor between
ADC counts and electrons is calculated per APV. It should be noted that clusters of all sizes are
used for the ENC calculation, instead of the preferred choice of only one-strip clusters, because of
the typically rather small number of one-strip clusters per APV.
4.2.2 Noise Performance
The noise performance observed in the test beam is satisfactory for all modules. Fig. 4.5a shows a
typical noise plot of a module, measured in the cold environment. Only a small common mode was
observed in the test beam. All 51 modules exhibit flat noise corresponding to a flat common mode.
During operation of the CMS tracker, the FED will be operated in zero suppression mode, and an
online common-mode subtraction with a flat common mode will be performed. The presence of a
non-flat common mode, i.e. a common mode depending on the strip number, would thus lead to
fake clusters.
The common-mode distributions of the first APV of a selected module in peak mode is shown
in Fig. 4.5b. The mean common-mode noise, calculated from all working APVs of all modules,
is (0.81± 0.31) ADC counts in peak mode and (0.95± 0.29) ADC counts in deconvolution mode.
The mean of the common mode is compatible with zero within about one standard deviation:
(0.001± 0.064) and (0.09± 0.07) ADC counts. The relatively large deviation from zero is due to
the fact that the median algorithm was used to calculate the common mode.
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Figure 4.5: Noise and common mode of module 4.3 of the back petal, measured in the cold
environment.
On average the noise after common-mode subtraction in deconvolution mode is a factor of
(1.36 ± 0.20) higher than in peak mode. This result corresponds well to the expectation of 1.30
(ring 1) to 1.47 (ring 7) based on the calculations in Ch. 3.
4.2.3 Signal and Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Example distributions of the collected cluster charge in peak mode are given in Fig. 4.6a. Even
after a channel-by-channel optimization of the gain of the readout chain, as described in Sect. 2.1.4,
a variation in the gain of the optical channels of this module is observed. The S/N , however, is
not affected by this effect.
The most probable collected cluster charge in peak mode in the cold environment is shown in
Fig. 4.7 for all available APVs. The mean from all APVs is (126± 17) ADC counts for 500 µm
thick sensors and (77± 12) ADC counts for 320µm thick sensors.
Due to a different setting of the APV gain register, the signal in the final experiment will be
about 15% higher: approximately 145 ADC counts for thick sensors and 89 ADC counts for thin
sensors, respectively. These numbers are roughly 12% above the specification of 129 (80) ADC
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Figure 4.6: Cluster charge and signal-to-noise ratio of the module 4.3 of the back petal. The
most probable values of the distributions are given.
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Figure 4.7: The mean cluster charge in peak mode for thin and thick sensors. All data were
taken in the cold.
counts for a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) traversing 500 µm (320 µm) of silicon, for optimized
settings of the gain of the optical chain [114]. In the meantime the FED gain was modified to
obtain a signal height inside the specification.
A typical distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio is given in Fig. 4.6b for both readout modes.
During the beam test, the S/N of almost all modules was measured under various conditions (in
peak and deconvolution mode, in the warm and cold environment). In Fig. 4.8 the mean S/N per
ring is plotted in peak and deconvolution mode for both operating temperatures. For the cold
environment, in peak mode the S/N of thin modules is 27-33, while thick modules have a S/N of
35-42. In deconvolution mode the S/N is 19-22 and 20-24 for thin and thick sensors, respectively.
For a fixed sensor thickness, the remaining variation in S/N is caused mainly by the dependence
of the noise on the total capacitance at the amplifier input, which varies between the rings due to
different strip lengths (cf. Ch. 3).
According to [115] a S/N of ten would still ensure a hit finding efficiency above 95% together
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Figure 4.8: The mean signal-to-noise ratio per ring for peak and deconvolution mode and for
the two operating temperatures. The error bars correspond to the RMS of the distribution of the
S/N for a certain geometry. For rings 3 and 4, not enough data were taken in deconvolution mode
at room temperature.
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with a low rate of fake hits. The high observed S/N therefore guarantees that a sufficiently high
S/N will be measured even after ten years of operation in the hostile environment at the LHC,
where a decrease of the S/N of about 25% is expected due to radiation damage effects [15].
4.2.4 Calibration of the Detector Noise
The ENC was calculated as described in Sec. 4.2.1 from the noise after CM-subtraction of the
individual strips. A factor for the conversion from ADC counts into electrons has been derived for
each APV by measuring the most probable value of the cluster charge distribution of this APV
(unless there was a too small number of hits on the given APV). The mean conversion factor
calculated from all APVs is (311± 49) e−/ADC count, where the uncertainty is the RMS of the
resulting distribution of conversion factors for all APVs. These factors are computed using clusters
of all sizes, not only one-strip clusters.
A typical ENC distribution for peak mode is plotted in Fig. 4.9. As expected, the step between
the readout channels present in Fig. 4.5a vanishes.
Since the noise depends on the capacitance of the module and thus varies between rings, the
mean ENC for each ring was calculated using all APVs with sufficient statistics. In Fig. 4.10
the mean noise per ring is plotted versus the strip length. As expected, a linear dependence is
clearly observed. The obtained values of the ENC are given and compared to expectations and
measurements made during TEC+ integration in Ch. 8 (Tab. 8.2 on page 181).
Using the same conversion factors, the common-mode noise can be given in terms of the
equivalent charge at the amplifier input. The mean common-mode noise in electrons is shown in
Fig. 4.11. It amounts to (173±38) e− in peak mode and (299±76) e− in deconvolution mode. The
mean common mode is compatible with zero within about one standard deviation: (21± 17) e−
in peak mode and (−1± 21) e− in deconvolution mode. The above numbers apply for the median
algorithm. For the mean algorithm, the mean common mode is (4± 11) e− in peak mode.
Based on the temperature behaviour of the MOSFET transistor as the basic building block of
the APV25 readout chip, N ∝ √T , and on measurements on APV25 chips, it is expected that the
ENC in the cold environment is reduced by about 9% with respect to room temperature, under
the assumption of a temperature difference of the order of 40◦C (Ch. 3). Since the gain of the
optical chain changes with temperature, this effect can only be studied in the ENC. In Fig. 4.10
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Figure 4.9: The equivalent noise charge of module 4.3 of the back petal. The ENC is based on
the noise measured in peak mode, calibrated for each APV individually using the most probable
value of the cluster charge of the given APV.
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Figure 4.10: The mean ENC versus the strip length for peak and deconvolution mode and for the
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RMS of the resulting distributions.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Width and (b) mean of the common mode in peak (solid line) and deconvolution
mode (dashed line), measured in the cold.
and Tab. 8.2, the ENC of runs taken at room temperature and in the cold are compared. A
reduction in ENC between (7 and 13)% with respect to the values obtained at room temperature
is observed, in reasonable agreement with the expectation.
It can be regarded as a great success of the test beam that a full TEC control loop operated with
the almost final readout chain and close to final grounding exhibits such a low noise, corresponding
reasonably well to the theoretical expectation. The final power supplies used in CMS were not
yet available for this measurement, but a test with prototypes of the final power supplies was
performed shortly after the test beam. The noise after CM-subtraction in ADC counts measured
in this test was comparable to the one observed with the power supplies used during the test beam.
4.2.5 Number of Defective Strips
The number of bad strips has been calculated for all modules using the algorithm described in
Sec. 4.2.1.
In Fig. 4.12 (a) the distribution of the number of bad strips per module for all 51 modules
is shown. On the back petal, 54 bad strips have been found, corresponding to 0.38%, while on
the front petal there were 75 bad strips, corresponding to 0.43%. One dead readout channel on
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Figure 4.12: (a) Distribution of the number of bad strips per module for all 51 modules during
the test beam, (b) change in the number of identified bad strips per module on the back petal
for the transport from Aachen to CERN (solid line) and for the transport from CERN back to
Aachen (dashed line).
module 5.3 of the back petal is not included in these numbers. Considering that most modules
have been used extensively in the system tests for a period of several months prior to the test
beam, and that no specific selection of modules has been made, the module quality is excellent.
In the official module qualification, modules with less than 2% of dead strips are accepted.
The back petal has been transported to CERN by car over a distance of roughly 800 km. To
investigate possible damage due to this transport, the number of bad strips of the back petal has
been determined three times:
1. in Aachen before the test beam: 52 bad strips.
2. during the test beam: 51 bad strips;
3. in Aachen after the test beam: 47 bad strips.
Fig. 4.12 (b) shows the change in the number of bad strips per module for the two transports.
Within the uncertainty of the analysis method, no strip was lost.
4.2.6 Bias Voltage Scans
Several bias voltage scans have been performed to study the effect of the bias voltage on module
parameters like noise and cluster width and to determine the minimal bias voltage necessary for
full charge collection.
Most of these scans were performed with a muon beam, such that for each scan several modules
were hit by the particles. Typically, the bias voltage was raised in steps of 25V.
Noise: Fig. 4.13 shows the distributions of the common mode subtracted noise of the first APV
of module 4.2 on the back petal and the signal-to-noise ratio of this module for different bias
voltages. The effect of the bias voltage is clearly visible.
The mean noise of the first APV of six modules of rings 3 and 4, determined from a Gaussian fit
to the noise distributions, is shown in Fig. 4.14. Due to the higher interstrip capacitance, the noise
is increased by about 10% for the first voltage point (25V). As expected, for voltages above 75V
and up to 450V (not shown in the plot), the highest voltage applied, the mean noise is constant.
Plateau voltage: The voltage that must be applied to a module to operate it with optimal
S/N is an important parameter. It depends on the thickness and resistivity of the silicon sensors,
which, according to the specification document, has to be between (1.5 to 3.0) kΩ cm for thin
sensors and between (3.5 to 7.5) kΩ cm for thick sensors [116].
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of the common mode subtracted noise of the first APV (left) and
signal-to-noise ratio (right) for the module 4.2 of the back petal for different bias voltages.
Below the depletion voltage, the signal itself depends linearly on the depletion depth, which in
turn depends on the square root of the bias voltage Vbias [117]:
Q ∝ d =
√
2ǫµeρVbias . (4.1)
Here Q is the signal charge, d the sensor thickness, ǫ the dielectric constant for silicon, µe the
electron mobility and ρ the resistivity. The lowest bias voltage for which saturation of the S/N is
observed (called plateau voltage in the following) can be determined only with particles. Above
the plateau voltage, the signal is constant.
In Fig. 4.15 the result of a HV scan is shown for a typical module. To be independent of
the optical gain, the S/N instead of the signal is plotted versus
√
Vbias. A function comprising
a straight line followed by a constant has been fitted to the curve. The point at 25V has been
excluded from the fit, since for such a low bias voltage the noise is not yet constant. The plateau
voltage is the voltage for which the S/N starts to become constant (the kink in the curve). Bias
voltage scans have been made with most modules in the setup and the results are listed in [108].
The plateau voltages have been compared to the depletion voltages of the silicon sensors,
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Figure 4.14: The mean noise of the first APV of six modules of ring 3 and 4 versus the bias
voltage.
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Figure 4.15: Bias voltage scan for module 4.3 of the back petal. At each data point, the most
probable value of the S/N measured at the respective voltage is given.
which are determined during the sensor quality assurance procedure from measurements of the
total sensor backplane capacitance versus bias voltage [118]. In this measurement the bias voltage
is raised up to 350V in steps of 5V. The capacitance between the back plane and the bias line
is measured at a frequency of 1 kHz. The depletion voltage is determined from a fit to 1/C2
with an uncertainty of approximately 10V. While for most modules the measured plateau voltage
corresponds to the sensor measurement within the uncertainty, there are several modules where the
measured plateau voltages are considerably lower than the values from the sensor measurement.
In particular this effect is observed for modules of rings 1 and 2, and is not yet understood.
4.2.7 Study of the Zero Suppression Mode
The test beam provided the first chance to study the performance of the zero suppression mode
of the FED. In Fig. 4.16 (a) the S/N distributions of front petal module 5.1 measured in the two
readout modes are directly compared, showing good agreement.
The relative difference in the S/N for the two readout modes of the FED is histogrammed for
five ring 5 modules in Fig. 4.16 (b). A bias voltage scan has been performed in both FED readout
modes, and the S/N values are taken from runs at different bias voltages, i.e. each APV can enter
several times into Fig. 4.16 (b). The S/N in zero suppression mode is smaller by (2.0± 1.7)%.
4.2.8 Hit Efficiency
No beam telescope was available and the petals were mounted without any mechanical precision,
so the orientation of the petals with respect to each other as well as the orientation with respect
to the beam are not known. Therefore only a rough estimate of the efficiency can be made.
Efficiencies were calculated both for two double-sided ring 5 modules, namely the back petal
modules 5.5/5.6 and the front petal modules 5.1/5.2, as well as two double-sided ring 1 modules,
namely 1.3/1.4 on the front petal and 1.1/1.2 on the back petal. The chosen double-sided mod-
ules of one ring are located behind each other in the beam direction and have a relatively large
geometrical overlap.
In the following the individual analysis steps are described:
 From the seed strip numbers of the normal and stereo module and the stereo angle (100mrad),
the hit position in the radial direction (i.e. along the strips) is reconstructed. For each
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Figure 4.16: (a) Signal-to-noise ratio in virgin raw and zero suppression mode for module 5.1
on the front petal, and (b) relative difference between the signal-to-noise ratios as determined in
virgin raw and zero suppression mode.
double-sided module a local cartesian coordinate system is used, which has the origin in the
geometrical centre of the sensor area of the normal module and the x- and y-axis orthogonal
and parallel to the central strips. The two-dimensional pion beam profile on the double-sided
module 5.1/5.2 in this local coordinate system is shown in Fig. 4.17.
 One double-sided module is chosen as the reference module, the other double-sided module
is the module “under test”.
 To determine the shift of the double-sided modules on the two petals with respect to each
other, the distances in the two directions, δx and δy, are calculated for each hit. As can be
seen from Fig. 4.18, in the case of ring 5 the two coordinate systems are shifted by 35.21mm
in x and −13.33mm in y direction. The hit coordinates of the reference module are corrected
for this shift.
 On the reference module a rectangular geometrical region is defined such that it is sufficiently
far away from the edge of the overlapping region, from physical edges of the sensors of the
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Figure 4.17: Two-dimensional pion beam profile on modules 5.1 and 5.2 on the front petal.
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Figure 4.18: Distance between the hit coordinates of the double-sided module 5.1/5.2 on the
front petal and 5.5/5.6 on the back petal (after rotation of the reference hits by 5.4◦): (a) δx and
(b) δy.
two individual single-sided modules, and, in case of module 5.5/5.6, from the strips of two
dead readout channels of module 5.5. The size of this region is 15mm x 20mm for ring 5 and
45mm x 55mm for ring 1. For the module 5.5/5.6, the reconstructed hit positions within
this region, showing its location in the local coordinate system, can be seen in Fig. 4.19.
 Only events with exactly one hit in the selected area of the reference module are considered,
and to avoid ambiguities in computing the hit position, events are disregarded if they do not
have exactly one hit on both the normal and stereo reference module.
 For events with a hit in the selected region of the reference module, the hit positions on the
module under test are reconstructed. As visible from Fig. 4.19 for the case of ring 5, these
hits are located within a parallelogram. This reflects the fact that the two double-sided R5
modules are not only shifted but also rotated with respect to each other. From the shape of
the parallelogram, a rotation angle of 5.4◦ is calculated. The hit positions on the reference
module are corrected for this rotation. For ring 1, the two double-sided modules are rotated
by 2.3◦ with respect to each other.
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Figure 4.19: Reconstructed coordinates on the back petal module 5.5/5.6 (used as the reference
module) and the front petal module 5.1/5.2, before rotation. The lines are drawn by hand to
guide the eye.
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 The widths of the δx and δy distributions after rotation represent the spatial resolutions in
the two directions. For the case of ring 5, the resolutions are 99.7 µm in x direction, i.e.
orthogonal to the strips, and 991.6 µm in y direction, i.e. along the strips. For ring 1 the
corresponding numbers are 115 µm and 630 µm, respectively.
 The beam is assumed to be orthogonal to the sensor areas of the hit detectors, thus the
computed hit position of the reference module is also the predicted hit position for the
double-sided module under test.
 On all modules bad strips are present. For the reference module, the two nearest neighbour
strips on each side of a bad strip, i.e. four strips in total, are excluded for the efficiency
calculation. Furthermore it is checked if the predicted hit location on the module under test
is within a ±2 strips wide region around a bad strip. If this is the case, the event is not used
in the calculation.
 For each of the two modules of the double-sided module under test, the number of events
with a hit not further than two strips away from the predicted strip are counted. This
gives samples of candidate events N icandidate and N
j
candidate, in which the particle was seen
in module i or j and thus has certainly traversed the remaining module j or i, respectively.
 For each candidate, corresponding hits on the module under test are searched for, and are
considered as matching hits if they are located not more than three times the resolution for
ring 5 and four times the resolution for ring 1 away from the predicted area (Nsel). Rings 5
and 1 are treated differently because larger incident angles are expected on ring 1. This is
due to the fact that the high-statistic runs used for this study were taken with a muon beam
on ring 1, while a pion beam was present on ring 5. Furthermore, a larger geometrical area
is used on ring 1 to increase the statistics.
 Finally the efficiency ǫi of the module i under test is given by the number of events where a
matching hit is found on the double-sided module, divided by the number of events where
the partner module has seen a hit: ǫi = Nsel/N
j
candidate.
The resulting efficiencies of all studied modules are summarized in the second column of Tab. 4.1.
Efficiencies above 99% are found. A very large common mode observed on single APVs on
modules 5.1 and 5.2 of the front petal — which probably originates from an interplay of a leaky
strip drawing a high current and a positive potential difference between the aluminium strip with
metal overhang and the implant, causing an electrical field configuration which favours breakdown
[119]—does not deteriorate the hit efficiency. With a statistics of about 10000 events on ring 5
and 3500 events on ring 1, the statistical uncertainty amounts to about 1.4% on ring 5 and about
2.4% on ring 1. The observed differences between modules have therefore no significance.
The effect of bad strips on the hit efficiency has been studied by unmasking different numbers
of bad strips. The loss in efficiency corresponds roughly to the fraction of bad strips.
For the ring 5, efficiencies have also been calculated for data obtained in zero suppression mode
(third column of Tab. 4.1). About 4000 events have been used for this study. No significant effect
of the FED readout mode on the efficiency is observed.
4.3 Summary of the System Performance
The test beam was the final step of the TEC system tests. For the first time, a whole TEC control
loop had been operated using prototype components of the tracker readout and control system.
Stable system operation was achieved both at room temperature and at temperatures compatible
with CMS operating conditions.
Most probable values for the signal-to-noise ratio of 28-33 (35-42) in peak mode and 19-22
(20-24) in deconvolution mode have been observed for thin (thick) sensors. Noise distributions of
all modules were studied, and the mean equivalent noise charge has been determined for all module
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Efficiency
Module Virgin raw mode Zero suppression mode
FP 5.1 99.2% 99.4%
FP 5.2 99.2% 99.4%
BP 5.5 99.1% 99.1%
BP 5.6 98.6% 99.1%
FP 1.3 99.5% -
FP 1.4 99.4% -
BP 1.1 99.7% -
BP 1.2 99.6% -
Table 4.1: Efficiencies for the modules studied, with data obtained in virgin raw and zero
suppression mode.
geometries. The ENC was found to be between 714 e− and 1155 e− in peak mode and between
1020 e− and 1681 e− in deconvolution mode. A mean common mode noise of (173±38) e− in peak
and (299 ± 76) e− in deconvolution mode was measured (all numbers have been obtained in the
cold environment). A decrease in the noise of about 10% was observed between room temperature
and CMS operating conditions.
With the excellent performance described above the operation of a TEC control loop in the
test beam 2004 was a major step towards working tracker end caps in 2008.
Chapter 5
Reception Test for Petals
The assembly of silicon modules on petals (petal integration) was done in several institutes through-
out central Europe. The two institutes which integrated these petals into the end cap structures,
Aachen (TEC+) and CERN (TEC−), were typically at distances of several hundred km from the
petal integration centers. In both institutes, petal reception tests were established in which the
petals were examined before insertion into the end cap in order to test if they had been damaged
during their transport to Aachen or CERN.
5.1 Purpose of the Reception Test
The most extensive tests of all petals for the end cap system were performed at the petal integration
centers (PICs) directly following the petal assembly. In these so-called petal long term tests [95],
petals were fully read out at room temperature and at temperatures similiar to those of tracker
operation. The result was a full qualification of the petals. A successful long term test should
prove that the petal is correctly assembled and all devices on the petal work properly.
Since the petals had to be transported from the petal integration centers to the TEC integration
centers (TICs), petal reception tests were established with the main purpose of ruling out any
damage arising from transport.
The second purpose of the reception test was to check and to complete petal assembly:
 The DOHM boards were mounted on back petals. This included assembly of the two digital
opto hybrids and the ”dummy” CCUM. The petal long term tests used FEC prototype cards
with electrical input and output and hence could not test the functionality of the DOHs.
 HMX humidity sensors were mounted on many of the petals. This could not be done by the
petal integration centers, because at the time of petal assembly it was not known at what
position inside the TECs a petal would finally be installed.
During the petal reception test, the petals were fully read out at room temperature, testing
communication with all front end devices and the integrity of the optical links. The test was,
however, not intended to provide an in-depth qualification of the petals. The two test setups in
Aachen and at CERN were almost completely different, and test procedures and analyses were
also not unified. This chapter deals with the petal reception test for TEC+ in Aachen.
5.2 Test Setup
All reception tests were performed in an air-conditioned class 10 000 clean room (Fig. 5.1). The
environment temperature was kept at approximately 20◦C, and the relative humidity in the room
was in the range of 40%-70%, depending on weather conditions. The room’s temperature and
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of the reception test setup in the clean room. The two racks in the
foreground house all readout and service equipment, and a petal is mounted in the petal grill in
the background.
relative humidity have not been systematically recorded. Prior to the test, the petals were stored
inside of the clean room for several days, thus exposing them to the room’s current air conditions.
Throughout the reception test, the petals were kept in their transport frames with custom-
made lids and patch panels which allowed for the connection of readout, power and cooling system
to the petals. Unavoidable openings in the patch-panel region were covered by a dense curtain
to achieve the required dark and reasonably air-tight test conditions. The transport frames were
flushed with dry air with a relative humidity of less than 5% at room temperature. The air inlet
was positioned at the ‘small r’-end of the petal, far away from the patch panels and cooling pipe
feeds, to create a dry air flow through the whole test volume. In the patch panel area, a relative
humidity of below 30% could be reached within few minutes of closing the petal frame.
The air condition inside of the transport frame was monitored by two pairs of temperature
and humidity sensors, each pair consisting of one Pt100 temperature sensor and one Honeywell
HIH-3610-001 [112] humidity sensor, which were read out via a Prema DMM5017 multimeter.
Active cooling for the silicon modules was provided with a standard chiller of type ICO12
by Huber [120] which was connected to the petals’ cooling manifolds via elastic tubes. The
temperature of the coolant (C6F14) was set to 17
◦C and could be kept constant to within ±3◦C.
The chiller’s interlock output was connected to the power supplies for the modules’ front end
devices, preventing overheating of the modules in the case of cooling failures.
The operating voltage for the frontend devices was provided by three so-called ”Delphi” power
supplies. These units were assembled from parts recuperated from the LEP experiment DELPHI
for use in CMS tracker test facilities, e.g. petal and rod long term tests. They are floating ground
power supplies providing 1.25 V and 2.5 V DC. By measuring the voltage actually arriving at the
module level via sense wires, the power supplies can correct for the voltage drop occuring in the
cables.
An ISEG EHQ8006P [121] high voltage power supply unit was used to provide the bias voltage
for the silicon sensors. This unit has eight independently programmable ouput channels and can
be controlled via a CAN bus [122] interface. Each power group of a petal has eight individual
bias voltage lines; as in the final experiment, four of these lines were fed from one single output
channel of the power supply unit. In the reception test setup, the splitting of the high voltage
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Figure 5.2: Schematic view of the reception test setup.
lines was done in a relay box that could be programmed to enable or disable any of the individual
lines via a serial (RS232) interface. From the relay box, the HV lines were connected to a patch
panel at the back of the Delphi power supplies, where all HV and LV lines of one power group
were brought together at the connectors for the multi-service cables.
Three prototype multi-service cables of 10 m length were used to connect the power supplies
to the petals. These cables had FM36W4 D-sub connectors at both ends and hence required
additional transition cables for the connection to the Molex connectors on the ICB. The transition
cables were combined into a patch panel which also provided an adapter cable for the digital link’s
power cable. This electrical patch panel could be attached to the petal transport frame (Fig. 5.3).
For module readout, PCI bus prototype versions of the FED, so-called FED-PMCs, were used.
Since these readout cards only have electrical inputs, opto-electrical converters (OEC) were used to
convert the signals coming from the AOHs into analogue electrical data. Another difference with
respect to the standard FEDs is the 9-bit resolution of the ADC, compared to the 10-bit ADCs
of the VME FEDs. A system using these prototype cards is limited to a maximum of four FEDs
with eight input channels each. Because all petals have more than 32 analogue output channels,
a Karlsruhe Multiplexer (KaMUX) [123] was used to switch between individual output channels.
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Figure 5.3: Photograph of the patch-panel area of a front petal mounted in the reception test
setup.
This device houses eight so-called multiplexer cards. Each of these cards represents a 10:1 switch,
i.e. the signal of one of its ten input channels is forwarded to the output and the signal of the other
nine input channels is disregarded. By placing the KaMUX between the opto-electrical converters
and the FED, a fully equipped petal can be read out using only one PMC FED. The KaMUX can
be programmed via an I2C interface.
The connection from pigtail ends to the opto-electrical converters was realised using 10 m long
rubber-coated 12-fibre ribbons with an MPO connector at the OEC-side and a MU-terminated
fanout which was plugged into a 12-way MU-MU adapter at the petal side. Up to six such ribbons
were needed for readout of the petals, and one additional ribbon was used for transmitting the
digital link signals. The MU-MU adapters of these seven ribbons were combined into a patch
panel which was fastened to the petal transport frame.
The digital link was controlled via an optical FEC card mounted on a PCI mezzanine board.
For testing front petals, which do not have their own DOHM, a dedicated test DOHM was used
(visible in Fig. 5.3). Apart from having a custom made housing, this DOHM was identical to
the DOHMs mounted on back petals. Through this design, the control ring redundancy could be
tested on front and back petals. A 40 MHz clock and periodic trigger signals with a frequency
of 100 Hz were provided by a trigger sequencer card (TSC) [77]. Attached to the TSC was
an adapter card (TPO) [77] which established an I2C channel for programming the KaMUX. A
dedicated floating ground power supply unit provided 2.5 V DC needed by the front end devices
of the digital link (mainly CCUMs and DOHs) and also supplied the Honeywell humidity sensors
with their operating voltage of 4.5 V DC.
One single standard PC was used in the reception test. This computer housed the PMC FED
and PMC FEC, the TSC and a Kvaser PCIcan [124] CAN bus card for communicating with the
HV power supply, and its serial ports were used to communicate with the multimeter, the HV relay
box and a 2D barcode reader. All DAQ, run control, data analysis and further helper applications
were executed on this PC.
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5.3 Test Procedure
For a full petal reception test, the petal’s transport frame was mounted in a rotating cradle (”petal
grill”) and the frame’s lids were removed. Pictures were taken of both sides of the petal before a
visual inspection was performed. If no problems were detected during the visual inspection, the
petal was connected to the test system and a sequence of functionality tests was performed. The
test results were checked before disconnecting the petal from the test setup, so that the test could
be repeated in case of easily solvable problems. If no problems occured, a full test took between
four and five hours.
For each petal test, a check list was filled which outlined the steps of petal testing in chrono-
logical order. Different check lists were established for back petals and front petals, both given in
App. B.1. In the following, the individual steps of the test procedure are described in detail.
5.3.1 Visual Inspection of Petals
The visual inspection was intended to find mechanical damages arising from petal transport, and
to verify the correct assembly of the petals. The whole petal was checked thoroughly and special
attention was payed to critical components:
 Bond wires: with a diameter of only 25 µm, the bond wires are easily damaged by incorrect
handling of the modules or petals. The rows of bond wires between sensor and pitch adapter,
pitch adapter and APVs and between the two sensors of two-sensor modules were inspected
from a small angle which made it easy to spot irregularities in the bonding. While large-
scale damages could easily be detected by eye, small irregularities, which can also arise from
module repair actions, were investigated using a microscope.
 Sensor surfaces: all accessible silicon sensor surfaces were checked for scratches and exces-
sive dirt accumulation. While care was always taken to treat the sensors carefully, a certain
amount of pollution could obviously not be avoided in the long chain from sensor produc-
tion through sensor testing, module production, petal assembly to the reception test. Large
pieces of dust, hairs or small metallic pieces were carefully removed using a small vaccum
pump.
 Optical fibres: the optical fibres are routed across the petal surfaces with the help of
small plastic clamps. It was verified that all fibres were fixed by their respective clamps.
In addition, the Kapton strips sealing the fibre channel were checked and any loose strips
replaced.
 Connectors: it was checked if the modules’ bias and hybrid connectors were placed properly.
On most petals, the clamps holding the Molex power connectors on the ICB were fortified
before shipping the petal frames to the petal integration centers; where this had not already
been done, the fortification was applied at the reception test.
 Screws: a nominal torque of 3 cNm or 5 cNm is applied to the screws for mounting the
modules on the cooling inserts. Using a torque screw driver it was tested if any of the screws
had come loose.
For each tested petal, a test sheet was filled in. Any unusual observations during the visual
inspection were marked down on this test sheet. If it was possible, a picture of the corresponding
part of the petal was taken and saved together with data recorded for this petal during the
reception test.
Trivial problems such as a wrongly placed bias connector could be corrected in the reception
test. Petals with more serious issues were sent to the petal integration center Aachen which also
served as a petal repair center. Such petals would be repaired and, after a successful long term
test, sent back to petal reception.
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5.3.2 Test Preparation
The subsequent steps of the reception test required that the petal was connected to the readout
system. This included the connection of optical fibres for readout and front end control link as well
as power cables and the cooling circuit. A full list of preparatory steps for back and front petals
is given in appendix B.1. The order of the individual steps was chosen such that the number of
petal rotations would be minimised and that quick tests of mounted components were performed
at the earliest possible time.
Mounting of the DOHM
The DOHM PCBs of the back petals were not mounted during the petal assembly at the petal
integration centers. In order to only integrate petals with tested DOHMs into the end cap, the
DOHMs were mounted on all back petals at the reception test. The CCUM and DOHs were
preassembled on the DOHMs and the DOHMs tested before they were mounted on the petals.
The DOHM fixation consists of three screws whose counterparts are peek inserts embedded
into the petal body. Between the petal body and the DOHM PCB, distance rings had been
introduced to avoid collisions of the DOHM with the ICB. The inner diameter of these distance
rings was larger than the diameter of the peek inserts, so that it was possible to pull the inserts
out of the petal body when tightening the screws. In this case the insert was glued and the petal
test postponed until the glue had dried. A DOHM mounted on a back petal is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Dummy CCUM
DOHM PCB
Secondary DOH
Primary DOH
Back petal
ICB64
Power connector
for digital link
Figure 5.4: DOHM mounted on a back petal.
For front petals, the test DOHM was mounted on the petal transport frame and connected to
the ICB with custom-made digital link cables.
As soon as the DOH fibres were connected to the optical patch panel, a quick test of the control
ring redundancy was performed. Since this operation relies on the primary and secondary DOH
as well as the dummy CCUM, a successful test proved that all DOHM components were working
properly.
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Connecting of Fibres
For petal transport, the free ends of the fragile AOH fibres (pigtails) were stored in a plastic
box that was fastened to the petal transport frame, with bundles of up to twelve fibres separated
from each other by layers of rubber foam. In petals arriving at the reception tests, fibres were
typically bundled according to the order in which they were connected to the readout system of
the petal long term test. On the other hand there are strong constraints to the order in which
the pigtails can be connected to the fibre mechanics in the end caps, and a cabling scheme had
been worked out for TEC integration [125] that took into account the available fibre slack and the
geometric layout of the fibre mechanics. Because sorting the fibres was a very time consuming and
potentially dangerous task, it was decided to imitate the final fibre mapping in the reception test
as well as possible. The cabling scheme finally used in the reception test made sure that pigtails
that would share one 12-way ribbon in the fibre mechanics also shared one ribbon in the reception
test’s optical patch panel. The order of fibres within the ribbons could not be preserved due to
geometrical constraints and demands of the reception test’s readout system. The cabling from the
optical patch panel to the KaMUX was the same for all petals.
At the end of a petal test, the fibres were bundled ribbon-wise for the transport, and the
order in which these bundles were placed into the fibre storage box was chosen to best match the
requirements of connecting these fibres to the fibre mechanics in the end cap.
Before connecting the pigtails to the patch panel, both sides of the connection were cleaned
using tools recommended by the optical link group.
The connection schemes for the optical patch panel are shown in appendix B.2.
HMX Humidity Sensors
A fraction of back petals was equipped with HMX humidity sensors. For the first four sectors
integrated into TEC+, the HMX sensors were placed on the petals at the reception test. The
increased test rate and changes in the scheme of sensor distribution during the second half of
TEC+ integration made it impracticable to distribute the HMX sensors at the reception test
level.
The HMX sensors on back petals were read out during the tests, using calibration constants
derived from test data provided by the manufacturer. It was checked that the recorded humidity
values were in reasonable agreement with the humidity level measured with the external Honeywell
sensors.
5.3.3 Test of Control Ring Functionality
In a first readout test the integrity of the control link and communication with all front end
devices was verified. This test, termed I2C-test, made use of command-line utilities of the FEC
software [87] and was controlled via a shell script. The output of the FEC software tools contained
unambiguous error messages in the case of errors, and the I2C-test output was parsed for these
error messages. The reception test was only continued if the I2C-test could be performed without
errors.
The control ring test consisted of the following steps:
 Redundancy test: the FEC software contains functionality to recognize all CCUMs in
the control ring and to perform an automated test of the control ring redundancy, bypassing
each of the CCUMs. This test requires a fully functional DOHM to be installed and both
DOHs to be connected and working. In the petal long term test, this part of control ring
functionality could not be tested.
 Front-end device communication: all front end devices of all modules were addressed
individually and the chips’ registers read out ten times.
 DCU readout: the DCUs on the front end hybrids and the DCUs on the CCUMs were
read out and the ADC output converted into the respective physical quantities using a set
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of global calibration constants. The test operator verified that the temperatures obtained
from the DCUs on CCUMs were reasonable.
 APV-laser-test: it had been observed in early tests of other subdetectors that APV
register settings were sometimes erased after setting odd values on the AOH bias registers.
A special test had been integrated into the FEC software for finding such behaviour and the
test was repeated ten times for each module in the petal reception’s I2C test.
5.3.4 Readout Test
The main part of a petal reception test consisted of a fully automated readout test in which
pedestal data of all modules were recorded. Bias voltages of up to 450 V were applied in the
course of the test, requiring a dark and dry test environment. Since no equipment existed to
monitor the amount of light entering through unavoidable openings of the petal enclosure, and in
order to reduce the amount of bias voltage related interruptions of the automated test sequence,
the test operator manually and slowly ramped up the bias voltage to the maximum operating
voltage before starting the automated test sequence.
The automated test procedure consisted of the following steps:
1. At the beginning of the test, the test software queried the relative humidity in the patch
panel area, measured by the Honeywell humidity sensors, until this humidity had dropped
below 30%. The humidity values at which the automated tests were started are shown in
Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Relative Humidity measured at beginning of automated readout test. The test
was only started after both external humidity sensors indicated a relative humidity below
30%.
2. The bias voltage was ramped up to 400 V, which was the voltage at which pedestal data
were recorded.
3. A command line utility of the FEC software, named ‘FecProfiler’, was executed. This tool
detected all front end devices of the control ring and created the initial control ring config-
uration.
4. In a connection scan, the mapping of FED input channels to the modules’ control ring
addresses was determined.
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5. A first timing run was performed, recording 50 events per data point.
6. The opto scan was performed to find good operating points for the laser drivers.
7. A second timing run was performed with 100 events per data point.
8. The optimal working point for the APV baseline was set with a VPSP scan.
9. A pedestal run in peak mode, inverter on, was performed, recording 5000 events per module.
10. A pedestal run in deconvolution mode, inverter on, was performed, recording 5000 events
per module.
11. The bias voltage was ramped down to 0 V.
12. A pedestal run in peak mode, inverter on, was performed, recording 1000 events per module.
13. The bias voltage was ramped up to 450 V in steps of 100 V, the first reading being performed
at 50 V. The eight bias voltage lines of each power group were ramped individually in order
to obtain I-V curves for one or at most two modules. Since groups of four bias voltage lines
were powered by the same output channel of the HV power supply unit, this procedure was
repeated four times with appropriate settings of the relay box. The typical time-evolution
of leakage currents recorded during an automated readout test is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution of leakage currents measured during an automated test procedure.
During the automated test, the output of the individual steps was analysed and the test was
continued only if the outcome of the analysis was positive. The analyses performed in the course
of a petal test are discussed in section 5.5. In the case of failures, the test was halted and the
operator could choose to either repeat the failed step or to abort the test procedure. At the end
of the test, all results were collected in one XML file and the contents of the file were analysed
by a grading software. The result of the petal grading, including selected additional information,
was sent as an email to the test operator (typically a technician) and the reception test supervisor
(the author).
Throughout the readout test, the external humidity sensors were read out at fixed intervals and
the test procedure was interrupted if the relative humidity rose above the threshold of 30%. The
leakage currents were monitored as well and the test procedure was interrupted if a trip occured
on any HV channel. Any of these interruptions resulted in ramping down of the bias voltages to
0 V, aborting of the current test step and prompting the operator for appropriate actions. The
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test software also sent an email containing information on the problem to the test operator and
the reception test supervisor.
5.4 Software for Reception Test Automation
The test software for the petal reception test consisted of two main components: a selection of low-
level applications was used to access the setup’s hardware, and the overall test flow was controlled
and monitored by a run control software which also provided the user interface to the readout
test. Prototypes of the CMS DAQ frameworks were used in both domains, XDAQ version 2 [36]
for the low-level applications and RCMS version 1.1 [37] for the run control part.
5.4.1 XDAQ Applications
Among the low-level applications, the key element of the readout test was the data acquisition
software. Here the ’spring release’ [126] of the official tracker DAQ software was used. This release
contained a number of features specifically designed for the use in small-scale test setups such as
the reception test, most notably support for the Karlsruhe Multiplexer. If the KaMUX was to
be used, the user could specify a sequence of multiplexer settings and the number of events to
be recorded for each setting. During the connection scan, the DAQ software iterated over all
multiplexer settings and associated each AOH output channel with the corresponding multiplexer
channel and the FED input channel. This cabling map served as a basis for all subsequent runs.
For controlling the EHQ8006P HV power supply unit, a XDAQ application was created based
on the software that had been developed for the petal system test and 2004 test beam. The XDAQ
application facilitated the setting of bias voltage and current trip threshold for each individual
output channel, setting the device’s ramp speed and switching on and off individual output chan-
nels. A second XDAQ application gave access to the relay box. Each of the 24 bias voltage lines
could be switched on or off individually, the relay being referred to by the line’s power group and
the number of the line within the power group.
Another XDAQ application was written to read temperature and humidity values from the
multimeter. With each reading, all accessible values were obtained, i.e. temperatures and hu-
midities from the two pairs of external sensors and the values of the sensors read out via the
multi-service cable. The conversion of the multimeter’s ADC values into the respective physical
quantities was performed by the XDAQ application. If a HMX humidity sensor was installed on a
back petal, the sensor’s ID was transmitted to the application and the corresponding calibration
constants were read from a text file.
Because the test control software was basically a Java applet, it had no direct access to operat-
ing system resources such as files on the hard disc or the serial port. Therefore additional helper
XDAQ applications were written for communicating with the barcode reader, reading or writing
ASCII text files on the hard disc and executing arbitrary command-line programs. The latter was
used for starting pedestal data analyses with an AC1Analysis (Ch. 3) application.
5.4.2 The Test Control Software
In RCMS version 1, the finite state machines (fsm, also called function managers) are created as
servlets, Java applications that were housed in an apache tomcat [127] web server. Graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) can be implemented as an extension to a Java applet. The RCMS framework
provides functionality to trigger state transitions of the function managers from GUI applications.
A default state machine exists which provides the standard set of application states and transitions
depicted in Fig. 5.7.
For simplicity, it was chosen to develop the test control software in a way that did not neces-
sitate the creation of additional finite state machines, requiring only the development of a GUI
application. This decision had consequences both for the system description for the RCMS as well
as for the implementation of the GUI application.
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Figure 5.7: States and allowed state transitions of the default finite state machine.
The RCMS configuration consisted of one session which was divided into several partitions.
Each of these partitions corresponded to one set of XDAQ applications and controlled these
applications through a dedicated instance of the default finite state machine. Individual partitions
were created for the DAQ system, the HV device controller, the relais box, the multimeter, and for
the helper applications for barcode reader, file access and command execution. It should be noted
that this is not a reasonable system description in the spirit of the CMS DAQ and run control
framework where partitions are used for very large sub systems, e.g. the tracker, and where one
certainly would not abuse the RCMS and XDAQ frameworks to execute standalone programs on
a remote computer.
The test control application was composed of four building blocks:
 By extending the RClet base class of the RCMS framework, the main program inherited
the functionality needed to access the RCMS configuration database in which session and
partition configurations were saved. This program also created the overall graphical user
interface.
 For each partition, a corresponding software component, named a plugin, was created. Each
plugin consisted of a back-end which realised the communication with the state machine
controlling the XDAQ applications in the plugin’s partition, and a graphical front-end which
was adopted to the functionality of the partition. Through a standardised software interface
to both back-end and front-end, it was possible to integrate the plugins’ user interfaces into
the main GUI and to use the plugins’ functionality from other parts of the software. Each
plugin could also be controlled individually through its user interface (Fig. 5.8). A plugin
was only loaded if the corresponding partition was defined in the current session.
 If a session was opened which contained all partitions needed for an automated reception test,
the petal reception supervisor thread was started (Fig. 5.9). This part of the software
had access to all instantiated plugins and controlled the overall flow of the test procedure.
 The test procedure was divided into several steps or tasks. All tasks implemented a unified
software interface, enabling an easy way to create a list of tasks and execute the tasks one
after the other. Tasks were created and started by the supervisor thread. They encapsulated
their functionality in a background process and notified the supervisor upon completion or
interruption of the job. The test procedure, i.e. the selection of tasks, task parameters and
the order in which tasks were to be executed was defined in a ‘scenario’ XML file. The
default scenario used for all petal tests is printed in App. B.1.3.
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(a) GUI for the DAQ plugin. (b) GUI for controlling the HV device.
Figure 5.8: Screenshot of the petal reception software, showing the GUI areas for the DAQ and
the HV plugin.
Figure 5.9: Screenshot of user interface for automated petal tests, with details of the current
task (pedestal run).
5.4.3 Program Flow
When the petal reception supervisor was started, it first created a preparatory task. This task
collected information needed to create the test’s work flow. The test operator was prompted for
the petal barcode from which the petal type was determined via a query to the tracker construction
database. If a HMX humidity sensor was installed, the operator also had to enter the sensor’s
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Figure 5.10: Simplified flow diagram of the reception test automation software. Solid lines
represent logical program flow, dashed lines represent data flow from or to a data object (gray
background). Decisions are indicated by rhombi, input queries by parallelograms and other kinds
of processing steps by rectangular boxes. Boxes with a light blue background denote the starting
point of a major sub-process. Within each process, program executions flows from top to bottom
with only minor horizontal deviations.
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ID, so that calibration values for the sensor could be obtained. The user could also specify the
name of the scenario XML file to use for the reception test. For being able to reconstruct the tests
performed with the petal, this scenario file was saved together with the test data. All regular tests
were performed using the default scenario.
Based on the scenario file, the corresponding list of test steps (tasks) to be performed was
created. The supervisor application iterated over this list, triggering the execution of the current
task and was notified once the task was finished. Tasks whose results needed to be evaluated in
a time consuming noise analysis submitted the corresponding analysis job to a dedicated process
queue which was processed at the end of the readout test.
If the user decided to abort the test procedure, or after all tasks and analyses were successfully
finished, all test results were collected in one XML file which was saved together with all other
test data for the petal, and a grading program was started to evaluate the results XML file. The
outcome of the petal grading was displayed in the test program and also sent to the test operator
in an email. Figure 5.10 visualises the work flow of the test control software.
5.4.4 Device Settings
There are many parameters in a tracker DAQ system that have an impact on the data recorded
and which must be known in order to understand results from different test setups.
The full list of settings of the front end device parameters is given in appendix D. Settings
that are needed for further consideration are briefly discussed here.
Through the APV’s MUXGAIN register, the amplification of analogue data can be controlled.
If noise is normalised based on a digital reference signal, the normalisation will depend on the
MUXGAIN setting. In the reception test the MUXGAIN register was set to 2 for all APVs,
whereas in TEC+ integration and coldtest a MUXGAIN value of 4 was used. Different MUXGAIN
settings can be corrected for using measurements performed with both settings early in TEC+
integration (cf. section 6.6).
For calibrating the recorded noise data, a reference signal such as the height of the APVs’ tick
marks is needed. It turned out, however, that in the reception test this method of calibration
could not be applied, due to a bug in the part of the DAQ software responsible for the analysis
of the opto scan. The algorithm used for computing the achieved gain assumed a nominal height
of the digital header of 800 ADC counts regardless of the FED used. This value is correct for the
final VME FEDs with their 10-bit resolution, but is beyond the dynamic range [0, . . . , 511] ADC
counts of the 9-bit PMC FED. Consequently, in most cases the highest GAIN (GAIN 3) of the
laser drivers was selected and most ticks are saturated (Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: Left: All but one lasers had GAIN 3 selected in the reception test. Right: Distribu-
tion of baseline and maximum of APV ticks (dashed and solid line) and of the tick height, being
the difference of maximum and baseline for each tick (solid histogram). The tick top distribution,
which would normally be of an approximately gaussian shape, is clearly cut off at the high edge,
as is the tick height distribution.
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5.5 Evaluation of Test Results
All petals that went through the petal reception test had previously been tested extensively at
the petal integration centers and were therefore expected to be fully functional. Fully equipped
petals had also been transported over long distances, e.g. to CERN for the 2004 test beam,
without causing damage to any of the petal’s components. For these reasons, there existed no
clear expectation of the types of defects that might be found in the reception test. By checking
as completely as possible the full functionality of the petals, the design of the reception test was
an attempt at detecting any expected or unexpected malfunctioning of the petals.
When problems or suspicious details were discovered during a petal test, appropriate actions
had to be taken. The small total number and diverse nature of these occurences made it impossible
to establish a standard treatment. If obviously damaged components were found in the visual
inspection, or if modules could not be biased at all, the petal was directly sent to the repair
center. In most other cases, respective experts from the tracker community were asked for advice.
Whenever any kind of malfunction was observed, it was first verified that the cause was not
due to a problem of the test setup itself. Typical examples of setup-related malfunction were
‘dead’ optical channels because of not properly connected fibres.
5.5.1 Front End Device Check
Communication with all front end devices was checked twice during the reception test. First the
I2C test queried all devices explicitly. Any unsuccessful query lead to an investigation of the
respective component.
Secondly, a list of all front end devices was created at the beginning of the readout test by an
application of the FEC software. This list was read in by the corresponding task of the automation
software and was compared to the nominal list of front end devices for the current petal type. If
an expected device was not found, the test was interrupted and the problem investigated.
5.5.2 Bias Voltage Test
Problems with the sensors’ bias voltage could be detected at several steps during the test procedure:
at the beginning of the test, the operator manually ramped the bias voltage up to 450 V and
monitored the leakage currents during this process. Since the dry air flow was only turned on
shortly before the beginning of the test, slightly increased leakage currents were expected. In the
event of high but finite leakage currents (tens of microamperes per channel), the beginning of the
test was delayed until the currents had decreased to a reasonably low level. If very high leakage
currents (above ≈ 50 µA per channel) were observed already at low voltages, this was regarded as
a problem and it was tried to find the component of the setup that was responsible for the high
currents.
During the automated readout test, the HV power supply unit was constantly monitored. In the
case of a power supply trip, the test procedure was interrupted. A software threshold, above which
the corresponding channel would have been ramped down, had however not been implemented.
In the course of the reception test, two petals were tested with modules whose leakage current
at constant bias voltage increased with time. Such behaviour had not been observed during the
startup-phase of reception testing and hence was not accounted for by the software. In the two
mentioned cases, a software current threshold would have been a desirable feature of the test
software.
The dedicated leakage current test had been placed at the end of the test procedure, to make
sure the sensors were as dry as possible. Leakage currents were recorded for each individual bias
voltage line. The maximally allowed leakage currents were 10 µA/module, following the advice
of experts from the sensor group and in accordance with the thresholds used in the petal long
term test. Leakage currents for a typical test are shown in Fig. 5.6 on page 91. One can clearly
recognize the long phase of constant bias voltage during the readout test and the subsequent phase
of ramping individual bias voltage lines.
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Figure 5.12: Leakage current per module from the reception test. The solid line shows the values
measured with the ISEG power supply unit, the dashed and dotted lines shows currents measured
via the DCU, using individual calibration constants for all modules (dashed) or a global set of
calibration constants for all modules (dotted)
A small number of modules showed leakage currents above 10 µA (Fig. 5.12). These modules
had already shown higher leakage currents than usual in previous tests and it was decided not
to replace the modules. None of the modules with leakage currents above 10 µA showed seri-
ous problems during TEC+ integration. The comparison of leakage currents recorded with the
ISEG power supply unit to those read out via the DCUs shows large discrepancies which are not
understood but probably due to limited sensitivity of the DCUs at low currents.
Finally, a test was introduced to check if the modules were biased at all. By comparing the
noise levels from two pedestal runs, one with bias voltage switched on, the other with bias voltage
switched off, modules with failing bias connection could be detected. Since the noise level of a
given module channel depends on the strip’s capacitance, and the strip capacitance changes with
the depth of the sensor’s depletion zone, a higher noise level is expected for unbiased modules
compared to the case in which the sensors are fully depleted. Based on experience with the first
few petals tested in the reception setup, it was required that the noise level in the unbiased case
must be at least 70% higher than in the biased case. As can be seen in Fig. 5.13, this criterion
has been fullfilled by all tested modules.
5.5.3 Noise Analysis
Pedestal runs were analysed using a program based on the AC1Analysis package. The program
needed to take into account the special structure of raw data files when using the KaMUX: when
x different KaMUX settings were used and for each setting n events were recorded, then the raw
data files contained x consecutive sections of n events. Each event contained data for all modules
in the setup, regardless of whether the output of the modules were forwarded to the FED by the
KaMUX or not. In the raw data files, the data fields of modules whose output was disregarded
by the KaMUX with the given KaMUX setting were filled with zeros. The analysis program
determined the modules read out by any given KaMUX setting and performed noise analyses in
each of the corresponding event ranges.
Several aspects of the noise data were evaluated to determine defective or problematic modules.
An important criterion was the number of strips that were marked as ‘bad’ by the software. In
the ARC test and petal long term test, modules were only accepted if they were of grade A or B,
meaning less than 1% or less than 2% bad strips respectively. The same cuts were employed in
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Figure 5.13: Ratio of noise without bias voltage applied to noise recorded at a bias voltage of
400 V.
the petal reception test, and as can be seen in the left-hand part of Fig. 5.14, no modules were
found with more than 2% bad strips. In the petal reception test, a strip was marked as bad if its
noise deviated by more than 5 sigma from the mean noise of the APV. While bad strips could be
determined from pedestal runs recorded in peak and deconvolution mode, the number for module
grading was taken from the peak-mode data. This was a conservative choice, since in peak mode
slightly more strips show up as noisy than in deconvolution mode.
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Figure 5.14: Left: Fraction of bad strips per module, comparing results from the petal reception
test and from the ARC test. Right: Number of individual strips per APV flagged differently in
ARC and AC1Analysis. Here the entry ”Not flagged by AC1Analysis” gives the number of strips
that have been flagged in the ARC test but not in the petal reception test. Edge strips of the
APVs are not included in any of the counts.
A comparison to the number of bad strips flagged in the single-module tests in ARC setups
shows comparative numbers of bad strips flagged in total; however, a strip-by-strip comparison
reveals that about one quarter of all strip defects detected by the ARC setups are not found in
the reception test, and about the same number of ‘bad’ strips are flagged in the reception test but
not in the ARC tests (right-hand part of Fig. 5.14).
The algorithm for flagging bad strips used in the AC1Analysis software does not work correctly
if an APV has more than about 15 defective strips. Such APVs have a large standard deviation
of the noise, and this fact was employed to spot modules with a large number of bad strips. It
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was demanded that the RMS of an APVs noise divided by the mean of the APVs noise is below
1/15, the normalization making the cut independent of the optical gain. This cut also helped
detecting modules with distorted noise. In total two APVs violated this cut (Fig. 5.15), but the
corresponding modules were accepted after an individual investigation. One was a module with a
known high number of defective strips on one APV (18 strips) and the other one shows distorted
noise due to the routing of the cables for the external temperature and humidity sensors of the
reception test setup (this APV is contained in the overflow of Fig. 5.15).
In order to verify that switching the APV readout mode from peak to deconvolution mode had
an effect, the ratio of the APV’s mean noise in deconvolution and peak mode was computed for all
APVs. One naively expects a factor
√
3 ≈ 1.7 between these two readout modes, and a warning
was issued if the ratio was below 1.4 for an APV, the value having been chosen empirically after
the first few petal tests. Virtually all modules showed a noise ratio above 1.4 (Fig. 5.16).
Finally, a good variable to control the overall quality of the readout setup is the amount of
common-mode noise. Like most other noise-quantities, the common-mode noise scales with the
optical gain of the readout system, and therefore the quantity plotted in Fig. 5.17 is the common
mode noise of an APV divided by the APV’s mean noise after common-mode subtraction. The
common-mode noise depends not only on electrical setup properties such as the grounding, but
it also increases if the APV’s temperature changes during readout. Being slow compared to the
trigger rate, such thermal variations can be removed mathematically from the data; however, the
analysis software used in the reception test did not implement such a feature. No cut on the height
of the common-mode noise was employed in the reception test.
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Figure 5.15: The flatness of the noise is reflected in the RMS of the noise of an APV. For
normalization, the RMS is divided by the mean value of the APV’s noise.
5.5.4 Module and Petal Grading
The grading criteria for modules and petals were chosen to match the criteria applied in the petal
long term tests. A general acceptance criterion was that a petal must successfully complete the
I2C-test. Only if that was the case the automated readout test was started. All results from this
test were saved in an XML file which was evaluated by a grading program which computed a grade
for each module based on the criteria in Tab. 5.1a and a grade for each petal based on the criteria
in Tab. 5.1b.
In principle, a petal would not be accepted if it was graded ”D”. However, modules graded as D
or with a bias voltage problem were always investigated individually and a few petals were accepted
although they contained a module with too high leakage currents measured in the reception test
(cf. Sec. 5.5.2). The acceptance limit for bias voltage problems was moved from the initial 3 µA
per sensor to the final 10 µA per module in the middle of the reception test, but the initial cut
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Figure 5.16: The ratio of noise recorded in deconvolution mode to noise recorded in peak mode
(mean value per APV).
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Figure 5.17: The ratio of common-mode noise to mean noise after CM-subtraction per APV in
peak and deconvolution mode.
was kept in the grading application in order to have a consistent grading for all petals. On the
petals integrated into TEC+ there are 3152 modules of grade A, 29 of grade B, 2 of grade D
(understood problems), 16 modules of grade A F and 1 module of grade B F. With the final
acceptance limits for the leakage currents, there are 3160 modules of grade A, 30 of grade B, 2 of
grade D and 8 of grade A F. These eight modules are all on ring seven of their respective petals.
Neglecting the A F-grading of the modules, all petals are of grade A. Modules of grade A F (final
cuts) are on three petals. The two modules of grade D had comparatively non-flat noise caused
by a previously known high number of bad strips on one module and by incorrect routing of the
cables for the external temperature and humidity sensors in the vicinity of the other module. A
manually performed pedestal run at the end of the petal test showed that without these cables
the module has a flat noise well inside the cuts. Both modules (and with them the petals) were
therefore accepted and the petals are counted as grade A.
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Grade Criteria
A ! Less than 1.0% of bad strips
B ! Less than 2.0% of bad strips
C ! Less than 2.5% of bad strips
D # More than 2.5% of bad strips
# or Rel. RMS of noise > 1/15
+ F Any HV problem:
# Ileak > 3 µA per sensor
at any Ubias (initial) or
# Ileak > 10 µA per module
at any Ubias (final) or
!
noise(Ubias=0 V)
noise(Ubias=400 V)
< 1.7
(a) Grading criteria for modules. The noise after CM-
subtraction is used for the cuts.
Grade Criteria
A " Only grade A and B modules
! Less then 25% grade B modules
! Less than 0.5% bad strips in total
B " Only grade A and B modules
! Less then 50% grade-B modules
! Less than 1.0% bad strips in total
C ! At most 1 grade-C module
! Less then 50% grade-B modules
! Less than 1.5% bad strips in total
D Anything else, especially:
# At least one module of Grade F
(b) Grading criteria for petals
Table 5.1: Grading criteria used in the petal reception test for TEC+.
5.6 Summary of the Reception Test
Over the course of the reception test, 183 different petals have been tested in the reception test.
Of these, 36 petals have been disassembled to improve the bias contact to the module back planes
(cf. section 6.4.1), 1 petal was integrated into the TEC− support structure before the transport
of TEC− to CERN and 2 petals were spares. Including all repair actions, 209 full reception tests
were performed (Fig. 5.18), where a full test consists of the whole procedure outlined in Sec. 5.3.
Sometimes it was necessary to perform more than one full readout test, and in total 255 complete
readout tests have been made, giving an average of 1.22 readout tests per tested petal.
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209 Full Reception Tests
144 Final Tests of Petals for TEC+
Figure 5.18: Reception test statistics. The full test sequence had to be performed 209 times in
order to provide 144 fully working petals until the end of TEC+ integration.
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The time evolution of the test procedure shown in Fig. 5.18 reveals a rather constant test rate,
with two major interruptions that were mainly caused by a shift of the TEC community’s focus
from petal production to pressing problems with the modules and the TECs’ multi-service cables
(cf. section 6.4). The reception test was operated on approximately 150 working days, giving an
average test rate of 1.4 full reception tests or 1.7 readout tests per day.
On twelve petals, defects or problems were detected or caused at the reception test that required
a repair action by the petal repair centre in Aachen. The defects are summarised in Tab. 5.2.
Most of the problems can be attributed to bad handling of modules or petals, leading to damaged
bond wires or optical fibres. The high leakage currents mentioned in Tab. 5.2 were confirmed by
subsequent ARC tests performed at the repair center but had not been observed in the earlier
module or petal long term tests. The defective CCUM could not have been spotted in previous
tests, since the long term setups lacked the equipment to check the control ring redundancy and
the I2C problems on petal 30250300000054 had already been reported by the petal integration
center and were confirmed at the reception test. In two cases, a petal was damaged at the reception
test.
Due to the redundant layout of the modules’ bias connector, it is possible to place this connector
wrongly in such a way that the bias voltage still arrives at the module. This was detected on four
petals. A fifth petal had the bias connector plugged in a way that prevented the module from
being biased. At that time, no procedure existed in the long term setups to verify that all modules
are indeed biased, and hence the problem was only detected at the reception test.
Several more problems or defects were spotted and could be repaired directly at the reception
test setup, avoiding the time and man-power consuming procedure of submitting the petal to the
repair center. These include a torn off pin stuck in a connector socket, a partly displaced Molex
power connector or missing screws. Taking into account the total number of petals tested in the
reception test, the fragility of components on the petals and the number of handling steps, the
amount of detected defects was surprisingly low. This, together with the consistent good quality
Petal barcode Defect
30250300000003
30250100000073
30250300000026
Damaged bonds found during visual inspection
30250300000034 Sensor-Sensor bonds damaged at petal reception
30250200000022
30250400000048
High leakage currents on one module
30250200000106 One module with very noisy strip and high leakage current was
exchanged
30250400000030 Wrongly placed bias Kapton connector, one module was not bi-
ased during long term test
30250100000065 Damaged fibre buffer, fibre broken during the reception test
30250200000097 One CCUM redundancy not working
30250300000054 Problems with I2C communication known previously to reception
test. ICB was replaced
30250400000031 Bridge of one ring 6 module not placed correctly, thread in bridge
damaged
Table 5.2: List of petals that were sent to the petal repair center because of problems detected or
caused during the petal reception test. The table does not include eight petals that were damaged
during integration into TEC+.
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Figure 5.19: The ratio of bad strips per petal as determined in the petal reception test and
based on results from module qualification with ARC setups.
of the readout data recorded at the reception test proves the excellent work done by the petal
integration centers.
5.6.1 Quality of Petals Forwarded to Integration
The main purpose of the reception test was to ensure that the petals integrated into TEC+ were
fully working before integration, as repair actions were considerably more difficult once petals were
installed in the end caps. As shown in Fig. 5.19, the number of broken readout channels on petals
cleared for integration into TEC+ was at the per-mille level, with no petal having more than 0.4 %
bad channels. The agreement between the total number of strip-flags assigned in the reception
test and by the ARC tests performed during module production shows that on the petals inserted
into TEC+ there was no significant increase of defective strips between module production and
the petal reception test.
In addition, no petal was integrated with any of the front-end devices showing communication
problems or other malfunction.
A comparison of the petal and module quality observed at different stages of the TEC+ inte-
gration process is given in Ch. 8.
Chapter 6
Integration of the End Cap TEC+
Of the two tracker end caps, TEC+ was integrated in Aachen. Both TECs were largely integrated
in parallel with TEC+ being slightly ahead of TEC− due to the overall tracker integration schedule
which foresaw completing the plus-side before the minus-side. Because of this, the integration and
testing procedures for the TECs were developed and first exercised with TEC+ in Aachen. This
chapter introduces the integration procedure and the test setup, and then focuses mainly on
the methods developed for verifying the functionality of integrated petals and for assessing the
detector quality. Finally, major problems encountered during TEC+ integration are discussed and
an overview of the results of TEC+ integration testing is given.
6.1 Integration Procedure
The integration of a TEC can be roughly divided into three steps: first, the detector hardware
must be completed. In the case of the TECs this consists mainly of the installation of petals into
the end cap’s support structure. Secondly, the quality of the installation must be verified in tests
covering the cooling system, integrity of optical links, functionality of modules and their front
end devices. Thirdly, after disconnecting of the test setup, the TEC must be prepared for the
transport to CERN (TEC+ only) and finally for the integration into the CMS tracker. In this
last step it must for example be verified that no part of the detector violates the allowed TEC
envelope.
Apart from the first sector installation, TEC+ was integrated in a process-optimised two-sector
scheme, in which all petals of two sectors were installed in parallel. This allowed work to progress
on both sectors in parallel, e.g. connecting readout fibres of the first sector while installing petals
in the second one. Once two sectors were installed, they were fully tested before the integeration
of the next two sectors began. The test setup was designed for the qualification of one complete
sector, and hence the two sectors were connected to the test setup and qualified one after the
other.
6.1.1 Integration of Petals into the End Cap
Because petals are basically self-contained sub-assemblies, the installation of a petal into the TEC
support structure requires only very few steps: first the petal is mounted onto the CF disc with a
three-point fixation. Once the petal is mechanically in place, the AOH pigtails are connected to
the fibre mechanics and the electrical cables and the cooling pipes can be connected to the petal.
Owing to the size of the petals and the constrained space inside of the TEC, safe mounting of
the petals was only possible with the TEC rotated such that the petal to be integrated was on top
of the disc. For this reason, the TEC was supported in a cradle that allowed for the rotation of
the end cap about an axis perpendicular to the beam axis (Fig. 6.1). The front disc (disc 0) was
replaced with a considerably thicker and stronger CF disc from which the TEC could be supported
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(a) Technical drawing. (b) Photograph of TEC+ before the beginning of petal in-
sertion. At the front, the TEC’s bulk head is covered with
storage boxes for the readout ribbons. At the back, the large
replacement disc of disc 0 can be seen.
Figure 6.1: The rotation and transport cradle designed for TEC integration.
through the service channels if required by mechanical constraints. In this case, the replacement
front disc was fixed to the rotation cradle, and then the regular fixations could be removed from
the TEC. In this configuration it was possible to remove support beams of the cradle that were
blocking access to the sector. An additional constraint to the integration sequence came from the
fact that one of the back petal fixation points was inaccessible once the front petal of the same
sector and disc had been installed. For these reasons, the back petal tower of a sector was installed
first, then the TEC was rotated by 180◦ and then the front petal tower was inserted.
Petal Insertion Fully tested petals were delivered from the reception test to the clean room in
which TEC+ integration took place (see below). Just before integration, the petal was removed
from its transport frame and an insertion tool attached to the petal body. This tool provided a
handle to the petal to reduce the danger of touching the fragile modules during petal insertion
The tool also had a small CCD camera installed for monitoring the position of a fixation point
near the inner TEC radius. The pigtail storage box could be attached to the insertion tool, too.
Different insertion tools were used for front and back petals. A forklift was used to position the
petal level with the disc onto which it was mounted (Fig. 6.2). Once in the right position, the
petal was moved from the forklift into the TEC.
The petals are locked in place by three fixation points, each of which consists of a petal foot
on the petal and a matching insert in the disc. One fixation point is located close to the inner
TEC radius, far inside of the TEC volume, the other two points are situated close to the outer
TEC radius. Together the three feet provide a kinematic fixation of the petal, restraining each
translational and rotational degree of freedom of the petal exactly once: the foot at the inner
radius fixes this fixation point in the z coordinate. The first foot at the outer radius fixes this
fixation point in the two coordinate vertical to the line connecting the two outer fixation points
(z and approximately r), and the third foot fixes the final fixation point in x, y and z. A special
tool was used to secure the foot at the inner radius by a 90◦ rotation of the lock in the disc.
Connection of Pigtails and Cables After the insertion of a petal, the fibre storage box was
placed on a small table temporarily attached to the disc (Fig. 6.3). Once a petal tower was
installed, the AOH and DOH pigtails were connected to the petals’ fibre mechanics following the
connection scheme outlined in appendix A.2.1. To ease this work, the fibre mechanics can be
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Figure 6.2: The first petal to be inserted into TEC+. The back petal of disc 9 in sector 1,
mounted in the back petal insertion tool, is lifted to the height of disc nine with a fork lift.
Pigtail
storage box
Back petal
fibre mechanics
TEC transport
Disc
TEC inner
skin
Power cables:
socket
connector
bracket
− Silicon 
− ICB
modules
Inserted
back petal:
− Molex
− Molex
Figure 6.3: A back petal mounted into TEC+. The pigtail storage box is attached to the disc
until the pigtails are connected to the petal’s fibre mechanics.
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partly extracted from the end cap along a rail. Like during the petal reception test, both ends of
all fibre connections were cleaned with tools recommended by the optical link group. The fully
connected fibre mechanics were closed, pushed into the TEC and the pigtail bundles secured with
cable ties to prevent damage to the fibres during rotation or transportation of the TEC.
Electrical cables and cooling pipes were connected after the installation of all petals of the
sector. This includes the connection of power cables from the services to the ICBs and of the
control ring cables between the two petals of a control ring (Fig. 6.4). The power cables were
routed from the services to the respective connectors on the ICBs and DOHMs in such a way that
the cables neither protruded to the outside of the allowed TEC envelope, but at the same time
did not exert too strong forces on objects inside of the TEC. Especially the rather fragile fibre
mechanics were in danger of being damaged by incorrectly routed multi-service cables.
TEC testing was performed with the TEC in a vertical position, the bulkhead at the bottom
to ease cabling. The vertical position made it possible to record tracks of atmospheric muons
traversing all nine TEC discs.
6.1.2 Sector Qualification
Once all petals of a sector were integrated and connected to the TEC services, that sector was
prepared for a qualification test. This included connecting the sector to the test setup’s cooling,
power supply and readout system. In a set of qualification tests, a wide range of system aspects
was checked: tightness of the cooling system; functionality of all front end devices; integrity and
optical gain of all optical connections; noise behaviour of all modules; high voltage stability of all
modules; functionality of the laser alignment system. At the end of each sector test, data were
taken using a cosmic trigger.
Prompt analysis of test data allowed for quick detection of problems. Typical problems either
occured at the electrical or optical connections and could in most cases comparatively easily be
cured by reconnecting the cable or fibre in question; or they arose from a component on a petal
that may have been damaged at any time after the end of petal reception testing, for example
during petal transportation to the integration clean room or during the integration of petals into
TEC+. In case of faulty petal components, the decision had to be made whether or not the petal
Control ring
kapton cables
power cable
Control ring
Back petal
services
fibre mechanics
Front petal
Front petal
power cables
Front petal
services
Back petal
fibre mechanics
Petal barcode
− 2D−Barcode
− Paper label
Cooling manifold
Back petal
Disc
Front petal
Figure 6.4: Petals integrated into TEC+ and fully connected to the services (readout, power
and cooling) and to each other (control ring cables).
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should be exchanged. Since at the time of the test, the petal was already connected to the TEC
services, exchanging a petal cost many hours, and the danger of damaging other components in
the TEC while exchanging the petal was non-negligible. These factors were aggravated on back
petals, whose extraction required that the neighbouring front petal be removed as well.
6.2 The Integration Test Setup
With its 400 modules, read out through 944 optical readout channels, a TEC sector corresponds
to about 2.7% of the whole CMS strip tracker. At the beginning of TEC integration, this was
the biggest tracker setup in operation. To provide a safe and controlled environment, TEC+
was integrated in a 55 m2 section of an about 130 m2 large clean room. The clean room was
specified as class 10 000 but regularly performed control measurements showed it to be equivalent
to class 1000. The readout electronics, trigger system, power supplies and DAQ PCs were housed
inside the clean room, too (Fig. 6.5), allowing quick access to the TEC or other setup components
for debugging of problems detected during sector qualification. The chiller was located in direct
vicinity of the clean room.
PCs of DAQ and
safety system
Power supply
system
Interlock 
System (PLC)
Support tables
for LIC cables
Cables in false floor
Cosmic Trigger Logic
VME readout crate
VME trigger crate
Fork lift
Figure 6.5: Power supplies, readout and trigger system of the TEC+ integration setup.
6.2.1 Cooling System
The heat dissipated by one TEC sector’s front end electronics is approximately 600 W, compared
to which the heat dissipation through sensor leakage currents are entirely negligible in the case
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of non-irradiated sensors (typically currents are < 1 µA at bias voltages up to 450 V, giving less
than one watt of electrical power on all HV lines of the sector combined). This heat must be
removed via the cooling system (Fig. 6.6). A water cooled commercial chiller by LAUDA GmbH
(type Integral T10 000 W) [128] with a nominal cooling power of 13 kW at +20◦C and 3.7 kW at
−20◦C was used to provide coolant at an adjustable temperature. As this primary chiller was not
sufficiently tight for the very volatile C6F14 coolant, a two-circuit cooling system was installed:
the primary chiller’s cooling circuit was filled with a water-glycol mixture. Coupled to this via
a heat exchanger was the secondary circuit, driven by a magnetically coupled gear pump with
adjustable coolant flow. This secondary cooling circuit provided the C6F14 coolant for the petals
at the required flow of about 1.1 l/min/petal. The TEC services were connected to the chiller via
piping in the false floor of the integration clean room.
secondary
C6F14 tank of
cooling circuit
Lauda chiller
(primary
 cooling circuit)
water tank
Cooling
Hidden:
Heat exchanger
and pump of
secondary
cooling circuit
Air dryer
Figure 6.6: Left: schematic drawing of the cooling circuitry up to the TEC. Right: the setup
components outside of the clean room.
The piping in the clean room contained valves to individually block or open each of the sector’s
cooling circuits, and it also contained a flow meter and a sensor for measuring the pressure drop
between TEC inlet and outlet.
It was also possible to connect the TEC cooling pipes to a vaccum pump and to pressurised
N2 gas, in order to test the tightness of the cooling system at low and high pressure and to drain
the cooling pipes at the end of testing.
6.2.2 Dry Air System
In order to safely operate the silicon modules with applied bias voltage, the module environment
must be reasonably dry. This was accomplished by flushing the TEC volume with dry air provided
by a Hankison DKC 45 desiccant dryer [129] at a flow of about 200 l/min. The dried air with
a relative humidity at room temperature of below 5% was channelled through the piping at the
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TEC’s outer perimeter which will be used for flushing the end cap with nitrogen during operation
at the LHC.
6.2.3 Power Supply System
Power to the front end ASICs and bias voltage for the sensors was provided by 24 CAEN A4601 H
power supply modules (PSM). Since control power supplies of type A4602 were not yet available
for TEC integration, an additional five A4601 H PSMs were used for the control ring power. A
branch controller of type CAEN SY1527 provided the interface to the power supply modules.
The connection between the power supplies and the bulkhead was made using 50 m long
prototypes of those low impedance cables (LIC), that will be used for the connection from the
patch panel 1 (PP1) to the power supply modules on the balconies in the experimental cavern.
48 such cables are needed for reading out one TEC sector. Official control ring cables for the
connection from PSMs to the PP1 were not available and hence nine custom made cables were
used instead. More than 40 m of slack per cable, i. e. more than 2 km of cables in total, were
stored in the clean room’s false floor in the shape of long wiggles, avoiding coils which could cause
noise pick-up.
In the configuration for sector testing, the end cap’s bulkhead was about 80 cm above the floor,
and in order to ease cabling and to reduce forces exerted on the connectors, special tables were
manufactured on which the power cables were fixed in an order matching the cabling scheme at
the bulkhead.
At the time of TEC+ integration, no software existed to control the sector test’s power supply
system in a reasonably useful way. Therefore a LabVIEW based solution was implemented. This
software could, among other things, switch on and off all low voltage channels at once and set
a programmable bias voltage for all high voltage channels. The software was later expanded to
also monitor currents and voltages on all power lines and create time evolution plots of these
measurables. The same program also controlled parts of the cooling setup. It did for example
monitor the coolant flow and interlocked the power supplies if that flow dropped below a threshold
value.
6.2.4 Slow Control and Interlock System
For the integration setups of the tracker sub systems, small-scale prototypes of the tracker’s safety
system were provided, including one PLC which could send interlock signals to the power supply
system and a PVSS-based software interface. Several types of temperature and humidity sensors
were connected to the PLC: a subset of the temperature and humidity sensors read out via the
multi-service cables of the connected sector and six additionally added pairs of PT100 temperature
and Honeywell HIH-3610-001 [112] humidity sensors.
6.2.5 Control Ring and Analogue Readout
A TEC sector comprises nine control rings and hence needs nine mFEC cards to be operated.
For TEC+ integration, one full VME FEC with eight mFEC boards was available, and the ninth
control ring was interfaced with an additional optical PMC FEC. The control ribbons from the
TEC service channels were connected to the FECs via multi-ribbon cables. Since one such cable
contains eight individual ribbons, two multi-ribbon cables were used for the integration setup. For
all tested sectors, the same scheme was used for connecting the control rings of the nine discs to
the FECs. This cabling scheme is given in App. C.2.3.
The 944 optical readout channels of one sector are routed in 87 readout ribbons through the
TEC service channels. In principle, 11 multi-ribbon cables are sufficient for this number of ribbons,
the cabling layout for the TEC foresees 12 multi-ribbon cables per sector, providing nine spare
ribbons. The multi-ribbon cables for the analogue readout were connected to 11 VME FEDs which
were housed in a 9-U VME crate together with the VME FEC. A fixed cabling scheme of readout
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ribbons to FED frontends was used for all sectors of TEC+. This scheme is given in App. C.2.2.
The slack of the multi-ribbon cables was stored in the clean room’s false floor.
Two PCs were available for the XDAQ-based control and readout system. On one computer,
the FEDSupervisor and FECSupervisor applications were executed, the second PC hosted the
TrackerSupervisor and RootAnalyzer applications.
Trigger signals for the integration setup were created or passed through by a Trigger Sequencer
Card (TSC), whose output was multiplied in an optical splitter (TTCoc) and distributed to the
FEDs and FECs.
6.2.6 Cosmic Trigger and Laser Alignment System
At the end of sector testing, tracks of atmospheric muons passing through the tracker were
recorded. For this purpose, a trigger system was installed that used scintillators consisting of
20 cm wide and 80 cm long scintillating panels with embedded wavelength shifting fibres. These
fibres were read out with one photo multiplier tube (PMT) at each end.
The maximal expansion of one TEC sector is approximately 80 cm both along r and in the
direction perpendicular to r and z. Hence four scintillator panels were needed to cover the tested
sector. The trigger system consisted of two such scintillator layers, one on top of the end cap and
one underneath the sector. A 10 cm thick layer of lead bricks was situated between the lower
scintillator and the TEC to exclude low-energetic (E . 80 MeV) particles from trigger decisions.
Using standard NIM components, the output of the sixteen PMTs was combined to form a
suitable trigger signal (Fig. 6.7): each PMT’s output went through a discriminator with adjustable
threshold that emitted a NIM pulse if the PMT’s signal was above the threshold. In a second step,
the output of the two PMTs reading out the same scintillator panel was combined in a logic unit
such that coincident signal was demanded on both PMTs, thus decreasing the impact of PMT
noise on the trigger decisions. The output of the four scintillator panels of the same layer was then
combined to yield a NIM pulse if any of the four panels was active. Finally, a trigger pulse was
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Figure 6.7: Left: trigger logic of the cos-
mic trigger used in TEC+ integration. Top:
trigger logic for data taking with the laser
alignment system [130].
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generated from the two layers in a coincidence unit. This trigger signal was fed into the external
trigger input of the DAQ’s trigger sequencer card (TSC).
Due to a lack of coincidence units, two scintillator panels had to be treated slightly differently:
The output of all four PMTs was combined such that a NIM pulse was created if any two PMTs
had coincident signals above their thresholds.
In addition to cosmic tracks, the TEC+ integration team also recorded data with the laser
alignment system (LAS) for all sectors. For one sector, the laser alignment system consists of two
laser beams, one traversing ring 4 and the other one ring 6 of the back petal tower. The trigger
system for the laser alignment system (right bottom of Fig. 6.7) consisted of two pulsed laser
diodes which were driven by trigger signals generated in a dual gate generator. Between the gate
generator and the laser pulser there was a level adapter that converted the gate generator’s NIM
pulses into TTL pulses for the laser pulser. The same gate generator also provided the trigger
signals for the readout system.
The laser diodes were of the same type as the ones that will be used during operation of the
CMS experiment (type QPhotonics QFLD-1060-40S [131]) and emitted 50 ns long light pulses at a
wavelength of 1175 nm with adjustable output power. Some results from analysis of data recorded
with the LAS during TEC+ integration are summarised in [130].
6.3 Quality Control During Integration
The main goal of all testing during the integration of TEC+ was to assure as completely as possible
the functionality of the detector. One obvious task was to confirm the results of earlier petal tests,
i. e. to verify that all components of the integrated petals still operated as expected. A second
important exercise was to assert the integrity of all permanent connections inside of the TEC
volume. These tests had to include the connections from the service cooling pipes to the cooling
manifolds, the optical connections made in the fibre mechanics and all electrical connections at
the petal level: power cables to petals and DOHMs and the cables for closing the digital link
between petals. None of these connections are available for bugfixing once the TEC is inserted
into the tracker support tube, and many of them are comparatively critical, leading to a loss of half
modules (AOH pigtails), large parts of a petal (power cables), whole control loops (any control
ring connection) or even half a petal tower (cooling pipes) in the case of failures. Photographs
of the electrical patch-panel at the bulk head and of the optical connections for the readout and
control ribbons are shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9.
Since large systems consisting of hundreds of modules, mounted in the final TEC support
structures and powered by the final power-supply system had not been operated before, it was
also important to test for coherent effects such as a strong increase in the common-mode noise.
A wide variety of tests was designed to cover as completely as possible the different system
aspects. For most of these tests, no implementation existed for a system the size of a TEC sector
and hence new tools had to be developed. The test methods are outlined in mostly chronological
order of execution during a TEC sector test.
6.3.1 Cooling System
Prior to filling the cooling system with the C6F14 coolant, the sector’s cooling pipes were filled
with N2 gas at a pressure of 12 bar and the pressure drop was measured over a period of several
hours. The limit on the accepted leakage rate was a pressure drop — normalised to 20◦C and an
atmospheric pressure of 1 bar — of −1.4 · 10−4 mbar · l · s−1. The results of these measurements
are shown in Fig. 6.10a and given in Tab. 6.1. The measured leak rate in sector 1 is at this limit,
but no leak was found. In the other sectors, the measured leak rates are significantly lower than
the acceptance limit.
Once the cooling pipes were filled with C6F14, a sniffer was used to detect any potential coolant
leaks. Throughout the testing of a sector, the liquid level of the C6F14 tank was monitored regularly
at the device. In addition, a digital camera monitoring the liquid level had been installed and the
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(a) Measured time evolution of the pressure in the cool-
ing pipes of the eight sectors of TEC+.
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Figure 6.10: Quality control plots for the cooling system [132].
Normalised leak rate [10−4 mbar · l · s−1]
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 6 Sector 7 Sector 8
-1.48 -0.05 -0.20 -0.34 -0.19 -0.96 -0.19 -0.72
Table 6.1: Normalised leak rate of the eight sectors of TEC+, measured at CERN shortly before
integration of TEC+ into the tracker support tube.
images were transmitted to a PC in the clean room, so that the liquid level was always directly
accessible to the person operating the test setup.
The pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of one sector’s cooling pipes was measured
for different flow rates and temperatures (Fig. 6.10b). At a coolant temperature of −18 ◦C —
comparable to tracker operating conditions at the LHC — a pressure drop of about 6 bar was
observed at a flow rate of 1.3 l/(min · petal) which meets the requirements for effectively cooling
the sensors [132].
6.3.2 Control Ring Tests
Once the sector was successfully connected to the cooling system, the integrity of the control
rings could be checked. For this purpose, a selection of shell scripts had been created that directly
queried all control rings and the front end devices that are known to exist in a TEC sector. Similar
to the I2C test from petal reception, these scripts used command line tools of the FEC software
to access the control rings.
Integrity of Control Rings
The first item to check was the integrity of the nine control rings. For these tests, only the power
supplies for the digital links were switched on, all other front end and bias voltages were still off.
Checks The FECs have status LEDs in their front panels that emit constant green lights if the
connected control ring is properly closed and powered. Flickering green light or red light
signals problems with the connected control ring.
In a loop over all nine control rings, the functionality of the control ring devices was
checked: the gain and bias of the DOH laser drivers was set to default values. After that,
the DCUs mounted on the four CCUMs of the control ring were read out. Finally, the
control ring redundancy was tested in an automated procedure that tried to by-pass all
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CCUs one after the other. At any of these steps, problems could occur and the test output
was scanned for the corresponding error messages.
Problem Solutions If it was found that a control ring was not closed, all control ring connec-
tions had to be checked. This includes the optical cables: connection at the FEC front
end, from multi-ribbon cable to the ribbon from the sector’s services, the connections from
DOHs to the ribbon in the fibre mechanics; and also the electrical cables: the power cable to
the DOHM with connectors at the power supply unit, at the bulkhead and at the DOHM;
and the Kapton cables for making the connection between the two petals of a control loop.
All these connections were first established during TEC integration and thus had not been
examined previously in the reception test.
A typical cause for errors in the control ring redundancy test was that the ”dummy”
CCUM on the DOHM could be slightly displaced. This is possible because the DOHM
only has sockets for two of the three connectors of the CCUM, so that the CCUM can
easily be moved in a sea-saw-like manner. This can, for example, happen during back
petal integration or during control ring cabling. Simply pushing the CCUM down into its
connector sockets solves the problem.
Functionality of Front End Devices
In the next test step, the functionality of the sector’s front end devices was checked. For this, the
low voltage power supplies were switched on.
Checks If all control rings worked properly, a second shell script queried all front end devices of
the sector. In a loop over all 400 modules of the sector, the MUX, APVs, DCU and AOH
of each module were read out ten times. Any problem resulted in an unambiguous error
message in the test output.
Problem Solutions If the control ring is working properly, problems in accessing individual
front end devices are most likely caused by a malfunction of these devices. Without ex-
tracting the petal in question, the cause for the malfunction can usually not be determined.
It could be due to mechanical damage arising from petal transport or from integration of
petals into the TEC, but electrical causes such as overvoltages are also possible. The deci-
sion whether a petal with damaged front end devices was exchanged or not was influenced
by the number of such failures and the available time. No hard rule had been defined for
this case.
On the other hand, failures of large groups of front end chips are probably caused by
external problems, such as a badly connected power cable, leading to malfunctioning of
many or all devices of that power group. In such a case, the cabling of the power group
in question was examined, including the connection to the LIC at the power supply’s back
end, the connection at the bulk head from the LIC to the multi-service cable of the TEC
services, and the connection from the multi-service cable to the ICB.
6.3.3 Commissioning of the Readout System
Many tests can be conducted using the output of the runs performed during the commissioning
of the readout system (cf section 2.2.3 on page 26) and a computer program was created as part
of this thesis work that could detect several kinds of problems from commissioning run data. The
main features of this commissioning debug software named TkCommDebug were its abilities to
detect non-working front end devices, to completely verify the correctness of optical cabling and
to assess the quality of the optical links. The software could also analyse the noise behaviour of
the modules, but that functionality was not used regularly. TkCommDebug was used throughout
TEC+ integration and also in the TEC+ coldtest. It was also provided to other tracker integration
setups (TEC−
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After a brief explanation of general aspects of the commissioning debug software, the individual
steps of the DAQ commissioning as it was done during TEC+ integration are described, and the
functionality of the TkCommDebug program for evaluating these steps is explained.
Operating Mode of the TkCommDebug Software
The main purpose of the TkCommDebug software was to verify that a large TEC setup, i. e.
a whole sector during TEC+ integration or two sectors during the TEC+ coldtest, was fully
operational. This task requires a complete, correct and unambiguous nominal description of the
setup to be tested. It must also be possible to extract from test data recorded with the system
sufficient information to compare the actual system to its nominal description.
Nominal System Description In order to know which modules are expected to exist in the
current setup, a xml file, named the geometry.xml file, had to be created that specified the geometry
of the test setup. In the case of TEC setups, this file basically contained for each petal in the
setup its location, specified by the sector number and disc, the type of petal (front or back) and
the petal’s barcode. The file also contained for each control ring the ID of the FEC controlling
that ring.
The software then queried the tracker construction database for a list of all modules of each
petal, including the module barcode and the module’s DCU ID as it was saved in the database. It
should be noted, that the assembly information in the database at this time was not necessarily
correct. TkCommDebug retrieved the DCU IDs from front end hybrid test tables, meaning that
it followed the assembly information in the database from the petal to the module and from there
to the hybrid level. In the tracker construction database, all tracker components are identified
through their unique barcode. When a component is assembled onto another part (the parent ob-
ject), then this parent object’s barcode is assigned to the component in the construction database.
It is possible that either a wrong hybrid barcode was entered into the database for a given module
during module assembly, or that a wrong module barcode was entered into the DB for a given
module position on a petal during petal assembly. Neither of module test software (ARC), petal
assembly or longterm test software and TEC+ petal reception test software checked that the DCU
ID read out during a module test matched the information already available in the database.
In a set of additional configuration files, the cabling of the analogue readout system was defined.
Here the nominal cabling at the fibre mechanics, and the distribution of readout ribbons to the
FED front ends were specified separately. If for any reason there was an intentional difference
between the nominal and the actual cabling, such differences could be declared in dedicated files.
This method had two advantages: first, the nominal cabling was not defined in the software’s code
but instead could be changed by simply editing text files. Secondly, since the nominal cabling was
the same for all sectors, only the files containing the deviations from the nominal cabling needed
to be updated when testing of a new sector started. A part of the TkCommDebug software read
in the cabling definitions and performed a series of consistency checks, e.g. verifying that all
AOH pigtails in the setup were connected to some FED input channel and that each FED input
channel had at most one AOH pigtail connected to it. Then these optical cabling information was
imported into the overall description of the setup.
The commissioning debug software constructed a list of modules that were expected based on
the geometry.xml file, on the information in the tracker construction database and on the readout
cabling definition. For each module, the software could thus obtain
 the module position within the TEC in terms of the variables sector, disc, petal type, ring
and position on the ring;
 the full control ring address of the module in terms of the variables FEC slot, FEC ring,
CCU address and CCU channel (I2C channel);
 the DCU ID;
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 the module barcode as read from the tracker construction database;
 all expected front end chips of the module in the correct multiplicity (especially the correct
number of APV readout chips and of optical readout channels), along with the chips’ I2C
addresses;
 all connections of optical readout channels: the location in the fibre mechanics to which any
given readout channel was connected, specified in terms of the ribbon number and the fibre
within the ribbon; and the input channel of the FED, specified in terms of the FED’s slot
in the VME crate and the FED’s input channel.
It was possible to search for modules in that list based on four different identifiers: the DCU
ID, an identifier for the control ring address, an identifier for the FED input channel, or a number
identifying the geometrical position of the module within the tracker.
Analysing Data from Commissioning Runs Each step of the commissioning of the readout
system provided new information about how well the setup currently worked. Every time a
commissioning run was performed, the output of that run was parsed using the TkCommDebug
software, and a list of problems (if any) was produced. The current step of commissioning was
repeated until the system worked as expected. This way, any problems were fixed at the earliest
stage possible.
Whenever commissioning progressed to the next step, the input to the TkCommDebug soft-
ware consisted of the final output of all earlier steps and the output of the current step, so that
information from different commissioning tasks could be combined. This combination of different
input sources can provide useful information because a problem in the current step may be related
to an unfixed or unfixable problem detected in an earlier commissioning step. As an example con-
sider a broken PLL chip. It can be detected very early in the commissioning procedure that this
chip is not responding to I2C communication. The corresponding module will still output some
data through the analogue readout link, but the module’s output cannot be properly synchronised
in the timing run (cf section 2.2.3 on page 26). This will lead to a not properly reconstructed
”tick” signal for this module, and since the tick height is used to measure the achieved optical
gain, the module will be listed as having a low optical gain. The standard procedure would now
be to check and clean the module’s optical connections, which will not have any effect because it
is the broken PLL chip which is responsible for this problem.
Frontend Device Check
The first step of DAQ commissioning consists of a scan for all front end devices connected to
the readout system. As during petal reception, this scan was performed using the FecProfiler.exe
command line tool of the FEC software and produced an .xml file (fec.xml file) which contained
information on all detected front end chips, including their bus addresses and parameter settings.
For the DCUs, the file also included DCU readings and the DCU IDs.
Checks The TkCommDebug program opened the fec.xml file and parsed it using methods of
the FEC software library to obtain a data structure that contained a list of all front end
devices described in the file. Since all front end chips of the same module have the same
control ring address up to the level of the CCU channel, the software now grouped the
detected chips into ”modules”. These two lists of modules, i. e. the list containing nominal
module information and the list containing for each module the detected front end devices,
were now compared. In both lists, modules could be identified by their DCU ID. At this
point, the following checks could be performed:
 Verification that all expected front end devices were detected.
 Verification that all detected front end devices were also expected.
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 Verification based on DCU IDs that all expected DCUs, and hence all expected mod-
ules, were detected on the control rings
 Comparison of the actual FEC ring address of each module to the nominal address.
Problem Solutions The first point in the above list of checks, the verification that all front end
devices were detected, is of course a redundant test which was already covered by the I2C
test, and problem solutions are the same as described there. Also including the reversed
check, that all found devices also existed in the nominal system description, added the
bonus of verifying this nominal system. If unexpected devices had been found, this would
have meant that either the geometry.xml file did not describe the setup correctly, or that
there was a bug in the TkCommDebug software.
If few, isolated mismatches of DCU IDs to FEC ring addresses were detected; or if few
DCU IDs from the setup description were not found in the actual readout data, but a
DCU with a different ID existed at the expected FEC ring address, then this pointed to
wrong information in the tracker construction database. TEC+ integration was the first
step of the TEC construction chain in which the correctness of the assembly information
in the database was verified in this way. In order for the TkCommDebug software to work
properly, DCU IDs that were saved wrongly in the database could be overwritten with the
correct values in the geometry.xml file. Information about wrong DCU IDs in the database
were forwarded to the maintainers of the tracker construction database, so that now the
database contains the correct DCU IDs for all modules in TEC+.
Large groups of mismatches between expectation and readout data, e.g. all devices of
whole petals or control rings being found with other control ring addresses than expected,
meant that either the wrong petal barcodes had been inserted into the geometry.xml file,
or that the control ring cabling was different from the one declared in the geometry.xml
file. Both types of errors could rather easily be verified and either the geometry.xml file or
the FEC cabling be corrected.
Connection of the Readout Fibres and Ribbons
With the connection scan, the DAQ software created a mapping between the control ring address
of the modules’ APVs and the input channels of the FEDs. The output of this run was again
written to a xml file, and this file was parsed by the TkCommDebug software using appropriate
methods from the DAQ software libraries.
Checks The commissioning debug software thus obtained a map of all individual optical con-
nections, and it created one group of connections for each module in the setup (the sorting
based on the control ring channels). This connection map could be compared to the nomi-
nal connection map from the setup description. The following checks were then performed
(in addition to the checks based on the fec.xml file):
 Verification that a signal from each optical readout channel was detected at some FED
input channel.
 Determination of any deviation of the actual cabling from the nominal one.
Problem Solutions Any dead readout link could have several sources, and it was generally not
possible to decide a priori where the problem was located:
 The corresponding laser might not be working or the AOH pigtail be not properly
attached to the laser.
 One of the fibres connecting the laser to the FED input channel might be broken.
Especially the unprotected AOH pigtails and the unprotected fibres in the ribbon
fan-out at the fibre mechanics were in danger of being damaged.
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 One of the optical connections along the readout chain might be dirty or not closed
properly.
If many or all fibres of the same readout ribbon appeared dead, this limited the field of
most likely responsible components to the ribbons in the services and multi-ribbon cables,
and the connections between ribbon and multi-ribbon cable and at the FED front end. If,
on the other hand, an isolated optical channel was missing, the problem could be at any
point in the readout system.
For testing the integrity of the readout ribbons in the service channel and in the multi-
ribbon cable, the ribbon’s connections at the fibre mechanics and the connection at the
FED front end was unplugged, visible light was fed into one end of the ribbon and it was
checked by eye that the light was emitted by all 12 fibres at the other end of the ribbon.
Before closing the connections, both ends of the connections were cleaned.
If it was found that a fibre in a ribbon from the service channels was broken, the corre-
sponding pigtail was moved to a free slot in the fibre mechanics. The possible movements
were constrained by the pigtail length and by the demand that all fibres of one module
must be connected to the same FED front end, and therefore also to the same readout
ribbon. In some cases it was therefore neccessary to move otherwise uninvolved fibres to
other slots in the fibre mechanics. All such movements were documented in the text file
defining intentional deviations of the actual cabling from the default cabling and are listed
in Tab. C.2 in App. C.2.1.
If cleaning connectors and moving pigtails to different ribbon slots did not solve the
problem of a dead fibre connection, the problem was most probably located in the AOH
or the pigtail. Such an assumption was, however, difficult to verify since these components
were hardly accessible with the petal being installed in the TEC. As was the case with
malfunctioning front end devices, a petal with uncurably dead readout fibres might be
exchanged, depending on the circumstances.
When fibre swaps were detected by the TkCommDebug software, and if it was clear that
the cabling description in the software was correct, the fibre swap was reversed at the fibre
mechanics.
Test of the Achieved Optical Gain
Information about the gain of the optical readout links could be obtained from the gain scan and
from the subsequent timing run. In the gain scan, the achieved gain at all four AOH gain register
settings was measured, and from the subsequent timing run, the tick height at the optimised AOH
parameters could be obtained. The TkCommDebug software used a software package named
TkDaqAnalyzer[133] to read in the TBMonitor files produced by the DAQ at the end of timing
run and gain scan and derive the quantities of interest from the histograms in these files.
Checks With a target gain of 0.8 V/V, a tick height of 640 ADC counts was expected, and after
discussion with experts from the optical links group, maximal deviations of ±25% were
accepted. The TkCommDebug software thus issued a warning if tick heights were outside
of the interval [480 ADC counts < measured tick height < 800 ADC counts]. These limits
could be adjusted via command line options if that was required by the user.
Simply checking the tick height is, however, not sufficient to make sure the gain of all
individual optical links is at its optimum. The optical readout system was designed such
that with optimal connection quality all laserdrivers were operated with GAIN register
value 0 at tracker operation temperature. This ensures a large safetey margin for the
case of deterioration of the optical link quality over the time of CMS operation. It was
estimated that the link quality was sufficient if at room temperature the achieved gain at
GAIN register value 0 was at least 0.32 V/V [133]. The TkCommDebug software used this
criterion to analyse the gain scan results.
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Problem Solutions Most optical connections that violated either of the above mentioned cri-
teria for optical link quality could be improved by cleaning the fibre connectors, mostly at
the fibre mechanics, but also the connections between readout ribbons and multi-ribbon
cables. If cleaning did not bring any improvement, it could be tried to connect an affected
pigtail to a different slot of the fibre mechanics.
6.3.4 Noise Analyses
Once all optical connections were fully debugged, the recording of pedestal data could be started.
For qualifying a sector, one pedestal run each was required in peak mode with and without bias
voltage, and one pedestal run in deconvolution mode with bias voltage. However, there were
many possible problems with the setup that were only spotted in the analysis of pedestal runs and
hence in reality many more pedestal runs had to be recorded until a sector was fully debugged.
Such problems could be loose electrical connections, especially on the 1.25 V supply line for the
front end devices or on the bias voltage lines. Bias voltage lines of the setup were not tested
before the recording of pedestal data, and the 1.25 V supply voltage is not needed for correct I2C
communication to the front end devices.
Because bias voltage was supplied to the modules, the TEC volume had to be sealed light-
tight. For this, the TEC’s carbon-fibre skins were attached and the rotation cradle enclosed in a
light-tight curtain. In order to reduce the relative humidity in the TEC, the detector was flushed
with dry air at a rate of about 200 l/min. After several hours, the relative humidity could thus
be lowered to about 35%.
Prior to TEC+ integration, no experience existed with a large TEC setup, powered using the
final type of power supplies, read out using final DAQ components and with the petals situated
inside of a TEC support structure. It was therefore not clear if the noise behaviour observed in
single petal tests or in test beam experiments could be extrapolated to the integrated TEC. Hence
the analysis of recorded pedestal data did not rely on the application of predefined cuts in an
automated procedure, but rather on manual investigation of the noise situation, using a set of
plots that were developed in the early phase of TEC integration.
For each of the 400 modules in a TEC+ sector, several quantities related to the detector noise
had to be taken into account, and it was clear from the beginning that it would not be possible
to look at several individual plots for each module. This required new representations of the
data to be created, which helped reduce the amount of individual plots to be monitored while
at the same time not hiding important details. These data representations are introduced on the
following pages. The examples here show a fully debugged setup and one could say that the goal
of debugging a TEC+ sector was to achieve a setup quality equivalent to that reflected in this set
of plots. Plots showing important intermediate setup problems are discussed in section 6.4.
Data Recording and Analysis
All other conditions being constant, the pedestal levels of tracker modules still vary with temper-
ature (see section 6.4.2) and therefore the pedestal levels drift after switching on the front end
devices until the system has reached thermal equilibrium. It was observed that after about 15
minutes of data taking, equivalent to about 2500 events, the pedestals had reached stable levels.
In pedestal runs used for qualifying a TEC+ sector, at least 4000 events were recorded, and the
last 1000 events of these runs were used in noise analyses. All noise analyses were performed using
the AC1Analysis software introduced in Chapter 3.
Module Noise Plots
The most useful and detailed information about a module’s noise performance can be obtained
from module noise plots as shown in Fig. 3.8 of chapter 3. If large deviations between the total
noise and the noise after common-mode subtraction are observed, it is also helpful to look at the
time evolution of the common mode as shown in Fig. 3.5 of chapter 3. However, with 400 modules
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per sector, data recorded in peak and deconvolution mode and in most cases several pedestal runs
to be performed until the setup was fully debugged, it would have been hardly possible to look at
every module’s noise plots individually and more compact data representations were needed.
Taking advantage of the human eye’s ability to spot irregularities in mostly uniform data, in
a first step the individual noise plots of all modules of one petal were combined into one single
plot which is divided into up to 28 sub-plots, depending on the number of modules on the petal.
Within this plot, the module noise plots are arranged in rows and columns, the rows indicating the
ring number and the columns indicating the module’s position on the ring. An example of such
plots is given in Fig. 6.11. Since the noise plots of the individual modules are scaled to a rather
small size, this kind of plot was named thumbnail plot. These plots show the measured noise of
each individual strip in a manageable way. For each pedestal run recorded with a TEC+ sector,
18 such plots were created, and another set of 18 plots was created showing the noise with and
without bias voltage to detect problems in the bias voltage supply.
Sector Overview Plots
For a quicker overview of the noise situation in a recorded pedestal run, a set of sector overview
plots was created based on quantities for which there is exactly one value per APV. The noise-
related quantities displayed had already been used during petal reception (cf. section 5.5): the
mean noise of the APV; the RMS of the noise of an APV, divided by the APV’s mean noise;
and the common-mode noise of the APV, again normalised using the APV’s mean noise. For
computing the mean or RMS of an APV’s noise, the noise after CM-subtraction is used and only
those strips are included in the calculation which have not been flagged as bad. It is also useful
to display the measured tick heights of the APVs in this way.
All these overview plots are constructed in the same way: a histogram is created with one
bin for each APV in the sector, i. e. with 1888 bins. The APVs are grouped according to the
petals they belong to, and within the petals, APVs are ordered by the ring number, the module’s
position on the ring and the APV’s position in the module. Petal boundaries are indicated by
vertical lines, and the fraction of the histogram belonging to a petal is labelled with a petal
identifier. The ordering of petals in these plots is such that first come the front petals of discs
1 . . . 9, then the back petals of discs 1 . . . 9.
These kinds of overview plots present a simple way of finding petals on which components are
not behaving in the typical way. For getting more information about which specific APV of the
petal is faulty, or what the strip noise of a suspicious module looks like, one can refer to the petal’s
noise thumbnail plot or an individual noise plot of the module.
Examples of overview plots for a whole sector are shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.14. Here sector 7 is
used, on which three APVs with problems were found during integration: one readout fibre of the
module mounted on ring 6, position 1 of the back petal on disc 1 was found to be broken, leading
to the loss of both APVs read out through that fibre. And one APV of the module mounted
on ring 4, position 3 of the back petal on disc 2 shows a very low noise level, accompanied by
a rather large number of strips with extremely high noise. This module’s noise plot is contained
in Fig. 6.11. The physical origin of the defect could not be diagnosed because the petal was not
extracted from the TEC structure for detailed investigation. Both these defects stick out clearly
in the overview plots of Figs. 6.12 and 6.14
Overview Plots of Mean Noise Values The topmost plot of Fig. 6.12 shows the mean value
per APV of the total noise and of the noise after CM subtraction in ADC counts. No normalisation
has been applied, hence the noise level for each APV depends on both the optical gain of the
readout link and on the sensor geometry. Across each petal, the noise shows the typical increase
following the strip lengths of the different rings. Still, one can easily recognise APVs whose noise
greatly deviates from the typical behaviour.
Normalising the noise (using the APV tick signals) and scaling it to the strip length of one
selected geometry results in a clearer picture of the noise situation. If the noise calibration based
on the tick heights was correct, one would expect to obtain a flat line. The fluctuations visible in
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Figure 6.11: Total noise and noise after CM subtraction for all modules on the back petal on
disc 2 in sector 7, in a thumbnail view. The noise has been normalised using the heights of the
APV ticks. The second APV of the module on ring 4, position 3 is clearly broken.
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Figure 6.12: Examples of overview plots for a whole sector. Top: mean total noise and mean
noise after CM subtraction in peak mode, without any normalisation. Middle: the same plot for
peak and deconvolution mode and with the noise normalised using the APVs’ ticks and scaled to
the strip length of ring 1. Bottom: the tick heights for all APVs of sector 7.
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the middle plot of Fig. 6.12 result from at least three different sources: variations in the actual
APV tick height, which depend on the components of the APV generating the tick; errors in the
measurement of the tick height; and differences in the actual noise level of the APVs.
As the noise before and after CM-subtraction is displayed in the plots, one can also spot APVs
with high common-mode noise, which results in large differences between the two histograms.
If whole groups of modules with suspicious noise behaviour appears in the plots, this can point
to problems with the power supply for the corresponding power group, as will be discussed in
section 6.4.
Tick Heights A plot of the tick height of all individual APVs, shown in the bottom plot of
Fig. 6.12, can help to better understand the noise levels. In the case of module 4.3 of the back
petal on disc 2 in sector 7, the noise in ADC counts is much lower than that of all other modules.
However, no APV of that module has an especially low or high tick height, meaning the gain of
the module’s optical connections is in the nominal range. Therefore the low noise level must have
its source in the APV itself.
On the other hand, one optical channel of module 4.1 on the front petal on disc 8 has a rather
low tick height, but after normalisation that channel’s noise level is in the usual range.
Common Mode Noise The common-mode noise of the APVs is visualised more directly in the
upper plot of Fig. 6.14. In order to make the plot independent of the optical gain, each APV’s CM
noise is divided by that APV’s mean noise after common-mode subtraction. Since the CM-noise
does not depend on the sensor geometry, a saw-tooth like structure appears in the plot which
mirrors the noise behaviour of the modules.
Noise Flatness As a measure of the noise flatness across an APV, the RMS of the noise of that
APV divided by the APV’s mean noise after CM-subtraction is used. The resulting numbers are
typically in the order of 0.025, as can be seen in the middle plot of Fig. 6.14. The badly damaged
APVs of sector 7 stick out very clearly this plot, but there are more APVs which show some
comparatively large deviation from the average. To give an impression of what the y-axis values
of that plot mean, the noise plot of that module which has the least flat noise is shown in Fig.
6.13. That module is mounted on ring 5, position 3 of the front petal on disc 5, and the fourth
APV of this module has a ”noise-flatness value” of 0.036. Although this value is about 40% above
the average, one would not suppose that the module is damaged.
Bias Voltage Test As during petal reception, the ratio of noise recorded without and with bias
voltage was used as a means to detect modules with a broken bias voltage connection. It turned
out that in the integration setup the cut value of 1.7 from the petal reception setup (cf Fig. 5.13
on page 97) could not be used. As can be seen in the bottom plot of Fig. 6.14, a large fraction
of the APVs has a value of this ratio below 1.3. This level was adopted as a warning level, and
all APVs with a value of the ratio below 1.3 were further investigated. It is unclear why the cut
limit for TEC integration had to be chosen much lower than in the petal reception test.
In many cases, not all APVs of a module violated the warning threshold. Since a module’s
bias voltage connection always affects the whole sensor, these cases were not considered suspicious
any further. Modules with all APVs having a noise ratio without/with bias voltage very close to
1.0 were regarded as serious problems and the setup was searched for possibly failing components.
Single-Strip Noise
To visualise the individual strip noise of all modules of a whole sector at once, a 2-dimensional
histogram was created that was divided along the y-axis into discrete slices representing the
modules of a certain ring on a certain petal. Along the x-axis, the single-strip noise normalised
using the tick heights was filled into the histogram slice. The noise of back petals was multiplied
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Figure 6.13: Module 5.3 of the front petal on disc 5 in sector 7. APV4 of this module has a
relative RMS of the noise of about 0.36, sticking out quite clearly in the middle plot of Fig. 6.14,
but there is obviously no serious issue with the module’s noise behaviour.
by −1 to geometrically separate the front petal tower from the back petal tower. The resulting
plot is shown for sector 7 of TEC+ in Fig. 6.15.
While normally behaving strips fill a closely confined area in this plot, individual bad strips as
well as large groups of abnormally behaving strips can be easily spotted. This christmas tree plot
thereby gives a feeling for the number of serious problems in the sector displayed.
Noise Distributions
Finally, a simple way to demonstrate that a sector is largely working as expected is the distribution
of the noise of all individual strips in the sector. After normalising the noise, the resulting distri-
bution should be narrow, with no tails. A typical example is the single-strip noise distribution of
sector 7 shown in Fig. 6.16.
6.3.5 High Voltage Stability
Close to the end of sector qualification, after the humidity sensors indicated low and stable relative
humidity inside of the TEC, the bias voltage for all modules of the sector was slowly ramped up to
400 V. Typical values of the relative humidity reached inside the TEC+ volume during integration
are around 35%.
6.3.6 Temperature and Humidity Probes
In each sector of the end cap there are more than 1000 temperature and about 10 humidity sensors.
Most of these sensors are located on the silicon modules and read out through the module’s DCU.
Since these probes are located on or close to the front end hybrid, where most of the power
dissipation takes place, it is important to read out these sensors during detector operation. In the
course of a sector’s qualification testing, DCU values were recorded during data taking, with bias
voltage applied to the silicon sensors. Data from these DCU readings are shown in section 6.5.
In addition, the humidity and temperature sensors read out via the DCUs on CCUMs were
read queried using a dedicated shell script. Finally, the sensors which are connected via the multi-
service cables were read out. A part of these sensors were directly connected to the interlock system
and hence monitored via the PLC, the other sensors were connected to a digital multimeter. It
was checked that these sensor values assumed reasonable values and if that was not the case, it
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Figure 6.14: Examples of overview plots for a whole sector. Top: the common-mode noise
normalised using the APV’s mean intrinsic noise. Middle: RMS of the noise normalised using the
APV’s mean noise, being a measure of noise flatness. Bottom: Ratio of noise without bias voltage
to noise with bias voltage. If the module’s bias connection is intact, the ratio should be greater
than 1.
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Figure 6.15: Plot showing the normalised single-strip noise in deconvolution mode of all strips
of sector 7, divided into individual petals and rings.
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Figure 6.16: Distributions of the noise of all individual strips in sector 7. The noise has been
normalised using the APV’s tick marks and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. Defective APVs
have been excluded from the plot, whereas flagged strips are shown. Individual histograms are
produced for the seven rings, and these histograms are stacked on top of each other.
was attempted to find the setup component causing the problem. This component could be a
cable or connection, or could be the temperature or humidity probe itself. A list of all known
problematic temperature sensors in TEC+ is given in App. C.3.
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6.3.7 Laser Alignment and Cosmic Data
The final steps of the sector qualification procedure consisted of a functionality test of the laser
alignment system and the recording of cosmic tracks. For the laser alignment system, it was
desired to have for each of the alignment modules in the sector at least one data set with an
appropriate light intensity, i. e. neither signal saturation nor too faint signal. Therefore data were
recorded for different laser light intensities. The recorded data were checked immediately so that
the exact measurement program could be adjusted on-the-fly in order to obtain good data for all
alignment modules. Analyses of the alignment data are given in [130, 134].
Using the cosmic trigger system, between 50 000 and 100000 cosmic events were recorded with
each sector of TEC+. These data are mainly used for studies of the detector alignment with
particle tracks. The detector timing was not optimised to the nanosecond level, so that the APVs
did in general not sample the signal pulses at their maximum. To obtain a sufficiently high trigger
rate, no selection was made on the arrival time of the trigger signals within the 25 ns clock interval.
During cosmic data taking, distributions of the signal-to-noise ratio were computed from data
samples to make sure the timing was reasonably correct. Due to the uncertainty of the timing, the
measurements cannot be used for comparison to the expected S/N or for calibrating the readout
chain.
The cosmic rate could, however, be used to test whether or not suspicious modules could detect
a particle passage. In a hit map with a layout similar to that of the single-strip noise ”christmas-
tree” plot (Fig. 6.15), the number of hits is filled for each APV. In Fig. 6.17, such a hit map is
shown for a cosmic run recorded with sector 7. As discussed previously, the module on position
4.3 of the back petal on disc 2 has one ”broken” APV (cf Fig. 6.11). When clusters found on or
directly adjacent to ”bad” strips are removed, only two hits are found on the bad APV, compared
to about 70 hits for each of the other APVs of the same module. The distribution of hits across
that module is shown in Fig. 6.18.
6.3.8 Photogrammetry Survey of TEC+
At several times during its integration, the actual geometry of TEC+ was measured in a pho-
togrammetry survey performed by CERN’s photogrammetry group. In the surveys, reflective
targets were precision-mounted at selected points around the end cap and the detector was pho-
tographed from different angles. From the photographs, 3-dimensional positions of the targets
were reconstructed which allow for an assessment of the assembly precision of the end cap struc-
ture. Photogrammetry surveys were performed before and after end cap integration in Aachen,
directly after the transport to CERN and directly before and after the insertion of TEC+ into the
tracker support tube [135].
Analyses of the laser alignment and cosmic data recorded with TEC+ and the photgrammetric
survey before TEC+ integration show compatible results for the displacement and rotation of whole
discs. The three measurements agree within 60 µm for translations and 80 µrad for rotations for
absolute displacements with respect to the nominal TEC geometry of the order of 100 µm and
absolute rotations of the order of 150 µrad [88, 136].
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Figure 6.17: Display of the number of cosmic hits per APV for all APVs in sector 7, from one
cosmic run. APVs with less than 5 hits are marked in red. Enclosed with a solid black line are
the modules on position three of the back petal on disc 2. The second APV of the ring 4 module
is defective and shows virtually no cosmic hits. Enclosed with a dashed line are the modules on
position 1 of the back petal on disc 1. The first optical channel of the ring 6 module is dead.
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Figure 6.18: Recorded number of hits per strip for the module on position 4.3 of the back petal
on disc 2 of sector 7. Strips flagged as faulty are indicated in a histogram at the bottom of the
plot (cyan/light gray).
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6.4 Difficulties and Problems Encountered During Integra-
tion
The integration of TEC+ did of course not always progress smoothly. Most problems encountered
were related to individual cable connections or other individual components and could be fixed
comparatively easily. However, a few problems emerged that were either annoying or caused
considerable delays to the integration schedule. The most interesting and/or severe issues are
discussed in the following.
6.4.1 Back Plane Bonding
At the beginning of mass production of TEC modules, the bias voltage connection between the
sensor back plane and the bias Kapton was established using conductive glue. The question
whether or not this connection would deteriorate with time had been raised already in summer
2005 and from autumn of that year some module assembly centers had started using bond wires for
the HV connection [137] (often referred to as back-plane bonding). At the beginning of 2006, new
doubts emerged concerning the glued bias connections, and petals with many modules without
back-plane bonding were considered ”bad”, but no decision was made as to whether such petals
might be accepted in the integrated TECs or not. At this time, the first sector of petals had
already been integrated into TEC+ and testing of that sector was on-going. 95% of the modules
in that sector only had glued bias connections to the module back planes.
In April 2006, after the first sector of TEC+ had been successfully qualified, the decision was
made to completely remove this sector and to rework 17 out of the 18 petals, and also to rework 31
more petals with many modules without back-plane bonding. Of these 31 petals, 19 had already
been tested in the reception test for TEC+.
The first sector that was integrated into TEC+ was sector 1, but since all its petals were ex-
changed, the original petal installation is referred to as sector 0 and the intensive testing performed
with these petals is documented in section 6.6.
6.4.2 Temperature Dependence of the Pedestal Levels
In order to quantify the temperature dependence of the pedestal levels, a long pedestal run was
recorded during which the chiller temperature was increased from 10◦C to 15◦C. The tempera-
tures measured via the DCUs were recorded at several times during the run and can be roughly
associated with event numbers from the pedestal run.
In the data analysis of that run, the pedestals were considered constant throughout the run
and no correction for slow common-mode fluctuations was performed. Hence the thermal drift of
the pedestals is fully contained in the common mode values, which are shown for a typical APV in
the left-hand part of Fig. 6.19. At the beginning of the run, a few 1000 events were recorded with
a constant coolant temperature. Over this period, only a small drift of the CM values is observed.
The change in the coolant temperature triggers a drastic drift of the pedestals of approximately
10 ADC counts per Kelvin. In the data from this period one can also clearly recognize the DAQ
pauses between two spills, during which data are collected from the FEDs and processed. The
length of these pauses, relative to the length of the data taking period during the spill, depends on
the capacity of the readout system and in the TEC+ setup the DAQ pause was typically longer
than the readout period. The spill size for the run was 200 events.
The drift amplitudes were computed for all APVs in the setup by computing the mean of 200
consecutive common mode values both at the beginning and at the end of the run. For each APV,
the difference of the two mean values was filled into a histogram which gives an average total
pedestal drift in this run of (51.3± 10.2) ADC counts.
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Figure 6.19: Drift of the observed common mode due to a change of 5 K in the coolant tem-
perature. Left: time evolution of the common mode on a single APV. Right: distribution of drift
amplitude for all APVs in the setup.
6.4.3 Power Connections
A recurring problem during integration were power connections that were not perfectly established.
Before testing a sector, the power cables had to be fixed to the sector’s patch panel at the bulkhead,
which was physically difficult due to the confined space underneath the TEC. In a few cases, a
power connector was not locked properly in place at the bulkhead, resulting in interrupted or flaky
connections on one or more pins. The same kind of problem could arise at the connection of the
cable to the power supply’s back-end. Pins in the power cable’s bayonet connector could be bent,
still allowing the connector to be locked in place, but without electrical connection on the affected
pin. An example of such a bayonet connector is shown in the left-hand part of Fig. 6.20, where
Pin ”V”, being one of the sense pins for the 1.25 V low voltage line (”S125-”) is clearly bent.
If the 2.5 V supply voltage is not present, modules cannot be operated at all and such problems
would be detected during the commissioning or at latest while the front end devices are being
configured for data taking. The modules can, however, be operated without the 1.25 V supply
voltage, which leads to unusually low noise levels and/or very high common mode contributions to
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Figure 6.20: Left: bayonet connector of a LIC with a bent pin (pin ”V” = ”S125-”) which could
nonetheless be mechanically connected to the power supply unit, resulting in a bad electrical
connection. Right: noise recorded with sector 1 of TEC+, with bad electrical connections on
power group 3 of the front petal on disc 3. The power group serves the modules of rings 5 and 7
which show a large difference between the total noise and the noise after CM-subtraction.
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the noise, affecting all modules of the power group served by the cable in question. An example of
such noise behaviour is shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 6.20. It is possible to detect powering
problems from the DCU low voltage readings, unless the problem is due to a loose connection
whose electical resistance may change with time.
The obvious solution to such a cabling problem is to reconnect the power cable in question.
6.4.4 Power Supply Oscillations
The CAEN A4601 power supply modules provided for TEC+ integration showed comparatively
large oscillations on the low voltage power lines (1.25 V and 2.5 V) with a characteristic frequency
around 600 Hz and amplitudes up to 100 mV. These oscillations lead to a high common mode on
the connected modules, a problem that had already been observed in TOB setups using the same
early versions of these power supply modules [138].
In the left-hand part of Fig. 6.21, the oscillations on the 1.25 V line of one power supply
module, measured with an oscilloscope, are shown. The scope was set to 20 mV per division in y
and 1 ms per division in x. Showing about 6 full periods across the displayed interval of 10 ms,
the frequency of the oscillations is approximately 600 Hz, with an amplitude of about 30 mV in
this example.
The right-hand part of Fig. 6.21 shows the common mode values of one APV for 200 consecutive
events, recorded at trigger rates of 5 000 Hz and 10 000 Hz. An oscillation pattern is clearly visible
in the common mode values, overlaying the normal ”white noise” common mode fluctuations. One
would expect periods of the oscillation of about 8.3 (16.7) events for trigger frequencies of 5 kHz
(10 kHz), leading to 24 (12) full oscillations over the interval of 200 events.
During the testing of the first sector, all power supply modules used in TEC+ integration were
modified in an undisclosed way by experts from CAEN (the patch is informally known as Service
Pack 2), after which no oscillations were observed any more. All power supply modules used in
the operation of the CMS tracker will have the same modifications installed.
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Figure 6.21: Left: 600 Hz oscillation measured with an oscilloscope on the 1.25 V line of one
of the TEC+ CAEN A4601 power supply modules. Right: Oscillation of the common mode of a
TEC+ module connected to an affected power supply module, recorded at trigger frequencies of
5 kHz and 10 kHz.
6.4.5 Multi-Service-Cable Connectors
During the testing of TEC+’s sector 7, the fourth sector being tested, strange and irreproducible
noise behaviour was observed, manifesting itself in unusually high noise or common mode on
seemingly random power groups. Noise and common mode measurements in four different runs
are shown in Fig. 6.22. Unusual noise and common mode values are observed at changing locations
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Figure 6.22: Noise measurements in sector 7 from four runs recorded in close succession, with
slightly different power cabling conditions. From top to bottom: Run 21313 with nominal cabling;
Run 21315 with a spare LIC cable used for power group 2 of the front petal on disc 6; Run 21316
recorded after wiggling the external cable; Run 21317 again with nominal cabling. Left: total
noise and noise after CM-subtraction. Right: relative common-mode noise. All data recorded in
peak mode.
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in the sector. After a systematic investigation, the problem was traced to the multi-service cables
of the TEC services, with the Molex connectors being the most likely location of loose connections.
Monitoring of the voltages and currents of all individual power sources showed unstable behaviour
on many 1.25 V lines. Changes in the power consumption of an individual line could be triggered
by wiggling the respective cable in the area of the Molex connector.
The power cables were investigated by experts from the company that had produced the multi-
service cables, and it was confirmed that indeed there was a problem with these cables: in the
Molex connectors, the end points of the individual wires are formed in a crimp connection. It
turned out that the crimping tools used by the manufacturer were inadequate for the small wire
diameters and soft radiation-hard insulation in the multi-service cables, especially for the 1.25 V
low voltage power lines.
It was decided to rework all multi-service cables of both TECs by cutting off all Molex con-
nectors and replacing them with new ones in situ, i.e. on the TEC. In the company, new Molex
connectors with about 10 cm of cables were produced, and these connectors were attached to the
multi-service cables with an additional crimp connection. Reworked multi-service cables including
the additional crimp connection are visible in Fig. 6.4
6.4.6 Reproducibility of the Common-Mode Noise
An interesting feature of the common-mode noise measured with TEC+ is that it has — in any
given setup — a different amplitude for even and odd APVs (where odd APVs are the APVs 1,
3 and 5 of a module with I2C addresses 0x20, 0x22 and 0x24 and even APVs are the APVs 2,
4 and 6 with I2C addresses 0x21, 0x23 and 0x25). As shown in Tab. 6.2a, in some sectors the
CM-noise is higher on even APVs and in other sectors it is higher on odd APVs. In most cases,
the differences are significant (the table gives the mean and RMS of the CM-noise distributions of
the respective APVs).
The debugging data recorded in sector 7 can be used for further studies: in Tab. 6.2b, the CM-
noise measured with odd and even APVs is listed for four debugging runs recorded with sector
7 in close succession and for the final run used for qualifying the sector. Between any two runs,
the power supply system was switched off, so that the readout system was newly configured for
each run. One sees that the ratio between the mean CM-noise seen on odd and even APVs is not
constant, and that also the overall level of the CM varies (but the problematic behaviour visible in
Fig. 6.22 also create shifts of the mean CM-noise). The different CM-noise on odd and even APVs
explains a feature of sector overview plots of the relative CM-noise, in which the histogram’s line
appears rather thick in some sectors and rather thin in others (Figs. C.3–C.10 (c)).
Normalised CM-Noise [e−]
Sector Odd APVs Even APVs
1 226.6± 16.6 256.3± 15.5
2 298.9± 19.2 324.8± 21.0
3 218.9± 16.7 231.5± 15.6
4 231.3± 14.4 251.2± 16.0
5 224.6± 19.5 258.4± 19.4
6 269.3± 17.7 249.7± 17.6
7 290.1± 17.9 275.2± 18.7
8 256.7± 15.6 252.0± 15.7
(a) Final data for all eight sectors in TEC+.
Normalised CM-Noise [e−]
Run Odd APVs Even APVs
21313 238.4± 24.2 252.5± 26.6
21315 292.5± 32.5 300.1± 33.4
21316 244.1± 23.8 284.3± 23.6
21317 241.9± 37.8 314.6± 32.7
final 290.1± 17.9 275.2± 18.7
(b) Data from debugging of sector 7.
Table 6.2: Common-Mode Noise in peak mode from TEC+ measurements, normalised using the
APV tick signals. For each sector the mean and RMS of the Common-Mode Noise of odd (1, 3,
5, device addresses 0x20, 0x22, 0x24) and even (2, 4, 6, device addresses 0x21, 0x23, 0x25) APVs
is given separately.
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6.5 Summary of TEC+ Performance During Integration
In the following the results from all eight sectors in TEC+ are summarised. The shown plots give
a snapshot of the system performance observed in Aachen at the end of the respective sector’s
integration. It should be noted that compared to the final system integrated into the CMS detector,
all cabling outside of the TEC is different (different power and multi-ribbon cables, additional
connections at the patch panel 1, different power supplies, FED and FECs, . . . ). Additionally,
three sectors (sector 1, 3 and 5) had the Molex connectors of the multi-service cables replaced
after recording the data shown here, and two petals in sector 2 were exchanged and a third one
extracted and reinserted after TEC+ had been shipped to CERN. Sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5 were
subsequently tested at CERN and results from this test are discussed in chapter 7.
6.5.1 Slow Control Monitoring
The temperatures and voltages monitored via the DCU were read out while the front end devices
of the sector were configured for data taking, typically while recording pedestal or cosmic data.
During testing, the primary chiller’s coolant temperature was set to 15◦C. Temperature sensors
attached to the cooling pipes at the inlet and outlet of the TEC showed typical inlet temperatures
of 16◦C and outlet temperatures of 19◦C.
Temperature and low voltage readings are shown in Fig. 6.23, where data are used only from
those 2700 DCUs for which calibration constants exist which are not flagged as bad.
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Figure 6.23: DCU measurements. Left: Silicon and hybrid temperatures. Right: Low voltages at
the module level. All values calibrated using individual DCU calibration constants. Only modules
with good calibration data are filled into the histograms.
The most prominent feature of the temperature distributions is a double-peak which is espe-
cially pronounced in the hybrid temperatures. The two peaks can be attributed to the modules
with four APVs and six APVs, four APV modules having the lower temperatures. This can be
seen clearly in Fig. 6.24, where the distributions of the hybrid temperatures are plotted for modules
with 4 and 6 APVs separately.
As mentioned in chapter 2, there is a small but systematic difference between using individual
DCU calibration constants or using one global set of calibration constants for all DCUs (Fig. 2.3).
However, out of the about 500 DCUs which do not have good calibration constants, most do give
reasonable temperature and low voltage values when calibrated using a global set of calibration
constants (Fig. 6.25). In fact, the fraction of modules giving values outside of a reasonable range
is the same for modules with good or bad calibration constants (1%).
Using a global set of calibration constants, only 32 DCUs do not give reasonable temperature
readings when operated at room temperature. Those DCUs are listed in App. C.3.4. An additional
four DCUs report too high values on the 1.25 V low voltage line. These are the DCUs on the four
modules of power group 1 of the back petal on disc 1 of sector 5. The latter problem may be due
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Figure 6.24: Temperatures measured via the DCU, divided into 4 and 6-APV modules. Left:
Silicon temperatures. Right: hybrid temperatures. All values calibrated using individual DCU
calibration constants. Only modules with good calibration data are filled into the histograms.
to problems with the power group’s multi-service cable, because during the cold test at CERN,
the recorded low voltages were in the normal range.
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Figure 6.25: DCU measurements. Left: Silicon temperatures. Right: 1.25 V operating voltage.
All values calibrated using a set of global DCU calibration constants.
In Fig. 6.26, the measured temperatures are put into a geometric context: In a schematic view
of the nine TEC discs, a box is drawn for each module. The plot is geometrically not accurate in
the sense that all modules have the same ”strip lengths” (size along r) and no overlap between
modules or petals is displayed. Modules are grouped into petals which are clearly separated from
each other, and a dashed line helps identifying sectors. The sector numbers are printed at the
inner radius of each sector, and the petal types around the outer perimeter of each disc (FPn is
the front petal of sector n and BPm is the back petal of sector m). The sector positions along φ
are approximately those of the actual sectors in TEC+, viewed from the interaction point. Within
a petal, the ring numbers increase radially and the module positions on the rings are counted
counter-clockwise.
Instead of the absolute module temperatures, the deviation of the module’s temperature from
the average temperature of its cooling loop are colour coded: red modules are warmer, blue values
are colder than the mean, and overflow and underflow are coloured in black and yellow. If no good
calibration constants are available for a module, a white box with a dashed black outline is drawn.
The plots reveal interesting details: as one would expect, the areas with the highest power
density are warmest. These are the double-sided rings 1, 2 and 5, which are especially visible in
the plot of the hybrid temperatures. In addition there is a slight decrease in temperatures from
disc 1 to disc 9. This can probably be explained by the fact that the spacing between adjacent
discs increases with the distance from the interaction point, i.e. from disc 1 towards disc 9. At
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Figure 6.26: Geometric distribution of temperature measurements in TEC+. Top: silicon
temperature. Bottom: hybrid temperature.
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Disc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
All modules Thybrid[
◦C] 34.9 35.7 35.6 35.0 34.7 34.6 33.0 33.2 33.3
Double sided Thybrid[
◦C] 39.6 40.4 40.2 40.3 40.1 39.8 38.9 38.8 38.6
Single sided Thybrid[
◦C] 31.8 32.3 32.3 32.0 31.7 31.7 31.1 31.1 30.9
Table 6.3: Mean values of the hybrid temperatures per disc.
the same time, the number of mounted modules decrases in that direction. And finally, during
testing, TEC+ was rotated such that disc 9 was at the bottom and disc 1 was at the top. The
mean hybrid temperatures for the nine discs are given in Tab. 6.3.
6.5.2 Optical Connections
The performance of the optical readout links was closely monitored during TEC+ integration,
resulting in a uniform and good quality of the readout chain. This is best illustrated in the tick
height distribution of Fig. 6.27 which shows that the target gain of 0.8, corresponding to a tick
height of 640 ADC counts has been reached on average and that virtually all APVs have tick
heights within ±25% of the target height.
The distribution of achieved tick heights alone does not give a complete picture of the optical
link quality, because it could be that a large fraction of lasers only reached a high optical gain
with the highest GAIN register setting, leaving no safety margin for the case of link qualitiy
deterioration. In TEC+, this is clearly not the case as is shown in Fig. 6.28. More than 80% of all
lasers have the GAIN register set to 1, making it possible to select a lower GAIN value when the
system is cooled down, and at the same time allowing for an increase of the laser’s output signal
by 67% when switching from GAIN 1 to GAIN 3.
In total, 48 lasers out of the TEC’s 7952 lasers (0.6%) had the GAIN register set to 3. Those
lasers are listed in App. C.3.3.
Finally, the achieved optical gain at the four different GAIN register settings is displayed in
Fig. 6.29. The plot is divided into the measurements with the three first tested sectors (1, 3 and
5) and the other five sectors of TEC+, because during the testing of the first three sectors, a bug
existed in the online analysis code which lead to a wrong computation of the achieved gain for
GAIN register values other than 0. Since it is known how the optical gain scales with the GAIN
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Figure 6.27: Measured tick heights of all APVs in TEC+.
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Figure 6.28: GAIN and BIAS register values of all lasers in TEC+ as set during integration.
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Figure 6.29: Achieved optical gain in TEC+. Left: Sectors 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8. Right: sectors 1, 3
and 5. During the integration of sectors 1, 3 and 5 a bug existed in the online analysis software
that lead to a wrong computation of the achieved gain for GAIN register values other than 0.
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Figure 6.30: Optical gains scaled from the gain measured with the GAIN register set to 0. All
sectors of TEC+ are included.
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register setting, it is possible to compute the gains at GAIN settings 1, 2 and 3 from the gain
measured at GAIN setting 0. This is shown for all modules of TEC+ in Fig. 6.30 and the laser
settings have also been chosen based on this scaled gain.
As can be seen from Fig. 6.30, most lasers reach the target optical gain of 0.8 V/V with a
GAIN register setting of 1, and the achieved gain has a gaussian shape for all four GAIN settings.
6.5.3 Noise Performance
The noise performance of the integrated TEC+ is most easily illustrated using a noise distribution.
A small complication comes from the variable gain of the optical readout links and from the
different module geometries in the end cap system which make it neccessary to calibrate the
readout links and to scale the noise to one selected module geometry. This procedure is detailed
in section 3.2.10 on page 60 and the results of normalising and scaling the noise measured in
TEC+ integration are shown in Fig. 6.31.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the dependence of the noise on the strip length is approximated
linearly, which is justified by the data recorded during integration in peak and in deconvolution
mode (Fig. 6.32).
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Figure 6.31: Distributions of the noise after CM subtraction in peak mode of all strips in TEC+,
divided into the individual rings. Plots are stacked on top of each other. Left: noise normalised
using the APV tick signals. Right: noise additionally scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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Figure 6.32: Normalised noise of all modules in TEC+ plotted against the strip lengths. The
uncertainties are given by the widths of the individual rings’ noise distributions.
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When all known defects and the flagged strips are excluded from the plots, narrow noise distri-
butions with small tails and virtually no outliers are obtained in peak mode and in deconvolution
mode (Fig. 6.33). The small number of strips with low noise (around 600 e− in peak and 1100 e−
in deconvolution mode) all lie on one APV with too many (18) dead strips, so that the strip
flagging algorithm of AC1Analysis fails to detect the defects.
In Fig. 6.34, the mean noise after CM-subtraction, computed per APV, is shown in peak and
in deconvolution mode. Flagged strips are excluded from the computation of an APV’s noise, and
all noise values are normalised using the APV tick marks and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
As can be seen from a comparison of Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34, the tails of the single-strip noise
distributions are caused by few individual APVs whose mean noise values lie at the edge or outside
of the bulk of the noise distribution. Apart from having higher normalised noise, these APVs are
generally not behaving in a suspicious way. The four modules showing the largest deviation from
the bulk behaviour are discussed in more detail:
Individual noise plots of these four modules are shown in Figs. 6.35 and 6.37. The reasons why
those modules show particularly high or low noise are unclear. The APVs of the four modules
have tick heights between 548 ADC counts and 720 ADC counts, with tick baselines between
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Figure 6.33: Distributions of the noise after CM subtraction of all modules in TEC+, normalised
using the APV tick signals and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. Known faulty readout chips
and flagged strips are removed from the distributions. Left: peak mode. Right: deconvolution
mode.
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Figure 6.34: Distribution of the mean noise after CM-subtraction per APV of all modules in
TEC+, in peak and deconvolution mode. The noise is normalised and scaled to the strip length
of ring 1.
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Figure 6.35: The two modules with highest normalised noise. Both modules are located on disc
1, ring 2, but in different sectors, one on a front petal and the other one on a back petal.
97 ADC counts and 154 ADC counts, showing that the tick signals used for noise calibration are
not saturated.
From the scaled strip-noise distribution in the right-hand part of Fig. 6.31 it is apparent that
the tail towards higher noise comes primarily from ring 2, and indeed two modules on ring 2 have
the highest normalised noise. The lasers of these two modules on which high noise is observed have
the GAIN register set to 2, i.e. to the second highest value, indicating that the optical connections
are slightly worse than average.
However, there does not appear to be a correlation between the selected GAIN register value
and the measured noise, as is illustrated in Fig. 6.36. For that plot, the mean noise of all APVs
has been normalised using the APV’s tick height and divided by the mean normalised noise of
the given module geometry. The resulting value is plotted against the GAIN value set on the
laser reading out the APV. The plot suggests no correlation between the normalised noise and the
GAIN value, as is confirmed by the correlation coefficient of 0.017.
Of the two modules with particularly low noise, one shows a rather big number of obviously
bad strips on the APV with the lowest mean noise (left hand part of Fig. 6.37). The other
module apparently shows an increase of the normalised noise across the optical channels. The
steps between the normalised noise of the individual optical channels suggest that either there is
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Figure 6.36: Plot of normalised noise values versus the set GAIN register values, revealing no
apparent correlation.
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Figure 6.37: The two modules with lowest normalised noise.
a problem with the normalisation of the noise, or that the lasers of this module generate noise
which is significantly different from the normal behaviour.
It is noticeable in Fig. 6.33 that the noise distributions in peak and in deconvolution mode do
not have the same shape: while the deconvolution mode curve is rather symmetric, including the
tails, the peak mode distribution is asymmetric, showing a small tail towards higher noise and
practically no tail at all towards lower noise. And, as can be seen in the four module noise plots,
the degree by which an APV’s or lasers’s noise deviates from bulk behaviour is sometimes different
between peak and deconvolution mode.
In Fig. 6.38, the distributions of the RMS of the APVs’ noise after CM-subtraction and the
common mode noise of the APVs, both normalised to the mean noise after CM-subtraction of the
APV, are shown. As discussed previously, the former gives a measure of the flatness of the noise
and the measured values are small, and narrowly peaked with only few outliers. The common
mode noise amounts to about 25% of the mean intrinsic noise of the APVs, and again, only few
outliers are observed among the 15904 APVs in TEC+.
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Figure 6.38: Distributions of the relative RMS of the APVs’ noise (left) and of the common-mode
noise fraction (right) of all modules in TEC+.
6.5.4 Defects
An interesting question at the end of detector integration is that of the fraction of known defects
in the completed device. Here one should distinguish between individual bad readout strips and
large scale defects, e.g. a defective APV or modules which cannot be biased. During TEC+
integration, about 0.1% of bad strips were found by the strip flagging algorithm of AC1Analysis
(Fig. 6.39).
The exact number of bad strips found depends on the data sample used for finding bad strips.
More bad strips are found in noise data recorded in peak mode compared to deconvolution mode
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Figure 6.39: Distribution of the percentage of flagged strips per module, based on noise data in
peak mode and in deconvolution mode, excluding (solid lines) and including (dashed lines) APV
edge strips. All modules with more than 4% of bad strips are filled into the highest bin. All
of these 11 modules have at least one defective APV. Defective APVs are not included in the
numbers given in the legend.
data. There is a good correspondance between the number of ”dead” strips, but in peak mode,
more strips are found to be ”noisy”. Especially APV edge strips appear noisy in peak mode data:
while only 0.11% of all non-edge strips are flagged as bad, 21.07% of all edge strips are flagged as
bad. In deconvolution mode, the difference is far smaller: 2.00% of all edge strips are flagged as
bad, compared to 0.09% of all normal strips. Generally, there is no reason to assume that more
edge strips than normal strips are physically damaged, and it appears not plausible at all that edge
strips are 20 times (deconvolution mode) or even 200 times (peak mode) more likely to be bad
than any other strip. One could tune the cuts for finding bad strips based only on the strip noise
such that either the ratio of flagged edge strips is about the same as the ratio of flagged normal
strips, or until the correspondence between flagged bad strips and strips which are known to be
physically damaged is optimised. This was, however, not done in the course of this thesis. The
treatment of bad strips is further discussed in sections 7.3.5 and 8.3.2, where strip flags recorded
with the same setup under varying conditions are discussed.
In the following, the number of bad strips found in deconvolution mode data, including APV
edge strips, will be referred to as the number of flagged strips. With that choice, 2413 individual
strips, equivalent to 0.13% of all readout strips on working APVs, are flagged as bad based on
measurements performed during TEC+ integration,
About the same number of strips in TEC+ is dead because of faulty components, listed in
Tab. 6.4. In some cases the defect is well-defined, such as two modules in sector 2 which cannot
be biased. Some of the dead optical channels are not completely dead, but only produce feeble
output signal. The same holds true for some of the dead APVs.
On one module it is sometimes problematic to access the APVMUX chip. In addition, one
APV of that module is considered dead. In the total number of lost strips, this module is counted
with 128 faulty strips, but the problems with the APVMUX may lead to the loss of another 384
strips. The two modules without I2C communication and the two modules which cannot be biased
do not appear as faulty in some data published from TEC+, because all these problems emerged
after several days of testing and in both cases the reference noise data had already been recorded
previously. Module noise plots of all modules with faulty APVs or lasers are given in App. C.3.
Taking together the individually flagged bad strips and the large scale defects, 6381 strips,
equivalent to 0.33% of one end cap, are considered bad at the end of TEC+ integration.
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Sector Disc Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C communication 768
2
3 BP
4.1 Cannot be biased 512
4.3 Cannot be biased 512
4 FP
5.3 APVs 4, 5 and 6 bad 384
7.2 No I2C communication 512
3 5 BP 7.3 APVs 2 and 5 bad 256
4 8 BP 5.4 Optical channel 1 dead 256
5 4 FP 4.3
APV 6 bad. 128
Problems with APVMUX (+384)
6 8 BP 3.1 Optical channel 3 low gain 256
7
1 BP 6.1 Optical channel 1 dead 256
2 BP 4.3 APV 2 bad 128
Total: 3968
Table 6.4: List of known defective detector components in TEC+ after the end of integration in
Aachen. The total of 3968 lost strips corresponds to 0.21% of all strips in one end cap. The affected
two petals in sector 2 were exchanged before insertion of TEC+ into CMS. The corresponding
table after this repair is Tab. 8.3 on page 185.
In sector 2, the back petal of disc 3 and the front petal of disc 4 were exchanged after the end
of TEC+ integration, removing all large defects known in sector 2. The valid list of all known
problems in TEC+ is therefore that given in section 8.3.
Next to the number of defective components, one should also check their distribution across
the detector. A graphical representation of the known defects in TEC+ is given in Fig. 6.40,
showing that large defects are not clustered.
6.5.5 Detailed Data from TEC+ Integration
It is not possible to include in this document detailed data from all sectors or even modules of
TEC+. The overview plots designed to give an impression of the data quality of a tested sector
have been introduced for one sector in section 6.3. A selection of these plots for all sectors of
TEC+ is given in App. C.4 and a complete selection of plots used for qualifying the TEC+ sectors
are published online at [141]. Raw data and results of data processing of all TEC+ sectors are
available in the CERN storage system CASTOR, the data locations are given in App. F.
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Figure 6.40: Geometrical distribution of defects at the end of integration across TEC+. The 11
Modules coloured in black have large defects affecting at least one whole APV. In sector 2, the
back petal on disc 3 and the front petal on disc 4 were exchanged before insertion of TEC+ into
CMS. The corresponding plot is shown in Fig. 8.6 on page 189.
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6.6 Sector 0 Cold Test in Aachen
Before being removed from the TEC, the sector 0 was fully tested at room temperature and in
a cold environment. In the room temperature tests, the integration test setup was commissioned
and the qualficiation procedures were established. Although all petals of that sector were later
replaced, some results of warm testing are quoted here in order to compare them to the results
obtained with the cold system.
6.6.1 Cold Test Setup
In order to safely cool down the end cap, several preparations had to be made. The most severe
change to the setup was an insulating envelope that was embedded into the TEC’s transport frame,
which only left feed-throughs for cabling and piping needed to operate the sector. A picture of
the cold test setup of TEC+ is shown in Fig. 6.41. To help remove humidity from the air, 50 kg of
silica gel were placed inside the transport frame, and for emergency warm-up, an electrical heater
was added into the cold volume.
Figure 6.41: TEC+ during the sector 0 cold test.
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6.6.2 Test Results
Measurements in the Warm
During the testing of sector 0, the primary chiller was set to a coolant temperature of 10◦C,
compared to a coolant temperature of 15◦C used during the testing of all other sectors of TEC+.
Therefore the recorded sensor and hybrid temperatures, shown in Fig. 6.42 are lower than the
typical temperatures reported in section 6.5.
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Figure 6.42: Silicon and hybrid temperatures read out via the DCUs of the modules in sector
0, warm setup.
It is noticeable that for about 25% of all modules in sector 0, no good DCU calibration
constants are available, compared to about 15% of all modules in the completed TEC. This may
be related to the fact that the modules used in sector 0 are from the first production batches.
For this reason, temperatures from sector 0 are shown both calibrated using the DCUs’ individual
calibration constants and calibrated using one global set of calibration constants for all DCUs.
At the beginning of the room temperature tests, a considerable number of problems had to
be solved that were related to various parts of the setup (cf. section 6.4), and the data quality
achievable with a TEC sector had to be understood. After all setup-related issues had been
resolved, four defects on modules in the sector remained, visible in Figs. 6.43 and 6.44 and listed
in Tab. 6.5. Indicated in the tick-height plot of sector 0 (left-hand part of Fig. 6.43) are two
additional APVs with tick heights just below 480 ADC counts.
Apart from these defects, the data quality is very similar to that of the sectors of the integrated
TEC+: narrow and gaussian noise distributions are obtained after normalising the noise using the
APV ticks and scaling it to one selected sensor geometry (Fig. 6.44). The noise flatness, measured
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Figure 6.43: Tick heights measured with sector 0 in the warm. Left: measured tick height for
each APV. Right: distribution of tick heights.
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Figure 6.44: Data from sector 0 in the warm. Left: mean intrinsic noise after CM-subtraction
per APV in peak mode. Right: distribution of the mean noise after CM-subtraction per APV
in peak mode and deconvolution mode, normalised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
Sector Disc Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips
0 5 FP 4.3 High and non-flat noise on
APV 3
128
0 8 FP 7.1 APV 6 dead 128
0 5 BP 2.1 No I2C communication 768
0 5 BP 2.2 No I2C communication 768
Table 6.5: List of defective components found during warm operation of sector 0.
as the ratio of the RMS of an APV’s noise to the APV’s mean noise as well as the ratio of the
common-mode noise to the mean intrinsic noise of the APVs are in the usual range (Fig. 6.45).
Both distributions have the same mean values as those of all APVs in the integrated TEC.
Comparing the mean scaled noise recorded with sector 0 to that recorded with the integrated
TEC+, a significant shift of the average noise values becomes obvious: in the integrated TEC,
the mean noise in peak mode is (985 ± 45) e− and the mean noise in deconvolution mode is
(1697 ± 56) e−. These numbers are 20% higher than the respective values measured with the
sector 0 setup ((819± 30) e− in peak mode and (1409± 45) e− in deconvolution mode).
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Figure 6.45: Data from sector 0 in the warm. Left: relative RMS of the noise after CM-
subtraction, being a measure of the noise flatness. Right: the ratio of common-mode noise to
mean intrinsic noise after CM-subtraction of the APV, for peak and deconvolution mode.
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This can be understood by the fact that during the testing of sector 0 in the warm, data were
recorded with MUXGAIN register of all APVs set to 2 instead of the recommended value of 4
that was used during the qualification of all other sectors of TEC+. As described in Ch. 2, the
APV’s tick height only corresponds to an 8-MIP equivalent signal when operating the APV with a
MUXGAIN of 4 and hence an additional calibration factor has to be introduced to normalise the
noise. With the warm sector 0 setup, noise in peak mode has also been recorded with a MUXGAIN
of 4, making it possible to determine that calibration factor.
In Fig. 6.46, the mean noise of all APVs is shown for MUXGAIN settings 2 and 4, without
any normalisation and normalised using the tick heights and scaled to the strip length or ring 1.
Between the two data takings, the setup was not altered in a significant way and both runs have
been recorded with the same settings of the front end devices, apart from the MUXGAIN register
values of the APVs. Therefore the difference in the noise levels can be attributed to that setting.
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Figure 6.46: Noise recorded with sector 0 in the warm with MUXGAIN set to 2 (red) and 4
(blue). Left: noise in ADC counts. Right: noise normalised using the APV tick height and scaled
to the strip length of ring 1; exactly the same normalisation is used for both MUXGAIN settings.
The ratio of the mean noise values measured with the two different MUXGAIN settings follows
a narrow, gaussian distribution as shown in Fig. 6.47. The central value of that distribution is
0.83 with a width of 0.01, meaning that with a MUXGAN setting of 2, the analogue gain of the
APV is on average 17% lower than with the recommended setting of 4. Since all data from the
integration of TEC- have been recorded with a MUXGAIN setting of 2 [139], that calibration
factor must be known in order to compare the noise levels observed on the two TECs.
Data with the MUXGAIN set to 4 have also been recorded in deconvolution mode. However,
these data show a lot of strange features that may point to setup problems such as no bias voltage
on a number of power groups. It is therefore not possible to compute the same calibration factor
for deconvolution mode as well. By comparing sector 0 data to those from the integrated TEC,
exactly the same ratio of the central values of the noise distribution is found in deconvolution
mode as in peak mode, so that apparently the analogue gain of the APVs is independent of the
readout mode.
Measurements with the Cold Setup
Sector 0 was cooled down to the lowest reachable temperature in one step. The coolant temperature
in the primary cooling circuit under these conditions was about −25◦C. Temperature sensors
at the cooling pipes close to the TEC indicated inlet temperatures of about −19◦C and outlet
temperatures of about −16◦C. Aided by the silica gel, the relative humidity in the TEC volume
had been lowered to about 5% at room temperature and was in the range of 30%− 50% during
cold operation. The temperature sensors glued to the petal inserts near the inlet and outlet of the
cooling pipes, read out via the DCUs on the CCUMs, indicated insert temperatures in the range
of −10◦C to −5◦C throughout the cold test, compared to about 25◦C during warm operation.
The temperatures read out via the DCUs cannot easily be compared to those measured in
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Figure 6.47: Ratio of the noise recorded with MUXGAIN = 2 to the noise recorded with
MUXGAIN = 4.
the warm setup, because a reset had been sent to the front end devices directly before the DCU
readings were recorded, meaning that the ASICs were not in the initialized state and hence the
sector’s power consumption was much lower than it would be during data taking. Temperature
measurements from the cold setup are shown for completeness in Fig. 6.48, both using the DCU’s
individual calibration constants and a global set of calibration constants for all DCUs. Both cali-
bration methods indicate mean hybrid temperatures around −3◦C and mean silicon temperatures
of around −8◦C for the cold setup.
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(a) Individual DCU calibration constants.
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Figure 6.48: Silicon and hybrid temperatures read out via the DCUs of the modules in sector 0,
cold setup. The modules were not configured for data taking, leading to lower power dissipation
than under operating conditions.
The whole commissioning procedure was repeated once stable conditions had been reached.
Since the laser output power also depends on the temperature, different AOH settings are expected
between warm and cold setups, if the same optical gain of 0.8 V/V is requested in both cases. This
can be seen in Fig. 6.49, where the optical gain for all different GAIN register settings is shown
for the warm and cold sector 0 setup. Clearly, the GAIN register will be set to 0 for most lasers in
the cold setup, whereas the typical value for the warm setup is 1. The comparatively large spread
in the achieved optical gains at any given GAIN register setting probably indicates a large spread
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Figure 6.49: Optical gain, scaled from the gain measured at GAIN register value 0, for all lasers
in in sector 0. Left: warm setup. Right: cold setup.
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Figure 6.50: Left: GAIN and BIAS register values set on the laser drivers of sector 0. Right:
measured APV tick baseline (dashed line), maximum (solid line) and height (opaque).
in laser temperatures across the cold sector 0. The gain of 0.8 V/V at GAIN=0 is much higher
than one would expect (an increase of about 10% is expected from the gain of 0.5 V/V measured
at room temperature, indicating that there must be some problem with these gain measurements.
Based on the data from the opto scan, one would expect the tick heights measured with the warm
setup to be on average 640 ADC counts, corresponding to the mean gain at GAIN=0.
The GAIN and BIAS settings chosen for the cold setup are displayed in the left-hand part of
Fig. 6.50, confirming the expectation that virtually all laserdrivers have their GAIN register set
to 0. The tick height distribution (right-hand part of Fig. 6.50) reveal a measured tick height
of 552 ADC counts which — making the approximately justified assumption that all lasers are
operated at GAIN=0 — corresponds to an average optical gain at GAIN=0 of 0.69. Because
the gain calculation in the analysis of the opto scan is based on tick height measurements, the
observations from timing run and opto scan clearly contradict each other. The data shown are
from two directly consecutive runs. The discrepancy between the two data sets was not noticed
during cold operation of sector 0 and hence no control measurement was performed. However, the
normalisation using the measured tick heights yields noise values in a sensible range (see below).
During the cold test of four sectors of TEC+ at CERN, the data obtained from opto scans and
timing runs agreed with the expectations (Ch. 7).
The measured tick heights of the APVs in the cold are on average much lower than the target
tick height of 640 ADC counts, with many ticks being lower than the lower acceptance bound of
480 ADC counts (left-hand part of Fig. 6.51). The noise data recorded in the cold (right-hand
part of Fig. 6.51) are unsuspicious, both in peak mode and in deconvolution mode.
There was one defect appearing during cold, but not during warm operation of sector 0: the
first laser of Module 4.3 of the front petal on disc 6 had a very low light output. The non-
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Figure 6.51: Left: tick heights of all APVs of sector 0, measured in the cold. Right: noise of
all APVs in sector 0 in peak and deconvolution mode, normalised using the APV ticks and scaled
to the strip length of ring 1.
normalised noise of that module is shown in the left-hand part of Fig. 6.52. One can see that the
intrinsic noise levels of both APVs of the affected laser are identical. The measured tick heights
of the two APVs are 4 and 92 ADC counts, leading to very different noise normalisation of the
two APVs (right-hand part of Fig. 6.52) but showing that the problem probably lies in the AOH
and not in the APVs. Experts from the optical link group suggested that this problem likely has
a mechanical cause such as a connector or solder-joint failure [140].
The single-strip noise distributions from the cold setup, shown for peak mode in Fig. 6.53,
show no suspicious features. As with the data from TEC+ integration, narrow distributions with
almost no tails are obtained. When the noise is scaled to the strip length of ring 1, rings 2 and
5 have on average a slightly higher noise than the other rings. This behaviour is also found in
integration data.
Comparing data from warm and the cold operation of this sector, one can first observe a
decrease in the normalised noise. Since the achieved optical gain depends on both the temperature
and the AOH settings, it is not useful to compare non-normalised data. The noise levels from
the warm and cold setup are displayed in Fig. 6.54 for peak mode, One can see that as expected
the noise measured with the cold setup is systematically lower than that measured with the warm
setup.
The amount by which the noise decreases can be seen in Fig. 6.55, which shows a distribution
of the ratio of the mean noise per APV recorded in the warm and in the cold setup. The noise in
the warm setup is on average 9% higher than in the cold setup.
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Figure 6.52: Strip noise in peak mode of module 4.3 of the front petal on disc 6, recorded in
the cold. Left: unscaled noise values in ADC counts. Right: noise normalised using the APV tick
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Figure 6.54: Noise levels after CM-subtraction in peak mode for all APVs in sector 0 in the
warm (red) and cold (blue) setup.
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Figure 6.55: Distribution of the ratio of the mean noise after CM-subtration per APV in the
warm and cold setups (peak mode).
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Putting all noise data from the warm and cold sector 0 setup together, the plot in Fig. 6.56
can be obtained which shows the measured mean noise after CM-subtraction, normalised using
the APV tick signals, of the seven TEC module geometries as a function of the strip lengths. For
peak mode in the warm setup, the noise recorded with the MUXGAIN registers set to 4 is used.
For deconvolution mode in the warm setup, the data recorded with a MUXGAIN setting of 2 are
scaled up by 20% for the comparison to cold data which were recorded with MUXGAIN=4.
One can see that the linear approximation for the dependence of the noise on the strip length
is justified. The shift of the noise levels due to the setup temperature is clearly much larger in
peak mode than it is in deconvolution mode. One should note that the APV parameters governing
the pulse shape have not been adjusted to the cold operating temperatures. Therefore the pulse
shapes of the APVs will not have the nominal peaking time of 50 ns, leading to non-nominal
output of the deconvolution algorithm In particular the pulse height in deconvolution mode will
not be the same as the pulse height in peak mode. Measurements with better adapted parameters
for cold operation have been performed during the cold test at CERN of two sectors of TEC+
with results which are slightly closer to expectations (cf. page 170 in Sec. 7.3.4).
A comparison of integration data to expectations based on calculations and earlier measure-
ments is presented in chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Cold Test of TEC+
After it was integrated in Aachen, TEC+ was shipped to CERN for integration of the end cap
into the tracker support tube. Before the insertion, four sectors of TEC+ were tested both at
room temperature and in a cold environment. Four sectors of TEC− were subsequently tested
using the same setup. The cold test of TEC+ is described in this chapter and results from the
testing are presented.
7.1 Purpose of the Cold Test
An obvious goal of testing the end cap before integration into the tracker support tube was to
verify that the detector had not been damaged during its transport to CERN. In principle, one
would have wanted to test all of TEC+, but the tracker schedule only allowed for the testing of
50% of the end cap.
Out of the four sectors chosen for testing, the sectors 1, 3 and 5 had been integrated and
qualified in Aachen before the multi-service cables had been repaired (cf. Sec. 6.4.5). Thus the
cold test at CERN was also used to re-qualify these three sectors. In sector 2, two petals were
exchanged at CERN. On these two petals, many large defects, leading to the loss of four whole
modules, had been detected during integration. The petals could not be exchanged in Aachen,
again owing to the integration schedule. Hence sector 2 was the natural choice for the fourth
sector of TEC+ to be read out in the cold test.
In addition, the end cap had previously not been tested in a cold environment (with the
exception of sector 0). It clearly is a good idea to test as large a fraction of the integrated
detector as possible under realistic operating conditions while the device is still accessible, i.e.
before integration into the tracker support tube.
Finally, the cold test setup served as a test bed for larger scale tracker operation, e.g. for
exercising the cabling of power supply racks etc. Since it was the first operation of a fully integrated
subdetector of the CMS tracker in a cold environment, safety guidelines for operation, including
interlock conditions, were worked out and exercised with the TEC+ setup. And a few days of
TEC+ operation were dedicated to the online software developers who for the first time had the
chance to test their software on a large tracker system for no other purpose than DAQ software
testing and development.
7.2 Cold Test Setup and Operation
Because the setup used during TEC+ integration already utilised final components of the tracker
readout system (cf. section 6.2), the test systems of TEC+ integration and of the cold test are
very similar. There are two main differences between the two setups: firstly, a cold room, set up
by the group from Lyon, could be used for the testing. This room provided active cooling down to
temperatures of about −30◦C, so that the chiller connected to the TEC services did not need to
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cool down the surroundings of the end cap. Secondly, two sectors of the end cap could be tested
at once, compared to one sector tested during TEC+ integration.
The test sequence was chosen such that in a first test cycle sectors 2 and 5 were tested, and
in the second cycle sectors 1 and 3. During the first test cycle, the cold test setup was completed
and commissioned, so that from the time of TEC+’s arrival at CERN to the end of the first test
cycle almost two months were needed. The second test cycle progressed much faster, taking about
two weeks in total.
Cooling System
The cold room offered a very well controlled environment for the testing, with a programmable
room temperature and air conditioning that typically kept the relative humidity below 40% at
room temperature. The TEC volume and the cold room could additionally be flushed with dry air
with a dew point of −70◦C at a rate of 200 l/min. The cold room temperature could be lowered
to below −25◦C, at the same time keeping the relative humidity below the dew point by freezing
out water at dedicated cooling elements inside the cold room.
Active cooling of the TEC devices was initially provided by one custom-made chiller with a
cooling power of 3 kW at a coolant temperature of −20◦C. It turned out that with this chiller, it
was not possible to reach silicon temperatures below approximately −5◦C when two sectors with
a combined power consumption of about 1.2 kW were connected. For the second test cycle and
testing of TEC−, an additional chiller was used which had previously been operated at the petal
reception test of TEC−.
Slow Control and Interlock System
An advanced prototype of the tracker’s control and safety system was provided for the TEC cold
test. This system consisted of a PLC to which 16 of the thermistors routed through the power
cables were connected. 16 pairs of pt100 temperature and Honeywell HIH-3610-001 humidity
probes [112] were fed into the PLC as well, which computed dew points from eight of these inputs.
Some of these sensor pairs were placed inside of the TEC volume, while others monitored the
conditions in the cold room or in the piping of the dry air system. A set of conditions under
which the power supplies would be switched off was established in cooperation with experts of
the tracker safety system. While the cold room controls could not be connected to the PLC, the
chiller for the TEC cooling loops emitted a signal in the case of failures, so that the power supply
system could be interlocked.
For information about the cold room conditions, additional temperature and humidity sensors
were placed at different locations in the cold room, e.g. above and underneath the end cap and
in the room’s corners. These sensors were monitored using a LabVIEW® based ”TRHX” system
provided by the group from Vienna.
With the installed sensors, the local relative humidity, temperature and dew point could be
measured at several locations inside and outside of the TEC volume, and it was generally demanded
that the measured temperatures were at least 7◦C above the dew point.
Power Supply System
Operating power for the module front end devices and the bias voltage for the sensors was provided
by 48 power supply modules (PSM) of type CAEN A4601 H, each PSM serving two power groups.
For powering the control ring devices, PSMs of type CAEN A4602 were available, each providing
power for four control rings. Five control PSMs were needed for the 18 control rings of two TEC
sectors. Of the needed 96 LIC cables, 48 were brought together with TEC+ from the integration
setup in Aachen. All cables were tested before and after pulling them from the power supply
modules into the cold room.
For controlling the power supply system, the current version of the tracker DCS [83] software,
based on PVSS [38], was available which represented the setup in a hierarchical way closely
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mapping the detector design. The power supply units (PSUs) were grouped into PSMs, control
rings and sectors, and commands could be sent to individual devices or to any logical group of
PSUs, for example to the whole setup at once. The same software could monitor the interlock
system’s PLC and indicate the PLC’s state, show interlocked power supplies etc.
Control Link and DAQ
The FEDs and FECs for the cold test readout were housed in two VME crates. In total, 24 FEDs
were available for the setup, 12 for each sector. The FEDs for one sector all shared the same crate.
Two VME FECs were used for each of the two sectors. Due to technical limitations, all FECs had
to be put into the same crate. The same scheme of connecting the readout fibres to the FEDs
was used for both sectors, and the connection of control rings to the FECs was the same for both
sectors, too (The cabling schemes are given in App. C).
The data acquisition for the cold test showed a number of significant differences compared to the
software used for TEC+ integration. The two greatest changes are related to the control software
for the DAQ system and to the device configurations. For controlling the TEC setup, the current
tracker implementation of the RCMS service could be used, partly replacing the hyperDAQ system
used during TEC+ integration. HyperDAQ interfaces still were needed for special configuration
tasks throughout system commissioning, but for normal running of the configured system, the
RCMS interface was typically sufficient. Device configurations for the front end ASICs, FEDs and
for the connection map of FED inputs to front end devices were no longer saved to XML files but
into the tracker configuration database.
With these two differences, the operation of the cold test system was considerably closer to the
foreseen modus operandi of the tracker during operation at the LHC. However, both features were
rather new developments and DAQ configuration as well as database access were still being worked
on extensively at the time of the TEC+ coldtest, so that running and especially commissioning the
system required much knowledge of the setup, the software and the database functionalities. An
extensive guide to the DAQ system for the TEC+ cold test was written and constantly updated
during the TEC+ cold test, providing detailed information for not-quite expert users and for the
operators of the TEC− cold test.
Setup Debugging: During the TEC+ cold test, the DAQ software did not yet contain features
for aiding defect searching on a level comparable to the TkCommDebug software developed for
TEC+ integration (Sec. 6.3.3 on p. 116). Such a software, making use of the tracker’s Data
Quality Monitoring (DQM) framework [142], was being worked on but was not in a useable state.
For this reason, the TkCommDebug software was also used for analysing the output of detector
commissioning during the cold test. For simplicity, the needed XML device description files were
extracted from the configuration database, rather than changing the software to directly access
this database.
The discussed differences notwithstanding, the readout system was commissioned in the same
way as during integration, and the search for defects and problem solutions followed the procedures
described in chapter 6.
PSU-DCU-Scan A new run type had been introduced into the DAQ software which uses the
detector control system to switch on individual power supply units and to scan all control rings for
DCUs powered by the given PSU. A map of DCU IDs to power supply units can thus be created
which is needed for the detector control system to match PSUs to tracker parts such as power
groups and their locations in the detector. For the cold test setup, this map had already been
created manually by the DCS group and the PSU-DCU-scan was mainly performed as a test of
the general functionality. Using a small application created ad-hoc for analysing the output of this
run, it could be verified that at least the following information about the system can be obtained:
 Correctness of cabling: the PSU name encodes the power group it supplies. If a correct map
of DCU IDs to module positions is available, it can be verified that all DCUs detected at a
given PSU are indeed located on the corresponding power group.
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 Non-working DCUs can be found by comparing the list of DCUs known to exist in the power
group to the list of detected DCUs.
 Because the test also scans the control rings and control ring power supplies, the cabling
and basic functionality of the control rings can be verified.
 If mismatches of only few DCU IDs to power cables are observed, this points at wrong
information in the mapping of DCU IDs to module positions which can thus be corrected.
This scan is especially useful because it can be performed very early during operation and
does not depend on a fully functional DAQ setup. Notably, it does not require FED readout but
relies only on power cables and the control rings to be connected. Due to changes made to the
DAQ software in the course of the TEC+ cold test, the PSU-DCU-scan could only be successfully
performed for the first tested setup (sectors 2 and 5) and did not work when it was tried with
sectors 1 and 3. For future usage, a full list mapping DCU IDs to module identifiers in TEC+
was given to the group preparing tracker cabling at Point 5.
7.2.1 Measurements Performed in the Cold Test
The measurement program followed the procedures established during the integration of TEC+:
during the commissioning of the readout system, setup problems such as bad electrical or optical
cabling were corrected and after all problems were solved, one sequence of commissioning runs was
performed, so that good data were available from all types of runs up to the timing alignment.
Pedestals were recorded without bias voltage in peak mode and with bias voltage in peak and in
deconvolution mode. A trigger for the laser alignment system could not be established in time
for the TEC+ cold test, and the recording of cosmic data was not foreseen. In addition to the
pedestal data, all DCUs were read out while the system was configured for data taking or during
pedestal runs. With the first setup (sectors 2 and 5), the system was not in the configured state
during the DCU readout in the cold, so that the recorded silicon and hybrid temperatures are
lower than the actual temperatures during data taking.
The system debugging was performed with the system at room temperature, where the end
cap was accessible. One full set of reference data was recorded both with the warm and with the
cold setup. Pedestal runs in peak mode with bias voltage were performed after the system had
reached room temperature again, without repeating the system commissioning. Instead, the front
end settings chosen previously for warm operation were re-used.
7.3 Analysis of Cold Test Data
In this section, the results of TEC+ readout at room temperature and in a cold environment are
given. The main focus here lies on the comparison of data recorded in Aachen to those recorded
at CERN, and of data recorded before cooling down to those recorded with the cold system and
after warming up again.
7.3.1 Slow Control Measurements
The temperatures and low voltages read out through the DCUs on the silicon modules during
warm operation are shown in Fig. 7.1. With a room temperature of about 20◦C and a coolant
temperature of 15◦C at the chiller’s outlet, the operating conditions were similar to those during
sector qualification in Aachen, and the temperatures recorded by the DCUs are in the same range
at both setups. As reported in chapter 6, four modules from sector 5 had shown unusually low
values on the 1.25 V line during TEC+ integration. These modules are contained in Fig. 7.1b
which does not show any outliers. The irregularity in the integration setup may have been due
to the sector’s multi-service cables which had been reworked between the integration test and the
measurement at CERN.
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Figure 7.1: DCU readout from the warm setup.
As mentioned in chapter 5, there were some doubts about the validity of sensor bias current
measurements from the DCUs in the case of the small leakage currents typical for unirradiated
sensors. This was investigated in a dedicated measurement for which the bias voltage for all
modules of sector 2 was switched off. The leakage currents reported by the DCUs under these
conditions are compared to the values obtained from the same modules while the bias voltage was
set to 250 V. The results are shown in Fig. 7.2, both using the individual calibration constants
of the DCUs and using a global set of calibration constants for all DCUs. There is virtually no
difference in the observed currents, indicating that most likely these low bias currents read out
via the DCUs are meaningless.
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Figure 7.2: Sensor bias currents read out via the DCUs in sector 2.
Cold operation of the modules was carried out with the lowest achievable temperature of the
coolant provided to the TEC’s cooling loops. The chiller temperature was lowered in steps of 5◦C
to 10◦C to give the operators time to react to potential problems. For safety reasons, the cold
room temperature was always kept lower than the chiller temperature, so that the coldest point of
the setup was always outside of the TEC volume. Data taking was only performed after the lowest
achievable temperature had been reached and the temperature sensors indicated stable conditions.
The temperatures recorded during cold operation of the four sectors of TEC+ tested in the cold
are shown in Fig. 7.3. For about 100 modules from sector 5 there are no data from the cold setup
because of human errors: the data taking was interrupted before all DCUs had been read out. In
addition, the system was not configured for data taking during the DCU readout of sectors 2 and 5,
therefore the temperatures shown in Fig. 7.3a are lower than the actual temperatures during data
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Figure 7.3: Temperature measurements from the DCUs, cold setup.
taking with these sectors. For the second setup, sectors 1 and 3, data from all modules have been
recorded during data taking. The temperatures reached are about −10◦C for the silicon sensors
and around 0◦C for the front end hybrids (Fig. 7.3b), giving a reduction in module temperatures
of 30◦C to 40◦C compared to operation at room temperature.
The measured operating voltages for the front end devices are in the expected range for both
sectors (Fig. 7.4). It is a known property of the tracker setups that there is a small voltage drop
once the devices are configured for data taking and thus start consuming more electrical power,
which explains the small difference between the mean values of the measured voltages from the
two setups. In sectors 1 and 3 , the low voltages measured with the cold setup are on average the
same as those observed during warm operation.
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Figure 7.4: Low voltage measurements from the DCUs, cold setup.
7.3.2 Optical Connections
With the exception of the exchanged petals in sector 2, the optical connections inside of the TEC
volume, i.e. those at the fibre mechanics, had not been changed since the sector qualification
during TEC+ integration. However, all optical connections outside of the TEC volume, i.e. those
from the ribbons of the TEC services to multi-ribbon cables and those from multi-ribbon cables
to the FED front ends, were newly established at CERN. For assuring well established optical
connections on all readout lines, the same procedures were followed as during TEC+ integration.
The resulting distribution of measured tick heights is shown in Fig. 7.5a. There are two outliers
in adjacent bins around 400 ADC counts, belonging to the two APVs of the first optical channel
of module 5.3 on the back petal on disc 1 in sector 3. The GAIN of the corresponding laser is
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Figure 7.5: Tick heights recorded with the cold test setup.
set to the maximum value of 3. These two APVs had tick heights of 619 and 609 ADC counts at
a laser driver GAIN setting of 1 when they were tested in the course of TEC+ integration. The
difference may be due to the cabling outside of the TEC volume, or the optical connection inside
of the end cap may have deteriorated since the testing in Aachen.
The distribution of tick heights measured during cold operation of the four sectors (Fig. 7.5b)
has a strikingly different shape than that obtained with the warm setup. The reason for this lies in
the increased optical gain of the lasers at lower temperatures. The achieved gain for all four GAIN
register settings of the laser drivers is shown for the warm and cold setups in Fig. 7.6. While in the
warm most lasers reach the target gain of 0.8 V/V with a GAIN setting of 1, there are virtually
no lasers with a gain of exactly 0.8 V/V when the setup is operated at silicon temperatures of
about −10◦C. Because the GAIN setting yielding an optical gain closest to 0.8 V/V is chosen
for operation, about half the lasers are operated with a GAIN setting of 0, the other half with a
GAIN setting of 1. This is shown directly in Fig. 7.7, where the measured tick heights are plotted
individually for lasers operated with GAIN 0 and GAIN 1.
From Fig. 7.6 one can see that the optical gain of the readout links increases by about 15%
when the system is cooled down by about 35 ◦C. This increase is higher than the increase of about
10% expected after measurements with a small sample of analogue opto hybrids [114, 143].
It is noteworthy that the quality of the optical connections did not decrease when the system
was cooled down significantly, even after more than one cooling cycle. This is a requirement for
reliable tracker operation at the LHC, as it must be expected that the tracker will undergo several
cooling cycles during its lifetime.
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Figure 7.6: Achieved optical gain of the readout links for the four different GAIN register settings
of the laser drivers.
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Figure 7.7: Tick heights obtained with laser driver GAIN settings of 0 and 1.
7.3.3 Noise Measurements with the Warm Setup
All noise studies presented in this section use noise after common-mode subtraction, normalised
using the APV tick signals and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. The single-strip noise distribu-
tions recorded with TEC+ sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5 at room temperature during the testing at CERN
are shown in Figs. 7.8a and 7.8b, where defective APVs and flagged strips have been excluded from
the plots. The central values of the distributions of 972 e− (peak) and 1705 e− (deconvolution)
are compatible with the values observed during TEC+ integration (984 e− in peak and 1697 e−
in deconvolution mode, cf. Fig. 6.33 on page 142).
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(b) Deconvolution mode.
Figure 7.8: Single-strip noise distributions recorded at room temperature. Noise values are
normalised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
The common-mode noise on average amounts to 24% (22%) of the mean intrinsic noise of
the APVs in peak (deconvolution) mode (Fig. 7.9a), which is slightly higher than the values of
22% (21%) measured during TEC+ integration. The distribution has no outliers, showing that all
APVs behave in the same way. The noise flatness, measured as the RMS of an APV’s noise divided
by the mean intrinsic noise of the APV (Fig. 7.9b), is fully compatible with the measurements
from TEC+ integration.
The source of the higher common-mode noise (compared to the integration setup) is not clear.
Fig. 7.10 shows the relative CM-noise of the APVs in sectors 2 and 5 measured in Aachen and
at CERN. The two sectors were read out simultaneously, but sector 5 clearly shows an increase
in the relative CM-noise compared to TEC+ integration, while there is no substantial difference
in the data from sector 2. On the setup for sectors 1 and 3, higher common mode noise than
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Figure 7.9: Distributions of the common-mode fraction and of the noise flatness, for peak and
deconvolution mode.
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Figure 7.10: Common-mode noise of the APVs in sectors 2 and 5, divided by the mean noise of
the respective APV, measured during TEC+ integration (dark red) and after transporting TEC+
to CERN (light blue).
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Figure 7.11: Ratio of the relative CM-noise measured in Aachen and at CERN (peak mode).
Individual distributions are shown for the four sectors tested in the cold test.
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during integration was observed as well. Individual distributions of the ratio of the relative CM-
noise from integration and the CERN setup are given in Fig. 7.11 for the four sectors tested with
both setups. It should be kept in mind that the common mode is not fully reproducible even in
consecutive runs recorded with the same setup as discussed in Ch. 6.
The noise measured with the warm setup was compared to the noise observed in Aachen by
subtracting the noise of each individual strip measured at CERN from the noise of the strip
measured in Aachen. The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 7.12a for peak mode and in
Fig. 7.12b for deconvolution mode.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of the strip-by-strip difference of the noise measured in Aachen and at
CERN.
There is a small decrease in the noise of about −13 e− — equivalent to 1.3% of the mean
noise measured during integration — in peak mode, and a very small increase of about +5 e− —
equivalent to 0.3% of the mean noise measured during integration — in deconvolution mode. In
both readout modes, the mean difference is compatible with zero within one standard deviation.
If not the noise values of individual strips are compared, but rather the mean noise values of
the APVs, the distributions become more narrow, with practically the same mean value of the
gaussian fitted to the data (Fig. 7.13). The differences in the widths of the distributions of the
strip-noise differences and the APV-noise differences can be explained by the strip-noise variation
within the APVs which consistently amounts to 2.5% of the mean noise of the APVs, equivalent to
25 e− in peak mode and 42 e− in deconvolution mode. Quadratically adding this noise variation
to the width of the distribution of APV-noise differences yields the width of the distribution of
strip-noise differences.
The noise differences are only computed for strips that are not flagged as bad by the analysis
software and for APVs that are not known to be faulty. And only those modules are included
which have the same DCU ID according to readout in both setups, so that the modules of petals
which have been exchanged at CERN are not included. Known defects in the cold test setup are
discussed in Sec. 7.3.5.
This comparison of the strip- and APV-noise measured before and after the transport of TEC+
from Aachen to CERN demonstrates the robustness of the TEC system. The small mean value
of the noise differences indicates a very good reproducibility of the system behaviour, considering
that virtually every component of the readout system outside of the end cap had been replaced
between the two measurements. The absence of outliers in the distributions shows that there are
no significant irregularities in the presented data.
There is, however, an interesting feature in the data: of the 24 APVs with a noise difference
between the measurements in Aachen and at CERN greater than +125 e− in peak mode, 17 are
located on ring 2 modules, while two each are located on rings 1, 3 and 6 and one such APV is
on a ring 5 module. Similarly, in deconvolution mode there are 29 APVs with a noise difference
greater than +125 e−, and 19 of these are on ring 2 modules, while 1 is on a ring 1 module, 6
are on ring 5 modules and 3 are on ring 6 modules. Moreover, in both readout modes the clear
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(a) Peak mode.
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Figure 7.13: Distribution of the difference of the mean noise per APV measured in Aachen and
at CERN.
majority of APVs with large noise differences is located on position 2.1 of the respective petal (11
in peak mode and 16 in deconvolution mode). In other words, about half the APVs on which the
noise measured during TEC+ integration was significantly higher than the noise measured after
transport to CERN are located on module position 2.1.
When considering noise differences smaller than −100 e−, the distribution of matching APVs
across the rings does not show such a clear preference for any module geometry. In peak mode,
there is only a very small number of APVs in the tail of the distribution, resulting in five APVs
with a noise difference below −100 e−. In deconvolution mode, 56 APVs have a noise difference
smaller than −100 e−. Of these, 14 are on ring 3 and 17 on ring 4. On the other rings, there are
about 5 such APVs. There is no distinguished module position in this data sample.
The origin of these outliers is not always clear. In some cases, the actual strip noise measured
in Aachen is most probably really different from the strip noise measured at CERN, e.g. in the
case of module 3.1 of the front petal on disc 1 of sector 5 (Fig. 7.14), where the noise in peak mode
measured during integration is comparatively high on the first two APVs, while in deconvolution
mode, all APVs have practically the same normalised noise. The tick heights used for noise
normalisation are the same for peak and deconvolution mode. In other cases, it is more difficult
to say whether an APV really shows increased noise in either of the setups, or whether there is a
problem with the normalisation of the noise such as a wrong determination of the tick height or a
change in the actual optical gain between the recording of the tick data and the recording of the
noise data.
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Figure 7.14: Strip noise of module 3.1 of the front petal on disc 1 in sector 5 which shows (in
peak mode) the largest difference in the noise between the measurements in Aachen and at CERN.
The noise is normalised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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7.3.4 Noise Measurements with the Cold Setup
Once the system was cooled down and had reached stable conditions, the full DAQ commissioning
sequence was performed and pedestal data were recorded in peak and in deconvolution mode.
The resulting single-strip noise distributions are shown in Fig. 7.15. As usual, the noise has been
normalised using the APV tick signal and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. Known defective
APVs and flagged strips are not included in the histograms. In both readout modes, there are two
groups of significant outliers which also show up in the distribution of the mean noise computed
per APV (Fig. 7.16).
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(a) Peak mode.
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(b) Deconvolution mode.
Figure 7.15: Single-strip noise distributions recorded with the cold setup. Noise values are
normalised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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Figure 7.16: Distribution of the mean noise after CM-subtraction per APV in peak and decon-
volution mode in the cold setup.
By comparing Fig. 7.15 to Fig. 7.16, one can see that there are three APVs with comparatively
low noise and a number of APVs with comparatively high noise. Low noise is observed on the
first laser of module 7.5 of the back petal on disc 2 in sector 2 and on the first APV of module 4.3
on the back petal on disc 3 in sector 3. The APVs with highest noise, i.e. above about 1200 e− in
peak mode and above about 2000 e− in deconvolution mode, are the twelve APVs of the two ring
2 modules of the back petal on disc 4 in sector 5. Single-module noise plots of these four modules
are given in Figs. 7.17, 7.18.
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Figure 7.17: The two modules with very low noise in the cold setup.
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Figure 7.18: The two modules with very high noise in the cold setup.
Of the modules with low noise, the one in sector 2 (left-hand plot in Fig. 7.17), clearly has
a problem with the first laser, either bad optical connections or another problem affecting the
whole optical channel. During the gain scan, optical gains below 0.01 were measured for all GAIN
register settings. In the subsequent timing run, however, a tick height of about 500 ADC counts
was measured, but during pedestal data taking, the optical gain was obviously very low again. On
the module in sector 3 (right-hand part in Fig. 7.17), only one APV shows very low noise, so that
the origin for this behaviour probably lies within the APV itself.
The fact that the two modules with extremely high noise form the entire power group 1 of
their petal makes it probable that the high noise originates from a powering problem. All lasers
of these modules have tick heights in the usual range, leading to the assumption that for unclear
reasons these modules had higher intrinsic noise during cold operation.
In Fig. 7.19, the noise measured at CERN before cooling down is compared to the noise
measured during cold operation by computing for each strip the difference between the noise from
the cold setup and the noise from the warm setup. As usual, the noise after CM-subtraction,
normalised using the APV tick signals and scaled to the strip length of ring 1 is used.
The shape of the resulting distribution unsurprisingly shows the same features as that of the
normalised strip noise from the cold setup, because the noise distribution from the warm setup is
mostly symmetric and has no significant tails or outliers.
Comparing Fig. 7.19 to the corresponding distribution of differences of mean values of the noise
per APV (Fig. 7.20) shows that tails and outliers arise from few individual APVs. The APVs
with the largest deviations from bulk behaviour are the ones with low and high noise mentioned
above.
With the reduction of silicon and hybrid temperatures by about 35◦C, a reduction of the noise
by 75 e− (57 e−), equivalent to 7.7% (3.3%) of the noise measured with the warm setup, is
observed in peak mode (deconvolution mode). While the reduction of the noise in peak mode
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(a) Peak mode.
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(b) Deconvolution mode.
Figure 7.19: Distribution of the strip-by-strip difference of the noise measured during and before
cold operation of the cold test setup.
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(a) Peak mode.
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(b) Deconvolution mode.
Figure 7.20: Distribution of the difference of the mean noise per APV measured during and
before cold operation of the cold test setup.
roughly agrees with the expectation (about 10% for a reduction of the temperature by 40◦C), the
change of the noise in deconvolution mode is much smaller. This general behaviour was already
observed during the cold test of sector 0 in Aachen (cf. Fig. 6.56), and it was assumed that this
is at least partly due to the usage of the same parameters for the APV pulse shape (ISHA and
VFS) during warm and cold operation.
During the cold test of TEC+ sectors 2 and 5, the suggested APV parameters for warm
operation were also used with the cold setup. During cold operation of sectors 1 and 3, however,
the APV parameters suggested for cold operation of TEC setups were used. Individually evaluating
the noise differences for these two setups yields interesting insights: in peak mode (Fig. 7.21), the
decrease in the noise is greater for sectors 1 and 3 (81 e−) than it is for sectors 2 and 5 (68 e−).
The gap between the two setups is much larger in deconvolution mode (Fig. 7.22), where the noise
is reduced by 73 e− in sectors 1 and 3 but only by 40 e− in sectors 2 and 5.
It is probably not possible to attribute this observed difference in the noise reduction to the
APV register settings alone, because there is also a difference in the cooling system for the two
setups: only one chiller was used during the operation of sectors 2 and 5, while for sectors 1 and
3, each sector was provided with coolant from a dedicated chiller. However, it is estimated that
the modules of sectors 2 and 5 were about 2 K warmer than those of sectors 1 and 3 during cold
readout. This difference is very small compared to the temperature change between warm and
cold readout.
It should once more be stressed that the method of normalising the noise with the APV tick
signal relies on the assumption that the tick height corresponds to 200 000 e−, regardless of the
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(a) Sectors 1 and 3.
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(b) Sectors 2 and 5.
Figure 7.21: Peak mode: Distribution of the difference of the mean noise per APV measured
during and before cold operation of the cold test setup in peak mode.
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(a) Sectors 1 and 3.
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(b) Sectors 2 and 5.
Figure 7.22: Deconvolution mode: Distribution of the difference of the mean noise per APV
measured during and before cold operation of the cold test setup in deconvolution mode.
temperature. A better calibration should use well understood particle signals with fine tuned
trigger latencies.
There are no surprises in the common mode noise (Fig. 7.23a) or in the noise flatness (Fig. 7.23b).
Compared to the measurements with the warm coldtest setup (Fig. 7.9), the central values of the
distributions are slightly increased. Of the few outliers, most are on the modules with compara-
tively low and high noise discussed above. Interestingly, the entries in the tail of the distribution
of the common-mode fraction in peak mode (APVs with a relative CM-noise between 0.4 and 0.5)
all lie on module 1.2 of the back petal on disc 1 in sector 5 and on the ring 2 modules of the back
petal of disc 4 in sector 5.
After warming up, pedestal data in peak mode were recorded with all four sectors. All lasers
or APVs that had worked normally in the warm before the cold test but had problems during cold
operation, were again functioning as expected. In Fig. 7.24, the distribution of the difference in
the normalised noise from directly before and directly after cold operation is shown.
Only two APVs deviate considerably from the bulk behaviour, and these two APVs share the
second optical channel of module 3.2 of the front petal of disc 8 in sector 2 (Fig. 7.25). It should
be noted that the front end settings from before cold operation were re-used after warming up, so
that the tick heights used for normalising the noise were not re-recorded. Most likely the apparent
increase in the noise arises from a change in the optical gain of that laser, e.g. due to some kind
of change in the optical connections.
Apart from this one laser, the system shows a remarkable reproducibility of the noise behaviour
across the cooling cycles. Sectors 2 and 5 were actually cooled down three times between recording
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Figure 7.23: Distributions of the common-mode fraction and of the noise flatness, for peak and
deconvolution mode (cold setup).
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(a) Strip-wise difference.
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Figure 7.24: Distribution of the difference of the noise recorded before cooling down and after
warming up the cold test setup (peak mode).
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Figure 7.25: The module with the largest difference in the noise level before and after cold
operation.
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the two sets of data in the warm. The first cooling cycle was interrupted to debug problems with
the chiller, the second cycle was the one during which all data were recorded and in the third one,
only sector 5 was powered and connected to the cooling in order to reach lower temperatures and
to study the behaviour of failing AOHs. As can be seen from Fig. 7.24, the recorded mean noise
has shifted by 1.6 e−, equivalent to 0.16% of the mean noise in the warm setup. In addition, the
distribution of the difference of the mean noise per APV is extremely narrow, with a width of less
than 5 e−. Similar measurements with comparable results were made during the CMS Magnet
Test and Cosmic Challenge (MTCC) [144].
7.3.5 Defects Discovered in the Cold Test
Following the scheme used for evaluating defects discovered during TEC+ integration, the defects
observed at the cold test are divided into the two classes of individual strip defects and defects of
larger components such as APVs, lasers or whole modules.
Strip Flags Concerning individually flagged strips, the distributions of the percentage of flagged
strips per module are given in Fig. 7.26a for the measurements with the warm setup and in
Fig. 7.26b for the measurements with the cold setup. One can see that different ways of counting
bad strips yield similar results with the exception of flagged strips from peak mode data including
APV edge strips. If strip flags from deconvolution mode, including APV edge strips, are used,
1093 strips, equivalent to 0.11% of all strips, are flagged as bad in the warm, while 1304 strips,
equivalent to 0.14% of all strips, are flagged as bad in the cold setup.
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Figure 7.26: Strip flags from cold test measurements. Displayed is the percentage of strips per
module that have been flagged as dead or noisy, including (dashed lines) and excluding (solid
lines) the first and last strip of the APVs. All modules with more than 4% of bad strips are filled
into the highest bin. All of these modules have at least one defective APV. Defective APVs are
not included in the numbers given in the legend.
In order to obtain a better understanding of the flagged strips, the flag information are investi-
gated more thoroughly: the difference between warm and cold operation appears to come mainly
from the edge strips of APVs, because the total numbers of flagged strips are much closer when
considering only non-edge strips of the APVs, both in peak or in deconvolution mode. One can
test for each individual strip whether it is flagged in data from both warm and cold conditions or
in only one of these data sets. Fig. 7.27 shows the result of this test using the strip flags from
deconvolution mode data. The left half of this bar-chart shows data from all strips, the right half
excludes the first and last strip of each APV. In each part, the agreement is shown for all flagged
strips and for noisy and bad strips individually. Indeed, the disagreement between warm and cold
data comes mainly from APV edge strips. Considering only the non-edge strips, the agreement is
much better among the dead strips than it is among noisy strips.
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of strip flags from warm and cold operation in the TEC+ cold test.
Only flags from deconvolution mode data are considered.
One can define a new set of strip flags by demanding that for a strip to be dead or noisy
it must have the corresponding flag both in peak mode and in deconvolution mode data. The
consequences of this method are demonstrated for data from the warm setup in the left-hand part
of Fig. 7.28: there is a huge number of APV edge strips which are flagged as noisy in peak mode
but not in deconvolution mode. But even among the non-edge strips, there are many more strips
flagged as noisy in peak mode than in deconvolution mode. The disagreement in this sample of
strips is bigger than the number of strips flagged as noisy in both readout modes. On the other
hand, the agreement between dead strips is generally very good between the two readout modes.
These combined flags can be used to repeat the comparison of flagged strips in warm and cold
operation of the cold test setup (right-hand part of Fig. 7.28). A comparison to the same study
using only strips from data in deconvolution mode (Fig. 7.27) shows that in all classes of strips,
the number of strips flagged identically in the warm and cold setup stays almost the same; there
is a reduction by approximately 4% of the respective value obtained with deconvolution mode
flags only. At the same time, the disagreement between the data from warm and cold operation is
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Figure 7.28: Comparison of strip flags from the cold test. Left: Flags from peak and deconvolu-
tion mode data recorded in the warm are compared. Right: Flags from warm and cold operation
are compared, where a strip is considered as noisy or dead only if it has the corresponding flag in
peak mode and in deconvolution mode data.
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reduced significantly, especially when considering only non-edge strips. There are still considerable
differences between the APV edge strips and the non-edge strips, both in the number of noisy strips
and in the disagreement between flags from cold and warm operation.
After these considerations, the number of strips flagged as dead or noisy in both peak and
in deconvolution mode is taken as the number of bad strips. This leads to 998 individual strip
defects, equivalent to 0.10% of all strips in the four tested sectors, during warm operation and
to 1220 flagged strips, equivalent to 0.13% of all strips in the four tested sectors, during cold
operation.
Larger Defects Defects such as dead lasers or non-working modules which were found during
the cold test are listed in Tab. 7.1. This table contains defects already known from integration as
well as a number of defects that appeared only at the cold test. Some of the new problems found
at the cold test only appear during cold and not during warm operation and are listed separately
in the table.
Sector Disc Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips
Warm
and cold
operation
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C communication 768†
3
4 BP 2.1 Laser 1 dead 256
5 BP 7.3 APVs 2 and 5 bad 256†
5
4 FP 4.3
APV 6 bad. 128†
Problems with APVMUX (+384†)
7 FP
7.4 Cannot be biased 512
7.5 Cannot be biased 512
Total (warm): 2432
Only cold
2 2 BP 7.5 Laser 1 low (cold) 256
5
1 FP 7.1 No I2C comm. (cold) 512
7 FP 7.1 No I2C comm. (cold) 512
Total (cold) 3712
Table 7.1: List of defective detector components in TEC+ found during the cold test of sectors 1,
2, 3 and 5. Defects found during both warm and cold operation are listed at the top. Three more
defects only appeared during cold operation and are listed below the intermediate total. The total
of 3712 (2432) flagged strips found in cold (warm) operation corresponds to 0.33% (0.25%) of all
strips in these four sectors. Defects marked with a † were already known from TEC+ integration.
The exchange of two petals with many defects from sector 2 at CERN removed known defects,
which originally lead to a loss of 1920 strips, so that these problems are not included in Tab. 7.1.
There were, however, new defects detected during the cold test, which are now described in more
detail:
In sector 3, the first laser of the module 2.1 of the back petal on disc 4 is not completely dead,
but shows a very unstable response. The laser did practically not work during the opto scan in
the warm, but yielded an acceptable tick height in the subsequent timing run (with GAIN set to
2). In the cold, it showed comparatively low optical gains but did in principle work. Module noise
plots of this module for warm and cold operation are given in Fig. 7.29. One sees that during
warm operation the normalisation of the noise using the tick signal does not work at all and that
additionally the module has extremely high common mode noise in peak mode, which might be
due to unstable laser operation. For these reasons, this laser is counted as a defect even though it
is partly working.
In sector 5, one module on ring 7 of the front petal on disc 7 draws very high leakage currents
already at bias voltages around 10 V. The bias voltage pin of this module was removed at the
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Figure 7.29: Noise of the module 2.1 of the back petal on disc 4 in sector 3 during warm (left)
and cold (right) operation. The first laser of this module does not work stably.
ICB level. A second module shares the same bias voltage line and therefore two modules are lost
because of this defect.
One of the problems only observed during cold operation was the first laser of module 7.5 of
the back petal on disc 2 of sector 2, discussed earlier (cf. left-hand plot of Fig. 7.17). This laser
was working normally in the warm before and after cooling down and is thus only counted as a
defect for cold operation.
Finally, I2C communication with two modules was lost during cold operation. Both modules
are on position 7.1 of front petals in sector 5, one on disc 1 and the other on disc 7. Communication
with these modules was lost while cooling down the system and was regained during warm-up,
always at about the same hybrid temperature. In a dedicated cooling cycle, only the devices
of sector 5 were powered and cooled, making it possible to reach lower temperatures than with
the two-sector setup. During this cycle, communication with the module on disc 7 was lost at a
temperature of about −4◦C but was regained at a temperature below −10◦C and the module was
accessible throughout the remainder of the cooling cycle (Fig. 7.30). Both modules are counted
as defective for cold operation.
Summing up individually flagged strips and larger defects, there are 4932 (3430) lost strips,
equivalent to 0.51% (0.35%) of all strips in the tested setup, found during cold (warm) operation
of TEC+ in the cold test.
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Figure 7.30: Schematic display of the three cooling cycles with sectors 2 and 5, indicating the
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Chapter 8
Summary of TEC+ Integration
In this chapter, the experiences from the different stages of TEC+ integration are combined to
give a concise overview of the detector’s evolution. The test beam, which was the final systematic
study of the TEC system behaviour before the start of mass production and TEC integration, is
also taken into account where it is applicable.
First, the general system behaviour is characterised by looking at a variety of measurables
such as optical gain, module temperatures or common mode noise. It is discussed whether these
observables may be useful as a reference for future operation of the TEC system at the LHC.
Then the detector noise measured during different stages of the integration process is compared
to experiences from the test beam and to the expectations based on individual component mea-
surements. Finally, defective components are followed up through the integration process, from
petal reception to the state of the detector at the end of the TEC+ cold test.
8.1 System Behaviour Throughout the Integration Process
Several measurables have been recorded at many or all different stages throughout the TEC
integration. For a selection of these quantities, the measured values from test beam, TEC+ petal
reception, TEC+ integration and TEC+ cold test are summarised in Tab. 8.1. The table is divided
into data recorded at room temperature and data recorded with cold setups. Most quantities are
only available for a subset of the setups, which at least in part is due to increased understanding
of the detector behaviour and to improved and more systematic methods of qualifying the system
in later tests.
In order to correctly appreciate the data given in Tab. 8.1, the following information about the
different data sources should be borne in mind:
 Test beam (cf. Ch. 4): many quantities used for qualifying the TEC system during integration
were not systematically recorded during the test beam. Data from timing run and opto scan,
which would allow for an assessment of the achieved optical gain, were not saved. The noise
was normalised using particle signals, whereas in integration and cold test the APV tick
signals had to be used.
 Petal reception (cf. Ch. 5): DCU data have been recorded while the system was not in
the configured state. APV ticks were saturated, not allowing for a noise calibration or an
assessment of the achieved optical gain.
 Integration (cf. Ch. 6): all data for room temperature are from the integration of sectors
1 – 8 with the exception of tick height and gains which are taken from sectors 2, 4, 6, 7 and
8 only (cf. Fig. 6.29 on page 140). Data for cold operation are from the sector 0 cold test.
Here DCU values have been recorded while the system was not in the configured state and
optical gain and tick-height measurements are not understood.
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 Cold test (cf. Ch. 7): all data for room temperature and most data for the cold setup are
from sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5. DCU readout and noise data for the cold setup are from sectors
1 and 3 only, because DCU values from the cold sector 2&5 setup were recorded while the
system was not configured for data taking.
The measureables in Tab. 8.1 are divided into four groups:
DCU readout The silicon and hybrid temperatures are mainly given for reference, they do not
tell much about the system quality. The mean values of the measured low voltages are the same
during TEC integration and during the cold test, independent of the system temperature. The
values from the petal reception test and during cold operation of sector 0 were measured while
the system was not configured for data taking. The measured voltages from these two setups are
slightly increased.
Optical gain Two sources for the optical gain are given in the table: the gain can be derived
from the tick heights measured in the timing run, which gives the optical gain at which the system
was operated. The achieved optical gain at the lowest GAIN register setting is also given, because
it is an indication of the quality of the optical connections (the tick heights from the timing run
depend on, but give no information of the chosen GAIN setting). There is no reliable information
on the optical gain from the test beam and from petal reception. In warm operation, the optical
gain (at GAIN=0) and the tick heights measured during integration are virtually the same as the
data obtained during the readout at CERN. This shows that the optical connections within the
TEC have on average not gotten worse during the transport to CERN. The small differences might
be due to slightly different algorithms in the online software. For the sector 0 cold test during
TEC+ integration, there is the disagreement in the optical gain from the opto scan and from the
tick height measurements which was discussed in Sec. 6.6. During cold operation at the TEC+
cold test, the gain measured at GAIN setting 0 is increased by about 15% with respect to the gain
measured during warm operation. The on average lower tick heights measured in the cold are an
artefact of the selection of the working point of the lasers. The spread in the achieved optical gain
increases during cold operation, which may reflect a larger spread in AOH temperatures.
Both the achieved gain at a GAIN setting of zero, as well as the distribution of tick heights
will be valuable for assessing the quality of the optical connections and for comparison to the
distributions obtained during TEC+ integration and cold test. This is easiest if the end cap is
operated at room temperature, i.e. at silicon temperatures of about 25◦C. Here, the width of the
distribution of the achieved gain at GAIN=0 is at least as interesting as the mean value of this
achieved gain. An increase in this width would reflect a greater spread in the quality of optical
connections, which may for example follow from less vigorous cleaning of the optical connections.
At low temperatures, there is an uncertainty about the change of optical gain with temperature.
This point makes it especially difficult to compare the measured tick heights in setups of different
temperatures, because both the average tick height as well as the spread of the measured tick
heights will depend on the GAIN settings chosen for operation of the lasers which in turn are
determined based on the achieved optical gain at the different GAIN settings.
Noise-related quantities Under noise-related quantities, the RMS of the APV’s noise, divided
by the mean noise of the APV, and the common mode noise of the APV, again divided by the mean
noise of the APV, are summarised for peak and deconvolution mode (in all cases the noise after
CM-subtraction is used). The former was used to quantify the flatness of the strip noise across the
APVs while the latter is a measure of the system’s susceptibility to externally introduced noise
and can be regarded as an indicator of the setup’s quality.
The noise flatness is impressively constant across all setups, so that this value certainly is a
good test variable for testing the end cap during operation inside of the CMS detector. One should
note, however, that the achieved values depend on the number of events used for computing the
noise. For all data from TEC+, exactly 1000 events were used. The common mode fraction is
almost as reproducible, but is very slightly increased in data from the TEC+ cold test. Slow drifts
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of the pedestals have been removed by mathematical means from the common mode in the analysis
of data from TEC+ integration and from the TEC+ cold test, but not in the data from the petal
reception test. These thermal drifts of the pedestals should always be avoided when comparing
common-mode values. The easiest way to do this is to record a sufficiently long pedestal run and
to only analyse data from the end of the run. During TEC+ integration, it took typically 20
minutes for the system to reach thermal equilibrium during pedestal runs, but this will probably
be different during operation at the LHC.
Normalised noise Normalised values of the noise are given for the two TEC geometries with
shortest and longest strips, i.e. rings 1 and 7, respectively, indicating the range of measured noise
values. One sees that the agreement between data from the test beam and the other tests is not
very good; this issue is discussed in the following section. For TEC+ integration and the TEC+
cold test, the same methods for normalising the noise were used, and very similar noise figures are
obtained in these two setups.
Noise normalised using the tick heights apparently gives a good tool to probe the system’s
quality. This is clearly the case for quantities describing the shape of the noise distribution, for
example the relative width, prominence of tails and outliers in the noise distribution etc. If,
however, absolute values of the noise are to be used, the dependency of the result on factors such
as APV settings (MUXGAIN, VFS, ISHA) and on the method used for determining the tick height
must be taken into account. If the same APV settings and the same analysis algorithms are used,
the normalised noise presents a good means to an assessment of the system behaviour, as was
demonstrated in the comparison of data from TEC+ integration in Aachen and the TEC+ cold
test at CERN.
Probably the best indicator of the detector quality will, however, be the detected particle signal
with quantities such as the measured ratio of signal to noise, noise normalised using particle signal,
hit rates from which dead and ”hot” strips may be deduced, etc.
8.2 Measured and Expected Detector Noise
A prediction of the expected detector noise, based on noise measurements of individual components
of the readout chain, was presented in Ch. 3 for different operating conditions of the tracker.
At three different setups, the detector noise has been measured under approximately the same
conditions. Whereas the computed noise is canonically expressed as equivalent noise charge (ENC),
the measured noise had to be normalised in order to yield measured ENC. For the test beam setup,
the readout chain could be calibrated using the most probable value of the distribution of the ratio
of signal to noise. During TEC+ integration and the TEC+ cold test, the noise was normalised
using the tick signals from the APVs.
Noise values for all seven TEC rings are given in Tab. 8.2, for peak and deconvolution mode,
and for operation at room temperature and at silicon temperatures of about −10◦C. These data
are visualised in Fig. 8.1. For the measured noise, the distribution of normalised single-strip noise
of a given geometry under given operating conditions has been fitted with a gaussian function. The
mean and width obtained from the fit are given in the tables and the width is used as uncertainty
of the data points in Fig. 8.1. The data for TEC+ integration, cold setup, are taken from the cold
test of sector 0 in Aachen, whereas warm data are from all sectors of TEC+. The data for the cold
setup of the cold test are from sectors 1 and 3, where the APV pulse shape parameters (VFS and
ISHA) were set to values recommended for cold operation of TEC modules (cf. App. D). Data
from warm operation at the cold test are from sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5 of TEC+.
To get an estimate of the uncertainty of the calculated noise, the Monte-Carlo generator of
the AC1Analysis software was used to generate pedestal data for one TEC sector, using the noise
calculation based on the properties of the individual components of the readout system. This
was only done for peak mode at room temperature, and a generic uncertainty was used for peak
mode at −10◦C and for deconvolution mode. The uncertainty reflects both the uncertainties in
the individual noise contributions as well as the finiteness of the data sample.
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Equivalent noise charge [e−]
Ring Calculation Test beam Integration Cold Test
1 894± 53 791± 61 962± 48 949± 54
2 898± 51 797± 32 1005± 59 977± 59
3 986± 51 870± 28 1059± 52 1058± 58
4 1004± 56 889± 36 1069± 49 1062± 66
5 1138± 50 1092± 54 1243± 78 1235± 72
6 1297± 50 1225± 90 1326± 79 1301± 80
7 1395± 55 1246± 54 1377± 74 1385± 83
(a) Peak mode, room temperature.
Equivalent noise charge [e−]
Ring Calculation Test beam Integration Cold Test
1 831± 50 714± 23 883± 43 869± 51
2 835± 50 741± 25 922± 51 900± 54
3 909± 50 802± 16 963± 45 967± 54
4 924± 50 819± 21 973± 43 967± 61
5 1039± 50 971± 29 1143± 56 1124± 63
6 1176± 50 1081± 26 1201± 57 1178± 72
7 1261± 50 1155± 38 1265± 66 1259± 76
(b) Peak mode, cold setups.
Equivalent noise charge [e−]
Ring Calculation Test beam Integration Cold Test
1 1198± 80 1110± 57 1627± 78 1659± 82
2 1205± 80 1225± 55 1716± 85 1709± 91
3 1369± 80 N/A 1799± 84 1824± 95
4 1402± 80 N/A 1832± 78 1835± 105
5 1642± 80 1458± 45 1966± 103 1969± 101
6 1921± 80 1712± 68 2124± 92 2089± 118
7 2088± 80 1881± 102 2120± 107 2145± 119
(c) Deconvolution mode, room temperature.
Equivalent noise charge [e−]
Ring Calculation Test beam Integration Cold Test
1 1080± 80 1019± 37 1604± 66 1580± 79
2 1085± 80 1068± 51 1695± 77 1636± 184
3 1228± 80 1153± 48 1758± 71 1738± 92
4 1257± 80 1140± 26 1794± 72 1743± 111
5 1467± 80 1354± 57 1964± 86 1881± 97
6 1712± 80 1517± 47 2088± 84 1981± 113
7 1859± 80 1681± 107 2116± 89 2048± 116
(d) Deconvolution mode, cold setups.
Table 8.2: Noise for the seven TEC geometries, in peak and deconvolution mode, and for room
temperature and for setups with silicon temperatures of about −10◦C. For each condition, geome-
try and setup, the mean and width of the distribution of the normalised single-strip noise, obtained
from the fit of a Gaussian function to these data, are given. The noise calculation was discussed
in Ch. 3, and the uncertainty of the calulcated noise has been determined using the Monte-Carlo
noise generator of AC1Analysis for peak mode at room temperature. For peak mode at −10◦C
and for deconvolution mode, a generic uncertainty was chosen based on these Monte-Carlo data.
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Figure 8.1: Mean noise values of the seven TEC rings, for different operating conditions, com-
puted as outlined in Ch. 3, measured at the TEC test beam 2004 and during TEC+ integration
and cold test.
From Fig. 8.1 it is apparent that the different noise data for any given set of operating conditions
do not agree perfectly. Whereas the noise levels from TEC+ integration and cold test are almost
identical, the computed noise and the noise measured in the test beam differ significantly. One
can also see immediately that the amount by which data sets are different depends on the readout
mode: the agreement is better in peak mode (Figs. 8.1a, 8.1b) than it is in deconvolution mode
(Figs. 8.1c, 8.1d).
Under all operating conditions, the noise obtained from test beam data is lowest, while the noise
from TEC+ integration and TEC+ cold test is higher than the noise expected from calculations.
For all sets of noise data, a linear approximation was made, and the results of a linear fit to
the data samples are given in the plot legends. The parameters of this parametrisation of the
noise show two general features: The offset, representing the noise at an imaginary strip length
of 0 mm, is much higher in data from TEC+ integration and cold test than it is in test beam
data or in the computed noise values. This difference is about 30% of the offset of the computed
noise in peak mode and about 100% of the offset of the computed noise in deconvolution mode.
Secondly, the slope of the noise parametrisation is highest in the computed noise and lowest in
the data from TEC+ integration and cold test.
8.2.1 Discussion of the Different Noise Data Sets
The trivial explanation for the differences between the noise obtained from calculation and the
three measurements is that these data have been derived differently. This is a valid point because
the data from integration and from the cold test, which have been derived in the same way
(basically the same hardware, software and procedures for the data acquisition, identical treatment
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of the data), show almost perfect agreement, whereas there are differences between any other two
sets of data.
There is no way of telling which of the data sets is ”true” without additional precision mea-
surements. Instead, the main uncertainties in the different noise data sets are discussed:
Computed noise The input to the noise computation is the noise of the individual components
of the readout chain as given in Ch. 3. The various noise contributions have typically been
measured with a small sample of devices or even with device prototypes, hence it is not guaranteed
that these noise values are the typical values for the given system components. Additionally,
some setup components are not considered in the computations, e.g. the APVMUX. For other
components such as the FEDs, the used noise value consitutes a worst-case figure.
Noise from TEC+ integration and cold test The input data for the ENC from the inte-
gration and cold test setups are the strip noise measured in ADC counts and a conversion factor
translating ADC counts into the corresponding electrical charge at the amplifier input. Deriving
the noise in ADC counts is in principle trivial and is not considered error-prone. The uncertainty
lies in the way the conversion factor is obtained: for this, one needs a reference signal of known
height both in terms of the equivalent charge at the amplifier input and in ADC counts. For
data from integration and cold test, the APV tick marks are used and it is assumed that the tick
height is equivalent to 200 000 e− at the amplifier input; that this tick height is independent of
the system temperature; that the way in which the tick height is measured is correct; and that
the readout chain (apart from the analogue part of the APV) is fully linear in the range of the
tick height. In addition, the noise signal passes through the analogue stages of the APV, whereas
the tick signal does not. These analogue stages have an adjustable intrinsic gain, which must be
considered in the normalisation of the noise.
Noise from the test beam For deriving the ENC from test beam data, one faces the same
principle problem of needing a way to calibrate the readout chain. The test beam data were
normalised using the recorded distributions of MIP charge deposition. The advantage of this
method is that both the noise and the data used for calibration identically pass through all stages
of the readout system, and that in principle the charge of the calibration signal at the amplifier
input is well known. Naturally, there are several caveats: firstly, the delays in the readout chain
must be very well adjusted — at the level of one or two nanoseconds for readout in deconvolution
mode — because otherwise the signal pulses are not sampled at their maximum; wrong timing
will always lead to an underestimation of the signal height and therefore to higher normalised
noise. Secondly, the path lengths of the particles in the active material must be well known. This
requires both knowledge of the effective sensor thickness and knowledge of the mean and variance
of the angle at which particles cross the sensor surface. Thirdly, the whole deposited charge must
be contained in the recorded cluster signal. The procedures followed in the analysis of test beam
data tried to minimise these uncertainties by adequate selection of the particle hits.
General uncertainties The noise calculation is only valid for the ideal shape of the signal pulse
after the CRRC shaping filter of the APV. Therefore, if the real pulse shape during measurements
deviates from the ideal 50 ns CRRC-pulse, the measured noise will be different from the predicted
one, especially in deconvolution mode because the weights for the deconvolution algorithm are
chosen precisely for this ideal pulse shape. With a wrong pulse shape in peak mode, the height
of the pulses in peak and deconvolution mode are not the same any more, which — since the
tick signal does not pass through the APV’s APSP stage in which the deconvolution algorithm
is applied — invalidates the method of noise normalisation using the digital tick signals. The
influence of different pulse shapes can clearly be seen in the normalised noise in deconvolution
mode at the cold setups, where different parameters were used during integration and cold test
(cf. also Sec. 7.3.4), leading to considerable differences in the normalised noise. In dedicated studies
performed with the end cap after its integration into the tracker support tube, it was found that
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for optimal data quality the pulse shape has to be tuned individually for each module, with a
strong dependence of the parameters on the sensor geometry [145, 146, 147]. All data referred
to in this thesis were recorded with the same settings of the APV pulse shape parameters for all
APVs in a given setup. For some sensor geometries, the used settings are significantly different
from the optimal ones.
An uncertainty of about 1% may come from differences in the setup temperatures in cold
readout of about 5 K, but this is not significant compared to the overall differences of the observed
noise.
Subjective appraisal of noise measurements Given the uncertainties of the input data for
the noise prediction, in the methods of normalising the measured noise and in the actual APV pulse
shapes, the agreement between the prediction and the measured data in peak mode is surprisingly
good. For all TEC geometries, the predicted noise lies between the measured noise values from
test beam and TEC integration or cold test, and the difference between the noise values is of
the order of 10% of the predicted noise. The difference between measured and predicted noise
changes with the strip length of the geometry. By chance, the normalised noise for modules of
rings 6 and 7 from the integration and cold test setups is almost the same as the predicted noise.
One would expect that noise data from the tracker outer barrel, treated with the same analysis
software, matches the predicted noise very well, because at 186 mm the strip length of the TOB
modules lies between TEC’s rings 6 and 7.
The least satisfactory features of the plots in Fig. 8.1 are the different slopes of the noise vs. strip
length. This is especially pronounced in data from deconvolution mode, where the expected slope
is higher than the slope obtained from test beam data, and deviates even stronger from the slope
obtained from data from TEC+ integration or cold test. These shortcomings notwithstanding,
the noise predictions for peak and deconvolution mode lie in the range of the measured noise for
warm and cold operation of the end cap.
8.3 Evolution of Defects from Petal Reception to Cold Test
8.3.1 Defective Chips and Modules
Since all front end ASICs were working as expected during TEC+ petal reception, any defect
affecting a whole front end chip or even an entire module must have occured at some later point
in the integration process. Some defects known to exist at the end of TEC+ integration could
be fixed by exchanging the corresponding petals after TEC+ was shipped to CERN, and other
defects only emerged during the testing of TEC+ in the cold test at CERN. All defects known
to exist at the end of TEC+ integration, during warm operation of TEC+ in the cold test and
during cold operation of TEC+ in the cold test are listed in Tab. 8.3. The relevant set of defective
components for future reference is the one marked in the last column of the table (cold test cold).
This column gives a total of 4608 strips lost due to large defects, equivalent to 0.24% of all strips
in TEC+.
Some of these defects were discovered immediately at the beginning of the test sequence of
either integration or cold test, while others emerged at a later point during the test sequence. For
example, all modules with problems in the bias voltage supply were initially working normally,
and the problems appeared only after the modules had been operated several times with applied
bias voltages at the respective setup.
In order to find out how the defects developed, one would have to dismount the affected
components, so that they can be investigated by respective hardware experts. Since this was not
done, the causes for component failures are unknown. As an exception to the rule, the module with
a short in the bias voltage lines from sector 2, found during TEC+ integration, was removed from
the petal after it had been extracted from the end cap and the cause of the defect was investigated
in Vienna. A capacitor in the bias voltage line of that module was found to be damaged [148].
Most bias Kapton cables had been tested in Aachen, including 20 thermo-cycles between −40◦C
and +80◦C, pull tests of all components and electrical tests. In a sample of 2000 cables, 2 electrical
defects were found.
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Sect. Disc Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips Integ. CT warm CT cold
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C 768
√ √ √
2
2 BP 7.5 Laser 1 low 256 — —
√
3 BP
4.1 No HV 512
√
— —
4.3 No HV 512
√
— —
4 FP
5.3 APVs 4, 5, 6 384
√
— —
7.2 No I2C 512
√
— —
3
4 BP 2.1 Laser 1 dead 256 —
√
[
√
]
5 BP 7.3 APVs 2, 5 256
√ √ √
4 8 BP 5.4 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
5
1 FP 7.1 No I2C 512 — —
√
4 FP 4.3
APV 6 128
√ √ √
APVMUX (+384) (
√
) (
√
) (
√
)
7 FP
7.1 No I2C 512 — — [
√
]
7.4 No HV 512 —
√ √
7.5 No HV 512 —
√ √
6 8 BP 3.1 Laser 3 low 256
√ √ √
7
1 BP 6.1 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
2 BP 4.3 APV 2 128
√ √ √
Total: 3968 3328 4608
Table 8.3: List of known defective detector components in TEC+ after various test stages. Com-
ponents marked with a tick ”
√
” in a given column were found to be defective in the corresponding
setup. Components marked in square brackets ”[
√
]” are not working stably in the given test step
and are counted as defective. Components marked in parentheses ”(
√
)” may be problematic but
are not counted as defective. The last column (cold test, cold operation) gives the list of defects
applicable as a reference for later operation of the end cap under CMS operating conditions.
It is not clear whether chips that worked normally during integration and failed in the cold
test were damaged in the course of TEC+ integration after the corresponding sector had been
qualified, or during the transport of TEC+ to CERN, or in the course of cold test operation. It is
also not known whether there are new defects in sectors 4, 6, 7 and 8, because these sectors were
not tested after the transport of TEC+ to CERN.
8.3.2 Individually Flagged Strips
All modules of the petals delivered to the TEC+ petal reception test had less than 2% ”bad”
strips, and this was confirmed in the reception test, where all modules of the petals released for
TEC+ integration had less than 2% flagged strips.
In a simple test, the distributions of the percentage of flagged strips per module from the
petal reception test, TEC+ integration and TEC+ cold test are compared (Fig. 8.2). Apart from
strip flags from peak mode data, including APV edge channels, there are no modules with more
than 2% of flagged strips in any of the setups, and the total numbers of flagged channels are also
similar. For better comparison to cold test data, the data from TEC+ integration are shown for
the whole end cap in Fig. 8.2b and for the four sectors examined in the cold test in Fig. 8.2c.
Obviously, any strip that is physically damaged at some point in time will still be damaged
at any later time. Therefore a comparison of strip flags assigned in early tests to the strip flags
assigned in later tests should show a constant or increasing number of flagged strips. For this
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comparison, strip flags from peak and deconvolution mode are combined, considering a strip dead
or noisy only if the respective flag is set in data from peak mode and from deconvolution mode.
Fig. 8.3 shows the results of a strip-wise comparison of flags from petal reception and integration
and from integration and cold test (warm setup).
The accuracy of this comparison is of course limited by the uncertainties in the strip flagging.
One can estimate this uncertanty by computing the number of strips flagged in an early test but
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Figure 8.2: Distributions of the fraction of flagged strips per module for different stages of the
integration process. The last bin of the distributions contains the overflow (fully defective APVs).
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of strip flags from two consecutive test setups. The combination of the
flags from peak and deconvolution mode is used.
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First test Second test Both tests Only 1st Only 2nd Uncertainty [%]
Petal reception Integration 1397 96 202 6.4
Petal reception Cold test (warm) 650 37 90 5.4
Petal reception Cold test (cold) 619 38 95 5.8
Integration Cold test (warm) 713 29 47 3.9
Integration Cold test (cold) 678 38 58 4.6
Cold test (warm) Cold test (cold) 753 36 33 4.6
Mean 5.1± 1.0
Table 8.4: Differences observed when comparing strip flags from pairs of tests. The uncertainties
given in the last column are computed as the ratio of strips only flagged in the first test to the
total number of strips flagged in the first test.
not in a later one and building the ratio of this difference to the total number of strips flagged
in the early test. As there are doubts about the validity of flags assigned to edge channels of
the APV, it should be better to use only flags assigned to non-edge strips. Using this method to
compute the uncertainties for all combinations of tests between petal reception and TEC+ cold
test, the results given in Tab. 8.4 can be obtained. On average, the uncertainty is about (5± 1)%
which appears plausible. These numbers are dominated by the noisy strips which show stronger
fluctuations than the dead ones.
From Tab. 8.4, one can also see that in almost all cases there are more newly flagged strips
than strips that are only flagged in the earlier of the two tests, indicating that from one test to
the next there is a small increase in the number of defective strips. This increase is typically of
the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty of the strip flagging.
In order to give the best estimate of the total number of individual bad strips in TEC+, the
data from integration and from the cold test are combined: for the sectors read out in the cold
test, strip flags are taken from cold operation of the end cap. For the other four sectors, the strip
flags assigned based on data from integration are used. The distributions of the fraction of flagged
strips per module for this data set are shown in Fig. 8.4a. As was introduced in the analysis of
cold test data, the combination of flags from peak mode and deconvolution mode is used as an
estimate for the total number of flagged strips. The number of strips (including edge strips of
the APVs) having the same flag in peak mode and in deconvolution mode is 2391 (Fig. 8.4b),
equivalent to 0.1% of all strips in one full end cap. Of these, 836 are noisy strips and 1555 are
dead strips.
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The validity of flags assigned to APV edge strips remains unclear. Because the used method
of detecting ”bad” strips compares a strip’s noise to the mean noise of the APV, these results
only show that statistically, edge strips have comparatively high noise more often than the rest
of the strips. This does not necessarily mean that the strips indeed are ”defective”, if defective is
interpreted as ”not useable for detecting particle hits”. Clearly, the significance of particle hits on
APV edge strips will on average be lower than on non-edge strips of the same module geometry,
which could lead to a lower efficiency on these strips, especially towards the end of LHC operation,
when the modules will have sustained considerable radiation damage. Noisy strips must also be
considered defective if they produce too many fake hits, but this also depends on the algorithm
used for detecting particle hits, and it might be worth investigating whether special treatment for
APV edge strips can improve the hit efficiency and fake hit rates.
8.3.3 Final Summary of Defects in TEC+
Finally, individual bad strips and larger defects can be combined to give the total number of
defective strips in TEC+ known after the end of the TEC+ cold test. For the sectors not read
out in the cold test, the information obtained during TEC+ integration are used. For the sectors
read out in the cold test, all larger defects that appeared during warm or cold operation are
included, and the individual bad strips are taken from the data obtained with the cold setup. For
the individual bad strips it is demanded that the strip’s flags in peak mode and in deconvolution
mode are the same. Flagged APV edge strips are included in the total of 6999 strips that are found
to be defective with this method of counting; these are 0.36% of all strips in TEC+. Figs. 8.6 and
8.7 show the distribution of faulty channels across TEC+. In Fig. 8.6, a linear scale is used for
the colour coding of the defect fraction. The scale covers modules with up to 2% of faulty strips,
which was the acceptance limit at the module test and petal integration centers. Any module
with more faulty strips must have been damaged at a later time. To give some resolution for
modules with a large fraction of faulty channels, the same data are shown in Fig. 8.7, but using a
logarithmic scale covering the whole range from 0.1% to 100% of defective channels per module.
One can see that most large defects affecting at least an entire APV are distributed evenly across
the detector, but that there is a cluster of such defects on ring 7 of the front petal of disc 7 in
sector 5. Fig. 8.5 shows how the faulty channels are shared among the different types of defects.
22.2 %
  1555 11.9 %
   836
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  1792
14.6 %
  1024
18.3 %
  1280
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   512
Dead Strips
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C Communication2No I
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Defective APV
Figure 8.5: Pie chart showing how the channels of TEC+ known to be defective after the TEC+
cold test are shared among the different types of defects. The total of 6999 faulty strips corresponds
to 0.36% of the total number of strips in one end cap.
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Figure 8.6: Geometric distribution of faulty channels across TEC+. For each module, the
percentage of faulty strips is colour coded with a linear colour scale from 0% to 2%. Any module
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Figure 8.7: Geometric distribution of faulty channels across TEC+. For each module, the
percentage of faulty strips is colour coded with a logarithmic colour scale from 0.1% to 100%,
giving good resolution for modules with large defects affecting at least one entire APV.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
The silicon-strip tracker of the CMS detector is currently the largest silicon detector in the world.
The construction of this device was a major challenge and has been successfully completed in
2007. In December 2007, the tracker was inserted into the CMS detector and is at the time of this
writing being cabled to the readout, control and power systems, so that the device will be ready
for data taking when the LHC is first switched on.
The tracker is built from 15 148 silicon strip modules, of which the end cap system represents
the largest sub-system with a total of 6400 modules in both end caps combined. At the same time,
the end caps are the most complex of the tracker’s sub-systems, featuring ten different module
geometries with seven different strip lengths. One of the two end caps (TEC+) has been integrated
in Aachen, pioneering effective methods for the quality control throughout the integration process.
In the studies performed in the course of the present thesis, vital parameters of the detector have
been shown to be well within specifications: cooling and electrical services are all functioning
properly and the end cap can be operated stably over long periods (several hours) both at room
temperature and at the foreseen operating temperature of below −10◦C. The quality of the optical
readout links is very good, with virtually all lasers having a large safety margin to compensate for
a loss of light intensity due to potential damages occuring during operation at the LHC. The noise
of all modules is flat and — given proper normalisation — in a narrow range and very reproducible.
The noise levels meet the expectations of being below 2000 electrons on all module geometries in
the relevant deconvolution readout mode, and the common-mode noise amounts to less than 25%
of the intrinsic noise of the modules even in large systems of up to 800 modules powered and read
out at once. At the end of TEC+ integration, more than 99.5% of its readout channels were
working properly. Of the 7000 defective channels, about a third are due to individual faulty strips,
most of which are known since module production. The remaining two thirds of the defects can
be attributed to failures of larger components such as damaged readout chips and lasers or broken
fibres, which occured during the integration process or emerged during testing of the integrated
detector.
The petal reception test established in Aachen as part of this thesis work helped achieve this
exquisite detector quality. All petals that were delivered by several institutes for integration into
TEC+ were tested for any problem arising from the petal transport. A small number of defects
was found on the petals and could thus be repaired before the petals were integrated into the end
cap. Overall, the petal reception test confirmed the very good quality of petals delivered by the
petal integration centers. Because of the tight integration schedule and the limited throughput
capacity of the test setup, the reception test’s work was time critical, but all petals could be tested
without causing a delay in the integration procedure.
The data quality observed with the integrated end cap is compatible with the experiences made
in the final test beam with petals, which took place in May and June 2004. The analysis of the
test beam data showed that a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of more than 20 can be achieved in the
deconvolution readout mode with unirradiated TEC modules of all geometries. This provides a
comforting safety margin for TEC operation at the LHC, where a reduction in the S/N of up to
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25% is expected due to radiation damages towards the end of the foreseen life time of the tracker.
The thoroughly tested and very well functioning tracker end cap TEC+ has been delivered in
good time for integration into the CMS tracker and is an important component of this device. The
whole tracker has been shown to be of an outstanding quality throughout the integration process
of all sub-systems. The tracker community can thus confidently look forward to operation of the
detector at the Large Hadron Collider.
Appendix A
TEC Layout
A.1 Control Ring Layout in the End Cap System
The full control ring address of any front end device consists of an identifier for the control ring,
the address of the CCU controlling the module, the module’s CCU-channel (I2C channel) and the
I2C address of the front end device. The control ring identifiers specify the crate and slot of that
crate in which the FEC controlling the ring is mounted, and the number of the mFEC card within
the FEC. These identifiers depend on the setup. In Tabs. A.2 and A.3, the CCU addresses used
in the TEC system and the ccu channels of TEC modules are listed. Tab. A.1 contains the I2C
addresses of the tracker front end devices. If the control ring cabling is known, these two tables
give the full control ring addresses of the TEC front end devices.
A schematical view of a standard TEC control ring is given in Fig. A.1. All control rings of
both tracker end caps have exactly this control ring layout, including the addresses of the five
CCUs on the ring.
DOH 1
0x77
119
DOH  2
DOHM
Back petalFront petal
CCU2
0x5F
95
111
0x6F
CCU1
63
CCU2
0x3F
CCU1
0x7B
123
FEC
CCUM
Dummy
Figure A.1: Schematical view of a standard TEC control ring.
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A.1.1 Front End Device Addresses
Device Address (Hex) Address (Dec)
APV 1 0x20 32
APV 2 0x21 33
APV 3 0x22 34
APV 4 0x23 35
APV 5 0x24 36
APV 6 0x25 37
APVMUX 0x43 67
PLL 0x44 68
DCU 0x0 0
AOH 0x60 96
Laser 1 0x61 97
Laser 2 0x62 98
Laser 3 0x63 99
Table A.1: I2C addresses of the front end devices. The addresses given are the 7-bit addresses
used to identify the devices on the I2C bus.
A.1.2 CCU Channels of TEC Modules
Back Petal CCU Channels
Ring Module Orientation Address (hex) Address (dec) CCU (hex) CCU (dec)
1
1.1 Stereo 0x15 21
0x7B 123
1.2 r · ϕ 0x14 20
2
2.1 r · ϕ 0x13 19
2.2 Stereo 0x12 18
3
3.1 r · ϕ 0x11 17
3.2 r · ϕ 0x19 25
4
4.1 r · ϕ 0x18 24
4.2 r · ϕ 0x17 23
4.3 r · ϕ 0x16 22
5
5.1 Stereo 0x15 21
5.2 r · ϕ 0x14 20
5.3 Stereo 0x13 19
5.4 r · ϕ 0x12 18
5.5 Stereo 0x11 17
5.6 r · ϕ 0x19 25
6
6.1 r · ϕ 0x18 24 0x3F 63
6.2 r · ϕ 0x17 23
6.3 r · ϕ 0x16 22
7
7.1 r · ϕ 0x1E 30
7.2 r · ϕ 0x1D 29
7.3 r · ϕ 0x1C 28
7.4 r · ϕ 0x1B 27
7.5 r · ϕ 0x1A 26
Table A.2: CCU channels of the modules and addresses of the CCUs on back petals
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Front Petal CCU Channels
Ring Module Orientation Address (hex) Address (dec) CCU (hex) CCU (dec)
1
1.1 Stereo 0x13 19
1.2 r · ϕ 0x12 18
0x6F 111
1.3 Stereo 0x11 17
1.4 r · ϕ 0x1F 31
2
2.1 r · ϕ 0x17 23
2.2 Stereo 0x16 22
2.3 r · ϕ 0x15 21
2.4 Stereo 0x14 20
3
3.1 r · ϕ 0x1A 26
3.2 r · ϕ 0x19 25
3.3 r · ϕ 0x18 24
4
4.1 r · ϕ 0x1E 30
4.2 r · ϕ 0x1D 29
4.3 r · ϕ 0x1C 28
4.4 r · ϕ 0x1B 27
5
5.1 Stereo 0x13 19
0x5F 95
5.2 r · ϕ 0x12 18
5.3 Stereo 0x11 17
5.4 r · ϕ 0x19 25
6
6.1 r · ϕ 0x17 23
6.2 r · ϕ 0x16 22
6.3 r · ϕ 0x15 21
6.4 r · ϕ 0x14 20
7
7.1 r · ϕ 0x1E 30
7.2 r · ϕ 0x1D 29
7.3 r · ϕ 0x1C 28
7.4 r · ϕ 0x1B 27
7.5 r · ϕ 0x1A 26
Table A.3: CCU channels of the modules and addresses of the CCUs on front petals
In addition to these front end devices of the silicon modules, the following two groups of devices
exist on the control rings:
 DCU on CCUM: CCU channel 0x10 (16 decimal), I2C address 0x0 (as all DCUs on hybrids)
 Primary DOH: CCU 0x6F (first CCU on the control ring), CCU channel 0x10 (16 decimal),
I2C address 0x70 (112 decimal).
 Secondary DOH: CCU 0x5F (second CCU on the control ring), CCU channel 0x10 (16
decimal), I2C address 0x70 (112 decimal).
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A.2 Optical Connections inside of the TEC Volume
A.2.1 Connection Scheme for the Readout Fibres
Five different connection schemes exist for the fibre mechanics of the different petal types. These
schemes are summarised in Tabs. A.4-A.8. The convention for the ribbon numbering in these
tables is explained in Fig. A.2. The ribbon 5 of all back petal fibre mechanics is used for the fibres
of the digital link.
In Tabs. A.4-A.8, the AOH pigtails are given in the form r.p/l, where r is the ring on which
the module is mounted, p is the module’s position on the ring and l is the number of the laser
reading out the module. Modules with 4 APVs have lasers 1 and 3, whereas modules with 6 APVs
have lasers 1, 2 and 3.
This nominal cabling could not always be followed during TEC+ integration, and all deviations
from this scheme are given in Tab. C.2 in App. C.
1
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1 12 1 12
112 12 1
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6
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5
1
Disc
Front Petal
Back Petal
Front Petal Fibre Mechanics
To interaction point
Back Petal Fibre Mechanics
Figure A.2: Labelling scheme for the ribbons in the fibre mechanics. Schematical view of the
front- and back-petal fibre-mechanics, with the TEC in an upright position, disc 9 at the top,
looking radially towards the center of the TEC.
Fibres in Ribbon
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.2/3 7.2/1 6.3/3 6.3/1 5.3/3 5.3/2 5.3/1 7.5/3 7.5/1 2.1/3 2.1/2 2.1/1
2 — 5.4/3 5.4/2 5.4/1 3.2/3 3.2/1 4.2/3 4.2/1 7.1/3 7.1/1 6.1/3 6.1/1
3 — 1.1/3 1.1/2 1.1/1 5.1/3 5.1/2 5.1/1 7.4/3 7.4/1 5.5/3 5.5/2 5.5/1
4 — 4.3/3 4.3/1 6.2/3 6.2/1 3.1/3 3.1/1 7.3/3 7.3/1 1.2/3 1.2/2 1.2/1
6 — 5.2/3 5.2/2 5.2/1 5.6/3 5.6/2 5.6/1 4.1/3 4.1/1 2.2/3 2.2/2 2.2/1
Table A.4: Connections at the fibre mechanics for back petals on disc 1 - 6.
Fibres in Ribbon
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.2/3 7.2/1 6.3/3 6.3/1 5.3/3 5.3/2 5.3/1 7.5/3 7.5/1 5.4/3 5.4/2 5.4/1
2 5.2/3 5.2/2 5.2/1 5.6/3 5.6/2 5.6/1 4.2/3 4.2/1 7.3/3 7.3/1 6.1/3 6.1/1
3 — — — — 5.1/3 5.1/2 5.1/1 7.4/3 7.4/1 5.5/3 5.5/2 5.5/1
4 4.3/3 4.3/1 6.2/3 6.2/1 3.2/3 3.2/1 3.1/3 3.1/1 4.1/3 4.1/1 7.1/3 7.1/1
Table A.5: Connections at the fibre mechanics for back petals on disc 7 - 9.
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Fibres in Ribbon
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.4/3 7.4/1 — 6.1/3 6.1/1 3.1/3 3.1/1 7.5/3 7.5/1 5.1/3 5.1/2 5.1/1
2 6.2/3 6.2/1 3.2/3 3.2/1 4.2/3 4.2/1 2.3/3 2.3/2 2.3/1 5.4/3 5.4/2 5.4/1
3 — 5.3/3 5.3/2 5.3/1 1.4/3 1.4/2 1.4/1 7.3/3 7.3/1 1.3/3 1.3/2 1.3/1
4 — 2.2/3 2.2/2 2.2/1 4.3/3 4.3/1 1.2/3 1.2/2 1.2/1 5.2/3 5.2/2 5.2/1
5 7.2/3 7.2/1 — 4.4/3 4.4/1 1.1/3 1.1/2 1.1/1 3.3/3 3.3/1 6.4/3 6.4/1
6 2.4/3 2.4/2 2.4/1 4.1/3 4.1/1 7.1/3 7.1/1 2.1/3 2.1/2 2.1/1 6.3/3 6.3/1
Table A.6: Connections at the fibre mechanics for front petals on disc 1 - 3.
Fibres in Ribbon
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.4/3 7.4/1 — 5.3/3 5.3/2 5.3/1 3.1/3 3.1/1 7.3/3 7.3/1 6.4/3 6.4/1
2 5.1/3 5.1/2 5.1/1 3.2/3 3.2/1 4.2/3 4.2/1 7.1/3 7.1/1 5.4/3 5.4/2 5.4/1
3 7.2/3 7.2/1 — — 6.1/3 6.1/1 4.4/3 4.4/1 7.5/3 7.5/1 3.3/3 3.3/1
4 — 6.2/3 6.2/1 2.2/3 2.2/2 2.2/1 2.3/3 2.3/2 2.3/1 5.2/3 5.2/2 5.2/1
5 2.4/3 2.4/2 2.4/1 4.1/3 4.1/1 4.3/3 4.3/1 2.1/3 2.1/2 2.1/1 6.3/3 6.3/1
Table A.7: Connections at the fibre mechanics for front petals on disc 4 - 6.
Fibres in Ribbon
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.4/3 7.4/1 — 5.3/3 5.3/2 5.3/1 3.1/3 3.1/1 7.3/3 7.3/1 6.4/3 6.4/1
2 — 6.2/3 6.2/1 4.1/3 4.1/1 4.3/3 4.3/1 6.3/3 6.3/1 5.4/3 5.4/2 5.4/1
3 7.2/3 7.2/1 — — 6.1/3 6.1/1 4.4/3 4.4/1 7.5/3 7.5/1 3.3/3 3.3/1
4 5.1/3 5.1/2 5.1/1 3.2/3 3.2/1 4.2/3 4.2/1 7.1/3 7.1/1 5.2/3 5.2/2 5.2/1
Table A.8: Connections at the fibre mechanics for front petals on disc 7 - 9.
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A.2.2 Connection Scheme for the Fibres of the Digital Link
At the fibre mechanics, the fibres coming from the primary and secondary DOH were connected
to the ribbon number 5 in the back petal fibre mechanics. The cabling scheme within the ribbon
must follow the one given in Tab. A.9. In this table, ”D1 in” denotes the input data line from the
primary DOH, ”Cl1 in” denotes the input clock line from the primary DOH, ”D1 out” denotes the
return data line of the primary DOH and ”Cl1 out” denotes the return clock line of the primary
DOH. D2 and Cl2 refer to the secondary DOH. A schematical view of a TEC DOHM, indicating
the locations of the data and clock lines, is given in Fig. A.3.
Fibre 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Input Cl1 in D1 in Cl2 in D2 in — — — —
Fibre 9 10 11 12
Input D2 out Cl2 out D1 out Cl1 out
Table A.9: Connection scheme for the clock (Cl) and data (D) lines of the primary (1) and
secondary (2) DOH at the TEC fibre mechanics.
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Figure A.3: Schematical drawing of a TEC DOHM, indicating the locations of the data and
clock lines of the DOHs.
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A.3 Electrical layout
A.3.1 Low Voltage Power Groups
In Tabs. A.10 and A.11, the layout of the low voltage power groups of front and back petals is
given. The tables describe fully equipped petals of discs 1–3, where all seven rings are present.
On discs 4–6, ring 1 is missing, on discs 7–8, rings 1 and 2 are missing and on disc 9, rings 1–3
are missing.
Power Group Ring Modules #(APVs)
1
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 24
2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 24
8 48
2
3 3.1 3.2 3.3 12
4 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 16
6 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 16
11 44
3
5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 24
7 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 20
9 44
Table A.10: Power groups of TEC front petals.
Power Group Ring Modules #(APVs)
1
1 1.1 1.2 12
2 2.1 2.2 12
4 24
2
3 3.1 3.2 8
4 4.1 4.2 4.3 12
6 6.1 6.2 6.3 12
8 32
3
5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 36
7 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 20
11 56
Table A.11: Power groups of TEC back petals.
A.3.2 High Voltage Distribution
Each power group of the end cap receives high voltage for the silicon modules from two independent
high voltage channels. Each of the two channels is split into 4 parallel HV lines at the back end of
the power supply unit. The mapping of these four lines to the pins of the LIC cables’ bajonet and
FM36W4 D-sub connectors is given in Tab. A.12 [75]. In that table, the HV lines are labelled c/l,
where c gives the HV channel within the power group (1 or 2) and l gives the power line within
that chanel (1–4).
After irradiation, different depletion voltages are expected for modules with different sensor
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thicknesses and at different regions of pseudorapity. For this reason, the mapping of the individual
HV lines to modules has been chosen such that thick and thin sensors never share the same HV
channel. Several constraints made it necessary to use different mappings of the individual HV
lines to the pins of the power connectors on the ICB for the different power groups of front and
back petals. These mappings, given in Tabs. A.13 and A.14, are established in the multi-service
cables of the TEC services. In these tables, a dashed line in the cell for a pin on the ICB HV
connector indicates that there is no connection from the multi-service cable to that pin.
HV line 1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 2/1 2/2 2/3 2/4
Pin bayonet O I E C A D H N
Pin D-sub 5 13 28 6 14 29 7 15
Table A.12: Mapping of the individual power lines of the two HV channels of a PSU to the
bayonet and D-sub connectors of the LICs.
Power group HV channel HV line Pin bayonet Pin D-sub Pin ICB
1
1
1/1 O 5 1
1/2 I 13 2
1/3 E 28 3
1/4 C 6 4
2
1/5 A 14 5
1/6 D 29 6
1/7 H 7 7
1/8 N 15 8
2
1
2/1 O 5 1
2/2 I 13 2
2/3 E 28 —
2/4 C 6 4
2
2/5 A 14 5
2/6 D 29 6
2/7 H 7 7
2/8 N 15 8
3
1
3/1 O 5 1
3/2 I 13 2
3/3 E 28 3
3/4 C 6 4
2
3/5 A 14 5
3/6 D 29 6
3/7 H 7 7
3/8 N 15 8
Table A.13: Mapping of individual HV lines from the PSUs to HV pins in the power connector
on the ICB for front petals
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Power group HV channel HV line Pin bayonet Pin D-sub Pin ICB
1
1
1/1 O 5 1
1/2 I 13 2
1/3 E 28 5
1/4 C 6 6
2
1/5 A 14 3
1/6 D 29 4
1/7 H 7 7
1/8 N 15 8
2
1
2/1 O 5 1
2/2 I 13 2
2/3 E 28 —
2/4 C 6 8
2
2/5 A 14 5
2/6 D 29 6
2/7 H 7 7
2/8 N 15 4
3
1
3/1 O 5 1
3/2 I 13 2
3/3 E 28 3
3/4 C 6 8
2
3/5 A 14 5
3/6 D 29 6
3/7 H 7 7
3/8 N 15 4
Table A.14: Mapping of individual HV lines from the PSUs to HV pins in the power connector
on the ICB for back petals
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Finally, the mapping of silicon modules to the individual HV lines is given in Tab. A.15 for
front petals and in Tab. A.16 for back petals. It was also attempted to minimise (in general) the
number of modules sharing the same HV pin. If a short occurs in the bias voltage circuit of a
module, the HV pin of the module can be disconnected, so that only this module and any module
sharing the same HV pin will be lost (provided the HV line of that module can be interrupted,
e.g. at the bayonet connector).
The naming convention for individual HV lines on the ICBs used in schematical drawing of
the ICBs is such that within each power group, the lines connected to separate input sources from
the PSU are named A and B, and the up to four individual lines fed by a given input source are
further labelled with latin numerals (A1, . . . A4; B1, . . . B4). A and B thus either refer to the
PSU’s channels 1 and 2 or vice versa. This convention is followed in Tabs. A.15 and A.16. In these
tables, the columns ”Pin” and ”Line” indicate the pin number of the ICB’s Molex HV connector
and the HV line on the ICB.
PSU ICB, Group 1 ICB, Group 2 ICB, Group 3
HV line Pin Line Modules Pin Line Modules Pin Line Modules
1 1 A1 1.1 1 B1 6.1 6.2 1 A1 5.1
2 2 A2 1.2 2 B2 6.3 6.4 2 A2 5.2
3 3 A3 1.3 — — — 3 A3 5.3
4 4 A4 1.4 — — — 4 A4 5.4
5 5 B1 2.1 5 A1 3.1 4.1 4.2 5 B1 7.1 7.2
6 6 B2 2.2 6 A2 3.2 6 B2 7.3
7 7 B3 2.3 7 A3 3.3 7 B3 7.4 7.5
8 8 B4 2.4 8 A4 4.3 4.4 8 — —
Table A.15: Distribution of HV channels to modules for front petals.
PSU ICB, Group 1 ICB, Group 2 ICB, Group 3
HV line Pin Line Modules Pin Line Modules Pin Line Modules
1 1 A1 1.1 1 B1 6.1 1 B3 7.4 7.5
2 2 A2 1.2 2 B2 6.2 2 B2 7.3
3 5 — — — — — 3 B1 7.1 7.2
4 6 — — 8 B3 6.3 8 — —
5 3 B1 2.1 5 A5 4.1 4.3 5 A3 5.4 5.5
6 4 B2 2.2 6 A2 3.2 6 A2 5.2 5.3
7 7 — — 7 A1 3.1 7 A1 5.1
8 8 — — 4 A4 4.2 4 A4 5.6
Table A.16: Distribution of HV channels to modules for back petals.
A.4 Temperature and Humidity Sensors
A.4.1 DCU Calibration
The DCUs mounted on front end hybrids were individually calibrated in the course of the hy-
brid test procedure and the output of the calibration was saved in the hybrid test tables in the
tracker construction database. From these data, DCU calibration constants have been derived
and published on the tracker wiki pages [62].
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The methods of converting ADC values from the DCUs into temperatures, voltages and cur-
rents used for all related results presented in this thesis are the same as those used in the FEC
software [87]. The used calibration constants and the conversion formulae are given here for refer-
ence. Tab. A.17 also contains the set of global calibration constants used for generically calibration
all DCUs in many places throughout this thesis. In Tab. A.18, generic conversion factors are given
that are needed in addition to the DCU calibration constants.
Constant Meaning Global value
adcGain0 Gain of the ADC 0 2140
adcOffset0 Offset of theADC 0 0
i20 Current calibration for silicon temperature 19.23 · 10−6
i10 Current calibration for hybrid temperature 9.62 · 10−6
kDiv Voltage divider calibration for 2.50 V line 0.0005
tsGain Gain for DCU temperature 9.22
tsOffset Offset for DCU temperature 2469
Table A.17: Calibration constants for the DCUs on front end hybrids and the values used in this
document for global calibration of all DCUs with one generic set of calibration constants.
Constant Meaning Value
TNULL Offset between Celsius and Kelvin scale 273.15 K
T0 25◦C in Kelvin 298.15 K
RTH0 Resistance of thermistors at 25◦C in Ω 10 000 Ω
BETA Thermistor temperature coefficient in K−1 3280 K−1
RLEAK Sensing resistor for leakage current measurement in Ω 681 Ω
GAINTS Gain for integrated temperature sensor in ADC/K 8.901 ADC/K
Table A.18: Generic conversion factors used for converting from ADC values into more useful
units. The values given are those used in this document.
The conversion formulae using the above constants are given in Eqs. (A.1)–(A.6). In this
scheme, it is assumed that all ADCs of a DCU have the same gain and offset.
Tsilicon =
1
1
T0 + log
(
ADC0−adcOffset0
adcGain0∗i20∗RTH0/2
)
· 1BETA
− TNULL; (A.1)
Thybrid =
1
1
T0 + log
(
ADC4−adcOffset0
adcGain0∗i10∗RTH0
) · 1BETA − TNULL; (A.2)
V1.25 =
ADC2
adcGain0
(A.3)
V2.50 =
ADC1
adcGain0 · (kDiv · 1000) (A.4)
Ileak =
ADC3
adcGain0
(A.5)
TDCU =
ADC7 − tsOffset
tsGain
(A.6)
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A.4.2 Sensors read out via the Multi Service Cables
Several temperature and humidity sensors are read out through the multi-service cables of the
TEC. These sensors are:
 Front petals, power group 1: thermistors measuring the silicon temperature of modules 2.3
and 3.1.
 Front petals, power group 2: thermisters measuring the air temperature, mounted on the
ICB 46 in the area of ring 4
 Front petal, power group 3: thermistors measuring the silicon temperature of modules 5.4
and 7.1.
 Back petals: thermistors measuring the silicon temperature of modules 1.2 and 3.1.
 Back petals, power group 2: HMX humidity sensor mounted in the ICB 46 in the area of
ring 4 (sensors are not installed on all back petals, cf. Tab. C.1 on page 218).
 Back petals, power group 3: thermistors measuring the silicon temperature of modules 5.6
and 7.2.
Like all other thermistors on TEC modules or petals, the thermistors are 10 kΩ thermistors of
type NTH5G16P33B103F07TH from Murata.
A.4.3 Sensors read out via the DCUs on CCUMs
On each petal there are thermistors and on some front petals also HMX humidity sensors which
can be read out via the DCUs on the CCUMs. The HMX sensor — if installed (cf. Tab. C.1
on page 218) — is mounted on the front petal’s ICB 46 in the area of ring 4. The thermistors
are glued to selected aluminium inserts and provide estimates of the temperature of the coolant
close the inlet and outlet of the petal and in the middle of the cooling pipe. The positions of the
thermistors are:
 Front petals, CCUM 1 (rings 1-4): the inserts for mounting the cross-piece of module 6.2.
 Front petals, CCUM 2 (rings 5-7): the inserts for mounting the cross-piece of module 6.3.
 Back petals, CCUM 1 (rings 1-4): the two inserts for mounting the cross-pieces in the overlap
region of modules 6.1 and 6.2.
 Back petals, CCUM 2 (rings 5-7): the two inserts for mounting the cross-pieces in the overlap
region of modules 6.2 and 6.3.
A.4.4 TEC Sensors hardwired to the PLC
The number of input channels of the PLCs is limited and therefore not all sensors can be connected
to the PLCs. The TEC sensors hardwired to the PLCs are [82]:
 All thermistors read out via the multi-service cables of group 3, i.e. the thermistors measuring
the silicon temperatures of modules 5.4 and 7.1 on front petals and of modules 5.6 and 7.2
of back petals. An interlock signal is generated if two sensors of the same sector are outside
of the defined limit.
 12 pairs of HMX-humidity sensors and air-temperature measuring thermistors, all read out
via the multi-service cables. The HMX sensors are those on the back petals of discs 1, 5 and
9 of the sectors 1, 3, 5 and 7. Each HMX sensor is paired with one of the two air-temperature
sensors of the neighbouring front petal. These pairs are used for computing local dew point
information but are not used to generate interlock signals.
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A.5 TEC Component Naming in Hardware and Software
The names given to parts of the end cap are different in the hardware domain (i.e. among the
people who built the detector) and in the domain of the CMS reconstruction software CMSSW
[40]. The composition of the Det-IDs for TEC modules used in CMSSWW is defined in [149], and
the differences in the naming are due to naming conventions of the CMSSW framework and the
online software’s view of the detector which, for example, combines both single-sided modules of
a double-sided module into one object which has resolution not only in ϕ but also in r.
For reference, the differences in detector-part names between hardware and software scopes
are explained.
Disks: A TEC consists of nine disks (spelt ”disc” throughout this document because of personal
preferences) which with increasing distance from the interaction point are numbered 1–9. In the
terminology of CMSSW, the disks are named wheels, the numbering is the same.
Front/Back Petals: There are petals on both sides of the disks. The petals facing the
interaction point are named front petals, the ones facing the far end of the detector are named
back petals. In CMSSW, these types of petals are distinguished by the value of the wheel side
identifier. The wheel side has the value 1 for back petals and 2 for front petals.
Sectors: A TEC is segmented in ϕ into eight sectors, numbered 1–8, with the sector positions
in the CMS coordinate system as illustrated in Fig. A.4. Each sector contains one tower of front
Figure A.4: Technical drawing defining the positions of the eight sectors in a TEC. The numbers
Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 give the number of the petal tower, and the sector number S contains the petal
towers with i = 2 · S − 1 (front petal) and i = 2 · S (back petal).
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petals and the neighbouring tower of back petals at larger values of ϕ. In CMSSW, sectors are
named petal, with the identifier petal number taking the same value as the hardware sector number
only in TEC+. In TEC−, the petal number i denotes a set of two towers of petals which contains
the back petals of hardware sector i and the front petals of hardware sector i+ 1. Petal number
i = 8 refers to the front petals of hardware sector 1 and the back petals of hardware sector 8.
Rings: Rings are named and counted identically in the hardware domain and in CMSSW. The
outermost ring on a petal is always ring 7, the number of the innermost ring is varying with |z|.
Odd rings are on the petal side facing the interaction point and even rings on the petal side facing
the far end of the detector for all petals of both end caps.
Module positions: In the hardware, each single-sided module has its own module position.
These positions are for example printed on the ICBs next to all connectors of a given module (hy-
brid, bias voltage and AOH connector). The hardware module position does not encode whether
a single-sided module which is part of a double-sided module is of type r · ϕ (strips in radial
direction) or stereo (rotated by 100 mrad). Module positions are defined in Figs. 2.25 and 2.26,
and are commonly given as a two-part number r.p, where r denotes the ring on which the module
is mounted and p denotes the module’s position on that ring within the petal. In double-sided
modules of rings 1 and 5 (which are on the petal-side facing the interaction point), the stereo
modules always have odd p and the r · ϕ modules have even p. In double-sided modules of ring 2
(which are on the petal side facing the far end of the detector), the stereo modules always have
even p and the r ·ϕ modules have odd p. Stereo modules are mounted further away from the petal
body than their partner r · ϕ module. These r · ϕ modules are the only modules mounted on a
petal with the processed sensor surface facing the petal body. Most modules are mounted such
that the hybrid is at greater r than the sensor, with the exception of ring 7, where the hybrid is
at a smaller radius than the sensors.
In CMSSW, there are two identifiers needed to fully specify the position of a single-sided mod-
ule: the module number is identical to the module position in the hardware only for single-sided
modules that are not part of a double-sided module. For these modules, the second identifier,
module type, is set to zero. The two single-sided modules making up a double-sided module both
have the same module number n which can be computed from the hardware module position p as
n = (p + 1)/2 (integer division). The module type is 1 for the stereo module and 2 for the r · ϕ
part of a double-sided module.
Appendix B
Tables and Lists for the Petal
Reception Tests
B.1 Check Lists for Test Preparation
In the following, english translations of the check lists used for the reception tests of back and
front petals are given. One such list was completed for each petal test.
B.1.1 Back Petals
 Visual inspection, photographs of both petal sides.
 Save pictures on computer.
 If they exist: remove white U-profiles at fiber channel; replace with kapton.
 Check petal version and update petal version sticker. Move stickers (barcode and petal
version) as far towards the fiber channel as possible, so that they will not be covered by
TEC services once the petal is installed into TEC.
 Check screws.
 Write down result of visual inspection; screws as comment.
 Reinforce Molex socket feed if necessary. Replace jumper connecting analogue and digital
ground by solder joint if necessary.
On D-side (Rings 2, 4 and 6):
 Mount tested DOHM.
 Connect digital power.
 Connect external ground.
 Remove grounding laces from transport frame.
 If applicable: mount HMX humidity sensor and write down HMX-ID.
 Mount optical patch panel.
On C-side (Rings 1, 3, 5 and 7)
 Connect optical fibers (AOH and DOH).
 Switch on digital power and perform redundancy quick check.
 Connect cooling system to manifold.
 Close petal covers.
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On D-side (Rings 2, 4 and 6):
 complete connection to cooling, switch on cooling, make sure connections are tight.
 Mount electrical patch panel.
 Connect MS-cables (on BP78 and BP9 only power groups 2 and 3).
 Mount external reference T&H-sensors.
 Switch on analogue voltages.
 Perform I2C-Test and check output.
 Make petal enclosure light- and air-tight.
 Connect and open dry air flow.
 Attach warning sign (test running, high voltage).
 Start test software.
 Check that humidity is below 30% with the external reference sensors.
 For quick test: ramp HV first to 50V, if no problem up to 450V and down to zero.
 Start automated petal test.
 At the end of test: document DOHM-Assembly in DB.
B.1.2 Front Petals
 Visual inspection, photographs of both petal sides.
 Save pictures on computer.
 If they exist: remove white U-profiles at fiber channel; replace with kapton.
 Check petal version and update petal version sticker. Move stickers (barcode and petal
version) as far towards the fiber channel as possible, so that they will not be covered by the
TEC services once the petal is installed into TEC.
 Check screws.
 Write down result of visual inspection; screws as comment.
 Reinforce Molex socket feed if necessary. Replace jumper connecting analogue and digital
ground by solder joint if necessary.
On B-side (Rings 2, 4 and 6):
 Mount test DOHM for front petals.
 If applicable mount HMX-sensor, note sensor ID.
 Mount optical patch panel.
On A-side (Rings 1, 3, 5 and 7)
 Remove grounding laces from transport frame.
 Plug fibers into optical patch panel (AOH and DOH).
 Close petal covers.
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On B-side (Rings 2, 4 and 6):
 Connect digital power.
 Connect external ground.
 Switch on and perform redundancy quick test.
 Mount external reference T&H-sensors.
 Connect cooling to manifold, close petal covers.
 Switch on cooling, check that connections are tight.
 Mounte electrical patch panel.
 Connect MS-cables (on front petals of discs 7-9, only power groups 2 and 3 are connected).
 Switch on analogue power.
 Perform I2C-Test.
 Make petal enclosure light- and air-tight.
 Connect and open dry air flow.
 Attach warning sign (high voltage, test running).
 Start test software.
 Check that humidity is below 30% using external reference sensors.
 Ramp HV to 50V, then 450V and back to zero.
 Start automated petal test.
B.1.3 Scenario XML File Used for All Reception Tests
The program of the automation software for the petal reception test was governed by a so-called
scenario.xml file, in which the individual tests, test parameters and the order of the tests were
defined. The scenario.xml file used for all full petal qualification tests is printed here. Most fields
in the file are commented, so that the work flow of a typical reception test can be inferred.
<scenario name="DefaultScenario">
<!-- All output files [apart from raw data] will be saved here -->
<!-- Petal data are at <basedir>/<petalbarcode>/<testnumber>/ -->
<option name="basedir">/tmp/pr-test/</option>
<!-- This is where the configuration files for the DAQ are -->
<!-- Must match configuration in resource service -->
<option name="configfiledir">/home/xdaq/public_html/xml/tec-pr</option>
<!-- This is the file name of the fec configuration file that the DAQ expects: -->
<option name="fecfilename">fecconfig.xml</option>
<!-- This is the name of the module.xml file as the DAQ expects it -->
<option name="modulefilename">module.xml</option>
<!-- port of the DAQ xdaq executive -->
<option name="daqhost">40000</option>
<!-- timeout for executive watch dog in seconds -->
<option name="watchdogtimeout">60</option>
<!-- if a single daq run failes for this many time, we consider this fatal -->
<option name="maxdaqrunattempts">3</option>
<!-- directory where the raw data are saved - - must match setting in resource service -->
<option name="rawdatadir">/local/data/</option>
<!-- Set this to true if you want the software to wait after each task -->
<!-- You’ll be able to repeat tasks or abort the whole procedure -->
<option name="alwayswaitbeforeexit">false</option>
<task number="0" name="SensorReadings">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<!-- The timeout for the task in minutes -->
<option name="timeout">30</option>
<!-- The relative humidity must be lower than this threshold value (in per cent): -->
<option name="targethumidity">30</option>
<!-- If this option is "true", we use the HMX sensor for humidity measurements -->
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<!-- You should normally leave this value at "false", because not all petals have an HMX sensor -->
<option name="usehmxforthreshold">true</option>
<!-- Every task may have this option: if true, you’ll have to push the "next task" button to continue -->
<option name="waitbeforeexit">true</option>
</task>
<task NUMBER="1" name="LeakageCurrents">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- We don’t to an IV curve here, so we can’t save the I-V curve readings -->
<option name="savereadings">false</option>
<!-- We do set the voltage for the DAQ here -->
<option name="setdaqvoltage">true</option>
<!-- ramping must finish within this many seconds -->
<option name="timeout">120</option>
<!-- read the voltages every 4 seconds -->
<option name="delay">4</option>
<!-- ramp up and down at this many V/s -->
<option name="rampspeed">8</option>
<!-- set the current threshold to this many micro amps -->
<option name="trip">20</option>
<!-- for an IV-curve: this is the first voltage at which we measure the leakage current -->
<option name="startvoltage">20</option>
<!-- and this is the highest voltage. if (targetvoltage < startvoltage), we don’t do an IV curve -->
<option name="targetvoltage">10</option>
<!-- for the IV curve, this is the step size -->
<option name="stepsize">100</option>
<!-- At the end of the task, all relais are switched on and the HV is left at this voltage: -->
<option name="finalvoltage">300</option>
</task>
<task nuMber="2" name="FecProfiler">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">true</option>
<!-- this is a copy of the output module.xml file we save for book keeping -->
<option name="outputfile">fecprofiler_output.xml</option>
<!-- The input file for the FecProfiler.exe, containing default values for all frontend chips -->
<option name="inputfile">/home/xdaq/tec-pr/test03.xml</option>
</task>
<task number="3" name="ConnectionScan">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- The connection run needs a working version of the module.xml file, otherwise it will
not produce valid output -->
<option name="inputfile">/home/xdaq/tec-pr/example-module.xml</option>
<!-- Book keeping copy of output file -->
<option name="outputfile">connection_scan_output.xml</option>
<!-- run is stopped, if event counter doesn’t change for this many seconds -->
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task number="4" name="TimingRun">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- copy of the output fec.xml file we save for book keeping purposes -->
<option name="outputfile">timing_scan_1_output.xml</option>
<option name="eventsperspill">50</option>
<!-- run will be stopped if event counter doesn’t change for this many seconds -->
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task number="5" name="optoscan">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- copy of output fec.xml file for book keeping purposes -->
<option name="outputfile">opto_scan_output.xml</option>
<option name="eventsperspill">50</option>
<!-- run will be stopped if event counter doesn’t change for this many seconds -->
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task number="6" name="TimingRun">
<option name="skip">false</option>
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<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- copy of output fec.xml file for book keeping purposes -->
<option name="outputfile">timing_scan_2_output.xml</option>
<option name="eventsperspill">200</option>
<!-- if event counter doesn’t change within this many seconds, we stop the run -->
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task number="7" name="PedestalRun">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- this is the APV mode that will be set for this run -->
<option name="apvmode">47</option>
<!-- human readable description of APV mode -->
<option name="apvmodename">peak</option>
<!-- number of events to record per mux channel -->
<option name="muxevents">5000</option>
<!-- if true, we’ll read the dcus during the run (not implemented yet) -->
<option name="readdcu">false</option>
<!-- if true, raw data will be save to disk. Absolutely necessary! -->
<option name="ondisk">true</option>
<!-- book keeping copy of fec file -->
<option name="outputfile">pedestal_peak_fec.xml</option>
<option name="eventsperspill">200</option>
<!-- If the event counter doesn’t change for this many seconds, the run is stopped. This
will usually be fatal -->
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task number="8" name="PedestalRun">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<option name="apvmode">37</option>
<option name="apvmodename">deconvolution</option>
<option name="muxevents">5000</option>
<option name="readdcu">false</option>
<option name="ondisk">true</option>
<option name="eventsperspill">200</option>
<option name="outputfile">pedestal_dec_fec.xml</option>
<option name="timeout">60</option>
</task>
<task NUMBER="9" name="LeakageCurrents">
<option name="skip">false</option>
<option name="waitbeforeexit">false</option>
<!-- This time we do an IV curve and we want to save the data: -->
<option name="savereadings">true</option>
<!-- but we did already run the daq -->
<option name="setdaqvoltage">false</option>
<!-- timout for ramping up or current settling in seconds -->
<option name="timeout">120</option>
<!-- read the HV every n seconds -->
<option name="delay">4</option>
<!-- speed of ramping up and down -->
<option name="rampspeed">8</option>
<!-- current limit -->
<option name="trip">20</option>
<!-- first (lowest) voltage for IV curve -->
<option name="startvoltage">100</option>
<!-- highest voltage for IV curve -->
<option name="targetvoltage">500</option>
<!-- step size for IV curve -->
<option name="stepsize">100</option>
<!-- at the end of the task, set this voltage (zero here, because it’s the final task) -->
<option name="finalvoltage">0</option>
<!-- Start the data analysis in parallel to this task -->
<option name="startanalysis">true</option>
</task>
</scenario>
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B.2 Fibre Connection Schemes
The cabling scheme for AOH pigtail connections at the optical patch panel used in the reception
test is similar to the scheme used for cabling the fibre mechanics of the end caps. Differences are
due to mechanical constraints and demands of the readout hardware in the reception test setup.
In Tabs. B.1 - B.5, a fibre is identified as r.p/l, where r is the ring the module is mounted on, p is
the module’s position on the ring and l is the number of the laser. Modules with four APVs have
laser numbers 1 and 3, modules with six APVs have laser numbers 1, 2 and 3.
B.2.1 Back Petals
Fibres
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 6.1/1 6.1/3 7.1/1 7.1/3 4.2/1 4.2/3 3.2/1 3.2/3 5.4/1 5.4/2 5.4/3 —
2 7.3/1 7.3/3 3.1/1 3.1/3 1.2/1 1.2/2 1.2/3 — 6.2/1 6.2/3 4.3/1 4.3/3
3 2.2/1 2.2/2 2.2/3 4.1/1 4.1/3 5.6/1 5.6/2 5.6/3 5.2/1 5.2/2 5.2/3 —
4 2.1/1 2.1/2 2.1/3 7.5/1 7.5/3 5.3/1 5.3/2 5.3/3 6.3/1 6.3/3 7.2/1 7.2/3
5 5.5/1 5.5/2 5.5/3 7.4/1 7.4/3 5.1/1 5.1/2 5.1/3 1.1/1 1.1/2 1.1/3 —
6 — — — — — — — — — — — —
Table B.1: Cabling scheme for the optical fibres of back petals for discs 1 - 6.
Fibres
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 5.2/1 5.2/2 5.2/3 5.6/1 5.6/2 5.6/3 6.1/1 6.1/3 7.3/1 7.3/3 4.2/1 4.2/3
2 7.1/1 7.1/3 4.1/1 4.1/3 3.1/1 3.1/3 3.2/1 3.2/3 6.2/1 6.2/3 4.3/1 4.3/3
3 5.4/1 5.4/2 5.4/3 7.5/1 7.5/3 5.3/1 5.3/2 5.3/3 6.3/1 6.3/3 7.2/1 7.2/3
4 5.5.a 5.5/2 5.5/3 7.4/1 7.4/3 5.1/1 5.1/2 5.1/3 — — — —
5 — — — — — — — — — — — —
6 — — — — — — — — — — — —
Table B.2: Cabling scheme for the optical fibres of back petals for discs 7 - 9.
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B.2.2 Front Petals
Fibres
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 7.2/1 7.2/3 4.4/1 4.4/3 3.3/1 3.3/3 6.4/1 6.4/3 1.1/1 1.1/2 1.1/3 —
2 1.4/1 1.4/2 1.4/3 7.3/1 7.3/3 1.3/1 1.3/2 1.3/3 5.3/1 5.3/2 5.3/3 —
3 7.4/1 7.4/3 6.1/1 6.1/3 3.1/1 3.1/3 7.5/1 7.5/3 5.1/1 5.1/2 5.1/3 —
4 2.4/1 2.4/2 2.4/3 2.1/1 2.1/2 2.1/3 6.3/1 6.3/3 7.1/1 7.1/3 4.1/1 4.1/3
5 2.2/1 2.2/2 2.2/3 4.3/1 4.3/3 1.2/1 1.2/2 1.2/3 5.2/1 5.2/2 5.2/3 —
6 6.2/1 6.2/3 2.3/1 2.3/2 2.3/3 5.4/1 5.4/2 5.4/3 3.2/1 3.2/3 4.2/1 4.2/3
Table B.3: Cabling scheme for the optical fibres of front petals for discs 1 - 3.
Fibres
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 6.1/1 6.1/3 4.4/1 4.4/3 3.3/1 3.3/3 7.5/1 7.5/3 7.2/1 7.2/3 — —
2 7.4/1 7.4/3 3.1/1 3.1/3 7.3/1 7.3/3 6.4/1 6.4/3 5.3/1 5.3/2 5.3/3 —
3 4.1a 4.1c 2.4/1 2.4/2 2.4/3 2.1/1 2.1/2 2.1/3 4.3/1 4.3/3 6.3/1 6.3/3
4 6.2/1 6.2/3 2.3/1 2.3/2 2.3/3 5.2/1 5.2/2 5.2/3 2.2/1 2.2/2 2.2/3 —
5 7.1/1 7.1/2 5.1/1 5.1/2 5.1/3 5.4/1 5.4/2 5.4/3 4.2/1 4.2/3 3.2/1 3.2/3
6 — — — — — — — — — — — —
Table B.4: Cabling scheme for the optical fibres of front petals for discs 4 - 6.
Fibres
Ribbon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 6.1/1 6.1/3 4.4/1 4.4/3 3.3/1 3.3/3 7.5/1 7.5/3 7.2/1 7.2/3 — —
2 7.4/1 7.4/3 3.1/1 3.1/3 7.3/1 7.3/3 6.4/1 6.4/3 5.3/1 5.3/2 5.3/3 —
3 7.1/1 7.1/3 5.2/1 5.2/2 5.2/3 5.1/1 5.1/2 5.1/3 4.2/1 4.2/3 3.2/1 3.2/3
4 6.2/1 6.2/3 4.1/1 4.1/3 4.3/1 4.3/3 6.3/1 6.3/3 5.4/1 5.4/2 5.4/3 —
5 — — — — — — — — — — — —
6 — — — — — — — — — — — —
Table B.5: Cabling scheme for the optical fibres of front petals for discs 7 - 9.
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Figure B.1: A- and B-sides of all 144 petals in TEC+. Photographs were taken in the course of
the reception tests of these petals.
Appendix C
Tables and Lists for TEC+
Integration and Cold Test
C.1 List of Petals inside of TEC+
For all petals integrated into TEC+, the location of the petal and its barcode are given. If a HMX
humidity sensor is mounted on a petal, the humidity sensor’s ID is given as well.
Two petals from the original installation have been exchanged after TEC+ was transported to
CERN. These petals are the back petal on disc 3 and the front petal on disc 4 of sector 2. The
barcodes of the petals from the original installation are
 sector 2, disc 3, back petal: 30250300000066
 sector 2, disc 4, front petal: 30250200000087.
The table lists the final installation of petals, as it will be installed into the CMS detector.
Table C.1: List of petals in TEC+.
Sector Disc Petal Barcode HMX-sensor
1 1 FP 30250100000001 —
1 1 BP 30250300000037 43-0310
1 2 FP 30250100000006 —
1 2 BP 30250300000048 43-0536
1 3 FP 30250100000045 —
1 3 BP 30250300000020 43-0333
1 4 FP 30250200000021 —
1 4 BP 30250400000039 43-0300
1 5 FP 30250200000046 —
1 5 BP 30250400000033 43-0305
1 6 FP 30250200000023 —
1 6 BP 30250400000036 43-0294
1 7 FP 30250200000147 —
1 7 BP 30250400000003 43-0327
1 8 FP 30250200000051 —
1 8 BP 30250400000013 43-0320
1 9 FP 30250200000028 —
1 9 BP 30250400000051 43-0537
2 1 FP 30250100000080 —
2 1 BP 30250300000017 43-0324
Continued on the following page. . .
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Table C.1: List of petals in TEC+.
Sector Disc Petal Barcode HMX-sensor
2 2 FP 30250100000070 —
2 2 BP 30250300000026 —
2 3 FP 30250100000049 —
2 3 BP 30250300000095 —
2 4 FP 30250200000099 —
2 4 BP 30250400000085 —
2 5 FP 30250200000093 —
2 5 BP 30250400000034 43-0307
2 6 FP 30250200000096 —
2 6 BP 30250400000086 —
2 7 FP 30250200000070 —
2 7 BP 30250400000037 —
2 8 FP 30250200000017 —
2 8 BP 30250400000043 —
2 9 FP 30250200000071 —
2 9 BP 30250400000099 43-0299
3 1 FP 30250100000011 —
3 1 BP 30250300000062 43-0317
3 2 FP 30250100000060 —
3 2 BP 30250300000084 43-0531
3 3 FP 30250100000081 —
3 3 BP 30250300000016 43-0326
3 4 FP 30250200000060 —
3 4 BP 30250400000095 43-0529
3 5 FP 30250200000057 —
3 5 BP 30250400000009 43-0533
3 6 FP 30250200000043 —
3 6 BP 30250400000067 43-0538
3 7 FP 30250200000095 —
3 7 BP 30250400000080 43-0535
3 8 FP 30250200000005 —
3 8 BP 30250400000096 43-0295
3 9 FP 30250200000139 —
3 9 BP 30250400000057 43-0334
4 1 FP 30250100000099 43-0332
4 1 BP 30250300000011 43-0293
4 2 FP 30250100000062 43-0312
4 2 BP 30250300000029 —
4 3 FP 30250100000083 43-0303
4 3 BP 30250300000051 —
4 4 FP 30250200000088 43-0322
4 4 BP 30250400000024 —
4 5 FP 30250200000047 43-0339
4 5 BP 30250400000044 43-0321
4 6 FP 30250200000126 43-0308
4 6 BP 30250400000010 —
4 7 FP 30250200000050 43-0245
4 7 BP 30250400000100 —
4 8 FP 30250200000138 43-0323
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Table C.1: List of petals in TEC+.
Sector Disc Petal Barcode HMX-sensor
4 8 BP 30250400000094 —
4 9 FP 30250200000097 43-0329
4 9 BP 30250400000005 43-0292
5 1 FP 30250100000063 —
5 1 BP 30250300000010 43-0298
5 2 FP 30250100000096 —
5 2 BP 30250300000006 43-0180
5 3 FP 30250100000041 —
5 3 BP 30250300000005 43-0247
5 4 FP 30250200000068 —
5 4 BP 30250400000011 43-0335
5 5 FP 30250200000069 —
5 5 BP 30250400000056 43-0304
5 6 FP 30250200000016 —
5 6 BP 30250400000097 43-0318
5 7 FP 30250200000067 —
5 7 BP 30250400000028 43-0250
5 8 FP 30250200000031 —
5 8 BP 30250400000066 43-0352
5 9 FP 30250200000072 —
5 9 BP 30250400000087 43-0253
6 1 FP 30250100000035 —
6 1 BP 30250300000008 43-0644
6 2 FP 30250100000019 —
6 2 BP 30250300000032 —
6 3 FP 30250100000065 —
6 3 BP 30250300000068 —
6 4 FP 30250200000032 —
6 4 BP 30250400000090 —
6 5 FP 30250200000080 —
6 5 BP 30250400000027 43-0609
6 6 FP 30250200000130 —
6 6 BP 30250400000021 —
6 7 FP 30250200000053 —
6 7 BP 30250400000061 —
6 8 FP 30250200000012 —
6 8 BP 30250400000049 —
6 9 FP 30250200000113 —
6 9 BP 30250400000065 43-0733
7 1 FP 30250100000068 —
7 1 BP 30250300000003 43-0309
7 2 FP 30250100000023 —
7 2 BP 30250300000083 43-0311
7 3 FP 30250100000004 —
7 3 BP 30250300000038 43-0528
7 4 FP 30250200000018 —
7 4 BP 30250400000022 43-0340
7 5 FP 30250200000037 —
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Table C.1: List of petals in TEC+.
Sector Disc Petal Barcode HMX-sensor
7 5 BP 30250400000008 43-0319
7 6 FP 30250200000077 —
7 6 BP 30250400000052 43-0306
7 7 FP 30250200000015 —
7 7 BP 30250400000015 43-0330
7 8 FP 30250200000007 —
7 8 BP 30250400000068 43-0530
7 9 FP 30250200000100 —
7 9 BP 30250400000047 43-0532
8 1 FP 30250100000094 43-0736
8 1 BP 30250300000012 43-0676
8 2 FP 30250100000073 43-0729
8 2 BP 30250300000090 —
8 3 FP 30250100000003 43-0428
8 3 BP 30250300000054 —
8 4 FP 30250200000140 43-0455
8 4 BP 30250400000098 —
8 5 FP 30250200000010 43-0445
8 5 BP 30250400000048 43-0726
8 6 FP 30250200000004 43-0628
8 6 BP 30250400000091 —
8 7 FP 30250200000026 43-0331
8 7 BP 30250400000040 —
8 8 FP 30250200000063 43-0696
8 8 BP 30250400000012 —
8 9 FP 30250200000079 43-0667
8 9 BP 30250400000092 43-0712
Table C.1: List of petals inside of TEC+. This table contains the final installation of petals, as
it has been installed into the CMS detector.
C.2 Optical Connections
The cabling of optical readout channels to FED inputs and of control rings to FECs must be
known in order to read in raw data files. While the cabling within the TECs cannot be changed
since the end caps are integrated into the tracker support tube, the cabling from the patch panel
1 to the FEDs and FECs depends on the setup in use. In this section, the actual cabling within
TEC+ and the cabling schemes to the FEDs and FECs used during TEC+ integration and during
the TEC+ cold test are given.
C.2.1 Deviations in the Cabling at the Fibre Mechanics in TEC+
The nominal cabling scheme at the fibre mechanics (cf. section A.2.1) could not always be followed
during TEC+ integration In total, 118 fibres out of almost 8000 are connected to a different slot
in the fibre mechanics than originally foreseen. These fibres and the slots in the fibre mechanics
they are actually connected to are given in Tab. C.2. The changes describe the state of TEC+ at
the end of the cold test and thus the cabling as it will be at the LHC.
In that table, a pigtail is specified in the form r.p/l, where r denotes the ring on which the
module is mounted, p is the module’s position on the ring and l is the number of the laser feeding
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the pig tail. Modules with four APVs have lasers 1 and 3, modules with six APVs have lasers 1,
2 and 3. The ”Ribbon” and ”Fibre” columns give the position in the fibre mechanis the pigtail is
actually connected to. The ribbon numbering is defined in Fig. A.2 on page 196.
Table C.2: Deviations in optical cabling
Sector Disc Petal Pigtail Ribbon Fibre
1 6 b 7.2/1 3 2
1 6 b 7.2/3 3 1
1 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
1 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
1 9 b 6.2/3 4 5
1 5 f 7.4/1 3 4
1 5 f 7.4/3 3 3
1 6 f 5.4/2 2 5
1 6 f 5.4/3 2 4
1 6 f 3.2/1 3 4
1 6 f 3.2/3 3 3
1 6 f 4.2/1 4 6
1 6 f 4.2/3 4 5
1 6 f 2.2/1 1 12
1 6 f 2.2/2 1 11
1 6 f 2.2/3 1 3
1 6 f 6.4/1 4 4
1 6 f 6.4/3 4 1
1 5 b 2.2/1 4 12
1 5 b 2.2/2 4 11
1 5 b 2.2/3 4 10
2 2 b 7.2/3 3 1
2 2 b 7.2/1 3 2
2 2 b 4.3/3 3 3
2 2 b 4.3/1 3 4
2 2 b 1.1/3 4 1
2 2 b 1.1/2 4 2
2 2 b 1.1/1 4 3
2 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
2 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
2 8 f 7.1/1 3 4
2 8 f 7.1/3 3 3
2 9 b 5.2/3 4 5
2 9 b 5.2/2 4 6
2 9 b 5.2/1 4 7
3 4 f 5.4/1 4 3
3 4 f 5.4/2 4 2
3 4 f 5.4/3 4 1
3 4 f 6.2/1 2 11
3 4 f 6.2/3 2 10
3 7 f 5.2/1 2 3
3 7 f 5.2/2 2 2
3 7 f 5.2/3 2 1
3 7 f 6.2/1 4 11
Continued on the following page. . .
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Table C.2: Deviations in optical cabling
Sector Disc Petal Pigtail Ribbon Fibre
3 7 f 6.2/3 4 10
3 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
3 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
3 1 b 5.1/3 3 1
3 4 f 4.1/1 3 4
3 4 f 4.1/3 3 3
4 2 b 5.4/3 2 1
4 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
4 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
4 9 b 6.1/1 2 3
4 9 b 6.1/3 2 2
4 9 b 5.2/1 3 4
4 9 b 5.2/2 3 3
4 9 b 5.2/3 3 2
4 9 f 5.1/3 4 4
4 7 f 4.1/1 2 1
5 6 f 7.4/1 1 3
5 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
5 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
5 8 b 5.6/1 3 4
5 8 b 5.6/2 3 3
5 8 b 5.6/3 3 2
5 9 b 6.1/1 2 10
5 9 b 6.1/3 2 11
5 9 b 7.3/1 3 4
5 9 b 7.3/3 3 3
5 1 b 7.4/1 1 7
5 1 b 7.4/3 1 6
5 1 b 5.3/1 3 9
5 1 b 5.3/2 3 8
5 1 b 5.3/3 3 1
6 3 f 2.3/1 4 1
6 3 f 2.3/2 4 6
6 3 f 2.3/3 4 5
6 3 f 4.3/1 2 8
6 3 f 4.3/3 2 7
6 2 f 7.4/3 1 3
6 1 b 6.1/3 2 1
6 2 b 4.3/1 3 12
6 2 b 4.3/3 3 11
6 2 b 5.5/1 4 3
6 2 b 5.5/2 4 2
6 2 b 5.5/3 4 1
6 2 b 7.5/1 3 10
6 2 b 7.5/3 3 1
6 2 b 2.1/3 1 8
6 2 b 2.1/1 1 9
6 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
Continued on the following page. . .
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Table C.2: Deviations in optical cabling
Sector Disc Petal Pigtail Ribbon Fibre
6 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
6 6 f 7.4/3 1 3
6 7 b 5.5/1 3 4
7 5 b 7.2/1 3 2
7 5 b 7.2/3 3 1
7 2 f 5.1/1 1 3
7 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
7 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
8 4 b 6.3/3 2 8
8 4 b 6.3/1 2 7
8 4 b 4.2/3 1 3
8 4 b 4.2/1 1 4
8 1 f 5.4/1 4 1
8 1 f 5.4/2 4 5
8 1 f 5.4/3 4 6
8 1 f 4.3/1 2 11
8 1 f 4.3/3 2 10
8 7 b 7.2/3 3 1
8 7 b 7.2/1 3 2
8 9 b 6.1/1 2 10
8 9 b 6.1/3 2 9
8 9 b 7.3/1 3 4
8 9 b 7.3/3 3 3
8 9 f 5.1/1 4 4
8 9 f 5.1/2 4 3
8 9 f 5.1/3 4 2
Table C.2: Deviations of the actual optical connections in the fibre mechanics in TEC+ from
the nominal cabling scheme (state at end of the coldtest at CERN). For each pigtail which is not
at its nominal position, the actual ribbon and fibre within the ribbon are given.
C.2.2 FED Cabling in the Integration and Cold Test Setups
FED Cabling Scheme of the Integration Setup
Tab. C.3 gives the default scheme of connecting ribbons from the fibre mechanics to the FEDs as
used during TEC+ integration in Aachen. FED inputs are specified in terms of the FED’s slot
in the crate and the number of the FED’s frontend (bottom to top). The ribbon numbering is
defined in Fig. A.2 on page 196.
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Slot Frontend Disc Petal Ribbon Slot Frontend Disc Petal Ribbon
3
1 6 BP 1
5
1 6 BP 3
2 6 BP 2 2 6 BP 4
3 1 FP 1 3 2 FP 1
4 1 FP 2 4 2 FP 2
5 1 FP 3 5 2 FP 3
6 1 FP 4 6 2 FP 4
7 1 FP 5 7 2 FP 5
8 1 FP 6 8 2 FP 6
6
1 — — —
8
1 4 FP 1
2 6 BP 6 2 4 FP 2
3 3 FP 2 3 4 FP 3
4 3 FP 3 4 4 FP 4
5 3 FP 4 5 4 FP 5
6 3 FP 5 6 5 FP 1
7 3 FP 6 7 5 FP 2
8 3 FP 1 8 5 FP 3
9
1 5 BP 6
11
1 7 FP 1
2 5 FP 4 2 7 FP 2
3 5 FP 5 3 7 FP 3
4 6 FP 1 4 7 FP 4
5 6 FP 2 5 8 FP 1
6 6 FP 3 6 8 FP 2
7 6 FP 4 7 8 FP 3
8 6 FP 5 8 8 FP 4
12
1 1 BP 1
14
1 5 BP 4
2 1 BP 2 2 2 BP 4
3 1 BP 3 3 2 BP 6
4 1 BP 4 4 3 BP 1
5 1 BP 6 5 3 BP 2
6 2 BP 1 6 3 BP 4
7 2 BP 2 7 3 BP 6
8 2 BP 3 8 3 BP 3
15
1 4 BP 1
17
1 7 BP 1
2 4 BP 2 2 7 BP 2
3 4 BP 3 3 7 BP 3
4 4 BP 4 4 7 BP 4
5 4 BP 6 5 8 BP 1
6 5 BP 1 6 8 BP 2
7 5 BP 2 7 8 BP 3
8 5 BP 3 8 8 BP 4
18
2 9 FP 2
3 9 FP 3
4 9 FP 4
5 9 BP 1
6 9 BP 2
7 9 BP 3
8 9 BP 4
Table C.3: Cabling scheme for connecting readout ribbons to the FEDs used in the TEC+
integration setup.
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FED Cabling Scheme of the Cold Test Setup
Tab. C.4 gives the default scheme of connecting ribbons from the fibre mechanics to the FEDs used
during the TEC+ cold test. FED inputs are specified in terms of the crate the FED is mounted
in (crates 0 or 1), the FED’s slot in the crate and the number of the FED’s frontend (bottom to
top). The ribbon numbering is defined in Fig. A.2 on page 196. The abbreviations in the column
headings are: FED: frontend; Sect.: Sectors; Pet.: Petal and Rib.: Ribbon.
Crate Slot F/E Sect. Disc Pet. Rib. Crate Slot F/E Sect. Disc Pet. Rib.
0 3 1 1/2 1 FP 1 0 18 1 3/5 1 FP 1
0 3 2 1/2 1 FP 2 0 18 2 3/5 1 FP 2
0 3 3 1/2 1 FP 3 0 18 3 3/5 1 FP 3
0 3 4 1/2 1 FP 4 0 18 4 3/5 1 FP 4
0 3 5 1/2 1 FP 5 0 18 5 3/5 1 FP 5
0 3 6 1/2 1 FP 6 0 18 6 3/5 1 FP 6
0 4 1 1/2 2 FP 1 0 19 1 3/5 2 FP 1
0 4 2 1/2 2 FP 2 0 19 2 3/5 2 FP 2
0 4 3 1/2 2 FP 3 0 19 3 3/5 2 FP 3
0 4 4 1/2 2 FP 4 0 19 4 3/5 2 FP 4
0 4 5 1/2 2 FP 5 0 19 5 3/5 2 FP 5
0 4 6 1/2 2 FP 6 0 19 6 3/5 2 FP 6
0 5 1 1/2 3 FP 1 1 3 1 3/5 3 FP 1
0 5 2 1/2 3 FP 2 1 3 2 3/5 3 FP 2
0 5 3 1/2 3 FP 3 1 3 3 3/5 3 FP 3
0 5 4 1/2 3 FP 4 1 3 4 3/5 3 FP 4
0 5 5 1/2 3 FP 5 1 3 5 3/5 3 FP 5
0 5 6 1/2 3 FP 6 1 3 6 3/5 3 FP 6
0 6 1 1/2 4 FP 1 1 4 1 3/5 4 FP 1
0 6 2 1/2 4 FP 2 1 4 2 3/5 4 FP 2
0 6 3 1/2 4 FP 3 1 4 3 3/5 4 FP 3
0 6 4 1/2 4 FP 4 1 4 4 3/5 4 FP 4
0 6 5 1/2 4 FP 5 1 4 5 3/5 4 FP 5
0 6 6 1/2 5 FP 1 1 4 6 3/5 5 FP 1
0 6 7 1/2 5 FP 2 1 4 7 3/5 5 FP 2
0 6 8 1/2 5 FP 3 1 4 8 3/5 5 FP 3
0 7 1 1/2 5 FP 4 1 5 1 3/5 5 FP 4
0 7 2 1/2 5 FP 5 1 5 2 3/5 5 FP 5
0 7 3 1/2 6 FP 1 1 5 3 3/5 6 FP 1
0 7 4 1/2 6 FP 2 1 5 4 3/5 6 FP 2
0 7 5 1/2 6 FP 3 1 5 5 3/5 6 FP 3
0 7 6 1/2 6 FP 4 1 5 6 3/5 6 FP 4
0 7 7 1/2 6 FP 5 1 5 7 3/5 6 FP 5
0 8 1 1/2 7 FP 1 1 6 1 3/5 7 FP 1
0 8 2 1/2 7 FP 2 1 6 2 3/5 7 FP 2
0 8 3 1/2 7 FP 3 1 6 3 3/5 7 FP 3
0 8 4 1/2 7 FP 4 1 6 4 3/5 7 FP 4
0 8 5 1/2 8 FP 1 1 6 5 3/5 8 FP 1
0 8 6 1/2 8 FP 2 1 6 6 3/5 8 FP 2
0 8 7 1/2 8 FP 3 1 6 7 3/5 8 FP 3
0 8 8 1/2 8 FP 4 1 6 8 3/5 8 FP 4
0 10 1 1/2 9 FP 1 1 7 1 3/5 9 FP 1
0 10 2 1/2 9 FP 2 1 7 2 3/5 9 FP 2
0 10 3 1/2 9 FP 3 1 7 3 3/5 9 FP 3
0 10 4 1/2 9 FP 4 1 7 4 3/5 9 FP 4
Continued on the following page. . .
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Crate Slot F/E Sect. Disc Pet. Rib. Crate Slot F/E Sect. Disc Pet. Rib.
0 10 5 1/2 9 BP 1 1 7 5 3/5 9 BP 1
0 10 6 1/2 9 BP 2 1 7 6 3/5 9 BP 2
0 10 7 1/2 9 BP 3 1 7 7 3/5 9 BP 3
0 10 8 1/2 9 BP 4 1 7 8 3/5 9 BP 4
0 11 1 1/2 1 BP 1 1 8 1 3/5 1 BP 1
0 11 2 1/2 1 BP 2 1 8 2 3/5 1 BP 2
0 11 3 1/2 1 BP 3 1 8 3 3/5 1 BP 3
0 11 4 1/2 1 BP 4 1 8 4 3/5 1 BP 4
0 11 5 1/2 1 BP 6 1 8 5 3/5 1 BP 6
0 11 6 1/2 2 BP 1 1 8 6 3/5 2 BP 1
0 11 7 1/2 2 BP 2 1 8 7 3/5 2 BP 2
0 11 8 1/2 2 BP 3 1 8 8 3/5 2 BP 3
0 13 1 1/2 2 BP 4 1 10 1 3/5 2 BP 4
0 13 2 1/2 2 BP 6 1 10 2 3/5 2 BP 6
0 13 3 1/2 3 BP 1 1 10 3 3/5 3 BP 1
0 13 4 1/2 3 BP 2 1 10 4 3/5 3 BP 2
0 13 5 1/2 3 BP 3 1 10 5 3/5 3 BP 3
0 13 6 1/2 3 BP 4 1 10 6 3/5 3 BP 4
0 13 7 1/2 3 BP 6 1 10 7 3/5 3 BP 6
0 14 1 1/2 4 BP 1 1 11 1 3/5 4 BP 1
0 14 2 1/2 4 BP 2 1 11 2 3/5 4 BP 2
0 14 3 1/2 4 BP 3 1 11 3 3/5 4 BP 3
0 14 4 1/2 4 BP 4 1 11 4 3/5 4 BP 4
0 14 5 1/2 4 BP 6 1 11 5 3/5 4 BP 6
0 14 6 1/2 5 BP 1 1 11 6 3/5 5 BP 1
0 14 7 1/2 5 BP 2 1 11 7 3/5 5 BP 2
0 14 8 1/2 5 BP 3 1 11 8 3/5 5 BP 3
0 15 1 1/2 5 BP 4 1 13 1 3/5 5 BP 4
0 15 2 1/2 5 BP 6 1 13 2 3/5 5 BP 6
0 15 3 1/2 6 BP 1 1 13 3 3/5 6 BP 1
0 15 4 1/2 6 BP 2 1 13 4 3/5 6 BP 2
0 15 5 1/2 6 BP 3 1 13 5 3/5 6 BP 3
0 15 6 1/2 6 BP 4 1 13 6 3/5 6 BP 4
0 15 7 1/2 6 BP 6 1 13 7 3/5 6 BP 6
0 16 1 1/2 7 BP 1 1 14 1 3/5 7 BP 1
0 16 2 1/2 7 BP 2 1 14 2 3/5 7 BP 2
0 16 3 1/2 7 BP 3 1 14 3 3/5 7 BP 3
0 16 4 1/2 7 BP 4 1 14 4 3/5 7 BP 4
0 16 5 1/2 8 BP 1 1 14 5 3/5 8 BP 1
0 16 6 1/2 8 BP 2 1 14 6 3/5 8 BP 2
0 16 7 1/2 8 BP 3 1 14 7 3/5 8 BP 3
0 16 8 1/2 8 BP 4 1 14 8 3/5 8 BP 4
Table C.4: Cabling scheme for connecting readout ribbons to the FEDs used in the TEC+ cold test
setup.
C.2.3 FEC Cabling in the Integration and Cold Test Setups
FEC Cabling Scheme of the Integration Setup
In the integration setup, the control ring of Disc 9 was connected to the PCI FEC. The control
rings of discs 1 - 8 were connected to the VME FEC in Slot 20 of the DAQ crate in the order
given in Tab. C.5
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Disc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FEC ring 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Table C.5: Cabling of control rings to FEC inputs during TEC+ integration in Aachen.
FEC Cabling Scheme of the Cold Test Setup
In the cold test, the VME FECs for controlling the first sector of a given test setup (sectors 1
and 2) were mounted in slots 18 and 19 of the second crate. The FECs for controlling the second
sector of a given test setup (sectors 3 and 5) were mounted in slots 15 and 16 of the second crate.
The schemes of connecting of control rings to the FECs are given in Tab. C.6.
There was one deviation to this scheme: during warm operation of the first tested setup, sectors
2 and 5, the control rings of discs 5 and 6 were swapped with respect to the here given schemes.
This swap was reversed before cooling down these sectors, so that cold readout and the readout
after warming up again of sectors 2 and 5 and all readout of sectors 1 and 3 was recorded with
the settings given in Tab. C.6b
Disc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Slot 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 19
FEC ring 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7
(a) Cabling for sectors 1 and 2.
Disc 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Slot 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16
FEC ring 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7
(b) Cabling for sectors 3 and 5.
Table C.6: Cabling of control rings to FEC inputs in the TEC+ cold test.
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C.3 Defects and Problems in Completed TEC+
The list of all defective components known at the end of TEC+ integration in Aachen and at the
end of the TEC+ cold test at CERN is repeated here for reference.
C.3.1 Defective Components
Sect. Disc Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips Integ. CT warm CT cold
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C 768
√ √ √
2
2 BP 7.5 Laser 1 low 256 — —
√
3 BP
4.1 No HV 512
√
— —
4.3 No HV 512
√
— —
4 FP
5.3 APVs 4, 5, 6 384
√
— —
7.2 No I2C 512
√
— —
3
4 BP 2.1 Laser 1 dead 256 —
√
[
√
]
5 BP 7.3 APVs 2, 5 256
√ √ √
4 8 BP 5.4 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
5
1 FP 7.1 No I2C 512 — —
√
4 FP 4.3
APV 6 128
√ √ √
APVMUX (+384) (
√
) (
√
) (
√
)
7 FP
7.1 No I2C 512 — — [
√
]
7.4 No HV 512 —
√ √
7.5 No HV 512 —
√ √
6 8 BP 3.1 Laser 3 low 256
√ √ √
7
1 BP 6.1 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
2 BP 4.3 APV 2 128
√ √ √
Total: 3968 3328 4608
Table C.7: List of known defective detector components in TEC+ after various test stages.
Components marked with a tick ”
√
” in a given column were found to be defective in the cor-
responding setup. Components marked in square brackets ”[
√
]” are not working stably in the
given test step and are counted as defective. Components marked in parentheses ”(
√
)” may be
problematic but are not counted as defective.
Two petals in sector 2 have been exchanged between integration in Aachen and the cold test at
CERN: the back petal on disc 3 and the front petal on disc 4. The corresponding defects did
therefore not exist any more during the cold test.
The last column (cold test, cold operation) gives the list of defects applicable as a reference for
later operation of the end cap under CMS operating conditions.
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C.3.2 Noise Plots of Modules with Defective Components
Integration
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Figure C.1: Noise plots of the modules in TEC+ on which defective components were found
during integration in Aachen. Not shown are two modules without I2C communication and two
modules which cannot be biased. Module identifiers are printed at the right edge of each plot.
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Cold test
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Figure C.2: Noise plots of modules modules in TEC+ on which defective components were
found during the cold test at CERN. Modules with defects that were already known from TEC+
integration in Aachen are shown in Fig. C.1. Not shown are two modules which cannot be biased
and two modules without I2C communication (new defects at the cold test). Module identifiers
are printed at the right edge of each plot.
C.3.3 Lasers with GAIN 3 set during Integration or Cold Test
A number of lasers on AOHs in TEC+ had the GAIN register set to three in order to obtain an
optical gain close to 0.8 V/V. These lasers are candidates for early failing components in the end
cap and are listed in Tab. C.8. However, as the comparison of data from TEC+ integration in
Aachen and from the cold test at CERN shows, the reproducibility of the GAIN setting is not
very good and the selection of GAIN=3 may also depend on high attenuation in some fibres in the
multi-ribbon cables or other causes outside of the TEC+ volume. In the table, lasers are counted
such that the laser reading out the APVs with I2C addresses 0x20 and 0x21 is labelled 1, the laser
for I2C addresses 0x22 and 0x23 (only existing on the 6-APV modules of the double-sided rings
1, 2 and 5) is labelled 2 and the laser for APVs 0x24 and 0x25 is labelled 3.
Lasers with GAIN 3 set
Sector Disc Petal Module Integration Cold test (warm)
1 1 FP 1.3 3 —
1 2 FP 5.1 — 1
1 2 FP 5.4 1 —
1 3 FP 1.2 2 —
1 4 BP 3.2 — 3
1 4 BP 7.2 1 1
1 5 FP 2.3 2 2
1 7 BP 3.1 1 —
1 7 BP 5.2 — 3
1 7 BP 7.2 3 1
1 8 FP 4.3 3 —
1 8 BP 5.4 1 —
1 9 FP 5.1 — 2
2 1 BP 5.2 2 2
2 2 BP 1.1 — 3
2 4 FP 2.2 2 —
Continued on the next page. . .
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Table C.8: List of lasers with GAIN 3 set.
Lasers with GAIN 3 set
Sector Disc Petal Module Integration Cold test (warm)
2 4 FP 2.4 1 2 3 —
2 5 FP 5.2 — 1
2 5 FP 5.3 — 3
2 7 FP 6.4 3 3
2 9 BP 5.4 1 1 2
3 1 BP 4.3 — 3
3 1 BP 5.3 3 1
3 1 BP 7.2 — 1
3 2 FP 2.4 3 —
3 2 FP 6.4 — 1
3 3 FP 1.2 2 —
3 3 FP 5.2 1 —
3 4 FP 5.4 — 2
3 6 FP 7.5 1 –
4 4 FP 2.1 3 n/a
4 4 FP 5.2 3 n/a
4 6 FP 5.1 1 n/a
4 8 BP 5.4 1 n/a
4 9 BP 5.4 1 n/a
5 3 FP 1.2 2 —
5 3 FP 7.2 — 1
5 4 BP 5.1 3 1 3
5 5 BP 7.2 3 —
5 7 BP 7.5 1 1
6 4 FP 2.1 3 n/a
6 5 FP 5.1 3 n/a
6 8 BP 3.1 3 n/a
6 9 BP 5.2 3 n/a
7 1 FP 7.1 1 n/a
7 2 FP 2.4 1 n/a
7 2 FP 6.2 1 n/a
7 3 FP 5.2 1 2 3 n/a
7 5 FP 5.1 1 n/a
7 8 FP 4.1 3 n/a
7 8 BP 5.4 1 n/a
8 3 BP 1.2 1 n/a
8 4 FP 2.1 3 n/a
8 4 FP 2.4 2 n/a
8 4 BP 3.1 1 n/a
8 4 BP 6.3 3 n/a
Table C.8: List of lasers in TEC+ with GAIN 3 set during integration or cold test at CERN.
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C.3.4 Temperature Sensors Read out via DCUs
Tab. C.9 contains a list of all DCUs on front end hybrids which reported unreasonable values
of the silicon temperature during TEC+ integration in Aachen. The temperature is considered
unreasonable if it is below the coolant temperature of about 15◦C.
Sector Disc Petal Module DCU ID Silicon temperature
1 5 FP 7.2 14286245 5.7
1 5 FP 7.4 8254629 4.6
1 9 BP 7.3 15859439 5.0
2 1 BP 5.4 3534975 -37.2
2 9 BP 5.1 12186343 -37.2
3 1 FP 5.2 8256359 8.3
3 3 BP 1.1 6156915 -37.2
3 4 BP 7.1 14283303 -37.2
3 9 BP 5.4 14348627 8.0
4 7 BP 5.2 13759037 7.9
4 9 BP 5.1 3931519 7.8
5 2 FP 4.3 11664685 -37.2
5 5 FP 3.3 12513907 4.3
5 6 FP 4.2 8254287 4.5
5 8 FP 7.4 4060715 -37.2
5 8 BP 7.1 3797675 3.4
5 9 FP 7.2 7863915 -37.2
5 9 BP 5.2 7992047 8.0
5 9 BP 7.2 16513691 4.3
5 9 BP 7.5 5698267 3.1
6 3 FP 2.4 7993575 7.1
6 3 FP 4.3 3404683 6.2
6 3 FP 5.2 5896279 -37.2
6 7 BP 7.4 12513913 3.8
7 1 BP 5.2 3798355 7.3
7 1 BP 5.5 16645715 6.4
7 4 BP 7.3 4062865 5.6
7 5 FP 7.2 3407579 -37.2
7 7 BP 5.2 3862911 7.9
7 9 BP 5.4 16120295 4.7
8 1 BP 6.3 5501841 5.4
8 9 BP 6.3 14022223 4.1
Table C.9: List of Modules which reported silicon temperatures outside of a reasonable range
during TEC+ integration (all data recorded at room temperature).
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C.4 Overview Plots of all Sectors
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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Figure C.3: Selected sector overview plots for sector 1 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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C.4.2 Sector 2
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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Figure C.4: Selected sector overview plots for sector 2 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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(e) Tick heights of the APVs.
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Figure C.5: Selected sector overview plots for sector 3 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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(e) Tick heights of the APVs.
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Figure C.6: Selected sector overview plots for sector 4 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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(c) CM-noise divided by mean intrinsic noise of the
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(e) Tick heights of the APVs.
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Figure C.7: Selected sector overview plots for sector 5 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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(c) CM-noise divided by mean intrinsic noise of the
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Figure C.8: Selected sector overview plots for sector 6 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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C.4.7 Sector 7
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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Figure C.9: Selected sector overview plots for sector 7 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
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C.4.8 Sector 8
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using
the APV tick heights and scaled to the strip length of
ring 1.
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, nor-
malised using the APV tick heights and scaled to the
strip length of ring 1.
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Figure C.10: Selected sector overview plots for sector 8 of TEC+ from data recorded during
integration in Aachen.
Appendix D
Frontend Device Settings
Table D.1 gives the APV register settings recommended [70] for operation of TEC modules in
warm and cold setups by experts, and the values used during different stages of TEC+ testing.
For TEC+ integration, a few registers were programmed differently during the testing of sectors
5 and 3. The meaning of the APV registers is for example explained in [63, 73].
Thybrid = 30
◦C Thybrid = −10◦C
Parameter Proposed Reception Integration Cold Test Proposed Cold test
IPRE 98 98 98 98 85 98
IPCASC 52 52 52 52 45 52
IPSF 34 34 34 34 30 34
ISSF 34 34 34 34 30 34
IPSP 55 55 55 55 48 55
IMUXIN 34 34 34 34 30 34
VFP 30 30 30 30 30 30
VPSP 37 37∗ 35∗ 37† 37 37†
ISHA 65 80† 80† 80† 50 50†
VFS 50 30† 30† 30† 60 60†
CDRV 0 0 0 0 0 0
CSEL 8 8 8 8 8 8
MODEξ — 47/37 47/37 47/37 — 47/37
MUXGAIN 4 2 4 4 4 4
Table D.1: Proposed parameters for operation of TEC modules [70] for warm and cold operation
and parameters used during TEC+ reception test, integration (warm) and cold test (warm and
cold).
∗: value should be — and was in the given setup — determined for each module individually. The
quoted value is from a randomly chosen module.
†: value should be — but was not in the given setup — determined for each module individually.
ξ: APV-modes for readout in peak/deconvolution mode.
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Appendix E
Software Developed for TEC+
Integration
E.1 Noise Analysis Software
The AC1Analysis software was introduced in Ch. 3. A copy of the software that was used for
TEC+ data analyses during the integration in Aachen has been copied to the CASTOR storage
system at CERN and is available at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/final software/
in a file named AC1Analysis-1.9.tar.gz. The software continues to be used and developed in a
R&D project for the SLHC upgrade at 1. Physikalisches Institut B of RWTH Aachen.
To help finding relevant module plots during TEC+ integration, a graphical user interface to the
histogram output files of the AC1Analysis software was created. This user interface could create
sector overview plots or petal thumbnail plots as described in Sec. 6.3.4, which were displayed in
one of two drawing areas (canvases). Clicking on some part of the sector overview plot opened
the corresponding petal thumbnail plot in the same window frame. Likewise, clicking on one of
the thumbnails in a petal thumbnail plot opened the corresponding module’s plot in the second
canvas. The quantities to be displayed in the plots — such as noise levels, common-mode fraction
or noise flatness — could be chosen from a drop-down menu. A screenshot of the GUI is shown
in Fig. E.1.
E.2 Commissioning Debug Software
The commissioning debug software TkCommDebug was introduced in Sec. 6.3.3 on page 116.
Because the software is linked against classes from the tracker DAQ system it will probably only
be executable (and compilable) using the exact DAQ version that was installed during TEC+
integration. Changes in the software interface of relevant parts of the tracker DAQ make the
software incompatible. Nevertheless, the TkCommDebug version used in TEC+ integration and
cold test is available at CASTOR in the directory
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/software/
in the archive file richard.tar. The contents of this archive are listed in the text file richard.txt.
E.3 Petal Reception Test Automation
The reception test automation software uses deprecated versions of the CMS DAQ and run control
frameworks XDAQ and RCMS and will only work with one special, deprecated version of the
tracker DAQ software and only supports the hardware components that were used in the by now
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Figure E.1: Screenshot of the GUI frontend of the AC1Analysis software.
dismantled setup of the petal reception test of TEC+. Therefore the software is of no use any
more.
E.4 Test Result Data Storage
The data recorded during the TEC+ petal reception test, TEC+ integration and the TEC+
cold test were of diverse formats. In the reception test, several raw data files in the sir format,
TBMonitor files, output files of the AC1Analysis software and an XML file containing the result
of the reception test were produced for each individual petal, resulting in thousands of individual
files for the whole reception test. During TEC+ integration, several raw data files, TBMonitor
files and AC1Analysis output files were produced for each sector, to which files from the DCU
readout and result files from opto-scan and timing have to be added, resulting in more than 100
individual files for reference data from TEC+ integration. About the same amount of files was
produced for the reference data of the cold test.
In addition to the sheer number of files, there are often discrepancies between the exact file
formats for the same category of file from the different setups. Because the procedures of TEC+
integration and TEC+ cold test were not automated, human factors introduced additional com-
plications, such as a swap in the FEC cabling in a small data set from the cold test.
Because all such details must be accounted for if these files are used in data analyses, a new
file format was conceived in which all relevant data from any of the setups could be combined.
The aim was to reduce the number of files from each of the test setups to no more than about
10, and to make sure the interface to all these data is identical. The details of the input files only
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needed to be taken into account during the creation of the new data files, making data analyses
much easier and less error prone.
It was chosen to create a root object representing a petal that includes all relevant data for one
petal from one given test setup (and for one set of conditions, so that for example for data from
the cold test at CERN, individual petal representations are created for warm and cold operation).
The petal has child-elements for the individual modules and other data. The objects are designed
in such a way that they can be written to root trees. These trees have only one branch (data
column) for the petals, and each entry in the tree contains exactly one petal. Trees were filled
such that there is typically one root file per sector for each setup, with the exception of the cold
test where the two sectors read out simultaneously were filled into the same tree. Any selection
of these data files can be easily combined in a root TChain, so that e.g. a tree representing all
petals of the end cap is obtained. It is possible to mix in the TChain data files from the different
tests, e.g. sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5 from the cold test and sectors 4, 6, 7 and 8 from TEC+ integration,
which would represent the final set of reference data for TEC+.
The software for this data tree was named PMT (Petal and Module Tree) and consists of
several software packages:
 The GTools (GenericTools) package contains helper classes providing often needed functio-
nality.
 The TecTools package contains TEC-specific helper classes, e.g. for computing FEC ring
addresses for any given setup and also classes developed for the formatting of plots.
 The PMT package defines the data structure of the PMT tree. It contains the code of the
root objects that can be written into the PMT tree.
 The PMTReader package provides a software interface for efficient and simple access to data
in the PMT tree files.
 Individual filler packages have been created for the three setups: PMTFiller for TEC+
integration, and the packages PMTReceptionFiller and PMTColdtestFiller. These packages
are not needed any more since the PMT tree files have been created.
The class structure of the PMT package, including details of the data saved in the individual
objects, is now explained. Class names are typeset in a typewriter font face.
PMTPetal: This is the base class of the PMT tree. The PMTPetal contains the following data:
 An object of type PMTPetalDescription containing identifiers for the petal:
– Sector, disc and whether is is a front or a back petal, TEC+ or TEC−.
– The petal barcode.
 An identifier for the test type (reception, integration, cold test warm/cold . . . )
 Run numbers of ”reference” runs for this petal (opto scan, timing run, pedestal runs).
 A comment field containing additional comments from the petal reception test, and the
number of loose screws found during the reception test. In addition the petal grade computed
from the reception test results. These fields are not filled from integration or cold test.
 an object of type PMTEnvSensors which contains:
– readings from temperature and humidity sensors (only available from petal reception.
– ID and calibration constants of the HMX sensor (if installed).
– chiller inlet/outlet temperatures (rough estimates).
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 For each module a collection of module data in the form of a data object of type PMTModule:
– petal barcode
– A detId encoding the module’s location in the tracker, both in a format defined in Tec-
Tools package (class TDDetId) as well as in the format used by the CMS reconstruction
software CMSSW (implemented in class CMSSWDetId in TecTools).
– The location of the module as a set of individual variables: number of sector, disc,
FP/BP, ring, position.
– Module and hybrid barcode (there are several ways to obtain the barcode from the DB,
and several (maybe different) barcodes are saved).
– Results from gain scan (achieved and scaled gain, set GAIN and BIAS register.)
– Results from timing run (tick height, top, and base).
– List of flagged channels from ARCS and petal longterm test, read from the tracker con-
struction data base. Flags from the longterm tests have been updated in the database
after the creation of the PMT trees, the PMT trees have not been updated to include
these changes.
– List of defective front end chips (including V bias problems) after the respective test.
– An object of type PMTDcuValues containing DCU readout and calibration data:
* DCU ID read out during operation of the respective step and thus guaranteed to
be the correct ones (for later reference, the valid IDs are those recorded in the cold
test from sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5 and recorded during TEC+ integration from sectors
2, 4, 6 and 7. Few exchanges of petals or modules have occured after the reception
test and integration, so that other data sets should not be used for this purpose).
* Temperature, voltages and leakage current read from the DCU (if possible in ”con-
figured” system state).
* DCU data are given in three formats: ADC counts of the DCUs, calibrated us-
ing one global set of calibration constants for all modules, and calibrated with
individual calibration constants.
* DCU calibration constants from [62].
– U/I value pairs of the bias voltage (only filled from reception test) in an object of type
PMTHvReadings.
– One PMTNoise object each for readout in peak mode with and without V bias and in
deconvolution mode with V bias (results from AC1Analysis).
* All strips’ noise (total noise, ”fast raw” noise (integration and coldtest only), noise
after CM-subtraction).
* Mean noise per APV (for each type).
* RMS of noise per APV (for each type).
* Common Mode Noise (RMS of CM-distribution) per APV.
* All strips’ pedestal values.
* Strip flags based on the noise after CM-subtraction.
– In reception test data, the module grade computed in the reception test is also saved
in the PMTModule.
The source code files in these software packages contain extensive code documentation from
which formatted documentation in the HTML format can be created using the open source software
doxygen [150]. The packages contain Makefiles which have been tested on CERN scientific linux
version 4, Ubuntu Linux 7.10 and on MacOS X 10.4. At least root version 5.12 is required.
Apart from this, the software only needs standard libraries that are present on any system with
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a reasonably recent gnu C++ compiler. It does especially not link against CMS online or oﬄine
software.
An example program demonstrating usage of the PMT tree is given below. The plot created
by this program is shown in Fig. E.2.
// Example program demonstrating basic usage of the PMT Tree.
// std lib includes:
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
// root includes:
#include "TH1I.h"
#include "TCanvas.h"
// G(eneric)Tools includes:
#include "GException.h"
// TecTools includes:
#include "TDDetId.h"
#include "TecIterator.h"
#include "TecInfo.h"
// PMTReader includes:
#include "PMTTreeReader.h"
#include "PMTObjectNotFoundException.h"
// main program: for simplicity, we ignore command-line parameters.
int main()
{
// The first thing to do is to open the PMT tree. In this example,
// we use data from the TEC+ cold test (warm operation).
PMTReader::PMTTreeReader treeReader;
// The PMTReader::PMTTreeReader class inherits most of its functions from
// PMTReader::PMTPetalInterface (see this class’ documentation)
// We have to tell this object, where the data files are.
// There are several ways to do this, here we provide a vector of file names:
std::vector<std::string> fileNames;
fileNames.push_back ( "/home/richard/src/root/PMTColdTestFiller/output/sectors13_warm.root" );
fileNames.push_back ( "/home/richard/src/root/PMTColdTestFiller/output/sectors25_warm.root" );
// Tell the treeReader about these two files:
treeReader.defineInput ( fileNames );
// Open the tree (this creates a map of Det-IDs for all petals to their location in the
// tree, so that future access is sped up):
treeReader.openTree();
// Tree is open, now we can get data. First, we create a histogram:
TH1I* histo = new TH1I ( "thybrid", "Hybrid Temperatures", 60, 20, 50 );
// we will also need a det ID object of type TDDetId from the TecTools package
TecTools::TDDetId* detId = new TecTools::TDDetId();
// and a variable for the current hybrid temperature
float tHybrid = 0;
// data exist in ADC counts, individual calibration values and global calibration values.
// We want individual calibrations. There is a flag for this:
TecTools::TecInfo::PMTDcuCalibration_T calibrationMode = TecTools::TecInfo::CALIBRATED;
// There is a simple way to loop over all modules of the TEC, provided by the
// TecIterator class in the TecTools package. So we create a TecIterator object:
TecTools::TecIterator iter;
// Per default, this object would loop over all sectors, but we only have data
// for sectors 1, 2, 3 and 5. So let’s tell the iterator to only use these sectors:
// (the idea should be clear: it’s setting bits 1, 2, 3 and 5 high, the other
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// bits remain low):
iter.setSectorMask ( (1<<1) + (1<<2) + (1<<3) + (1<<5) );
// one can mask out other bits and pieces, documented in the online-documentation
// Iterating over all modules of the four sectors is now very easy:
for ( iter=iter.firstModule(); iter != iter.end(); iter++ )
{
// the detID must set to the module the iterator points to:
detId -> setKey ( iter.getDetId() );
// we can now request the module’s hybrid temperature (we want it calibrated):
try
{
tHybrid = treeReader.getTHybrid ( detId, calibrationMode );
}
catch ( PMTReader::PMTObjectNotFoundException ex )
{
// If the requested module does not exist in the tree, we get an
// error message. This message is printed and the program terminates.
ex.print();
return 1;
}
// Increase bin of the module’s hybrid temperature by one.
histo -> Fill ( tHybrid, 1 );
}
// create a canvas to print the plot into:
TCanvas* canvas = new TCanvas ( "canvasthybrid", "Hybrid Temperature" );
// draw the histogram
histo -> Draw();
// create an .eps file from the canvas.
canvas -> Print( "T_hybrid.eps" );
// clean up and leave:
delete histo;
delete canvas;
delete detId;
return 0;
}
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Figure E.2: Plot of the hybrid temperatures in the cold test (warm setup), created by the
example program.
Appendix F
Data Files from TEC+ Integration
In the hopefully unlikely case that the data recorded with the tracker at the LHC are not satisfac-
tory, it might be desirable to take a look at reference data recorded during the integration phase.
Data locations and run numbers for TEC+ are given here for reference, hopefully never needed.
F.1 Raw Data from the 2004 TEC Test Beam
Raw data files in sir file format recorded during the TEC test beam in May/June 2004 are stored
in the CASTOR storage system at CERN, in the directory
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/tkX5B/may2004/TEConly/
and some of the TBMonitor-files are in the sub-directory monitor/. For processing the files
with the AC1Analysis software it is only needed to know that the setup consisted of a front
petal with CCUs 11 and 10 and of a back petal with CCUs 12 and 13 (all CCU addresses in
decimal). The format of the sir-file name for a given run-number nrun and sub-run-number nsub
is sir00nrun nsub.root, where nrun is formatted to consist of five digits and nsub is formatted
to consist of three digits. The number of sub-runs per run varies and must be determined by
searching for the corresponding sub-run files. The first sub-run number is always 000.
Tables F.1-F.4 list a selection of runs from the test beam that were used in the analyses
presented in Ch. 4. A list of all runs that were performed during the test beam is given in
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/logbooks/logbook testbeam 2004.html .
Run number Bias voltage [V]
50256 100
50258 125
50260 150
50262 175
50264 200
50273 300
50279 225
50280 200
50281 175
50284 150
50285 125
50286 100
50287 75
50288 50
50289 25
(a) Bias voltage scans on rings 1 and 2.
Run number Bias voltage [V]
51178 25
51180 50
51183 75
51185 100
51187 125
51189 150
51191 175
51193 200
51195 225
51197 250
51200 275
51202 300
(b) Bias voltage scan on rings 3 and 4.
Table F.1: Run numbers of bias voltage scans
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Run number Vbias [V]
51010 50
51005 100
51002 150
50978 200
50981 250
50984 300
50988 350
50991 400
(a) Bias voltage scans on rings 1
and 2.
Vbias [V] Pedestal Virgin raw Zero Supp.
50 51009 51010 51011
100 51004 51005 51007
150 51001 51002 51003
200 50977 50978 50979
250 50980 50981 50982
300 50983 50984 50986
350 50987 50988 50989
400 50990 50991 50992
450 50995 50999
(b) Bias voltage scan on ring 5 with pedestal runs and data
in zero suppression for each voltage. The data were also used
to study the effect of ”leaky strips” on ring 5 modules.
Table F.2: Bias voltage scans on ring 5
Run number Modules with hits
50273 fp: r1
bp: r1
50365 fp: 5.1, 5.2, 6.2
bp: 5.1-5.4, 6.3
50425 fp: 6.2, 6.3, 7.2, 7.3
bp: 6.2, 6.3, 7.3, 7.4
50426 fp: 3.1, 4.1, 4.2
bp: 3.2, 4.3
50431 fp: 6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 7.2
bp: 6.3, 7.4, 7.5
50433 fp: 6.3, 6.4, 7.4, 7.5
bp: 6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3
50434 fp: 4.3, 4.4
bp: 4.1
50436 fp: 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
bp: r4
50458 fp: 3.1, 3.2
bp: 3.2
50459 fp: 3.1, 3.2
bp: 3.2
50462 fp: 3.1, 3.2
bp: 3.1, 3.2
50468 fp: 2.3, 3.2, 3.3
bp: r2, r3
(a) Warm setup, petal scan in peak mode.
Run number Modules with hits
50950 fp:R2
bp: r2
50959 fp: 3.2, 3.3
bp: 3.1, 3.2
50961 fp: 1.1 - 1.4
bp: 1.1-1.2
50962 fp: 4.2, 4.3
bp: 4.2, 4.3
50966 fp: 4.3, 4.4
bp: 4.1, 4.2
50967 fp: 5.3, 5.4
bp: 5.1-5.4
50968 fp: 5.1-5.4
bp: 5.3-5.6
50969 fp: 6.1, 6.2
bp: 6.3
50971 fp: 6.3, 6.4
bp: 6.1, 6.2
50973 fp: 7.4, 7.5
bp: 7.1, 7.2
50976 fp: 7.1
bp: 7.4, 7.5
(b) Cold setup, petal scan in peak mode.
Table F.3: Petal scans in peak mode, only modules with a significant number of hits are listed.
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Run number Modules with hits
50177 fp: 6.2 6.3 7.2 7.3
bp: 6.2, 6.3, 7.3, 7.4
50236 fp: r5, 6.2, 6.3
bp: 5.3-5.6, 6.2, 6.3
50245 fp: r1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3
bp: r1, r2
50368 fp: 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2
bp: 5.3-5.6, 6.3
(a) Warm setup, petal scan in deconvolution mode.
Run number Modules with hits
51131 fp: 3.2, 4.2, 4.3
bp: r3, 4.2, 4.3
51134 fp: 6.2, 6.3
bp: 6.2, 6.3, 7.3, 7.4
51136 fp: r5
bp: 5.3-5.6
51140 fp: r1, 2.1-2.3
bp: r1, 2.2
51153 fp: 4.2, 5.1, 5.2
bp: 4.3, 5.3-5.6
51157 fp: 4.2, 5.1, 5.2
bp: 4.3, 5.3-5.6
(b) Cold setup, petal scan in deconvolution mode.
Table F.4: Petal scans in deconvolution mode, only modules with a significant number of hits
are listed.
F.2 Raw Data from TEC+ Petal Reception
The raw data from the TEC+ petal reception test are only stored in Aachen. Processed data are
available in a root tree of the format described in App. E.4. The location of these files is given in
App. F.5.
F.3 Raw Data from TEC+ Integration
All raw data recorded during TEC+ integration has been copied to the CASTOR storage system
at CERN. The files reside under
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/
where one directory has been created for each sector, including sector 0 data, e.g. for sector 3
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/sector3/
and analogous for the other sectors. All data are available in the sir and ru file formats. For
parsing the sir files with the AC1Analysis software, only the cabling schemes for the FECs used
during TEC+ integration (cf. App. C.2.3) must be known, because the files always contain a whole
sector’s data and all petals have the nominal CCU addresses as given in Tabs. A.2 and A.3.
TBMonitor files of the timing runs and opto scans used for the qualification of the sectors are
also contained in the sectors’ directories. Tabs. F.5-F.9 contain the run numbers of the reference
runs used for sector qualification, i.e. of the final opto scan and timing run and of the pedestal
runs in peak and deconvolution mode with applied bias voltage and in peak mode without bias
voltage. Lists of runs recorded for the laser alignment system or with the cosmic trigger are not
given here.
Full lists of all runs recorded during TEC+ integration, including the runs performed during
system debugging, laser-alignment or cosmic data taking are listed in log files which are available
on CASTOR at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/logbooks/
in files named logbook sectorn.html with 0 ≤ n ≤ 8. These files include several information
about each run such as date and time, run type, bias voltage settings, coolant temperature, trigger
settings, number of recorded events and a comment added by the operator which may contain a
remark concerning the outcome of prompt data analysis, settings of the laser diodes in runs for
the alignment system etc.
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Type Run number
Opto scan 21227
Timing run 21228
Ped peak HV 21239
Ped dec HV 21242
Ped peak no HV 21231
(a) Sector 1.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21481
Timing run 21482
Ped peak HV 21534
Ped dec HV 21493
Ped peak no HV 21489
(b) Sector 2.
Table F.5: Reference runs from TEC+ integration in Aachen.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21053
Timing run 21079
Ped peak HV 21165
Ped dec HV 21071
Ped peak no HV 21072
(a) Sector 3.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21654
Timing run 21655
Ped peak HV 21686
Ped dec HV 21685
Ped peak no HV 21687
(b) Sector 4.
Table F.6: Reference runs from TEC+ integration in Aachen.
Type Run number
Opto scan 20908
Timing run 20909
Ped peak HV 20996
Ped dec HV 20963
Ped peak no HV 20921
(a) Sector 5.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21583
Timing run 21584
Ped peak HV 21624
Ped dec HV 21626
Ped peak no HV 21620
(b) Sector 6.
Table F.7: Reference runs from TEC+ integration in Aachen.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21393
Timing run 21394
Ped peak HV 21404
Ped dec HV 21405
Ped peak no HV 21399
(a) Sector 7.
Type Run number
Opto scan 21700
Timing run 21701
Ped peak HV 21707
Ped dec HV 21708
Ped peak no HV 21706
(b) Sector 8.
Table F.8: Reference runs from TEC+ integration in Aachen.
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Type Run number
Opto scan 20526
Timing run 20537
Ped peak HV 20578(MG=2)
20701(MG=4)
Ped dec HV 20584
Ped peak no HV 20576
(a) Sector 0 warm.
Type Run number
Opto scan 20735
Timing run 20736
Ped peak HV 20741
Ped dec HV 20742
Ped peak no HV 20739
(b) Sector 0 cold.
Table F.9: Reference runs from the test (warm and cold) of TEC+ sector 0 in Aachen. MG=x
denotes the setting of the MUXGAIN register to the given value.
F.4 Raw Data from the TEC+ Cold Test at CERN
Raw data from the TEC+ cold test were copied to CASTOR in an automated procedure that was
set up during tracker operation at the Tracker Integration Facility (TIF). TEC data files in the
sir and ru formats have been stored at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/run/
and TBMonitor files have been copied to
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/run/scratch/ .
For processing the sir files with the AC1Analysis software, the FEC-cabling scheme for the cold
test (App. C.2.3, especially Tab. C.6) must be known.
Tabs. F.10 and F.11 give the run numbers of the runs used for qualifying the sectors in warm
and cold conditions. Runs for the warm setups are recorded before cooling down the system,
with the exception of the runs labelled Ped peak final, which are pedestal runs in peak mode with
applied bias voltage which have been recorded after warming up again.
Type Run number
Opto scan 1649
Timing run 1655
Ped peak HV 1657
Ped dec HV 1658
Ped peak no HV 1656
Ped peak final 1759
(a) Sectors 1 and 3, warm operation.
Type Run number
Opto scan 1717
Timing run 1718
Ped peak HV 1737
Ped dec HV 1736
Ped peak no HV 1705
(b) Sectors 1 and 3, cold operation.
Table F.10: Reference runs from the CERN cold test of sectors 1 and 3 of TEC+.
Type Run number
Opto scan 1240
Timing run 1241
Ped peak HV 1269
Ped dec HV 1268
Ped peak no HV 1244
Ped peak final 1328
(a) Sectors 2 and 5, warm operation.
Type Run number
Opto scan 1290
Timing run 1292
Ped peak HV 1295
Ped dec HV 1296
Ped peak no HV 1294
(b) Sectors 2 and 5, cold operation.
Table F.11: Reference runs from the CERN cold test of sectors 2 and 5 of TEC+.
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F.5 Results from Data Analysis
Files in the data format of the PMT tree (cf. App. E.4) — containing results of noise analyses,
optical parameters, temperature, voltage and humidity measurements and many more characteris-
tics of modules and petals — for the TEC+ petal reception, TEC+ integration in Aachen and the
TEC+ cold test at CERN have been copied to the CASTOR storage system at CERN, together
with a copy of the PMT software needed to read the tree. All data files are in sub-directories of
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/processed data/
with the following directory structure:
 Petal reception: there is one root file per sector, named reception n.root, 1 ≤ n ≤ 8 being
the sector number. The files are located at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/processed data/reception/
 TEC+ integration in Aachen: there is one root file per sector, named integration n.root,
1 ≤ n ≤ 8 being the sector number. There are also the files integration 0 warm.root and
integration 0 cold.root from the readout of sector 0 in Aachen. The files are located at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/processed data/integration/
 TEC+ cold test at CERN: the data files for sectors 1 and 3 are named sectors13 warm.root,
sectors13 cold.root and sectors13 warm again.root. Files for sectors 2 and 5 are
named sectors25 warm.root, sectors25 cold.root and sectors25 warm again.root.
The files for data taking after warming up again contain noise data from peak mode with
applied bias voltage from after warming up, all other data in these files is taken from before
cooling down. All files are located at
/castor/cern.ch/cms/testbeam/TAC/TEC/Integration/processed data/coldtest/
Appendix G
Two Pieces of Personal Interest
G.1 The First Track Observed with a Partly Integrated
Subdetector of the CMS Tracker
On Friday, March 17th 2006, the first run was recorded in TEC+ in which the cosmic trigger was
operated demanding coincident hits in both trigger layers (cf. Sec. 6.2.6 on page 112). The petal
installation was the one which was later disassembled and is referred to as sector 0. The run was
recorded at room temperature, with a bias voltage of 300 V applied to all sensors of the sector.
From this run, the first cosmic track observed with a partly integrated subdetector of the CMS
tracker was reconstructed (Fig. G.1). Because a version of the official reconstruction software which
could read in the raw data files produced during TEC integration did not yet exist, the track was
reconstructed with the aid of the AC1Analysis software and manual calculation of the hit positions
in the coordinates z and ϕ. All hits found by the cluster-finding algorithm of AC1Analysis were
written to a text file which contained for each hit the event number, the petal on which the hit
was found and the module number on that petal, as well as the position of the center of gravity of
the cluster expressed in terms of the strip number within the module. The center of gravity c of a
cluster consisting of N hits on strips with numbers n1, . . . nN and signal s1 . . . sN is computed as
c =
1
N
·
N∑
i=1
ni · si . (G.1)
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Figure G.1: The first reconstructed track from a partly integrated subdetector of the CMS
tracker. Hits were found with the AC1Analysis software and the corresponding strip positions in
the end cap computed manually. A secondary particle was created in the area of disc 4.
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The module positions within the TEC were derived from information from the tracker geometry
description available at that time in the now deprecated CMS reconstruction software ORCA [113].
Events were selected which contained about 10 hits, at least one per disc. To simplify the
calculations, only events were considered in which all hits were located on the same ring, and ring
7 was chosen because it has the largest sensor surfaces. The hit positions in the z coordinate were
plotted versus the hit positions in the ϕ coordinate, showing an approximately linear dependency.
In this projection, the track is a straight line only if all hits occur at the same r coordinate and
if multiple scattering is negligible. The selected event — number 140 from run 20616 — has the
additional feature of a secondary particle produced in the area of disc 4. The tracks were later
confirmed using the ORCA reconstruction software [151].
This plot proved that the tracker end caps are up to their task of measuring the tracks of
traversing charged particles and is a visual memento of a historic moment in tracker integration.
It is also a very nice confirmation of the quality of the AC1Analysis software.
G.2 Weighted Grading of Overall TEC Quality
The percentage of defective channels in TEC+ quoted on page 188 in Sec. 8.3.3 may for some
person’s taste give a wrong impression of the overall quality of the integrated end cap, because it
gives the same weight to individually flagged strips (small, isolated defects) as to larger defects
affecting a whole APV or even module. Without considering any detailed study of the effect of
such larger defects on the tracking inefficiency or track resolution, a simple scheme leading to a
measure of the detector quality in which such large defects have a larger weight is proposed:
The scheme is based on awarding a total of 1 933 312 points to the end cap under the assumption
that every component up to the strip-level is working perfectly. This is one point per strip. For
each individual defective strip, one point is subtracted. For a defective APV, all strips read out
by this APV are treated as defective, and another 128 points are subtracted to account for the
fact that the defective APV leads to a large area of detector inefficiency. If a laser is dead, both
APVs read out by the laser are counted as defective, and if the whole module is failing, all APVs
of the module are counted as defective. For lasers that are working but have a low gain (GAIN=3
set during integration or cold test), 128 points are subtracted, equivalent to 0.5 points per strip
read out by the laser. If a DCU does not report sensible temperatures or voltages, 8 points (1/16
of an APV) are subtracted. The ratio RQ of the remaining number of points to the maximally
achievable number of points is translated into grades based on the scheme given in Tab. G.1.
This scheme is applied to the defect situation in TEC+ after the end of the cold test at CERN:
2391 individual strips have been flagged as bad, 36 APVs are defective, 46 lasers were operated
at GAIN=3 and 32 DCUs report unreasonable silicon temperatures, leading to a subtraction of
17551 points. This results in a ratio RQ of RQ = 0.9908, narrowly awarding the grade E to the
end cap TEC+.
In this scheme, the overall quality of the detector can turn out negative if, for example, the
whole end cap turns out to be defective. This is in some sense justified by the fact that in this
case not only would the inefficiency be 100%, but also a large amount of money, man power and
ECAL energy resolution would have been wasted.
RQ Grade Grade Spelt Out
RQ > 0.99 E Exceeds Expectations
0.98 < RQ ≤ 0.99 O Outstanding
0.97 < RQ ≤ 0.98 V Very Good
0.96 < RQ ≤ 0.97 A Acceptable
0.95 < RQ ≤ 0.96 N Not Bad
0.94 < RQ ≤ 0.95 X Excellent
Table G.1: The proposed scheme of quality grades based on the ratio RQ of achieved points to
maximally achievable points.
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